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The GS401 is aloudspeaker
and not amonitor.

The GS401A
The GS401B is available in oiled walnut finish

Many professionals are using
it for monitoring.
These include some very famous musicians and
producers such as Elton John, Gary Walker,
Oscar Peterson and Gus Dudgeon.
Some speaker manufacturers have taken to
using the word ' monitor' indiscriminately to describe
all sorts of loudspeaker systems. We call the GS401A
and GS401B loudspeakers and not 'monitors;
because we know precisely what the word monitor
means. We do not want to use it casually when
describing our speakers.
The requirements for faithful reproduction of
music in ahome environment are different from the
qualities which many studio engineers require from
their 'monitor' speakers. For instance, many studio
engineers like an over-emphasized 'peaky' treble
response because it helps to show up any hiss which
may be on atape.
The GS401A and GS401B were designed to
meet four criteria; ( 1) They had to be small enough to
fit into an ordinary bookshelf. ( The GS401A is about
20% smaller than an AR3a). ( 2) They had to be able
to reproduce high acoustical levels while maintaining
very low distortion. ( 3) They had to be able to
reproduce very low frequencies without audible
distortion. ( 4) They had to give the most accurate
reproduction possible regardless of size. All of these

aims were not achieved without sacrificing something.
The GS401A and the GS401B are comparatively
inefficient. This is anecessary concession to the laws
of physics relating to enclosure size versus efficiency.
For best results it is essential, therefore, that an
amplifier capable of delivering at least an honest forty
watts per channel into 8ohms be used.
And now aword about quality control.It is not
enough for aspeaker manufacturer to make one
especially good pair of loudspeakers for review
purposes. It is the day to day production which
matters to the potential purchaser. Quality control
is abyword at Gale. Every crossover network is
individually checked against astandard before it is
put into aloudspeaker system. Every single driver is
individually checked and measured. Every single
completed speaker system is given aseries of rigorous
tests. Our test records over the past two years have
shown that more than one out of every three loudspeaker systems has failed to pass the final test the
first time.
All of this adds up to only one thing. The GS401A
and the GS401B are designed and built to give you
the most accurate reproduction possible. Remember,
however, that the Gale GS401A and GS401B are not
monitors; they are very accurate loudspeakers.

Cole
Gale Electronics & Design Limited

23 Bruton Place

London W1 X 7AB
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Vol. 3 ( Music by Brahms,
Chopin, etc)
BRAHMS
Double concerto ( Ricci; Ricci)
BRITTEN
6 Metamorphoses iPhantasy
Quartet ( Lankester)

79

CAVALLI
Messa concertata ( Hirsch)

77

CROSSE
Ariadne ( Lankester)

79
79

DEBUSSY
Violin sonata ( Wallez)
Piano duos and duets ( Lee,.
Ringeissen)

79

DELIBES
Coppelia Sylvia— suites
(Black)

79

DELIUS
A Late Lark ( Herrmann)

79

DVORAK
Slavonic dances ( Dorati)

ABC
41“.11[11 Or 1111 . 011

BEETHOVEN
Symphony 3 ( Paita)
Dances, marches, etc ( Hirsch)
Josef Hofmann plays
Beethoven

BRUCKNER
Symphony 8( Karajan)
String quintet etc ( Vienna
Quintet)

by Gordon J. King
by Gordon J. King

Baroque Guitar Concerti
(Fasch; Krebs; Vivaldi)
(Ragossnig)

77
77

by Gordon J. King

PU CARTRIDGES

J. S. BACH
Organ music ( Kynaston)
Cantatas 92 & 126 ( Richter)
18 Chorale Preludes ( Alban
Singers)

BRUCH
Violin concerto 1 / Scottish
Fantasy ( Hasson/Gibson)

by Gordon J. King

79

80

80
80
80

FAURE
Violin sonata (
Wallez)
Songs ( Palmer)

GLIERE
Symphony 3 ,' etc ( Rachlin,
Zuraitis)
GRANADOS
Piano music ( Rajna)
12 Spanish dances ( Rajna)
Gregorian Chant (
Mass for 7th
Sunday of Easter) (
Gajard)

ARUTYUNYAN
Trumpet concerto ( Dokshitser)

77

by Peter Gammond
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75
76

79
80

FALLA
Three- cornered Hat / Harpsichord concerto ( Kipnis,
Boulez)

80

HAYDN
Paris' symphonies ( Bernstein)

79

HERRMANN
The Fantasticks ( Herrmann)
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IVES
Songs (Fischer-Dieskau)

81

81
81
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83
81

JANACEK
Choral Works for Female
Voices ( Veselka)

KHACHATURIAN
Spartacus ( Zuraitis)
King of Instruments (
Bach;
Clarke; Vierne; etc)
(Rawsthorne)
KRYUKOV
Concerto poem ( Dokshitser)

LISZT
Hungarian rhapsodies 4 & 5
Tasso ( Karajan)
Organ music ( Planyaysky)
Sonata in b ' Venezia e Napoli '
Mephisto Waltz 1 ( Berman)

83

MANFREDINI
Piano concerto ( Blumental)

83

MARTIN
Ballades etc ( Menuhinietc)

83

MIASKOVSKY
Violin concerto ( Feigin)

83

85
85
85
85

85

MOSCHELES
Grande sonate symphonique
(Landau)
MOZART
Wind divertimentos ( Vienna
Philharmonic)
Violin concertos ( Krebbers)
Mass in c ' Great' ( Somary)
Music from the Tudor Court
(Morley; Dow/and; Tomkins;
etc) ( Deller/Morley)

ORFF
Choral music ( Smetacek)
OVERLEAF
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83
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85
85
86
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86

RACHMANINOV
Piano concerto 3 ( Mogilevsky)

79

RAVEL
Violin sonata ( Wallez)

85

86

SATIE
Music for two guitars ( Kraus/
Bird)

86

A. SCARLATTI
The Madrigals ( Jurgens)

76
86

SCHUMANN
Fantasy ( Ricci/Masur)
Liederkreis / etc ( Baker)
Scottish Baroque Ensemble
at Hopetoun (
various)
(Friedman)

87

SHOSTAKOVICH
Symphony 5( Ormandy)

87

JOHANN STRAUSS II
Waltzes / Overtures ( Karajan)

87
87

87

SAMMARTINI
Viola pomposa concerto
(Koch)

TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony 6 ( Rozhdestvensky)
The Seasons ( piano and
orchestrated) ( Cherkassov!
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Twentieth Century Percussion Music (
Brindle; Jones;
Simpson; etc) (
Fry)
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Trumpet concerto ( Dokshitser)
Venezianische Konzerte
(Albinoni; Locatelli; Vivaldi)
(Maier)
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VERDI
La Traviata' ( Votto)
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85

VIVALDI
Concertos with organ ( lsoir)
Viola d'amore concerto ( Koch)

91

WAGNER
Wesendonk Lieder ' etc
(Norman ' Davis)
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WAGNER
100 Years of Bayreuth ( various
historic recordings)
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WARLOCK
Motets ( Halsey)
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WEBER
Six overtures ( Guschlbauer)
Overtures / etc ( Bernstein)
Abu Hassan' ( Rogner)
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YSAYE
Ecstasy ( Fain)
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POP reviewed by Fred Dellar

LEADING AGENCIES STOCKED
COMPETITIVE PRICES:
PRICES INCLUDE VAT at 12+%
M.R.P.

OUR
PRICE

Sony STR7015 Tuner/Amp.
Sony STR 7025 Tuner/Amp

£134.95
£149-95

£95.95
£114.95

Sony STR 7035 Tuner/Amp
Marantz 1060 Amplifier

£169.95

£125.95

£154.12

£98.95

Marantz 4230 Tuner/Amp

£378.00

£251.95

£241.88

Marantz 2230 Tuner/Amp

£201.95

£75.83

£55.95

AR 3A ( Imp) Pair Speakers ..

£244.12

£221.50

Philips N1501 VCR ( Stocked)

£495.00

£436.50

Philips N1460 VCP ( Stocked) .. £346.09

£301.95

JVC JLA1 ( WCart) Turntable

JVC Video now in stock
FULL

DEMONSTRATION

FACILITIES

AVAILABLE.

HOME DEMO'S AVAILABLE WITHIN OUR AREA.
MANY MORE ITEMS STOCKED. Correct at 29/6/76

15 VVOODCOTE ROAD,
WALLINGTON, SURREY 01-647 3208 & 5428
Branch at:
551 GARRATT LANE, EARLSFIELD, S.VV.18

4

01-946 9486

Record care
A first class way to remove bothersome dust from hi-fi records
is to immerse them in hot, soapy water and scrub them
vigorously with a scouring pad. One annoying side effect of
this method is that severe tracking problems may be
experienced due to the absence of grooves.
A better procedure is to prevent the dust getting on to the
disc in the first place. Dust is attracted by static. The Zerostat
anti- static pistol neutralises static, without contact, in seconds.
Don't get into a lather over record care,
get yourself a Zerostat from your local
hi-fi dealer, or, write to Department N/3
Zerostat Ltd., 9 Station Road, St Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs ( telephone St Ives
62225) for a data sheet and dealer list.
Yes, the Zerostat pistol costs only
£6.99 ( including VAT)

ZEROSTAT

Want to hear something beautiful?
Buy theYamahaTC800GL. And get
£48 of tape free!

maxelli76 c9(47e*f
L
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It must be the most incredible offer
you've ever heard. Not to mention the
cassette deck it comes with.
We're actually giving away £48 worth
of the recommended tape — namely
Maxe11 UD C90 — free with every
purchase of the TC800 GL, for a
limited period through selected
dealers. 24 tapes in all, of the kind
we think best for the TC800 GL,
to give you 36 hours of free
recording.
And listen to what else
the TC800 GL comes with:
Incredibly low distortion:
typically 0.06%. Equally
outstanding signal-to-noise ratio:
typically 64dB. A unique pitch
control: to vary playback speed
by ± 3%. And atypical frequency
response of 30-16,000± 3dB.
And of course, there's the
revolutionary design — the
brainchild of Mario Bellini of
Italy. Several hi-fi critics have
commented that this is the most
beautiful cassette deck in the world.
Our offer with Maxell makes it look
even more attractive!

°YAMAHA

MAKERS OF FINE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS SINCE 1887,

Send for our free colour book.
Natural Sound Systems Ud, Strathcona
Road, North Wembley, Middx. HA9 8QL
01-904 0141.
Yamaha TC800 GL Stereo Cassette Deck
£199.80 inc. VAT at 124%.
Fully guaranteed for 2years.

YarnahaYes.

PAYBOND CREDIT SCHEME BIM

AFTER SALES SERVICE

HIGH 111111.1 Fryei
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BARCLAY CARD

I
A1
•91MPIIH=r( I
IMILP
IMIMMI
50p)
,
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss

K0727B £ 16-00
PRO4AA £2800
Red Devils
El 100
ESP9
otoo
ESP6 £5300
K6LC
met»
747 .. £21 -50

• PICK-UP

ARMS ( P & P 50p)

Acos Lustre .. £2500
A/Technica 1005 £ 18-50
Connoisseur
SAU2
£ 14-00

I •

Pioneer 5E305 .. £ 13.50
Pioneer 5E505 .. £2800
Sansui SS2. 10, 20 P.O.R.
Stax SRS .. £68.00
Sennheiser HD4 I
4E13-50
Wharfedale DD I £ I3-00
Isodynarmcs
£22-00

Colton MC101 ..
SME 3009/52 ..
SME 3009/ND ..
Transcriptors 9"

£21-00
£43.50
E39-00
£25-00

TAPE RECORDERS ( P & P £ 1.75)

AIWA ..
P.O.R.
Akai
P.O.R.
BSR TD8S Track most)
Decca
P.O.R.
Dual C901/919
P.O.R.
Harman Kardon
HK 2000 .. P.O.R.
JVC Stockists .. P.O.R.
Nakamichi 600 .. P.O.R.
Pioneer CT2121 £ 106-00
Pioneer CT4141A £ 4-00
Pioneer CT5151 £ 106-00
Pioneer CT6 161 £121 00
Proneer CTF7171 £ 144 00

• TURNTABLES
BSR MP60 P/C
wired.. .. C24-00
Connoisseur
SOI Kit .. £ 13.50
BD2 Chassis .. £3300
BD2 P/C
moo
Dual 601/501
P.O.R.
ERA Mk 6
atoo
Fons CQ30
P.O.R.
Goldring
GL72 P/C, G102 P/C,
GL85 P/C, GL75 P/C,
P.O.R.
G
d
SP25 Mod M75/6E33-00
86SB/2(No cart.)E5100

• CLEARANCE

Rote13500(N/A) £8500
Revox
P.O.R.
Tandberg IOXID
P.O.R.
Tandberg 9100.. E330-00
Tandberg
TCD3 10 .. P.O.R.
Tandberg 3441
P.O.R.
Tandberg 3541
P.O.R.
Tandberg 3641
P.O.R.
Teac Stockists
Technics
Trio KX620 £ 13000
Wollensak 4766
P.O.R.
Yamaha TCBOOGL P.O.R.

(P & P LI-00)
125SB ( No cart.) £3950
401 .. £5400
Zero 10093 Mod
coo
Philips GA2I2 .. £65-00
Pioneer PL120.. £44.00
Pioneer PLISR £5340
Rotel
P.O.R.
Technics.. .. P.O.R.
Thorens TD160C £73 00
Thorens TDI25
£87 00
Thorens TD165C £59 00
Thorens TD145
£92 00
Thorens TD160BC ES9 00
Transcriptors
Ref./Arm .. £120-00

BARGAINS Limited Quantities

JVC.ITV310(New)0 2 SO
Saturn T/Table
(No arm) .. £69 00
Sanyo G26I IK
(New)
£145 00
Marantz WCIO £ 17 00
Dual 1229 P/C
(New)
£89 00
Nikko Fam 220
(New) .. £65 00
Technics SA5400X
(New)
£129 00
Goldring G102/
G800 ( New) .. £32 00
BSR BDS95 ( New) £ 37 00

Connoisseur SAU2
(New) £ 11-95
Nikko FAM220
(New) .. £64.00
Unisound PU Arm
(New)
£I2 50
Teac A160 ( New) E98 00
Teac A260 ( New) £I30 00
TrioKR7070(S/H) £ I60 00
Tandberg TCD3I0
(S/S) £ 155 00
Technics RS27I
(New)
£112 00
Tandberg TRI055
(S)S
£206 00

I • TUNERSjTUNER AMPLIFIERS
(P & P f1.75)
Armstrong .. P.O.R.
Celestion TV .. £2.7-00
Goodmans 90 .. £ 114-00
Goodmans 1/10 £ 11500
Goodmans 1/20 £ 13000
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
Nikko FAM220
P.O.R.
Pioneer SX300.. £76-00
Pioneer 9(434.. £ 6-00
Pioneer SX535 £ 119-00
Pioneer SX636 £ 139-00
Pioneer SX737 £ 16000
Pioneer SX838.. £215.00
Revox A76 .. P.O.R.
Rogers Stockists

I • CARTRIDGES (
P & P 50p) STYLI
A/Technica AT66
A/Technica AT2I
A/Technica AT2I X
A/Technica AT55
ADC XLM
ADC VLM
ADC Q32
ADC Q30
Decca ..
Empire
Goldring G800
Goldring G800H
Goldring G850
Goldring G800E
Goldring G800SE
Grado FTR
Ortofon MISE Super ..
Pickering VIS/AME3
Pickering P/ATE
Pickering P/AC
Shure M3D
Shure M44C/7/G
Shure M55E
Shure M44E
Shure M75/I3/2
Shure M75G
Shure M75/ED
Shure M9SED
Shure M75E1/2 ..
Shure VIS Mk 3
Stanton 681/EEE

£2.95
£5.63
£11.78

P.O.R.

.. £7.00
.. £7.00
.. £4.73
£12.96
£19.99
£7-59
£37.00
£16.00
£9.60
£6.15
£6.48
£8.10
£9.72
£8.74
£13-60
£1 440
£3-50
£16-80
£12-50
£39-95
aeoo

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£3•37
£3.37
£2-46
£7.87
£11.71
£21-60
£1540
£506
£4-66
£6-15
£702
£6.21
£7-10
£12.96
£17.55
£9-18
£17.55

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT at 124-% and are subject to alteration due to Manufacturers' increases.
PLEASE NOTE: Closed all day Monday.
Agents for: Marantz, A.R., Denon, Dual, Hitachi,
Harman Kardon, I.V.C., National, Nakamachi,
Radford, Scan-dyna, Sony, Technics, Trio, Toshiba,
Yamaha, Wollensak, Dansk.

M.WICINEN
6

.. £4-05
£9.45
aeoo
..

PLEASE INCLUDE POST & PACKING ( TAPES
25p ea. and S.A.E. for brochures and enquiries).

TANDBERG TCD3I0 CASSETTE- POR.

HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS

Rogers Ribrook
P.O.R.
Rotel RXI52 £84.00
Rocel RX202 £96-00
Rotel RX402 £ 132-00
Rotel RX602 £ 167-00
Sabra Stockists
Sansui
P.O.R.
Sugden R2I £77-00
Tandberg TR220 P.O.R.
Tandberg 1055
P.O.R.
Technics
P.O.R.
Trio KR2400 £99.00
Trio KT3300 £75.00
Yamaha CR200.. P.O.R.
Yamaha CR400.. P.O.R.

e

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£145.00
moo
£7200
El 89 00
P.0 R.
P.0 R.

• spEAKERssiiP . 25 ea.)
Acoustic Research P.O.R.
Cambridge
Audio R40/R50 P.O.R.
Celestion
Ditton 33 .. £ 19-00
Dicton 44 .. £ 142-00
County .. £56-00
Ditcon 15 .. £78-00
Dicton 25 .. £ 169-00
Dicton 120 .. £S6-00
Dynaco A25 .. P.O.R.
Goodmans
Mezzo SL
P.O.R.
Magnum SL
P.O.R.
IMF Models .. P.O.R.
Jordan Watts
Juno & Juliet
(pair) .. moo
Jumbo ( pair).. £4200
Module .. use°
KEF
Cadenza .. P.O.R.
Chorale .. P.O.R.
Kit 1
£49-00
Kit 3 ( Concerto) £8900
Monitor Audio Stockists
Peerless
20-2 ( pair) .. £34-50
20-3 ( pair) .. £SI 00

I •

Richard Allan
Chaconne 11 .. £4400
Pavane 11 .. aeoo
Minette II .. moo
Flamenco II ( pr) [6200
Richard Allen Kits
Triple 8
(Flamenco)
ell.00
Twin
(Chaconne) £27.00
Triple ( Pavane) £50.00
5/Triple Assembly
20 W
£59.00
Rogers
BBC Monitor
P.O.R.
Tannoy
Cheviot•. P.O.R.
Devon•. P.O.R.
Arden• • P.O.R.
10" HPD •. £ 600
Ir HPD• • £8300
15" HPD
£ 8-00
Wharfedale
Denton 2 ( pair) £41.00
Linton 3XP
(Pair) .. £
55 00
Wharfedale Kits
Linton 2XP Pr. £4I 00
Glendale 3XP
£49-50
Dovedale 3 ( pr.) £61.00

AMPLIFIERS ( P & P £1-75 each)

Armstrong 621
Cambridge ..
JVC Stockists
Lux
Nikko TRM230
Pioneer SA5300
Pioneer SA6300
Pioneer SA7300
Quad 33/303
Radford HD250
Revox A78 ..
Rogers R/brook

1e TAPES

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£56-00
£51-00
£67-00
£ 5-00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

Rogers A75
P.O.R.
Rotel RA3I2 £6100
Rotel RA4 2
£ 400
Sansui
P.O.R.
Sinclair . . .
Sugden All Ser III £90-00
Sugden A48/2 .. £ 130-00
Tandberg TA300M P.O.R.
Technics ..
P.O.R.
Trio KA1600G £ 0-00
Trio KA3300 £ 9-00
Trio KA200 £48-00

(
P & P 25p)

TDK 7 in 1800 ft. Audua
TDK ED90
EI.32
Maxell , •

TRANSCRIPTORS REFERENCE TURNTABLE £ 1204:10

•

UNIT AUDIO (
P & P £ 2.75)

Dynatron Systems ..
Aiwa AF3060
Aiwa AF5080
Toshiba Systems
Sanyo G261 IK
Sanyo G26I5
Sanyo G2611 Super .
Goodmans Compact 110
National SG207OLD
Yamaha MS 28/625 ..

95 High Street, Wimbledon Village,
London, S.W.19
93 Bus route. Open 10.00 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
Prices correct at time of going to press and subject to
variation.

•
..

DUAL TURNTABLE STOCKISTS

01 946

£2-85
El 45
P.O.R

After all, natural sound is what it's all about. If you're
in the market for new speakers, consider two things—
what the technical press say and what your ears say.
The technical press say Monitor Audio speakers are
terrific, so try out your ears on apair, after all, natural
sound is what it's all about.

Record groove

Record groove

No one's perfect. But we're 4times
closer.
TheAudiolèchnica AT 15S cartridge.
The Shibata stylus has 4times more contact
with the groove, so it brings more sound out.
And because the stylus is shaped more like the
groove itself, the pressure is reduced to one
quarter of that with any other stylus.
The grooves on your records don't get distorted,
and your stylus lasts 4times longer.
The increased high frequency tracing ability of
the Shibata stylus is particularly important with
4channel records.
The delicate modulations on these could be
wiped off by aconventional stylus.
An AT 15S is the one cartridge that will make
every record in your collection sound better:
whether SQ QS, CD4, stereo or mono.
There are 8other cartridges in our range, four
with aShibata stylus.
Ask your nearest hi-fi dealer for more details
or write to us.
8

SPECIFICATIONS
' Tracking Force (grams)
Frequency Response ( HZ)

AT- 15S
1to 2
10-45,000

Stylus Tip

SNhiubdaeta

Stylus Tube

Tapered

Output at 5cm/sec ( mV)

2.7

Channel Separation (at 1kHz)

33

Channel Balance (dB)

1.5

Vertical Tracking Angle
Stylus Guard
Stylus Assembly Colour

20'
Flip-Guard
Black

audio-technica
Shriro (UK) Ltd., Shriro House, The Ridgeway,
Iver, Bucks SLO 9JL. Telephone: Iver (0753) 652222.

EXPERIENCE lif
NEW WORLD OFAUDIO
The 1976 International Audio
Festival and Fair will be better
than ever this year. It is designed
along entirely new lines to let you
and all your family hear and enjoy
the whole spectrum of sound
reproduction equipment and the
latest in home entertainment
ideas. The important specialist
manufacturers will be
represented along with the
international giants, ensuring
the widest-ever range of exhibits

—unit audio, recorders, tuners,
speakers, amplifiers, radios,
tapes, discs, cassettes and much
more. Advanced home TV devices
such as CEEFAX, ORACLE and
VIEWDATA will be demonstrated.
Two theatres with free admission
will be constantly busy, featuring a
variety of presentations and
demonstrations. Whatever your
needs, whatever your taste
wavelength, the Audio Fair will
prove the eye ( and ear) opener of
the year!

iStUDIre
FAIR 74
Make anote of the dates: 13-19 September

Grand Hall, Olympia, London.
Trade: 13 Sept 10 a.m.-7 p.m.; 14 Sept 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Public: 14 Sept 2p.m.- 9p.m.; 15-19 Sept 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Admission 75p adults
25p children

e
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Be sure to see REW the PERSONAL EXPORT SPECIALISTS
for all makes of Quality Audio and Video equipment
All leading
(
%
British, American,
Japanese and
European equipment
in stock
e

BIENVENU au REW.
WELCOME to REW
best equipment. best prices
le meilleurs equipment.
BENVENUTO aREW
I
le meilleurs prix
aparacchio ottimi,
WILLKOMMEN
prezzi ottimi
zu REW
VELKOMMAN REW
beste qerate,
,b.este hanlagget. beste prisan haste preise

(

*Personal attention
*Efficient service
*Immediate dispatch

Professional Audio Equipment

Microphones
Mixers
1111
Teac
Britain's largest stockists of microLargest selection of Mixers under
REW are London's leading stockThe Teac A3340 home recording
phones. Over 250 always in stock
one roof in the West End. Allen &
ists of HH PA equipment. New
studio. Also in stock models by
including AKG. Shure, Beyer, etc.
Heath, Soundcraft, MM, etc.
valve sound range in stock.
Tascam, Dokorder, etc.
Just out- Comprehensive catalogue of professional equipment. Enclose 50p for overseas P & P.

High Fidelity Equipment
4:0 0:
Ç
>e

Monitor Audio
REW are now able to demonstrate
the new MA3 Series II and the MAI.
Whole range in stock.

1echnics
Amongst the best equipment on the
market today, especially the turntables and cassette decks.

Gale
The Gale Turntable is one of the
few Hi -Fi products in a class of its
own and we have it in stock.

Nakamichi
The Nakamichi DT600 brings you
the state of the cassette art as only
Nakamichi could make it.

Also mains stockists for:— Altec Lansing . Amcron . Bang & Olufscn . Bose . Dokorder . Dual . Ess . Harman Kardon . Harrison . .1131.
KEF . Linn Sondek . Phase Linear . Revox . Sansui Definition . Sonah . Spendor . Soundcraftsman . Stanton . "fannoy . Transcriptors
Yamaha

REW

•Centrepoint, 20-21 St. Giles High Street, London W.C.2. Tel: 01-240 3066/7
• 126 Charing Cross Road and 17 Denmark Street, London W.C.2. Tel: 01-836 2372/7851
• 146 Charing Cross Road, London W.C.2.

• Mail Order:

Audio Visual C
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Tel: 01-240 3064/5

REW House, 10-12 High Street, Colliers Wood, London S.W.19. Tel : 01-540 9684

EIVPIFE
No matter how the specification adds up...
...it's the sound that really counts!
At Empire, we make acomplete line of phono cartridges.
Each of them provides adifferent level of performance to
best suit different requirements. There are, however,
certain advantages, provided by Empire's unique design,
that apply to all our cartridges.
All Empire cartridges have a high tracking ability.VVhat is
tracking ability? The tracking ability of a
cartridge is a measure of its ability to
faithfully follow the complex meanderings
of a record's groove. If it's able to hug the
curves, you'll get all the music off your record.
This is usually expressed in terms of the highest
velocity, for example, 20 cm/sec at which a
cartridge stylus can move at a particular
frequency ( i.e. 1,000 Hz); while maintaining
accurate reproduction under acertain amount
of tracking force ( i.e. 1gram). The whole thing
.might look like this :
Tracking ability — 0.8 grams for 30 cm/sec (
a 1,000 Hz.
Anyway, anything over 30 cm/sec at under 1gram is
excellent, 25 to 30 cm/sec is very good and 20 to 25 cm/sec
is good.
Another advantage is the better separation you get with
Empire cartridges. The small, hollow iron armature we use
allows for atighter fit in its positioning among the poles.
So, even the most minute movement is accurately reproduced
to give you the space and depth of the original recording.
Finally, Empire uses 4 coils, 4 poles and 3 magnets ( more
than any other cartridge) for better balance and hum rejection.
All of these advantages are common to every Empire
cartridge. So don't be surprised at the improvement you
hear when you audition one and in particular, in its
musical sound.
Until then, compare our performance specifications with any
other cartridge. Afterwards, we think you'll agree that, for
the money you can't do better than Empire.

Our Star
Per

For amusical sound-try Empire
CONSULT YOUR LOCAL DEALER TODAY FOR A
DEMONSTRATION OR SEND FOR THE BROCHURE

Hayden Laboratories Ltd
HAYDEN

Please send me more details on Empire Cartridges

Name

Address

Churchfield Road,
Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL9 9EW
Tel: Gerrards Cross ( 02813) 88447

Code HFN/8

I
.

The finest Hi Fi Tonearm consists of acartridge stuck
on the end of a piece of tubing, with a pivot around 9"
away, balanced by agreat hunk of metal. That this design
philosophy has remained almost unchanged in nearly half
aCentury, might prompt the question; is this the ultimate
design to which humanity can aspire?
The moving part of the lowest mass tonearm, weighs
some 17,000 times as much as the stylus. Disc wear is
rapid due to high inertia. They are very prone to feedback howl, and are very jumpy on new thin warpy discs.
We felt that tonearms as we know them, are just not
good enough, even our own, and we made tens of thousands of them. So we stopped making them, patented our
ideas, and staked our money and reputation on introducing the first alternative low inertia disc playing devices
ever to be offered, such as our VESTIGAL ARM, on our
glass ' SKELETON TURNTABLE' which sells for £80.00
plus VAT or without arm £64.00 plus VAT.

The World's FIRST ' ROUND TABLE' has been made
possible by using an arm just 44" long, with one fifth the
mass and one thirtieth the inertia of the finest conventional
Tonearm. It is fixed to, and raises and lowers with the
lid, it costs peanuts to make.

gat-.

U11111Prorm

The ` ROUND TABLE' has a synchronous motor, belt
drive full size machined platter, pure Hi Fi with great
elegance. Not acheap turntable, but the result of rejection of well worn theories, and the institution of alternative engineering. The price? £ 5.00 plus VAT.

TRANSCRIPTORS ( IRL) LIMITED
IND ESTATE, CARLOW, IRELAND.
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Phone CARLOW 41646

TOP TAPE

We're going to town by selling the most complete range of brand name
cassettes at VERY competitive prices

Sound hog
C.60 ..
C.90 ..
C.I20

Low Noise
C.60
..
£ 0 42
C.90
.
£ 0 59
C.I20 ......£ 089
Super Ferro Dynamic ( SM)
C.66
0 61
C.96
.
E0 79
C.I20
.
.
£ I.15
Chromium Dioxide
C.60
.
f0 76
C.90 .. .
E0 99
C.I20
.
El 41

EMI

Hi- Dynamic
C.60 ..
C.90 ..
C.I20

Ferro Low Noise
C.60 ..
C.90 ..
C.I20 .

£0.45
£. 62
£. 83

£0 49
£0 58
£ 75

Hi- Ferro Super
C.60 .
C.90 .
C.I20

£. 58
£0.73
£0.98

X1000
C.60 ..
C.90 ..

£0.60
£0.75

Super Low Noise
C.60 ..
C.90 ..
C.I20
Ultra
C.60
C.90
C.I 20

<ECM>

£0.53
£. 67
£. 93

Dynamic
..
..
..

We are now Stockists of Fuji
FX C.60 & C.90 Cassettes

SONY.
Low Noise
C.60 ..
C.90 ..
C.I20

maxell.

Ultra Dynamic XL
C.60 ..
C.90 ..

Magnetic
Tapes

PHILIPS
£. 39
£. 49
£. 65

£. 43
£. 60
£0.8 I

£. 79
£.99
£I.33

HF - High Frequency
C.60HF
C.90HF Availability?
C.120HF
"
"
Chromium Dioxide
C.60CR
C.90CR

£0.99
El 25

Ferro Chrome
C.60FECR
C.90FECR

£0 65

TDK
Dynamic
C.60 .
C.90 ..
C.I20

.. £. 52
£0.75
.. £ O-99

f0.68
£0.93
£1.31

AUDUA
C 60
C.90 ..

£0.93
£1.31

Agfa
PE 36 .
PE46 .
PE66 .

CI 02
El 46

BASF

Super Avilyn
C.60 ..
C.90 ..

.
..

£0.98
£0.97
El.25
f1.05

LH Super

AMPEX
20 ,204+
C.60 .
C.90 .
C..120 ..

£0 69
£0 93
fI29

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 8%, VAT, and correct at 31 ,7/76. MAIL- ORDERS TO ( Dept H N8), 48
Wigmore Street WI. ( Postage 40p per order.) Payment by cheque, postal- order, cash
(registered). Hours: Mon.- Sat. 9.30-5.30. Late Night I hors. until 8 p.m.

48, Wigmore Street
LONDON W.1. ee'ig::= .
t,! z
et)
M2les Tel: 01486 8262

101, St. Albans Road
WATFORD
Sales Tel: Watford 45250

REEL TO REEL
TAPE

Super Dynamic
C 60 ..
C.90 ..
C 120 ..

I

27, Springfield Road
HARROW
Sales Tel: 01-863 8690

IC4 104
7CINE
NAB
£2.63 £ 6.50 £. 48
£3.23 - £4.07 -

£. 73

-

Sony
SLH LIP
SLH D/P

£. 95
£. 95

£ 5.75

TDK
Audua

£2-95 -

278, High Street
UXBRIDGE
Sales Tel: Uxbridge 33414. 1

THE CHARTWEL LANGE
'and the best of British' tAr%

AND
THE
FAMOUS LS3i
5A

PM 200

PM 400
Power

The LS3/5A Loudspeaker is based on adesign produced at the
research department of the British Broadcasting Corporation
and is tested in accordance with their specification

Size

Available
Finishes

45Hz- 22kHz + 3dB
30Hz - 30kHz

660mm H
343mm W
286Inm D

Teak
R'wd

8clima

45Hz - 22kHz - 3dB
25Hz - 30kHz

864mm H
38 Imm W
330mm D

Teak
VV'nut:
R'wd

I5ohms

80Hz- 20 kHz -.- 3dB
60Hz- 20kHz 1 4dB

305mm H
190mm W
160mm D

Teak
W'nu ,
R'wd

Impedance

Model

Crossover
frequency

PM200

3.5kFlk,

50w RMS
I25w Music

8ohms

°M400

500Hz
3.5kHz

100w FtMS
250w Music

LS3/5a

3.0kHz

25w Music

Frequency

CHARTWELL ELECTRO ACOUSTICS LTD.
2-10 Commonside East,
Mitcham,

4
CHARTWELL .•.A NAME WORTH LISTENING TO (1

AMSTRAD
MC20 MUSIC CENTRE
MAJOR PRICE
A complete Hi Fi Complex consisting of
Garrard SP25 Mk IV turntable, a stereo
£170.10 ,
ct
a
e
ssre
et
oterer
curo
dr
i
d
ne
gr
. a
wir!
iltirin /Fn
i
e s
et
s
erf
e
oo
r
£2.00 corr. & ins '

tuner and a pair of Acoustra 2500 loud
speakers.

PERSONAL CALLERS VERY WELCOME
AMPLIFIERS
Carr. & Ins. LI-10
Akai AA5210
P.O.A.
Consisting of the Amstrad 2000 MI< Ill ampliAkai AA52 IODE
P.O.A.
fier, apair of Amstrad 2500 Loudspeakers and
Amstrad 2000 Mk III
£40.50
aG
d SP25 Mk IV fitted with Goldring
Amstrad 4000 Mk II
£32-40
G800 magnetic cartridge, mounted in plinth
Amstrad 8000 Mk Ill
nen
and cover. All leads included. Ready to play.
Leak 2200 ..
P.O.A.
On permanent demonstration.
Pioneer SA5300 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA6300 ..
P.O.A.
MAJOR PRICE
Sansui 2200
£61.60
Choice of Deck or
Sansui 4400
£16.48
Speakers may be
Sinclair 805
£33-30
changed on application
Sinclair 4000 ..
£50.40
± £ 3corr. & ris
TUNERS Carr. & Ins. £ 1.10
Akai AT580
Amstrad 3000 Mk II
AM/FM ..
£40.50
Eagle TSI52
£3600
eoo
Leak 2300 ..
P.O.A.
Consisting of the Amstrad 5000 tuner amplifier, plus a pair of
Pioneer TX5300
P.O.A.
Rotel RT224
P.O.A.
Amstrad 2500 loudspeakers and a Garrard SP25 Mk IV turntable fitted with aGoldring G800 magnetic cartridge mounted
Sansui 4400
Sinclair 4000 ..
Dien
in plinth and cover. All leads included. Ready to play. On
TUNER/AMP. C. 8, I. L1•50
permanent demonstration.
Akai AA810
MAJOR PRICE
Akai AA1020
P.O.A.
Choice of Deck or
Amstrad 5000 ..
£67-50
Speakers may be
£ 124.20
Leak 1800 ..
P.O.A.
changed on application
Leak 2000 ..
P.O.A.
£.3 cam & ins
Pioneer SX300
P.O.A.
ALL
Pioneer SX434
P0 A
PRICES
Rotel
RXI52
P.O.A.
INCLUDE
Rotel RX202
P.O.A.
Sansui 441 ..
£94411
Sansui 551 .. £117.49
Sansui 661 .. £ 150.60
Sansui 771
£186419
LOUDSPEAKERS
Carr. & Ins. £2-00
Per pair
Consisting of the Amstrad 8000 Mk Ill amplifier, a
Amstrad 1500 ..
£33-00
pair of Amstrad 10 loudspeakers and a Garrard
Amstrad 2500 ..
£37.00
SP25 Mk IV turntable fitted with Goldring G800
Celestion County ..
£52.20
magnetic cartridge, mounted in plinth and cover.
Celestion Ditton IS
£74-70
All leads included. Ready to play. On permanent
Celestion Ditton 25 £160.20
demonstration.
Celestion Ditton 33 £112.50
Choice of Deck or
Celestion Ditton 44 £139-50
Speakers may be
Celestion Ditton 66 £220.50
changed on applirnbon
Celestion Hadleigh
£40.50

AMSTRAD 2000 SYSTEM

AMSTRAD 5000 SYSTEM

AMSTRAD 8000 SYSTEM

Leak 2030 ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2060 ..
P.O.A.
Sinclair QI6
£ IS•75
Widale D'ton 2XP
P.O.A.
W/dale L'ton 3XP
P.O.A.
NA/Male G'dale 3XP
P.O.A.
CARTRIDGES/PICK-UPS
Carr. & Ins. 30p
Shure M55E
£6.70
Shure M756S
£540
[1410
Shure M75E1/11
£11-75
Shure M75ED/II
Shure V15/111
£35.95
£3.24
Goldring G800
£35.95
SME 3009 Arm
£3.15
SME 52 Shell ..
£25-20
Aces Lustre Arm ..
CASSETTE DECKS
Carr. & Ins. £ I-50
Akai CS34D
Akai GXC39D
P.O.A.
Amstrad 6000 ..
£.51-95
Amstrad 7000 Dolby
£6100
Pioneer CT414IA
P.O.A.
Pioneer CT5I51
P.O.A.
Sansui SC737 ..£ 14144
TAPE DECKS C. & 1. LISO
Akai 4000DS Mk II..
P.O.A.
TURNTABLES C & ILISO
Amstrad TPI2D
£37.35
G
d 8658
£27.00
G
dZero 100..
£45410
Goldring GIO2MkIIP/CE31.50
Goldring GL72/P ..
nee
Goldring GL75/P ..
£43.20
Goldring GL78 P/C
£60.75
Goldring GL85 PIC
£79.65
Pioneer PL12D
P.O.A.
Sansui SR212P
aen
Thorens TD125A13/11
I35.00
Thorens TD 160C ..
£69.30
Thorens TD165C
£59-40
COMPACTS C. & I. £.3/00
Amstrad MC20 .. £170.10
Goodmans Module 80 £139-50
Goodmans Module 90 £I89-90
G'mans Module 110 £198.00
Goldring ST8000 .. £180.00

MOST ITEMS LISTED ON FREE DEMONSTRATION

TERMS - All prices include V.A.T. at 12+% and are correct
at the time of going to press. Mail Order:- Cheques, Giro.
M.O., P.O. Cash only by registered mail. Allow 7 days for
cheque clearance.

AMSTRAD 9000 Car,'
Cassette AM/FM MPX
Now Hi Fi in the car on
stereo radio and tape
AM/FM stereo, cassette
and radio complete with two
speakers, auto stop, stereo beacon.
MAJOR PRICE
corr. 8i ins.

+£1-00

AMSTRAD
TPI2D DECK

£49.95

AMSTRAD
CASSETTE
DECKS

CASSETTE TAPES
WE ARE STOCKISTS OF ALL THE LEADING MAKES
MEMOREX; TDK; BASF; etc. Telephone for best
prices.
HIRE PURCHASE now available. Please contact
for further information.

1

(Mail Orders and Callers)

Model 7000 with DOLBY SYSTEM, features Cr02, pause, auto
stop, input for 2 mikes, noise
reduction switch suitable for
all types of tapes and most Hi Fi
units. £63.00 -I- LI .50 carr. & ins.
Model 6000 as 7000 without
Dolby £51 95 -i- L
.150 csrr. & ins.
(Dept. HFN8)

57 ILFORD LANE, ILFORD, ESSEX.
Telephone 01-553 5720

" audio
I
4

Contemporary styled
with tri lateral tangential platter giving
minimal wow and
flutter. Fitted with a
low mass tone arm.
MAJOR PRICE

£37.35
fl 50 cIrr. & Ins.

Mail Order and callers welcome.
All prices include VAT at 121%.
Access/Barclaycards welcome.
ALL Goods Guaranteed for
12 months parts and labour.
New items exchanged if faulty
within 14 days of purchase.

PHILIPS

Philips prove brains beat brawn.
The most serious problem in getting beautiful
sound out of aloudspeaker enclosure is to stop the
woofer going out of control.
You can try bigger and bigger enclosures. But
you'll be far better off with anew idea developed by
Philips. It ensures true bass response, in correct proportion
to the rest of the tonal range. And reduces enclosures to
aquarter of their previous size.

Philips Motional Feedback
(MFB) System.
How does it work?
A solid-state electronic brain monitors the woofer
cone and instantly stYles the slightest tendency to vibrate
incorrectly.
The woofer can therefore only vibrate in strict
accordance with the incoming signal.
It is virtually incapable of distorting the sound. Even
in asmall enclosure.
Dome diaphragms.
The squawker and tweeter are domes, which give
amuch better spread of the frequencies they handle.
And acontinuously variable treble roll-off filter
enables you to adjust to the acoustics of your room, thus
avoiding the harshness possible with other speakers
when reproducing high tones.
Built-in amplifiers.
The nature of the MFB system demands built-in
amplification. The RH544 has two amplifiers, one
driving the woofer, the other for the squawker and
tweeter. So the high-frequency amplifier can provide
superb transient response because it doesn't have to
worry about the low notes. The total output is
60 watts (continuous sine wave).
Philips MFB enclosures can be used
with virtually any amp or pre-amp unit,
such as the Philips RH551. Or as replacement speakers they will up-grade an
existing system to 60 watts per channel.
Listen to the RH544 at one of our
top audio dealers. The beautiful sound
will tell you more than anything we can
say. Brains really do beat brawn.

From the range of
Philips high-technology HiFi.
I
— Post to Philips Electrical Ltd., Audio Division,
420/430 London Road, Croydon CR9 3QR.
Please send mefull details cf Philips Motional Feedback Enclosures.

PHILIPS

Naine
Address

Simply years ahead.
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Dual
FIRST
FOR TECHNICAL
PERFECTION
effortless automatic
performance

-DUAL turntables can give you the finest in technology and precision
engineering for the exacting standard of performance you demand.
The trouble is which do you choose?

The 601 incorporates a number of the features of the 510 but adds
some innovations all its own to create one of the finest automatic
turntables available at a reasonable cost.

TAKE THE CS510. It's a medium priçed manual, single- play turntable
which positively demonstrates DUAL technology throughout.
Forgetting the whys and wherefores of manual yautomatic there is
just that touch of the automatic about the 510 where you need it.
A mechanical sensor tells you when the tonearm is lined up precisely
over the lead-in groove. When the record finishes the tonearm is lifted
by cue- control and the motor shuts off . . . automatically.

THE CS701 has achieved world acclaim. The direct drive system brings
aunique quality. Rumble is inaudible — better than —70dB weighted.
Wow and flutter is virtually eliminated, better than ± 03%, by the
fitment of two sets of overlapping field coils that provide atotally
gapless magnetic field. This eliminates the successive pulses common
to all other motor designs. The all- electronic, brushless, 32- coil motor
has Hall- effect feedback control and is energised by aregulated
power supply. The tonearm is balanced by unique anti- resonance
filters and the V15 Mark Ill cartridge is supplied. The DUAL 701 is
simply the closest to technical perfection available in aturntable:
automatically I

The 510 is belt driven. A simple system which filters out motor
vibration. Features include: 8- pole synchronous motor. 12"
dynamically balanced 2 speed platter with inbuilt gear cut Strobe.
Viscous- damped cue- control. Pitch control. Multi- scale anti- skate
Low mass gimbal tonearm and Shure M95D cartridge. Weighted
rumble according to DIN 45 500 is better than — 63dB. Wow and
flutter is better than 0.08% according to DIN 45 507 All in all a
turntable for every season. Just what you'd expect from DUAL.
Technical perfection and precision performance.
NOW THE CS601 takes you into new realms. Still belt driven, but
fully automatic. The high- torque 8- pole synchronous motor drives a
4.5 pound two-part dynamically balanced platter. The motor's
constant speed, smoothness and isolation from the platter reduces the
level of rumble, wow and flutter to insignificance. Rurnbte is better
than —63dB. DIN.weighted. Wow and flutter is better than 0.08%.
The tonearrn
in a_slouble gimbal for unprecendented
accuracy of tr king and the V151titarkIll_ceridge is supplied. Variable
pitch control is Y)rovided for both speeds and an illuminated strobe is
built into the cha sis. The anti- skating system has separate calios.i
for conical, elliptic Iand Shibata styli.

fr bunted

What's your choice? Of course there's all the literature to read — we've
only touched the surface here. You'll find all that at your DUAL
stockists and ademonstration too. If you're not sure who your
nearest stockist is you can always write direct to us. By the way, of
the DUAL range available in the U.K., there are other models not
shown here, starting at less than £ 90.00.
DUAL have 75 years of technical achievement behind them.
So visit your stockist and whatever you finally decide we are sure you
and your DUAL will spend a lifetime of happiness together.
Sales enquiries to
A. C. FARNELL LTD
TE: ( 0742) 78901.

KENYON STREET, SHEFFIELD Si 4BD

...here's aselection of the many dealers
only too happy to demonstrate Dual technology in action.
AVON
Bristol
Radford Hi Fi,
52-54 Gloucester Road.
Bristol, Telephone: 422709

HERTFORDSHIRE
Watford
K J Leisuresound,
101 St. Albans Road,
Watford. Telephone: 33011

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Cambridge
University Audio, 1-2 Peas Hill,
Cambridge, Telephone: 54237

HUMBERSIDE
Grimsby
G & F Menders,
2-4 Edward Street,
Grimsby, Telephone: 51391

CHESHIRE
Chester
Hardman RadioLtd.,
The Forum
Northgate Street,
Chester, Tel: 0244-317667
CLEVELAND
Stockton on Tees
Phototronics, Yarm Lane,
Stockton on Tees, 0642-66509
CLWYD
Colwyn Bay
Coast Electronics,
148 Conway Road, West End,
Colwyn Bay, Telephone: 31235
DORSET
Poole
Quality Hi Fi, 55 North Road,
Parkstone, Telephone: 742706
ESSEX
Hadleigh
Essex Hi Fi Centre,
210 London Road,
Hadleigh, Tel: 0702 - 558339
SOUTH GLAMORGAN
Cardiff
J. Gough,
148-154 North Road,
Cardiff, Telephone: 28473
GRAMPIAN
Aberdeen
Holburn Hi Fi Limited,
445 Holburn Street,
Aberdeen Telephone: 25713
HAMPSHIRE
Southampton
Hamilton Electronics
(Southampton) Limited,
35 London Road,
Southampton, Tel: 28622

GREATER LONDON
London
M O'Brien
(Hi Fi Specialists),
95 High Street,
Wimbledon Village,
SW19, Tel: 01-946 1528

LANCASHIRE
Bolton
H D Kirk ( Stereolectrics) Ltd.,
203 St. George's Road,
Bolton, Telephone: 23093
Preston
Hardman Radio Ltd.,
Guildhall Arcade, Lancaster Rd.,
Preston, Tel: 0772-59264
LINCOLNSHIRE
Spalding
Welec, 37a New Road,
Spalding, Telephone: 4247
GREATER LONDON
London
Audio Centre,
38 Parliament Street,
SW1, Tel: 01-930 697516

LOTHIAN
Edinburgh
Hi Fi Corner ( Edinburgh) Ltd.,
1 Haddington Place,
Leith Walk, Edinburgh
Telephone: 031-556 7901

Wier
Stockton on Tees

Crosby id

GREATER MANCHESTER
Altrincham
Sound Centre. 2 Bold Street,
Altrincham, Tel: 061-928 3195

11400.
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•
Spalding
Birmingham
Newcastle under Lyme

MERSEYSIDE
Liverpool
Hardman Radio Ltd.,
33 Dale Street,
Liverpool, Tel: 051-236 2828

•
Great Yarmouth
•
Cambridge

Cardiff

Imhofs ( Retail) Limited,
112/116 New Oxford Street,
WC1, Tel: 01-636 7878
K J Leisure Sound Limited,
48 Wigmore Street,
W1, Telephone: 01-486 8263

Manchester
Hardman Radio Ltd.,
12 St. Mary's Gate.
Manchester, 061-832 608718

Leeds

Preston
Liverpool

Audio T, 190 West End Lane,
NW6, Tel: 01-794 7848
Berry's Radio,
319/320 High Holborn,
WC1, Tel: 01-405 6231

Thomas Heinitz Limited,
35 Moscow Road.
W2, Telephone: 01-229 2077
Croydon
Spalding Electrical Limited,
352 Lower Addiscombe Road,
Croydon, Tel: 01-654 1231

ISLE OF MAN
Crosby
Manx Audio,
Ellerslie Road, Crosby,
Telephone: Motown 437
KENT
Maidstone
Sloman & Pettitt,
11 Pudding Lane,
Maidstone, Tel: 54124151478

GREATER LONDON
London
Speaker Selection,
611 Forest Road, Walthamstow,
E17, Telephone: 01-531 3117

Watford

e Hadleigh
•
London e
•

•Bristol

Croydon

Yeovil •

Maidstone

Southampton
Poole e

e

Brighton

•

WEST MIDLANDS
Birmingham
Fiveways Hi Fidelity Limited,
12 Islington Road.
Edgbaston,
Telephone: 021-455 0667
Wolverhampton
Millwards ( Wolverhampton)
Limited,
8-11 Salop Street,
Wolverhampton, Tel: 23980
NORFOLK
Great Yarmouth
Climax Audio, 2 Broad Row.
Gt Yarmouth, Tel: 55044
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Nottingham
Peter Anson Limited,
Bobbers Mill.
Nottingham. Tel: 73312
SOMERSET
Yeovil
Yeovil Audio, 8 Wyndham St.,
Yeovil, Telephone: 25430
STAFFORDSHIRE
Newcastle under Lyme
Clement Wain Limited,
28 High Street,
Newcastle under Lyme.
Telephone: 613119
STRATHCLYDE
Glasgow
E. Hamilton,
136/138 Queen Margarets
Drive, Glasgow C20
Telephone: 041-946 9281
EAST SUSSEX
Brighton
Sound Unlimited,
149 North Street,
Brighton, Telephone: 29390
WEST YORKSHIRE
Castleford
Eric Wiley, 64 Beancroft Rd,
Castleford, Tel: 553066
Leeds
Audio Projects,
10 Blenheim Terrace,
Leeds, Telephone: 31608

Four Aces

from

SENNHEISER

We can now reveal our hand and we think you will
agree that it could hardly be better.
The HD 414 and HD 424 are already firm favourites,
with over a million happy owners and we now
introduce, improved versions of these two headphones,
the HD 414X and the HD 424X.
At the same time, we have great pleasure in releasing
two completely new models — the HD 400 and the
HD 224X.
Now, we are able to offer a headphone to suit almost
every taste. To learn more about this superb deal from
Sennheiser, why not write for a brochure today, or
consult yOur local Sennheiser dealer.
•

HAYDEN LABORATORIES LTD

Churchfield Road, Chalfont St. Peter
Bucks. SL9 9EW

•
•

Tel: Gerrards Cross ( 02813) 88447
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TRUST

AZAT

for top quality Hifi,cameras;TV
and electrical appliances
AMPLIFIERS
Delivery 12.00
Akai
AA 5210 ( Spc)
£67 50
AA 5210 DB
£102 55
AA 5510 ..
£100 75
AA 5810 ..
£112 50
Rotel
RA 212 ..
£48 00
RA 312 ..
£58 73
RA 412 ..
£7I 80
RA 612 ..
£97 26
RA 812 ..
£125 76
RA 1212 ..
LI63 00
Maranta
1030
P.O.A.
1040
P.O.A.
1060
P.O.A.
1070
P.O.A.
1120
P.O.A.
1200 B
P.O.A.
Sansui
AU 2200
P.O.A.
AU 3900
P.O.A.
AU 4900
P.O.A.
AU 9900
P.O.A.
Sony
TA 73
P.O.A.
TA 88
P.O.A.
TA 1630 • • • •
P.O.A.
TA 2650 . • • •
P.O.A.
TA 3650 . • • •
P.O.A.
TA 5650 . • • •
P.O.A.
TA 8650 . • • •
P.O.A.
TA 3140 • • . •
P.O.A.
Leak
2100
£83.95
2200 . • .. £87.95
Pioneer
SA 5300 • • • •
P.O.A.
SA 6300 . • • •
P.O.A.
SA 7300 .. • •
P.O.A.
SA 7500 .. • •
P.O.A.
SA 8500 .. • .
P.O.A.
SA 9500 • • ..
P.O.A.
J.V.C.
JAS 8
P.O.A.
JAS 310
P.O.A.

TUNERS
Delivery £ 2-00
Akai
AT 550 ..
£
78.95
AT 580 ( Spc) £ 105.95
Rotel
RT 224
£5200
RT 324
£
66.96
RT 624
£97-93
RT 824
£ 124.00
J.V.C.
JVT 6
P.O.A.
JVT 310
P.O.A.
Leak
2300
£64-75
Marantz
112
P.O.A.
125
P.O.A.
150
P.O.A.

Sansui
TU 3900 ..
TU 9900 ..
Sony
ST 70
ST 88
ST 2950 F
ST 3950 ..
ST 4950 ..
ST 595050
ST 5130 ..
Pioneer
TX 5300 ..
TX 7500 ..
TX 9500 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

.•
•.
•.
••
•.
••

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

RECEIVERS
Delivery 12- 00
Akai
AA 810
AA 1020
AA 1030
AA 1050
J.V.C.
JVC 5525 ..
JVC 5446 ..
JVC 5426 ..
JVC 5456 ..
Goodmans
Mod 90 ..
Mod 1-10 ..
Mod 1-20 ..
Leak
1800
2000
Maranta
2015
2220 B
2230
2240
2245
2275
2325
2220
Rotel
RX 152 • •
RX 102
RX 202 • •
RX 402 ..
RX 602 ..
RX 802
Sansui
210
441
551
661
771
881
Pioneer
SX 300
SX 434
SX 535
SX 636 • •
SX 737
SX 838 • •
SX 939 • •

CASSETTE DECKS
Sony
HST 139
STR 7015
STR 7025
STR 7035 ..
STR 7055 A

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P 0 A.

REEL TO REEL
TAPE RECORDERS
Deltvery£2 Or
Akai
4000
4000 DE.
Sony
TC 280
TC 377

£113.85
£163-35
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
£90-00
£143 55
£155-93
£211.91

•£142.95
. • .0.A.
• • P.O.A.
• • R.C.A.
• . £114-75
• • £128.50
• . 1128-50
0

£100.95
£118-95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£154.50
£80.85
170-23
£89.83
£125 76
£159 73
£200 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

••
••
•••
.•
.•
•.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P0 A
P.O.A

Deliver • 12-00
B.I.C.
P.O.A.
960
J.V.C.
JL A I
P.O.A.
JLA 448 .
P.O.A.
Goldring
102 P .. • • £26.76
GL75 P/C .. • • £41.88
GL78 P/C
£5008
GL85 0 /C .. • . £66-93
GL72 P/C .. £30-60
GL90 P/C
£ 100 80
G L84 P/C .. • • £62.68
GL82 P/C . • £54.81
GL80 P/C .. • • £46-93
G
d
100 SP Mod
With Cart.
aeso
86 SR With cart . • £52.16
Thorens
TO 125 11
•
£87-95
TO 125 11 AB .. £ 135.95
TO 160 C
£71.66
TO 160 B/C
ae•so
TO 166 .. £61.00
Sansui
SR 212
P.O.A.
SR 222 P
P.O.A.
SR 525
P.O.A.
Sony
PS 5011 • • • •
P.O.A.
PS 1350 .. • .
P.O.A.
PS 2350 • . • •
P.O.A.
PS 4750 • • • .
P.O.A.
PS 6750 • • • .
P.O.A.
Rotel
RP 1500 .. £59.37
RP 3000 P/C
£97.31
RP 2500 .. £74.18
Akai
AP 001
£66.50
AP 303
£79.00
Leak
2001
£ 106-00
Pi
PL I2-D MK 11
mect

Delivery 12.00
Akai
CS 34 D
..
£9000
GXC 39 D .. £ 127 62
GXC 310 D .. £ 16000
GXC 75 D .. £ 18400
GXC 510 ID .. £ 14500
GXC 710 D
£ 172.95
GXC 325 D .. £203.54
GXC 740 D .. £244-77
GXC 760 D .. £300-41
GXC 82 D ..
mos•oo
J.V.C.
1667 11
£ 103.50
1635
1740
P.O.A.
1970
1669
P.O.A.
Sansui
SC 636 •.
SC 737
SC 3000 • •
SC 2000 • • ..
P.O.A.
Sanyo
RD 4300 • £ 103.00
Sony
P.O.A
TC 117 ..
P.O.A.
TC 135 SD
P.O.A.
TC 436 SD
P_O.A.
TC 138 SD
P.O.A.
TC 153 SD
P0.A.
TC 177 SD
P.O.A.
TC 186 SD
P.O.A.
TC 204 SD
P.O.A.
TC 206 SD
P.O.A.
TC 209 SD
N , tional
P.O.A.
RS 260 ..
P.O.A.
RS 269 ..
Pioneer
P.O.A.
CT 2121
P.O.A.
CT 3131
P.O.A.
CT 4141
P.O.A.
CT 5151
P.O.A.
CT 6161
P.O.A.
CT 7171
P.O.A.
CT 9191
Goodmans
SCD 100 .. £ 123.25
Rotel
£123.00
RD 20 ..
Hitachi
P.O.A.
D 2150 ..
P.O.A.
8-Track Cartridge Deck
ToQ 124 D
£35.95
D 135 D
..
£66.50
MUSIC CENTRES
Delivery L3 00
Sanyo
2611 Super
With Speakers .. £ 195.00
2611 KL
1152-00

2511 KL .... 1151-95
2411 KL4-Cass Deck £ 117 SO
2615 N
..
£78 75
J.V.C.
1845 Without Speakers
P.O.A.
Hitachi
P.O.A.
2480
P.O.A.
2680
P.O.A.
2690
P.O.A.
3412
National
P.O.A.
SG 2500 L
P.O.A.
RE 7550 B
P.O.A.
1020 L
P.O.A.
1070 L
P.O.A.
1060L .
P.O.A.
2050 LO
P.O.A.
2070 L
Sony
P.O.A.
HMK 20
P.O.A.
HMK 30
P.O.A.
HMK 40
P.O.A.
HMK 70 ..
P.O.A.
HMP 40 A ..
P.O.A.
HMP 70
Philips
f193 50
RH 943
£216 00
RH 953
SPEAKERS
Leak
2030
2060
2075
Celestion
County • •
Ditton 15
Ditton 33
Ditton 44 . •
Ditton 25
Dicton 66 • .
Maranta
4G
5G
6G
7G
Wharfedale
Chevin XP
Denton 2 XP
Linton 3 XP
Glendale 3XP
Dovedale SP
Kingsdale
Airedale ..
Goodmans
Achromat 100
Ach 400
Sansui
ES 30 W
ES 50 W
LM 110
Sony
SS 70
SS 5088
SS 5177
SS 5300 A ..
SS 3050
SS 5050
SS 8150

£78 75
£128.75
£294.50

.•
••
••
••
••
••

£51.50
£77.50
£120.50
£141.50
£168-25
£226.00
P.O.A
P.O.A.
P.O.A
P.O.A

• - £27 50
£3600
• . £57 95
• £72 95
•£128 00
• • £173 00
. • £189 00
£72410
£141.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. 111% REDUCTION FOR EXPORT. POSTAGE, PACKING á SHIPPING EXTRA.
Carriage and Insurance under £50, £1.50. Over £50, £24)0. Prices are correct at time of going to the press.
Prices are subject to change without prior notice.
Please allow 10 to 14 days for delivery of merchandise.
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LONDON) LIMITED

61 CHARLOTTE ST
LONDON W1

u
....

MIMI Male

"Mu

POST TM COUAY1 NOW,
I
To Azat ( London) Ltd„ 61 Charlotte Street,
London W1P. Tel: 01-580 4632/3

I

Please send me your latest Price List and/or

the price of the following make & model No.

Name
Address
MIN 11•113

HFN 8

19

AIWA
AD1300 Cassette Deck
AD1600 Cassette Deck
AD1800 Cassette Deck
AD6500 Cassette Deck
A X7500 Amplifier
AF5080 Music Centre
AF3060 Music Centre

..
..
..
..

FOR

..
..

£131 00
£180 00
£202 00
£189.00
£170-00
£250 00
£191.00

CELEF AUDIO
Domestic Speakers ( pair)
Milro Speakers ( pair) ..
Mini Speakers ( pair) ..
Monitor Speakers ( pair)
Mini Pro Speakers ( pair)
Studio Speakers ( pair) ..

£80 00
£85 00
£90.00
£130 00
£165 00
£360 00

CHARTWELL
LS Ma Speakers ( each)
PM200 Speakers ( each) ..
PM400 Speakers ( each) ..

£62.50
£74 50
£128 50

IMF
Compact II Speakers ( pair) ..
Super Compact Speakers ( pair)
Studio A LS40 Speakers ( pair)
Studio TLS5011 Speakers ( pair)
Monitor TLS80 Speakers ( pair)
Ref Standard Pro Speakers ( Pair)

£69 50
£103 00
£214-00
£248-00
£355.00
£635 00

LECSON
AP1 Pre- control Amplifier
AP3 Amplifier ..

£109 50
£165.00

LINN-SONDEK
LP12 Plinth and Cover ..
LP12 with SME Fixed Arm
LP12 with GRACC Arm 4

£110 50
£156-00
£160 00

and audition 30 pairs of top- line speakers.

SUGDEN
A21 Amplifier
A48 Amplifier
R21 Tuner ..
R51 Tuner ..
C51 Power Amplifier

£96.00
£120 00
£80.00
£88.00
£72.00

amps., 4 selected cartridges and 4 auxiliary

HUGE

DISCOUNTS
Cambridge, Celestion, Ferrograph,
J.V.C., Leak, Pioneer, Sansui,
Transcriptors, Wharfedale

AlSO 1011
Acos, A R, Armstrong, B & W, BGW,
Bose, Dual, Empire, Gale, Grace, J B L,
K.E.F., K.L.H., Mayware, Nakamichi,
Neal, Rogers, S.M.E., Tandberg,
Teac, Trio, Uher

VISIT OUR NEW SPEAKER
SHOWROOM - OPEN NOW
Now you can sit back in complete comfort

Our facilities include a comparator control
linked to the 30 pairs of speakers, 4 remote

SPENDOR
BC/I Speakers ( pair)
BS/II Speakers ( pair)
BC'111 Speakers ( pair)

£191.40
£205 20
£396 80

MONITOR AUDIO
MAI Speakers ( pair)
MA3 Speakers ( pair)
MA4 Speakers ( pair)

£250.00
£324.00
£158 00

MAIL ORDER
FREE DELIVERY
BY SECURICOR
ANYWHERE IN
THE U.K.
H.P. ARRANGED

tape decks.

The choice we have is the

result of careful selection based on sound
quality and price.

Ring Tim Francis for an

audition appointment.

AIL PRICES ON
APPLICATION

11111111

PHONE US FOR OUR
QUOTE

You won't hear a

better selection anywhere.

1111111

1
MA5 Speakers ( pair)
MA7 Speakers ( pair)

£120 00
£74 50

QUAD
33- Power Amplifier
303- Power Amplifier
405- Power Amplifier
FM3-Tuner
ELEC Speakers ( pair)

£78 00
£85 00
£126.50
£85.00
£276-00

TANNOY
ARDEN Speakers ( Pair)
BERKELEY Speakers ( pair)
CHEVIOT Speakers ( pair)
DEVON Speakers ( pair)
EATON Speakers ( pair)

£320 00
£280.00
£220-00
£208.00
£188.00

TECHNICS
SU7200 Amplifier ..
SU7600 Amplifier ..
SU3500 Amplifier ..
SU8600 Amplifier ..
SU9600 Amplifier ..
SE9600 Amplifier ..
ST7200 Tuner ..
ST7600 Tuner ..
ST3500 Tuner ..
ST9600 Tuner ..
SA5060 Receiver ..
SA5150 Receiver ..
SA5160 Receiver ..
SA5360 Receiver ..
SA5460 Receiver ..
SL20 Record Deck
SL23 Record Deck
SL1500 Record Deck
SL1400 Record Deck
SL1300 Record Deck
SL1200 Record Deck
SL110 Record Deck
SP10 Mk II

£71.00
£95 00
£177-00
£231-00
£324-00
£462.00
£74-00
£98-00
£159-00
£231-00
£97.73
£111.96
£133.00
£173.00
£257.00
£53.00
£71-00
£106 00
£133-00
£168 00
£124-00
£173.00
£399.00

YAMAHA
CA400 Amplifier ..
CA600 Amplifier ..
CA800 Amplifier ..
CA1000 Amplifier
CT400 Tuner
CT600 Tuner
CT800 Tuner
CT7000 Tuner
CR400 Receiver
CR450 Receiver
CR600 Receiver
CR800 Receiver
CR1000 Receiver

£110.40
£159 20
£204 00
£292.80
£97.60
£132.80
£177.60
£444 00
£141.60
£168.00
£204.00
£266.40
£399.20

VAT NOT INCLUDED
ACCESS & BARCLAY
CARDS WELCOME
PHONE YOUR ORDER
GENEROUS
PART EXCHANGE
WE WILL MATCH ANY
LONDON PRICE

Radford HiFi Limited, 52/54 G oucester Road, Bristol. BS7 8BH
Tel: ( 0272) 422709/44593 Telex: 449315
20

BM DM Speakers
The overall impression ( of the DM6) left after many
weeks of listening is predominantly one of satisfying,
untiring natural sound, without any distracting
feature that could be termed aflaw.

HI- Fl NEWS

4Mid- range colouration ( DM6) on difficult musical
passages is the lowest Ihave heard.
THE GRAMOPHONE
DM6 takes its place among the three or four best
systems of the moment.,
REVUE DU SON ( France)

4The DM2A Monitor passed all tests with outstanding

results... Ihave no hesitation in placing this speaker
in the top echelon of modern high quality systems.,
THE GRAMOPHONE

4The measured performance ( of the DM2A) shows
one of the smoothest mid- range frequency responses
that we have ever seen. ,
ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL ( Australia)

Do you agree with the
reviewers? Your B&W
appointed dealer will be
pleased to let you hear
the DM speakers; then
you can form your
own critical evaluation.

4The DM4 is right at the top of the heights of quality
small speakers in our opinion.,

HI- Fl ANSWERS

4... one would tend to expect alot from the B&W DM4
speaker system, and we were not disappointed.

ELECTRONICS ( Australia)

If you would
like literature,
please drop
us aline.

ce.

DM5
Really small
unit monitor

DM4
Small 3- unit
professional
monitor

DM2A
Acoustic line
monitor
loudspeaker

B&W Loudspeakers
B&W Loudspeakers Ltd (Room 2)

Meadow Road

B&W DM is the registered trade mark of B&W Loudspeakers Ltd

Worthing West Sussex BN1 12RX

Tel. ( 0903) 205611

DM6
Linear pnase
monitor
loudspeaker
system

Ross 66.
The cassette
with the precision
movement.

ROSS
ELECTRONICS
Quality HiFi from beginning to end.
32 Rathbone Place. London W1P

1AD.

Tel: 01-580 7112/3

Kumar's Hi- Fi

I YEAR

I YEAR

CLEARANCE SALE

GUARANTEE

GUARANTEE

Unrepeatable Offers
SALE

SALE

SALE
NEW

JBL 88P
£229 50

GOLDRING
G L75P £ 36 00
GL78P £ 42.30

NIKKO
STA8080 £ 170

RECEIVERS
Akai AA8I0 .. £ 81 00
Good mans
Mod. 90 .. £ 115 00
H-Kardon 430
El 57.50
930 .. £ 202 SO
50+ .. £ 80-00
Hitachi SR3400 £ 61-50
JVC 4MMI000 £ 89 00
4VR5426 .. £ 191 25
4VR-5446 £ 292.50
K.F. 25W/CH £ 2-00
Lux R1500 .. £ 306.00
Major R54020 £ 112.50
RS8020 .. £ 153 00
Mariam. 2015 £ 117-00
N.A.D. 160 .. £ 166.50
Nikko STA8080 £ 170 00
Pioneer SX300 £ 67 50
SX828 £ 230 00
QX747 £ 325-50
Sansui 441
£ 83.00
551 .. £ 110 00
661 .. £ 137.50
771 .. £ 170 00
881 .. £ 240-00
QRI500 £ 126.00
QRX3500 £270 00
Sherwood 57050
sp. offer £ 63 00
S7100 sp. offer £ 100-00
S7200sp. offer £ 139-00
Sony STR6200F
sp. offer ... £ 243 00
Trio KR2400 £ 94.50
KR3400 .. £ 123 30
KR9400 .. £ 337.50

8c

SALE

SALE

DEMONSTRATION

SA8200 £ 80 10
4SA/70 . £ 94 50
Teac AS 100 . £ 104-00
Toshiba SB500 £ 120 00
SB5I4 . £ 220.00
Trio KA4002A £ 60.30

TUNERS
Akai AT550 £ 2-45
AT580 . £ 99 00
Lux WL717 .. £ 65 00
WL500 .. £ 130 00
Major TSI818 £ 73.80
Marante I15B £ 126.00
Nikko FAM500 £ 82 00
Sansui TU4400 £ 80 00
TU5500 .. £ 108.00
TU7500 .. £ 117.00
TU7700 .. £ 132.00
Sherwood 52400 £ 99.00

MODELS

Trio LS202

£ 61.20

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa AD/600 £ 162.00
Akai GXR82D £ 99 00
BASF 8100 .. £ 104 40
Dokorder MK50 £ 90 00
H. Kardon 1000 £ 155 00
2000
£ 195 00
WC CD1667/II £ 107.00
1950(FL) .. £ 130 00
Philips N2506 £ 51 30
N2510 .. £ 105 30
Pioneer CT3I31 £ 73.80
Sansui SC636 £ 105 00
SC737 .. £ 120.00
Tandberg
TCD-310 £ 172 00
Teac A360 .. £ 198 00
Uher CR2I0 £ 297.00
CG360 .. £ 494.00
CG320 £ 305.00

EXTRA SPECIAL OFFERS
HARMAN KARDON 930 ..
HARMAN KARDON 50+..
ROTEL RA6Il
SHERWOOD S9400..
TRIO KA4002A-I only
KLH 103-2 only ..
TEAC A360

£202-50
£80.00
£85-00
£117 00
£60 30
£166 50
£198 00

COLOUR TVs

JVC
4MM 1000 £89

SANSUI
QRI500 £ 126

ACOS
LUSTRE ARM
£24.30

AMPLIFIERS
Aka, AA5210
sp. offer .. £ 72-00
AA5210DB
sp. offer .. £ 103-50
AA5510 sp.
offer £ 103-50
AA5810 sp.
offer .. £ 130.50
Bose 4401 .. £ 303-75
180IA £ 556-20
Cambridge P60 £ 110.00
Denon PMA350Z £ 121.50
EMI 1515 .. £ 37-50
Goodmans 40-40 £ 62.00
JVC JAS310 £ 72-00
4VN550 £ 93 00
Leak 2200 .. £ 90-00
Lux 50707V .. £ 72 00
Major AS4000 £ 80 00
Nikko TRM210 £ 58.50
TRM600 £ 99-00
Rotel RA2I I .. £ 45.00
RA6I I .. £ 85.00
Sansui AU2200 £ 52.00
AU4400 £ 80.00
.. £ 360-00
Sanyo DCAI700X £ 37.80
Sherwood S9400 £ 117 00
SOUND SA620 £ 45 00

£26000
£27500
£332.00
£210.00
£17000

Grundig 2110.. ..
Grundig 2222R
Grundig 6022R
Korting 22" ..
Philips 18" ..

Sound ST606. £ 40-50
Trio KT8005 £ 157-50

SPEAKERS (pairs)
Aiwa SC I5 . £ 34.20
Cambridge R40 £ 157.50
R50 .. £ 231.75
David Hall Super £ 49-50
Design Acoustics
04
£ 238.50
D6 ( marked) £ 297.00
D12
£ 447.00
EMI .. £ 24.75
ESS AMTI £ 332.00
AMT4
£ 250.00
Goodmans
Dimension 8 £ 108.00
JBL L-88 Plus £ 229-50
KLH 6 .. £ 178.00
KLH 103 ..
£166.50
Leak 2020 ..
£48.00
Monitor Audio
MAS
£94-50
Philips 420 .. £ 109-80

SALE

TAPE DECKS
RECORDERS
Tcac A4300 . £ 297-00
Uher 4200 £ 305-10

TURNTABLES
Aiwa 2050 .. £ 46-80
Goldring G I
02/PC £ 26-10
G75/P .. £ 36-00
G78PC .. £ 42-30
JVC JLAI
£ 52-00
Micro MR3I I £ 69-00
MB600
£ 51-30
Philips GA2I2 £ 56.70
Sansui SR2I2P £ 51-30
Thorens TDI66C £ 60-30
TD160BC .. £ 58.50
TDI60C £ 69.75
T0125/II £ 8-30
TD125/IIAB £ 127-50
Toshiba SR300 £ 49.00
5R870 .. £ 90.00
Trio KD2033.. £ 62.10

PICK-UP ARMS
Acos Lustre
GSTI
£24.30
A. Technica
1005/11 £ 18 00
Connoisseur
SAU/2
£ 14 00
Goldring L75 £ 14 40
Micro MAIOI/Il £ 30 60
MUSIC SYSTEMS
• without speakers
Goodmans
Corn. 90. .. £ 180 00
JVC 1845L• £ 201 60
National RE7720 £ 85 00
RE8420 .. £ 153-00
Sanyo G26 15N £ 79.00
GX74730KL £ 107.10
Sharp GS1980E• £ 53-10
Toshiba SM102 £ 62.10
SM3500• .. £ 220-07
HEADPHONES
AKG KI00
£ 7 90
K140 .. £ 13.50
H.VVest CIS500 £ 13.50
CIS2000 .. £ 18.90
Koss HVIA £ 22-50
HVILC
£ 25-65
E. Listener £ 21.60
Tecn. VFR £ 38-25
Micro MXI
£ 49-50
Sansui SH2
£ 9-00
SHIS
£ 16-63
Sennheiser
HD4I4
£ 14.00
HD424
£ 21 60
Teat 1-1P103 .. £ 19.80
CAR RAD. CASS
Philips RN5I2 £ 98.10
RN702
£ 59-40
RN7I2 ( Rec.) £ 130-50
DOLBY UNITS
Advent 101 £ 80 10
CARTRIDGES
A. Technica
AT12/S £ 13-50
Decca London £ 23.40
Empire 999Q/EX £ 5-00
1000/ZEX .. £ 36.90
Goldring G800 £ 4.50
G800E . £ 8-10
G800SE £ 15.30
G820 .. £ 6.30

A.R., K.E.F.
RICHARD
ALLAN
SPEAKERS
AVAILABLE

ESS
AMTI
AMT4

£ 332.00
£ 250 00

PHILIPS
RN7I2 £ 130.50

PHILIPS
RN5I2 £ 98.10

TEAC
A360

£ 198.00

PRICES INCLUDE
VAT at 124%
• Open Mon.- Sat. 9.306 p.m. ( early
closing
Wed.).
•After sales service. All
parts and labour free
for 1year.
•Access and Barclaycard
welcome.

U HER

•All prices subject to
goods being in stock.

CR2I0 £ 297.00

ALL GOODS ADVERTISED ON THIS PAGE MUST BE SOLD TO MAKE ROOM FOR NEW STOCK

ALL
ITEMS
AVAILABLE
ON
MAIL
ORDER- POST THIS COUPON TODAY
Please supply
I enclose
carr/ins)

full

cash

price ( inc.

48 HOUR SERVICE
DELIVERY

BY

SECURICOR

f3 per Parcel

Iwish to pay by Access/Barclaycard No
NAME
ADDRESS

'
BARCLAYCARD

KUMAR
Cameras & HI-FI

61 The Mall, Ealing,
London W5 3TA
Telephone: 01-567 6031/8021
Two minutes from Ealing Broadway Station

Not awin on the pools, atrip to
aPacific paradise, or areduction
in income tax, but distortionless
-current dumping".
Z's 1to 4are the four passive
components which interconnect the
current dumpers, ( the output
transistors which supply the
power), to the small high quality
amplifier which provides the
error signal, so that when the
above condition is met the
current in the load, the loudspeaker, is independent of the
current in the dumpers and hence
distortion is solely dependent
on the quality of the error
amplifier, which because it is
small can be very good.
Wonderful indeed.
For further details on current
dumping and other Quad products
vvrite to Dept. HFN
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co.
Ltd., Huntingdon, Cambs.,
PE18 7DB Telephone ( 0480) 52561

"Something wonderful *
happens when Ze3=Z2Z,i'

* Elektor Electronics
Magazine No. 8. Dec.1975

QUAD
for the closest approach to the original sound
for twenty-five years
QUAD is aRegistered Trade Mark

DEMONSTRATIONS. Hourly appointments can
be booked to give uninterrupted listening-30 pairs
of speakers and 20 different cartridges through
top quality amps and receivers. 8
EXPORT. Personal
Export or direct to
your address. Phone, write or call for details.
Lp4

CREDIT FACILITIES. Credit available for
callers only. bee'e 4
e2J
CASSETTE & TUNER
'. )
MENT
SERVICE.
Decks can be set for optimum performance with
supplied
Tuners aligned for best performance.

personal
ALIGNCassette
any tape

(
e."1
4.'-**,
,, HOME
INSTALLATION. All equipment and
die
systems purchased can be installed by qualified
e• engineers.
)EQUIPMENT SERVICE & MEASUREMENT ON
•
ALL HI- Fl EQUIPMENT. Individual performance
specifications prepared. Service and overhauls of Hi Fi
equipment. Full after sale service on all equipment.
sø
6

e4

MAIL ORDER. All equipment can be despatched —
insured
directly to you. Phone for details and
•
prices. eien-e
ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD Welcome
Specialists for:— AMCRON • B. G. W. • CELEF • DUAL • KEF • LECSON

MONITOR AUDIO • NAKAMICHI • PHASE LINEAR • QUAD • REVOX
SME • SPENDOR • SUGDEN • TECHNICS • YAMAHA and many others
190, West End Lane, London, NW6 1SQ
Tel.: 01-794 7848
Open: Mon.- Wed. 11 a.m.-6 p.m.
Thurs. & Fri. 11 a.m.-7 p.m. Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
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NEAL Tandberci Pioneer KEF
Superb professional NEAL
102 Mk 2 cassette recorder
£21900. NEAL 101 Resolver £ 17•95 for surround
sound effects. NEAL 103
Professional.
On special
offer for limited period.

Quality equipment at most competitive prices.
TR2075 75 w/ch
TCD3I0 Dual capstan
TRI055 55 w/ch
334IX, 3441X, 354IX
TR1040P 40 w/ch
3641 XD Dolby, open ree
machines.

For the perfectionist.
SX1010 £269.00
SX838 £212-00
SX737 £ 164 00
SX939
£252 00
SX636£ 139 00
SX535 £ 121 00

TOP
RECOMMENDED
SYSTEMS
PIONEER SX434 SYSTEM

ROTEL RX402 SYSTEM

Comprises
Pioneer
5)(434
Receiver,
Pioneer PL I
2D Deck with Shure M75E1
Cartridge and pair of KEF Chorale
Speakers.
OUR PRICE

Comprises Rotel RX402 Receiver, Rotel
RP 1500 Deck with Shure M75ED Cartridge and pair of KEF Cadenza Speakers.

£220

OUR PRICE

—

£285

SX434 £94 50
CTF2 I
21 [ 113 50
CT5 I
5I £108 50
PL 120
£42 50
PLI5R
£49 50
CT4I41
£95 50

C Series. Chorale
Cadenza, Concerto
Coda,
Cantor.
Reference series
104 and the new
103. New Correlli
available now.

Tannoy
New range of leading British high
power loudspeakers in Teak. Walnut
or Ash.
Arden, Berkeley, Cheviot, Devon and
Eaton.

uad

n7

eir-7fri".

This top quality
rangeoflowcolouration
speakers
available
from
stock.

The best of British engineering.
33/303 amplifier FM3
tuner.
Electrostatic loudspeaker. Phone or call for
quotes.
New 405 Power
Amplifier availablefrom stock

SANSUI 331 SYSTEM
AKAI 1020 SYSTEM
Comprises Aka, 1020 Receiver, Pioneer PL12D Deck with Shure M75E.1
Cartridge and pair of KEF Chorale
Speakers.
OUR PRICE

Comprises Sansui 331 Receiver,
Sansui SR2 I
2P Deck with Shure
M75E.1 Cartridge and pair of
KEF Chorale Speakers.

£248

DCW

Unbeatable value and performance.
DM2A, DM4,
D5, DM70 available in various finishes. Contact us
for latest prices. Available
on special offer this month.
New DM6 available now.

Revox

Real professional quality. Latest
Mk 4 Series All, A76 tuner,
A78 amplifier and the superlative A700 Series in stock with
substantial discounts.

Spendor
The Spendor BC IMonitor loudspeaker with
the BBC pedigree from £ 195•75 per pair.
Available in Teak, Walnut or Rosewood.
Stands available.
The superb BC3 on
demonstration.

Hitachi

Most comprehensive range of quality music centres
being introduced by Hitachi, which we consider
to be the best and outstanding value.
SDT2370 £ 151.00
SDT2660 £212-40
SDT2480 £ 187.50
SDT2690/DolbyE295 00

Leak
2000
2001
2200

£ 124 00
£ 89 50
£ 91 80

INCREDIBLE
LOW PRICES
2020 .
2030 .
2060 ..

Samul Rot I

Exciting

SENSATIONALLY
REDUCED PRICES
331 . £ 94 00 AU3900. £ 84 00
551 . £ 123 00 9090 .. £350 00
661 . £ 157 50 51‘212P £ S1 00
TU3900 £ 89 00 SC636 .. £99 90

£230

OUR PRICE

£50 50
£79 50
. £ 123 SO
range

of

amps,
tuners,
receivers cassette deck
and turntable packages.

RA3I2
RA4I2
RA6I2
RT224
RT324

£ 53
£66
£88
£46
£60

00
00
00
50
00

RT624
RD20
RX402
RX102
RX602

£88.00
. £ 136 00
.. £ 130 00
£62 50
£142 50

Akai

Top recommended range of receivers and cassette
decks.
AAI 020 .. £ 125.00
GXC39D £ 112.00
AA I
030 .. £ 136.00
GXC310D
f126-00
AA1050 £ 187.00
C534D..
0150
AP003
015.00
GXC325D £ 187.00

Armtrong
621 Amplifier, 623 and 624 Tuners, 62$ and 626
Receivers available from stock at competitive prices.

Chartwell

The BBC design L53, 5A Loudspeaker on demonstration. The Monitor PM200 and PM400 available.

All prices include VAT at
EXPORT

QUOTATIONS

TECHNICAL ADVICE FOR PERSONAL CALLERS.

131 The Parade, High St., Watford WDI INA

Tel: Watford 34644

'Our outstanding
impression
\ in one word
would be
7, clarity.'
(HiFi N'\\

‘\,

the Big Names will be at

k, -( ) 1
dReview)

The ADC low mass (LM) series of catridges always do
well on the testbench for two main reasons:
Firstly, ADCs exclusive Induced Magnet system
achieves asignificantly lower stylus mass, so critics
notice the exceptional sound separation.
Secondly, we're always very careful to
select the perfect diamond for each
stylus, so critics are further impressed
AD
by the high definition.

//-\ gild ill
AOCI 10N41

e imuit
,&11111111eii,
Fee

Sept 3rd 4th 8c 5th
MAJESTIC AND CAIRN HOTELS HARROGATE

VLM Mk2
The Professionals' choice.

Because any old diamond won't do.

RADFORD HD250
High Definition Stereo Amplifier

The most impressive range of top names in
Hi- fito be found at any exhibition in the U.K. at one
Irme - that's what makes Audio 76 the show to be at.

RECORD HOUSING
RICHARD ALLAN
ROSS ELECTRONICS
ROSS UNISON
C ROGERS ( NAME TO BE
ANNOUNCED)
INFINITY
JIM ROGERS
ISOPHON
ROTEL

HI-FI ANSWERS
HI-FI FOR PLEASURE
HI-FI SOUND
HOWLAND-WEST

JECKLIN FLOAT
JVC
KEF
KEESONIC
KIM
LECSON SYSTEMS
LEAK
LOWE OPTA
LOWTHER ONLIFE
DEVELOPMENTS

BASF
BEYER DYNAMIC
BIC
BOSE
BSR McDONALD
BWG

A new standard
for sound reproduction in the
home! We believe that no other amplifier in
the world can match the overall specification of the
HD250.
Rated power output: 50 watts ay. continuous per channel into any
impedance from 4 to 8 ohms, both channels driven.
Maximum power output: 90 watts ay. per channel into 5 ohms.

CASTLE ACOUSTICS
CELESTION
COLLAR()
CONDOR
CONNOISSEUR
CURB
OBX
COMM ELECTRONICS
DIRECT ( DESIGN) LTD
DISC 0 VAC
DSC ( CONSUMER
PRODUCTS)
DUAL
EMPIRE

Distortion, preamplifier: Virtually zero ( cannot be identified or
measured as it is below inherent circuit noise).

FALCON/BADGER
A. C. FARNELL

Distortion, power amplifier: Typically 0.006% at 25 watts, less than
0.02% at rated output. ( Typically 0.01% at 1kHz.)

FEDERATION OF BRITISH
AUDIO

Hum and noise: Disc, — 83 dBV measured flat with noise band width
23 kHz ( ref. 5 mV); — 88 dBV " A" weighted ( ref. 5 mV).
Line- 85 dBV measured flat ( ref. 100v).
—88 dBV " A" weighted ( ref 100v).

FONS INTERNATIONAL
FUJI

Hear the H D253 at

SWIFT OF WILMSLOW
Dept HFN, 5Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
(Tel.: 26213)
Mail Order and Personal Export enquiries: —Wilmslow Audio, Swan Works,
Bank Square, Wilmslow ( Tel.: 29599).
Also in stock: All Radford speaker drive units and crossovers, ZD22
preamp, Low Distortion oscillator LD03 and Distortion M
set DMS3, ETC.

" ng

FISHER

11 am - 9pm -

QUAD

GARRARD
GOLDRING

ACCUPHASE
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
ACC
AIWA
AKAI
AKG ACOUSTICS
ALBA
ALICE
ALPHA
ALTEC LANSING
ARMSTRONG
ARNOLD ELI.VRONICS
ATRON
AUDIOMASTER
AUDIO PACKS
AUDIO REFLEX
AUDIO TECHNICA
AUTOCAR ELECTRONIC

3M UNITED KINGDOM LTD
MARANTZ
MAXELL
METROSOUND
MICRO ACOUSTICS
MORDAUNT-SHORT
NAD
NAKAMICHI
NATIONAL PANASONIC

SANSUI
SANTO
SCAN DYNA
SENNHEISER
SHURE
SONY
STANTON
STAX
STRATHEARN AUDIO
STUDIOCRAFT
J. E. SUGDEN
SUPERES
TANDBERG
IDS
TEAC
TECHNICS
TENOREL
THORENS
TOSHIBA
TRIO

ORTOFON
PEERLESS
PICKERING
PIONEER
POLY PLANER
POPULAR HI-FI
MAL MAGNETICS

WIER
VAC 0 RFC
WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA

With more to come
Opening Times

6pm - 9pm - Fri 3rd Sept
Sat 4th Sept
11am -7pm - Sun 5th Sept
Admission Free No Tickets Required
EXHIBITION and
CONFERENCE SERVICES LTD
Claremont House,
Victoria Avenue, Harrogate
Tel: 62677
HEN 8/76
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ALL THE BEST IN HI-FI & AUDIO
AT THE UK's KEENEST PRICES!
411
SysterVvi

SYSTEM 1
Aiwa AF 5080 Music Centre
Monitor Audio MA 5Mk 2
Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £402.93
OUR PRICE £ 39.30
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

-

SYSTEM 10
Trio KR 2400 Receiver
Trio KP 1022 Turntable
Celestion County Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 269.09
OUR PRICE £ 193.50
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

'

SYSTEM 2

SYSTEM 11

Armstrong 625 FM Receiver
Thorens TD 160 Turntable
Shure M75EJ Cartridge
Celestion Ditton 44 Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £460.35
OUR PRICE £350.00
Securicor delivery £ 10.00 extra.

Aiwa AF 3060
Acoustic Research AR 16
Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 334.85
OUR PRICE £269.95
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

SYSTEM 12

SYSTEM 3

Trio KA 1200 Amplifier
Trio 1022 Turntable
Wharfdale Denton 2XP Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 181.35
- OUR PRICE £136.75
- Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

Yamaha CR 400 Receiver
Technics SL 20 Turntable
Shure M75ED/2 Cartridge
Celestion Ditton 15 Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 348.10
OUR PRICE £274.50
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

SYSTEM 4
Rotel RX 602 Receiver
Pioneer PL15R Turntable
Shure M75ED/2 Cartridge
Kef 104 Speakers
All connectina leads included.
Rec. price £ 553.03
OUR PRICE £ 375.00
Securicor delivery £ 10.00 extra.

SYSTEM 5
Technics SA 5250 Receiver
Technics SL 20 Turntable
Shure M75ED/2 Cartridge
Bowers and Wilkins DM4
Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 338.09
OUR PRICE £304.00
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

SYSTEM 13
SYSTEM 6

SYSTEM 8

Yamaha CR 800 Receiver
Technics SL 1500 Turntable
Shure V15/3 Cartridge
Spendor BC 1Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 675.27
OUR PRICE £ 558.00
Securicor delivery £ 10.00 extra.

Pioneer SX 434 Receiver
Pioneer PL12D Turntable
Shure M75ED/2 Cartridge
Monitor Audio MA 7Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 308.03
OUR PRICE £214.1:10
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

SYSTEM 7

SYSTEM 9

Sony 7055A Receiver
Sony P5 4750 Direct Drive
Turntable
Shure M95ED Cartridge
Tannoy Eaton Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 566.34
OUR PRICE £446.00
Securicor delivery £ 10.00 extra

Rotel RX 202 Receiver
Garrard SP 25 Mk 4Turntable
Complete Shure M75-6
Cartridge
Kef Chorale Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 287.50
OUR PRICE £ 190.00
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

Sony 5650 Amplifier
Sony 4950 Tuner
Technics SL 1100 Turntable
Shure V15/3 Cartridge
Acoustic Research AR 11
Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 868.82
OUR PRICE £675.00
Securicor delivery £ 15.00 extra.

SYSTEM 14
Quad 33 Control Unit
Quad 405 Power Amplifier
Quad Electrostatic Speakers
Technics SL 1300 Turntable
Shure V15/3 Cartridge
All connecting leads included.
Rec. once E7 ) . 22
OUR PRICE £643.50
Securicor delivery £ 10.00 extra.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ALL PRICES
SEND

WICKS MAIL ORDER FORM

-

•

Please supply ( give make and model number)

••
•

Ienclose C

HFN 876

The number is

& Co.,
HEN 876
Station Road,
Essex.
Colchester ( 0206) 49842/3/4

s

ADDRESS
( cheque/P0')

11,

'delete as applicable

0/
▪
84
0/ lec(A)uut)

•
e•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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INC. VAT

NAME

Or Iwish to use my Access/Barclaycard'.
!

D. T. Wicks
49/51 North
Colchester,
Telephone:

-------

Rec.
Price
Aiwa AX7500 . £ 191-92
Armstrong 625 FM .. £ 153-69
Armstrong 626 AM/FM £ 18+43
-eak 2000 ( Sp. offer) £201-56
ioneer SX434 £ 151-65
Pioneer 5)(535 £207-87
Pioneer SX636 £242-40
Pioneer SX737 £300-12
Pioneer SX838 £366-37
Pioneer 5)(939 £42+93
Pioneer SX1010 £525-62
Rotel RX102 • • .. £ 107-50
Rotel RXI52 • .
c126- so
Rotel RX202 • • .. £ 137-50
Rotel RX402 • • .. £ 192-50
Rotel RX602 • . £246.50
Rotel RX802
£307.50
Sony STR7015 £ 134-95
Sony STR7025 £ 149-95
Sony STR7035 £ 169-95
Yamaha CR200 £ 112-44
Yamaha CR400 .. £ 159-30
Yamaha CR450 £ 189-00
Yamaha CR600 .. £229-50
Yamaha CR800 £299-70
Yamaha CR I
000 .. £449-10

Disc.
Price
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£120 00
£94-45
£123.25
£143.45
£179 95
£229 45
£247 45
£310 45
£68 00
£79 00
£89 00
£119 00
£154 00
£199 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

STEREO
AMPLIFI ERS
Armstrong 621
Cambridge P60
Cambridge P110 . •
Leak 2200 .
Pioneer SA5300
Pioneer SA6300
Pioneer SA7300
Pioneer SA7500
Pioneer SA8500
Pioneer SA9500
Pioneer SA9900 • .
Rotel RA3I2 • •
Rotel RA412 . •
Rotel RA612 • •
Sony TA70
Sony TA88
Sony TA1630
Sony TA2650
Sony TA3650
Sony TA5650
Sony TA3I40
Sony TA8650
Quad 33 Control Unit
Quad 303 Power Amp.

Rec.
Price

TURNTABLES

STEREO
RECEIVERS

£10+15
P.O.A.
£128-52 £ 117-00
£156-60 £ 132 00
£145-80 £ 112 00
£84-79 £54 00
£112-99 £72.00
£160-34 £99 95
£237-63 £ 149.95
£301-36 £ 189.95
£40+24 £265.00
£599-77 £399 00
£89-90 £59 95
£109-90 £69.95
£149-90 £99-00
£59-95
P.O.A.
£69-95
P.O.A.
£8+95
P.O.A.
£109-95
P.O.A.
£154.95
P.O.A.
£229-95
P.O.A.
£109-31
P.O.A.
£549-95
P.O.A.
£37.75
P.O.A.
£95-62
P.O.A.

TU NERS
Armstrong 623
£ 110-72
P.O.A.
Armstrong 624
£82-95
P.O.A.
Leak 2300 .. £ 12+74 £94 45
Pioneer TX5300 £90-45 £59 40
Pioneer TX7500 £ 172-12 £ 112-50
Pioneer TX9500 £ 190-42 £ 154.95
Rotel RT224 .. £65-25 £48.60
Rote IRT324 .. £83-25 £61.20
Rotel RT624 . • £ 123-75 £88.20
Sansui TU4400
£105-69
£87-25
Sony ST70 .. £59-95
P.O.A.
Sony ST88 .. £69-95
P.O.A.
Sony ST2950F .. £99-95
P.O.A.
Sony ST3950 .. £ 15+95
P.O.A.
Sony ST4950 .. £ 169-95
P.O.A.
Sony ST5130 .. £208-29
P.O.A.
Cambridge T55
£ 102-60
P.O.A.
Yamaha CT400.. £ 109-80 P.O.A.
Yamaha CT600.. £ 149-40
P.O.A.
Yamaha CT800.. £ 199-80
P.O.A.

Pioneer PL I
2D
Pioneer PL I
5R
Sansui SR2I2
Sony PS1350 ..
Sony PS2350 ..
Sony PS4750 ..
Sony PS6750 ..
Technics SL20
Technics SL120
Technics SL 1500
Technics SL 1300
Technics SL1100
Technics SL 110
Yamaha YP450
Yamaha TP701
Yamaha YP800

••
••
••
.•

Rec.
Price

Disc.
Price

£68.14
£80-41
£63-21
£77-95
£8+95
£139-95
£169-95

£43-15
£53-95
£47-65
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

}Prices on request

.. £7+701
.. £99-00
£199-80

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sony SS70 ( pair) .. £26.00
Sony SS5088 ( pair) .. £51.90
Sony SS5177 ( pair) .. £65-90
Sony SS5300 ( pair) .. £ 105-90
Sony 553050 ( pair) .. £ 159-90
Sony SS5050 ( pair) .. £259-90
Wharfedale Denton 2XP £54.70
Wharfedale Linton 3XP £79-50
Spendor BC/I
£215-32
Spender BC/I1 £230-85
Spender BC/111 .. £446-40
Tannoy Arden .. £414-00
Tannoy Berkeley .. £362-26
Tannoy Cheviot .. £285-76
Tannoy Devon .. £270-00
Tannoy Eaton .. £243.00

Disc.
Price
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£37.75
£53-95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TAPE DECKS 8c
RECORDERS

SPEAKERS
Acoustic
Acoustic
Acoustic
Acoustic
Acoustic
Acoustic
Acoustic
Acoustic
Acoustic

Research
Research
Research
Research
Research
Research
Research
Research
Research

AR2 £157-50
AR3 £232-87
£91-12
AR4
AR6 £106-32
£73-12
AR7
ARIO £389-25
AR I1 £272-25
AR I
6 £119-25
AR
£146-25

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Bowers & Wilkins
£156-24
P.O.A.
DM2A
P.O.A.
Bowers & Wilkins DM4 £111-37
£76-39
moo
Ceiestion County
£115-04
£80 95
Celestion Ditton 15
£243-04 £ 161.95
Celestion Dicton 25
£169-99 £ 112 45
Celestion Ditton 33
£206-41 £ 138.95
Celestion Dicton 44
£331-52 £215-00
Celestion Dicton 66
£106-42
P.O.A.
Celestion UL6
El 33-65
P.O.A.
Celestion UL8
£202-50
P.O.A.
Celestion ULIO
£61-88
P.O.A.
KEF Coda ..
£73-12
P.O.A.
KEF Cantor ..
ceo.ao
P.O.A.
KEF Chorale ..
£146-26
KEF Cadenza ..
£191-26
P.O.A.
KEF Concerto ..
£208-12
P.O.A.
KEF 104
£66-38
P.O.A.
KEF Kit 1
£120-38
P.O.A.
KEF Kit 3 ..
£113-40 £79-95
Leak 2030 ..
£178-43 £ 125-95
Leak 2060 ..
£473-40 £299-00
Leak 2075 ..
P.O.A.
Monitor Aud MAI Ser 2 £281-25
P.O.A.
Monitor Aud MA3 Ser 2 £364-50
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA4 .. £177-75
P.O.A.
Monitor Aud MAS Ser 2 £135-00
£83-81
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA7 ..
£310-50
P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic

Sony TC377
C179.95
P.O.A.
Sony TC458
£279-95
P.O.A.
Sony TC645
£269-95
P.O.A.
Sony TC755
£399-95
P.O.A.
Sony TC756/2 £439-95
P.O.A.
Akai 4000DB
£200-25 £ 145.75
Akai 4000DS
£ 152-55 £ 107.95
Akai GXC265D .. £336-15 £220.50

WICKS FOR VALUE
• THE BEST PRICES
• FULL SERVICE An
BACK-UP
• DEMONSTRATIONS
M FULL RAMIE OF
EQUIPMENT IN
STOCK ALL THE TIME
VISIT OUR NEW
LUXURIOUS SHOWROOM
At Wicks, we give all our customers
superb service. And that goes for
mail order customers as well as
personal callers.
Now there's an added attraction
for callers - aluxurious showroom.
especially designed to let You-see
- and hear - the latest hi-fi under
first class conditions.

ORDERING BY POST

CASSETTE TAPE
DECKS & RECS.
Akai GXC510D
Akai GXC7SDS.
Akai CS34D
Akai GXC39D
Akai GXC310D
Akai GXC325D
Aiwa AD 1300
Aiwa AD 1600
Aiwa AD 1800 ..
Aiwa AD6500
Aiwa AD3060
Pioneer CT2I 21
Pioneer CT4 141
Pioneer CTS 151
Pioneer CT616I
Pioneer CT7I71
Pioneer CT9I91
Sony TCI33 .
Sony TC 117 ..
Sony TCI35
Sony TC I36 ..
Sony TCI38
Sony TCI53
Sony TCI77
Sony TCI86SD..
Sony TC206SD
Sony TC204SD
Sony TC209SD

£205-09 £ 141.99
£232-65 £ 149.50
£123-75 £91.68
£167-85 £ 112.45
£197-55 £ 130.50
£274-05 £ 169-95
£1294)6
P.O.A.
£158-27
P.O.A.
£227-50
P.O.A.
£212.94
P.O.A.
£215.59
P.O.A.
L163.10 £ 106-95
£173.41 £ 103.50
£197-01 £ 112-45
£208.99 £ 124.00
£235-38 f142.15
£327-84 £211.50
£119-95
P.O.A.
£77-95
P.O.A.
£119-95
P.O.A.
£14+95
P.O.A.
£199-95
P.O.A.
£179.95
P.O.A.
£399.95
P.O.A.
£134.95
P.O.A.
£179.95
P.O.A.
£159.95
P.O.A.
£269.95
P.O.A.

Tell us what you want. Send a
cheque or postal order to cover the
cost, plus £ 3.50 delivery charge.
Or let us have your Access or
Barclaycard number. Either way, if
the equipment is in stock, you'll
have it in 72 hours- by Securicor I

ORDERING BY PHONE
To reserve equipment in stock, just
give us aring on Colchester ( 0206)
78807. Well hold it for you for up
to 48 hours, to give you time to call
in or settle the deal by post. Or you
can give us your Access or
Barclaycard number over the
phone - do it before 12 noon, and
well guarantee same- day
despatch I

GUARANTEE
Everything from Wicks is covered
by the manufacturer's own
guarantee - usually 1or 3years.
During the guarantee period, we
will service the equipment free of
charge. If you return the goods via
acarrier, you pay the forward
carriage, we pay the return. From
Wicks, there's a99% chance of a
24- hour turnround service.

FREE TRANSIT
INSURANCE

'
n
ice people to deal with '49/51

T. Wicks SICo.,

North Station Road,
Colchester, Essex.
Tel:Colchester ( 0206)49842/3/4
After hours Colchester 42166
Tel. orders Colchester 78807

Al: the equipment despatched b
Wicks is covered by the special
In- transit Insurance. At no extra
cost to you I
8ut if anything does reach you in
faulty condition, it must be
returned to Wicks without delay.

i

AGENTS
a
AcousticFO
Research. Accuphase • Akai aAiwa aArmstrong aCambridge aCelestion aEra uGarrard • Galen uGoodmans aHarman ( arden
aJ.B.L. aB.I.C. • KEF le Koss aLeak aMarantz • Metrosound • B.B.C. Monitor aNational Panasonic aOrtofon aPioneer aQuad • Rogers
aRotel aRem aScan Dyne aSansui aShure im S.M.E. • Sanyo aTeat • Technics aThorens • Trio aWharfedale aYamaha aHitachi aGrundig
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STANDARDS

Technics

AMPLIFIERS
SU 3050
SU 3150
SU 3500
SU 7200
SU 7600
SU 9600
SE 9600

TUNERS
ST 3050
ST 3150
ST 3500
ST 7200
ST 7600

for

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
SA 5150
SA 5350
SA 5360
SA 8000

SPEAKERS
SB 30
SB
SB 40
SB
SB 102
SB
SB 202
SB

TURNTABLES
SL 20
SL 1500
SL 23
SL 1300

302
402
5000
7000

SL 120
SL 110

NOW AT VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES

PLEASE RING 051-709-0388 FOR PRICES

(
I
t
t
) PIONEER'
SX 300
SX 434
SX 535

CTF 2121
CFF 5151
CTF 6161

PL 12011
PL 15R
SE 305, 205 & OTHER MODELS.

NOW AT VERY COMPETITIVE PRICE

PLEASE RING 051-709-0388 FOR PRICES
BEOGRAM 1203
BEOGRAM 6000
BEOCENTRE 1800
BEOCORD 1100

ne.

-

0

BEOMASTER
BEOMASTER
BEOMASTER
RANGE OF

901
BEOMASTER 3400
1100 BEOMASTER 6000
2000 BEOCENTRE 1600
BEOVOX SPEAKERS

NOW AT VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES

PLEASE RING 051-709-0388 FOR PRICES

SANYO
TURNTABLES COLOUR TV
AMPLIFIERS
BLACK & WHITE TV
RECEIVERS MUSIC CENTRES
CASSETTE DECKS
RADIO/RECORDERS TUNERS SPEAKERS

NOW AT VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES

PLEASE RING 051-709-0388 FOR PRICES

Consumer Audio Equipment
The signal-to-noise ratio in an audio frequency system is conventionally measured by noting the signal output voltage at a
defined reference output level and comparing it with the output voltage with no signal input. In practical systems the figures
obtained without bandwidth restriction may be meaningless.
When it is desired to compare one system with another then
the bandwidth and rolloff characteristics must be specified.
Such a characteristic is defined in the DIN specification 45.500
April I975— High Fidelity Standard as ' Audio Band'. It is a
maximally flat band pass filter with 3dB points at 22 Hz and
22 kHz. The roll-off specified is 36 dB/octave outside the pass
band. This filter makes no allowance, however, for the characteristics of the ear at perceived noise levels or the irritation
factor of the noise itself. The IEC/DIN curve ' A' (also specified
in DIN 45.500) has a ' weighted' frequency response contour
to correlate the measured signal-to-noise ratio with the aural
effect. Curve ' A' has been in use for some time. Recently anew
weighting characteristic ( CCIR) has been introduced which is
said to have a better correlation between the measured signalto-noise ratio and the subjective value. It has been widely
accepted and will probably become a world standard for professional use for audio noise measurement.
Meters which respond to peak, average and r.m.s. values of
the waveform are in use. Dolby Laboratories published areport
(see below)* in August, 1972, on noise measurement on consumer equipment. It stresses the advantage of the CCIR filter
and the adequacy of an average sensing meter (ordinary millivoltmeter) and recommended its standardisation for published
specifications on consumer equipment. For those who wish to
use their own millivoltmeter a CCIR filter is now available in
addition to the ANMI and ANM2 complete noisemeters.
ANMI

High Sensitivity Audio Noisemeter, average
sensing

ANM2

High Sensitivity Audio Noisemeter, True
r.m.s. reading

ANFI

Audio Noisefilter, CCIR weighting

NATIONAL PANASONIC COLOUR TV'S & MUSIC CENTRES
Largest StockIsts
NATIONAL PANASONIC - SANYO - JVC - AIWA - ROTER
TOSHIBA - SHURE - SME Etc.
BLANK TAPES BELOW TRADE

Quote
Your

ACCESS
orBARCLAY
Number
byPtione
Goods will be
Despatched

CBS
AUDIOVISUAL

(MAIL ORDER DIVISION, 1
1Fhl&
I28,ST.JOHNS PRECINCT
LIVERPOOL

051 -709 0388

Write or telephone for descriptive leaflet and Dolby Laboratories Bulletin 19/2 Noise Measurements on Consumer Equipment.*

MAIL
ORDER
UK ONLY
CARRIAGE
on Quotation

BARCLAYCARD

•

11. 0,11 lb.

TAX FREE EXPORT FACILMES • EASY TERMS AVAILABLE

Radford Laboratory
Instruments Ltd
Ashton Vale Road, Bristol BS3 2H Z,
Avon
Tel: 0272-662301

e- il •
e L80 Arnold ter
2x40watts RMS

r

2

o

e..

et'

e

L85 Amplifier
x80 watts RMS

L100 Amplifier
2x110 watts RMS

••
•
M4000
Power Amp
200 watts RMS

000-

!
le lie

M6000
Power Amp
2x300 watts RMS

re00111 e
C1000
Pre Amplifier

•
188 AM/ FM
Tuner Sensitivity 2/4V

7110 FM Tuner
Sensitivity 1.6pV

r

I R600 Receiver
2x30 watts RMS

R800 Receiver
2x 40 watts RMS

The look of the facia. The feel of
the controls. The pure undistorted
power.
That
special
quality that belongs exclusively
to Lux. No other equipment has
it, whatever the price. Lux
equipment holds a unique position in the world of sound. Qdte
simply, the Ultimate in High
Fidelity.

TOP
733 AM.- FM Tuner
Sensitivity 2/4V
CENTRE
L30 Amplifier
2x32 watts RMS
BOTTOM
L80 VArnold ler
2x50 watts RMS

IN MU 21

s rte.

R1500
Receiver
2x75 watts RMS

Mil
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HOWLAAD

P0131 Dime
Drive Turntable

sweimmiumusammue
Lux prices start around £ 150. Full details on request.
In addition to the items featured in this advertisement. Howland West Ltd are Sole tl 1( Distributors of anumber of other leading makes of high fidelity
equipment To obtain further information on any of these and alist of specially selected dealers, kindly tick the appropriate boxes. Ill in your name and
address and send coupon to Howland • WestLtd

3-5 Eden Grove. London N7 8E0 Tel. 01-609 0293 ' 4/5.

Combined Demonstration Room for these products now open.
lbalk“r

ADDRESS

Please phone for appointment.

HFN 8

Counokwur
Sound
Design

New from Connoisseur - BD3 Transcription Unit
With a studio style rising turntable giving accurate cueing. Run up time is only a fraction
of a second
Other important features include an external power source and consequently no hum field.
A belt driven turntable with neon illuminated stroboscopic disc with 3 speeds, 33. 45
and 78 - all featuring variable control.
The BD3 arm is lightweight and incorporates a unique method of magnetic stabalisation
with an interchangeable head shell tracking
cartridges down to 0.6 grams.
The unit features brushed aluminium trim and is
mounted on a matched wooden plinth complete
with acrylic dust cover.
BD2 Turntable Assembly
The famous E1132 belt drive turntable features push
button speed change. an SAU2 pick up arm with
damped lowering device, brushed aluminium trim,
and specially designed turntable mat.
It ,savailable in chassis form, or as illustrated
mounted on aslimline wooden plinth, with acrylic
cover which features an easy fringed on hinged off
movement.
BD1 Turntable Kit
The 801. well known for its excellent performance
and superb quality is available in kit form, which
allows greater freedom of choice for the practical enthusiast with regard to mounting,
selection of arm etc. Construction is simplicity itself with no soldering required. Now it's
easy to own the best.
SAU2 Pick Up Arm
Recognised as one of todays most advanced pick up arms Among its star features is an
Auto Bias compensator, hydraulic lowering device. precision balance and an adjustable
head shell which can be matched to a wide variety of decks and tuck up cartridges, ideal
for the demanding practical audiophile.
For further details ol all Connoisseur produces, the 8133 or 1302, the 801 kit or SAU2 arni,
to the still popular SCU1 cartridge and our precision stylus balance. please contact your
dealer or send a stamp for brochure.

Connoisseur

Top left: The 801 Turntable Kit.
Top: The SAU 2pick up arm.
Top right The 802 Turntable Assembly.
Right: The 1303 Transcription Unit.

Manufactured by -

A. R. Sugden Et CO. ( Engineers) Ltd. Atlas Mill Road, Brighouse, Yorks, HD6 lES.
Tel

(:3.11111'M

L

with LIFETIME GUARANTEE!

M

AXELL UDXL C90 t1-25 each
OFFER ENDS JULY 1976

BRAND

. ADD ' N' STAC

BASF LH

till11 ' Interlocking storage
system. Holds 8Cassettes.
2for f1.00 ( int. VAT)
EXECUTIVE CASSETTE CASE Black
simulated leather brief case. Moulded
interior to hold 30
cassettes with library
cases. 11.99 ( inc. VAT)

BASF SSM
BASF CrO s
Memorex

Mem. CrO,
BRAND

1

Mem x r 1800
7" 2400'
BASF LH
5"
LP
5;"
7"
BASF LH
DP
5}"
7"
BASF LH
5"
TP

2-53
3-58
2-00
2.40
3.70
2.40
3.15
470
3-15
3-98
5-10
BASF
2-18
Super LH 5:" 2.60
LP
7" 4.21
BASF
5" 2.86
Super LH 51" 405
DP
7" 5-80
TOK Adua 7" 3-00
All orders 3ap P/P inc

5r

I%"

F
BVALUE
inCASSETTES &TAPE

SPECIAL OFFER

, --... -,

Brighouse t
04847) 2142. Telegrams Et Cables

10

20

26.43 51-95
3470 68-20
19-50 38-00
23-50 46-00
35-80 70.00
23-50 46-00
31-00 61-00
45-60 89-00
31-00 61-00
39-30 77.60
50-00 98-00
21-30 41.60
25-50 50-00
40.70 82.00
28-00 55-00
40-00 79-00
56.00 110.00
29-50 58-00
vu rat tri..

TDK DY N.

TDK Super

TDK ED
TDK CrO,
TDK Super
Avilyn
New BASF
Ferrichrome

10
60
90
120
60
90
120
60
90
120
45
60
90
120
45
60
90
45
60
90
120
180
45
60
90
120
45
60
90
60
90
60
90
60
90

0.59
0-80
0-85
0-69
1-08
1-24
1-02
I - 27
I - 66
0-65
0-69
0-88
I-92
0-69
0.92
1.30
0-49
0-54
0.75
0-99
2.60
0-59
0-75
0-90
1.38
0-81
0-95
1-49
I -05
1-49
I -05
1-46
1-50
I-99

20

5-60 11.00
11-00 15-25
8-35 16-50
6-80 13-40
10-40 20-40
12-00 23-50
10-00 19.50
12-50 24.50
16-30 32-00
6-30 12.30
6-66 13.00
8-10 16-00
12-18 23.80
6-75 13-40
8-90 17-50
12-65 25-00
4-80
9.50
5-30 10-50
7-35 14-50
9-70 19-20
25-00 47-00
5-75 15-30
7-35 14-50
8-90 17.60
13-50 26-30
8-00 15-80
9-40 18-60
14-80 29-40
10-40 20-60
14-80 29-40
10-40 20-60
14-40 28-50
14-50 28.00
19.50 38-00

111111111

BARTLETTS TV it RADIO SERVICE
(Dept HFN8) 175177 HOLLOWAY RD
LONDON N7 RJB TEL 01 607 2296

CALLERS WELCOME
justa selection from our wide
range. Ask for full listing.
Prices are subject to
change without notice.
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Connoiseur, Brighouse
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dynamic range
X enhancers

The DBX 117 and 119 are units that can
be added to any system to re-expand the
dynamic range that has been lost during
the recording process when used with
disc, cassette, open reel and FM. They
can also be used to compress signals for
various purposes including recording
constant level background music.
Send for full literature

noise reduction
X un its

...: _

The DBX 11 models 122 and 124 give
improvements in noise reduction of
to 30 dB across the whole frequency
range when used with tape or cassette
.4.10 *lie liteei
e **
(compared with 10 dB for Dolby B).
They also enable afar wider dynamic range to
be recorded. DBX encoded records are now also
becoming available possessing acomplete absence of surface
noise when decoded with these units.
Send for full literature
DBX PROFESSIONAL 150 SERIES ALSO AVAILABLE

e REW

Centrepoint, 20-21 St. Giles High Street, London WC2.
Tel : 01-240 3066/7.

e 146 Charing Cross Road, London WC2. Tel: 01-240 3064/5.
e Mail orders to: REW House, 10-12 High Street
Colliers Wood, London SWI9, Tel: 01-540 9684/5/6.

1
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28 SOUTH MAL. BIRMINGHAM SHOPPING CENTRE

BIRMINGHAM wiuroie8

OHE OF THE URGEST HI-ii MUFMTURS
AM/FM (FM STEREO MPX)
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MOD" 9000

Rec, Retail Price£723 7
--- 4- VAT

O BALANCE

8 PHOENIX COURT ( NEAR WOOLWORTH)

ai

GUILDFORD TELEPHONE
)3230

Complete with speakers

nt: ',:f

••••••••

MEMOREX

I

mstrad, the really big narn› ,
in quality hi-fi equipment, and
makers of some of the finest
living-room stereo units
available, bring youthe model
9000 ' In- Dash' Car Stereo Radio and Cassette
Player. Amstrad commissioned their design team to bring new
depths to ' in-car' entertainment, by employing the same
technological processes that are used in their sophisticated hi-fi
for the home. The end product is amasterpiece of electronic
engineering, the Amstrad 9000, compactly constructed to allow
fitment to any car. For around £57.00 this is real stereophonic
luxury at aprice you cannot afford to ignore, offering 16 watts
Total Music Power, and Stereo FM reception.

‘::Àvvot\RFEDAII °Ree

• efi

Teleton

®

Goldring

Mordaunt-Short Ltd
Ar/e.

•Dual AM/FM wavebands •Multiplex Stereo on FM band
•Independent Stereo balance and tone controls • Precision manual
tuning control •Cassette fast forward wind •Auto-stop
A., ,
COMET 5,0,enes BARTLETT RADIO Hollo.ar. 55
CAMBRIDGE TRANSISTOR SERVICES Can. ,., CAVENDISH SALES
London. II ELECTROSURE Exeter. › IymoulM1 ELENA MAE Scofland G E.M.
LTD Ley.onslo ,,e, Ell KOHL' IL CO Bradford LASKYS London, WI, WC2,
ECO. WE, Romfs rd Southend, Tunbndoe Wells . Lecesler, Northamplon,
WolyerKanplon. C-oydon, Kmoslon, Sechmond. Bormanollarn LINAVALE
Wallhamslow. r17 LINDAIR London. WI MaeDONALD STORES Oxford SI.
WI MAJOR AUDIO Ilford RUSH AUDIO Chelmsford SEXTONS Greys Inn
Rd, WC1, Bedf nd Place, Soothamplo

8YIELD HALL PLACE ( UNDER CAR PARK)

READING

TELEPHONE
10734) 580970

Use Your BARCLAYCARD For Quick
Easy Credit
All Shops Open 9am - 6pm Monday- Saturday

In case of difficulty, vrft.e for i
ILtstrated brochure and address of nea est stockist to;

(Dept. HFN 8) A.M.S. TRADING ( AMSTRAD) LTD.,

89 RIDLEY ROAD, DALSTON, LONDDN. E8. Tel: 01-249 5237.8-9. Toles: 264869.
r

I

m

To A.M.S. TRADING ( AMSTRAD) LTD. MI RIDLEY ROAD, AAAAA ON, LONDON Et
Please send details of the AMSTRAD 9000

1.11

Name
Addrese
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CITATION:
Messrs. Milty Products Limited
PIX ALL
The above product of your company has been chosen as the
top product in the Foreign Products Division by the selection
committee of the Fifth Japan Stereo Components Grand Prix.
We hereby praise you for the high honour, and hope at
the same time that you will continue to contribute
to the development of the audio world in
the future.
January 1976.
Japan Stereo Components Grand Prix
Selection Committee • Isamu Asano, Chairman.
Radio Technique Ltd.
Eilcichi Ishihara, Representative Director.
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It's like starting afresh with anew record collection!
Too many music lovers are putting up with second—rate performances
distortion, crackly interference, sound track hiss, and tickety tack in their
L.P.s, and it can even happen with records that are only weeks old.
Instead of blaming your equipment, or records, try the unique Pixall
record cleaning treatment.
Pixall is the only revolutionary cleaner that penetrates right down into the
delicate serrations inside amicro-groove,holding and lifting out every
particle of dust and foreign matter, therefore leaving your record in a
scrupulously pristine clean condition.
The treatment takes less than aminute. Each Pixall cleaner has 5ft. of special
adhesive tape, sufficient to allow ten fresh cleaning surfaces to be utilised.
Inexpensive refills are available when required.
"A highly efficient cleaner... it
really does clean the record... All parts
of the groove right down to the bottom...
glad to be able to recommend it"
11
/
44B. WEBB. HI-FI NEWS.

34

It certainly does remove dust with
meticulous thoroughness to leave a
gleaming clean record surface... in
pristine condition.... can be
confidently recommended!"
J. BORVVICK. AUDIO EDITOR.
THE GRAMOPHONE.

r

o: MI LTV PRODUCTS LTD., New Mansion Housell
173/191, Wellington Road South, Stockport,
Cheshire SK1 3UA. Tel: 061-480 8142/3.
Telex: 667700.

Please supply (state quantity required)

I

Pixall ' Off-the- Record' Cleaner , £2.97
inc. V.A.T. P&P add 19P
Pixall' Genuine Refill @ 55p
inc. V.A.T. P&P add 9p
Ienclose Cheque/P.O. value £
(do not send postage stamps). (Block Capitals please)
Name
Address

I

I
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AU.0 INCORPORATES: TAPE & TAPE RECORDERS, AUDIO NEWS, STEREO NEWS,
RECORD NEWS, AUDIO RECORD REVIEW, THE GRAMOPHONE RECORD
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JOHN CRABBE
MUSIC EDITOR
PETER GAMMON°
TECHNICAL EDITOR
DONALD ALDOUS
FEATURES EDITOR
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EXECUTIVE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER
DOUGLAS G. SHUARD

COVER PICTURE
This month it's Wagner. The drawing, by Colin Patrick, shows the
visionary poet-composer in 1868, brooding no doubt on the creation of
aworld. Das Rheingold was to be premièred the following year, but
seven more years were to elapse before the première of the complete
Ring. Now He broods over three modern stereo recordings and,
hopefully, approves from Valhalla the coverage we give Him in this
issue.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Annual U.K. subscription rate for HFN/RR is £7.10 ( overseas, E8•10).
The rate for our associated journal Studio Sound is £5•80(overseas£6.00).
All obtainable from Subscription Dept., Link House Publications Ltd.,
Link House, 25 West Street, Poole, Dorset. BH15 1LL (tel: 02013 71171).
Hl-FI News
Record Review is normally published on the last day of the
preceding month, unless that date falls on a Sunday, when it appears
on the Saturday.

BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFAHRR are available from:
Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancs. The years
1971 to 1976 are each covered by two binders (January-June and
July-December), costing £1.50 each ( post paid).
For earlier years, please ask for a quotation.

CORRESPONDENCE AND ARTICLES
Letters on all topics should be sent to the address given below/right,
those for publication in our correspondence sections being addressed
to the Editor, and those carrying technical or musical queries, or
asking for advice on installation matters, marked for the attention of
'Crossover', and enclosing, please, a stamped addressed envelope.
'Crossover' will reply by post, though some delay is often unavoidable.
Queries and answers of general interest may be published in our
Readers' Problems feature at alater date.
This advisory service cannot deal with requests for information about
manufacturers' products when these details are available from the
makers, nor can we accept responsibility for the consequences of any
advice given, although every effort is made to ensure accuracy. Letters
should be as clear and concise as possible, with queries on separate
subjects written on separate sheets of paper, and should on no
account refer to subscriptions, which are handled at Poole ( see above).
Articles or suggestions for features on all aspects of high quality
sound and recorded music will be received sympathetically.
Manuscripts should be typed or clearly handwritten and submitted
with rough drawings where appropriate.

NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

AUGUST 1976

HUNDRED years ago this month saw the inauguration of
Wagner's Bayreuth Festspielhaus with the first performance
of his monumental cycle of four music dramas, Der Ring des
Nibelungen. For many of the twenty-odd years of its
composition, nothing seemed less likely to happen than this
première of the now definitive Wagnerian work, no edifice less
likely to be built than the unique Wagner theatre on its green
hill. Without the patronage of an eccentric King neither would
have happened and yet, rollendet das ewige Werk, the Bayreuth
season is once more in full swing, the great Trilogy mounted
again (though, for the first time, not produced by aWagner) to
be played in due course via the BBC. The Corporation make
history this year by broadcasting all the series of Wagner opera
and drama, from Die Feen to Parsifal; Philips Records complete
the canon of the major works to have been made available in ' live'
Bayreuth recordings; and of that definitive Wagnerian opus Dey.
Ring des Nibelungen there now exist in the UK no fewer than
five complete recordings.
With the concept of Bayreuth, Wagner ' invented the invisible
orchestra'. With Wieland Wagner's post-war reopening of the
theatre were invented all the invisible rainbows, horses, trees,
dragons, mountains, rams, caves, eyepatches, ropes, huts and
(by and large) scenery of the thoroughly modern Ring
production. And with the stereo LP comes—at last, to delight
the Master—the invisible singer. Now, for those who wish to
celebrate 1976's double centenary with aprivate playing (a
privilege until recently only available to the King of Bavaria)
there are three fine stereo recordings—one made in the
Festspielhaus itself—to choose from.
(In Music on Record, Charles Osborne weighs up the relative
merits of these recordings, and in our record review Page
Feature he considers the latest historic addition to the number of
Ring cycles on record. Elsewhere there is asudden flurry of
Wagner books under review, a Ring on cassette, and afeature
article hopefully of interest to students of Wagner lore.)
Perhaps Wagner's musical values are best absorbed through
records? It being impossible to stage the Ring properly anyway
since one would need all the advantages of cartoon, film, tape,
PA and conventional stage technique with none of the drawbacks—perhaps the best stage is the invisible one, with the
listener's imagination providing ascene to match the splendours
the sound suggests? After all, if Wagner's musical world
represents the greatest revolution to have happened in the
operatic form, it nevertheless happened within the framework of
astage tradition—however modified in outline—of hoary
antiquity. Not much else he could have done about it in 1876,
but now, when we can hear everything as intended without
having to see anything, o frabjous day! Naturally, no genuine
listener to the Ring would dream of hearing it without understanding all that is being sung. ( No real Wagnerian would
dream of listening to it in English, of course!) What better way.
to absorb the work than to sit with hi-fi and libretti?
George Bernard Shaw's method: ' One had to admit at
Bayreuth that here was the utmost perfection of the pictorial
stage, and that its machinery could go no further. Nevertheless,
having seen it at its best, fresh from Wagner's own influence, I
must also admit that my favourite way of enjoying aperformance
of The Ring is to sit at the back of abox, comfortable on two
chairs, feet up, and listen without looking. The truth is, aman
whose imagination cannot serve him better than the most costly
devices of the imitative scenepainter, should not go to the
theatre, and as amatter of fact does not. In planning his
Bayreuth theatre, Wagner was elaborating what he had better
have scrapped altogether.'
Geoff Jeanes
Editorial and Advertising Offices:
LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA
Telephone: 01-686 2599
We regret that technical and editorial queries cannot
be answered by telephone.
e
- Link House Publications Ltd., 1976. All rights reserved
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The
tthing about
is th tit sounds better
when yi
uget it home.

Not many things improve once you get them home.
Sonab is one of the exceptions.
Of course it still looks the same. The speakers, tuner amps and turntables are
unmistakably Sonab. But it's when you turn the sound on for the first time in your sitting
room you notice the difference.
It actually sounds better than it does in the dealer's showroom.
This is because the design of Sonab speakers is based on aunique reflected sound
theory which is enhanced by adomestic environment, not diminished by it.
The critical parameter is early reflected sound. With Sonab it is reflected from
the wall behind the speaktr within the first ten milliseconds of the note being played. The
sound is then reflected off the surfaces in the room balancing direct and reflected sound and
combining to give precise stereo effect throughout the room, not just in one key area.
This means Sonab speakers benefit from being played in the home and that's
why we encourage who're really interested in well balanced stereo to listen to Sonab in their
own sitting room first. Because no matter how good you may think Sonab sounds in the shop it
sounds even better when you get it home.
For further information fill in the coupon below.
Name

Please send me details of the Sonab Stereo System.
Please arrange for afree in- home demonstration.

Sonab

Address
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Sonab Ltd., 214 Harlequin Avenue, Brentford, Middlesex. 01-568 2952.

just listen

News/I/Views
From the World of Sound
Norwich Audio
Fair 1976
Norwich Audio Fair, organised by Mr. Clive Malcouronne of
Norwich Hi -Fi Centre, and which
has become an annual event in the
calendars of leading manufacturers, importers and hi-fi enthusiasts, took place this year in
May at the usual venue, the comfortable Royal Hotel. Some 27
exhibitors displayed and demonstrated their latest products, and
distinguished newcomers to this
particular exhibition
included
Quad and Tannoy.
Last year the Norwich show
followed almost immediately after
the spending spree occasioned by
the announcement of the impending rise in VAT to 25%, and
this fact naturally affected the
level of public support, albeit to a
lesser extent than might have been
expected. This year Mr. Malcouronne was happy to announce
that attendance was at least back
to the previous highest level.
Interesting new products on
show included a new bookshelf
loudspeaker from the local manufacturers RAM Electronics. This
is a high quality product and,
being atuned reflex, is rather more
efficient than the usual total enclosures of similar size.
Lux
(Howland-West), had a new integrated amplifier, the L85V, producing 80 watts per channel into
8ohms at very low distortion, a
compact tuner for FM only, the
T.I 10, and a new direct drive
turntable without arm, the PD. I
21
‘‘,ith a special arm mounting to
facilitate arm fitting and changing.
The latest Trio range of amplifiers
and tuners, starting with the KA
and KT 3300, was on demonstration and Hayden Laboratories
showed products from Isophon
and Sennheiser and the Empire
2000 range of PU cartridges from
the USA. Solus Products, another
newcomer to Norwich, distributors of Maxell, TDK and
Ampex tapes, also exhibited some
neat and highly competitive cassette storage units.
Predictably, more loudspeakers,
especially small ones, were on
show and demonstration than
any other component in the
audio chain. In addition to the
RAM model mentioned, there
were the Keesonic KBS, Celestion
UL6 and the Chartwell BBC
THE
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Model LS3/5A.
In ascending
order of size, there was great
interest in the new KEF ' C'
range, the other Celestion ULs,
the 8 and 10, the LNBs and a
new large ' Monitor' from SMC
of Bedford, together with the
Radfords, shown by B & N
Acoustics, plus the Radford
Integrated amplifier. It is pleasant
to be able to report that, for once,
at least, the standard of sound
quality in the rooms occupied by
loudspeaker manufacturers was
higher than its volume, some of
the most pleasing quality coming
from Quad.
A feature of the Norwich Fair
has always been the lecturedemonstrations and recitals each
afternoon and evening in the
Prince of Wales and Acanthus
rooms. This year, outstanding
contributions were made by KEF
Live Sound: Your Reference and
Ours and Teac Introducing dbx
a most impressive demonstration
of this latest development in noise
reduction systems.
In addition, Roy Taniminzu of
Technics presented Why Japanese?
Malcolm Latham of Solus Products presented A Postscript on
Cassette Tape Development, David
Inman of Celestion spoke on
Choosing Loudspeakers and Bert
Webb of HFNIRR on What You
Should Know About Pick-up Arms.
The opening and closing recitals
on Thursday and Saturday evening were provided respectively by
the Decca Record Co., and Clive
Malcouronne. Altogether, amost
rewarding occasion for the audio
enthusiasts of East Anglia.

New from Technics
SL- 23 is a new budget automatic turntable from the quality
Technics stable. The platter is
belt driven, and speed accuracy is
controlled by a frequency generator servo control. Wow and
flutter is claimed as 0.05%
WR MS. Mechanical wear and
THE

Celef Professional
product from asmall firm
rapidly making a name for themselves on the LS front is the Celef
studio professional model. This
is a three unit design, with a
279 mm x 203 mm bass driver in
anon-symmetrical chamber. Midrange is handled by a 203 mm
unit with bextrene cone, which
Celef state is modified for optimum performance. Tweeter is a
25 mm soft dome unit, and the
crossover employs high power
inductors and polyester low-loss
capacitors. Manufacturers claim
an ' almost electrostatic quality'
in the mid and treble. Further
details from: Celef Audio Ltd,
130 Thirsk Road, Borehamwood,
Herts.
LATEST

No Audio Fair
have announced
that the Audio Festival and Fair
to be held in Olympia this
September will not now take
place. The reason given for this
change of plan at such a late
stage is lack of sufficient support
from the industry. However, the
organisers are very insistent that
this is not the end of the Audio
Fair, and they assure us that this
year's cancellation is merely a
postponement, and once trade is
back to normal then all will be
well. We hope so, but no doubt
the more cynical will remember
Sonex.
THE ORGANISERS
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tear is minimised by electronic
speed control rather than by
mechanical means, and there is
provision for fine pitch control.
Price for the new unit is £ 79- 95—
inflation seems to have affected
the term ' budget' these days,
wethinks!

Eagle Receiver
from Eagle International is
the R2020. This is a20 watts per
channel receiver with a wide
range of facilities including provision for two turntables, two
pairs of loudspeakers, plus two
tape recorders. The receiver side
NEW

is AM/FM, and features flywheel
tuning with, say the manufacturers, a specification to match
the audio. Amp has a signal to
noise ratio of 64 dB, and THD
for rated output is less than 0.2%.
Frequency response is 15 Hz36 kHz + 2dB. Recommended
retail for the new unit is £ 126•40.
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SPECIAL
PURCHASE

Light on the scene.

GOLDRING
GL75
TURNTABLE

Local lighting just where
you want it with Click's
elegant, adjustable Spotlight
or snake- arm Reading Lamp.

Tidy wires.

With Click you can hide all your
leads and wires inside the uprights,
with a neat, snap- in cover strip.

viallanIM

complete with ' Leak' De- Luxe plinth and hinged cover,
and Goldring G.800 stereo cartridge.

OUR PRICE ONLY £38.90 inc.

Keeping it steady.

Postal enquires from:

"fklcKenna
AAA, &Brovvn

Funding alevel.
Click brackets are
II
infinitely adjustable
• for height so you can
always get your
shelves level.

(PHOTO H F ) LTD

135/7 High Street, Redcar, Cleveland. Tel. 3829

Shelving for hi-fi.
.We've solved the problems.

or Personal Shoppers from any of our other branches at
Middlesbrough, Stockton, Darlington and Bishop Auckland

Main dealers for:_

.
1
1

Technics - Bang & Olufsen - Sony - Trio - Quad etc.

Post this ad.with your name and address for
• Vt."' a10 -page leaflet to Click Shelving Ltd.
Lowmoor Rd, Kirkby in Ashfield, Notts, NG17 7LH
immmuimummumemmimmilammmummmin

MATHERS

of

Telephone your Barclaycard or Access number for immediate delivery
Great Shops Great Value

\-

LANCASHIRE

T
IE
SLE
BP
RH
AO
DS
NH
E A0W
20
G4AT
2 E
5,
10B
0OLTON,

the tape specialists . . compare these prices and SAVE
C45/30.

C90

CI20

£4.30
£6.60
£10.00

£5.90
£7.80
£12.50

£8 30
£1000

£5.42
£10-61

£6-88
£1004
£12.75

£5•30
£6.80
£9.30
£9.90
£10.20

£710
£9.00
£1200
£13.40
£13.90

SCOTCH HI- F1
BOXES AND REELS

PRICE
EACH

PRICE PRICE
PER 5 PER 10

Spare 5- HiFi box
Spare sr Hi Fi box
Spare 7" Hi Fi box
Audio index
r Hi -Fi spool
W Hi Fi spool
7" Hi Fi spool

54p
62p
78p
£1 60
33p
42p
50p

£2.45
£2.80
£3.50
£1-50
£1•90
£2.25

£4- so

£400
£eiso
£eso

Postage on above

20p

55p

5"

LP

5"

DP 1200 ..

£10 02
£13 80
£17 22

5"

TP 1800 ..

51.

mews
£13-20

65p

8-TRACK BLANKS SCOTCH AND TDK
SCOTCH Dynarange

TDK Super Dynamic

Playing
time

PRICE
PERS

PRICE Playing
PER 12
time

45 min
90 min

£5.85
£6.85

£12-90
£15.20

40 min
80 min

PRICE PRICE
PER 5 PER. 10
£6.18
£8.07

£11.40
£14.90

Closed a Iday Wednesday. All prices include VAT.
Cut price Sony HiFi. Phone for quote.
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POUNDS!

SONY
SLH

PER 5 PER 10

PER 5 PER 12

PERS

PER 10

£19.20

£6.95

£12.80

£32.50

-

£12.60

£23.30

£9.60

£1700

-

-

-

£16.60

£30.60

-

£15-71

£3007

-

£12.60

£23.30

£9.60

£17.80

-

£24-71

£47.27

-

-

£1660

£30-60

£12.85

£23.80

-

-

-

-

nests

£38.60

-

-

£25.05

£16.99
-

LP 1200'

54

DP 1800'

SI

TP 2400'

LP 1800' .

7

DP 2400'

7

TP 3600'

LP 3600' ..

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

£12•50

£28 60

-

-

_

_

£1415

£27.22

£22.15

£42 40

£17.75

£40 60

£16.60

£30.60

£12-10

£22.30

-

-

£3051

£58.37

£27 10

£61.95

£20.95

aerie

£16.00

£29.50

-

-

-

-

£30-33

£55•90

-

-

-

-

104" SP 2400'
104

PER 5 PER 10

SCOTCH
SUPERLIFE

£10-40

£13.10

7

SCOTCH
DYNARANGE

-

-

-

7- LP 1200'

£3.65
£4.20
£5.25
£2 30
£2 85
£3.40

BASF
SUPER

TDK
AUDUA
PER 5 PER 10

SONY

LANCS.

REEL-TO-REEL TAPES

CASSETTES
All priced per 10

HF
Cr02
BASF
LW'
LHS
Cr02
TDK
D
SD
ED
SA
Cr02

VAT.

plus post & packing £ 2.60

With shelves fixed firmly to
the wall, you eliminate floor
vibration problems.

-

-

-

-

£28.00

£63.90

£3802

£71.89

-

-

£36.65

£77 75

POSTAL CHARGES EXTRA
CASSETTES
63p on 10's; 72p on 20's
85p on 30's; 9Sp on 40's

8-TRACK
60p on S's
70p on 10's or I2's

OPEN REEL TAPE
8Ip on 5's
£1.16 on 10's or I2's

lOr
£1.12 on S's
£1.75 on 10's or I2's

We hope you can avail yourself of our rapid
MAIL/TELEPHOHE ORDER SERVICE.
Every
item advertised here is regarded by us as astock
line, only our suppliers running out can damage

this criterion. All prices include V.A.T.
MAIL ORDER . . . send cheque, postal orders.
money order or quote your BARCLAYCARD/
ACCESS number and your address. B.F.P.O.
addresses supplied with pleasure. Please state
on your order " Return remittance if out of
stock" or - you may hold this order for
weeks, if out of stock".
TELEPHONE ORDERS . . . just quote your
BARCLAYCARD/ACCESS number and address.
We will tell your our stock position and despatch
within hours, where possible.
We reserve the right to change prices without
notice. E. & 0.E. PRICES CORRECT AT 14/6/76.

News
APRS
ALTHOUGH staged at its regular
venue, the Connaught Rooms, off
Kingsway, London, this year's—
the 9th—International Exhibition
of professional recording equipment has to be described as a
vertical rather than a horizontal
presentation. Due to building
repairs, the organizers, the Association of Professional Recording
Studios, had to use rooms on
three floors for the participating
companies to show their latest
products.
Happily, this change had no ill
effects on attendance and interest.
In fact, all figures were up, with
1,926 individual admissions by
ticket, with 1,012 companies,
representing over 800 UK firms
and some 200 overseas organisations attending this two-day
exhibition. In coping with these
difficult
conditions,
Edward
Masek (Secretary) and the APRS
Executive Committee, are deserving of high praise. Unfortunately,
due to illness, the Chairman,
Jacques Levy, had to miss the
opening, but we are glad to
report that this veteran recording
man is now recovering in hospital.
With products and demonstrations specifically aimed at the
professional recordists, nevertheless, the technical audiophile
could find many items of interest.
Mixing desks galore were on show
everywhere, from modest 8channel
portable
consoles
(Richardson
Electronics)
and
Allen & Heath's Quasi Mixer (a
semi-modular system) to giant
audio consoles by Rupert Neve &
Co. handling 28 channels, 16
main plus 30-track sound recording, and quad mixdown. Another
sophisticated mixing desk is the
MCI series, from Florida, which
as well as all facilities, comes
ready automated, equipped with
voltage control amplifiers for
level control, and incorporates
audio and VCA grouping.
As no space was available in the
Connaught Rooms, the Neve
organisation mounted an initial
demonstration in a nearby hostelry of their new NECAM ( Neve
Computer Assisted Mixing) specially tailored system linked to a
computer in the sound control
room to facilitate total operation
of the mixdown process.
A VCR presentation described
and demonstrated this ingenious
system, which gives the engineer
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complete freedom to manage the
mix as he chooses, but be freed
from bondage to real time. The
basic components comprise a
sound
mixing
console,
tape
machine, mini computer, floppy
disc store, code reader, display
and control panels, transport and
control interfaces.
Ferrograph ( now
part
of
Wilmot
Breeden
Electronics)
showed their Professional Audio
Response Analyser which can be
set to any frequency from 20 Hz
to 200 kHz and displays the system response on CRT. NEAL's
growing range of cassette recorders were shown, and asample
of the BASF Unisette 6.3 mm
cassette, for which the Studer
company will have some hardware later.
Other familiar names from the
hi-fi world included Brenell ( now
part of Allen & Heath) with their
latest Mk 7S tape deck, with its
three-motors
and
NAB/DIN
equalisation, Lockwood's range
of monitor speakers, Quad 405
amplifier, Radford, Vitavox loudspeakers, Dolby, Bose, Alice
(Stancoil), Revox, and Hampstead Hi Fi.

Falcon News
are combining with Badger Sound Services Ltd during Audio ' 76 to
provide a demonstration of some
of the most popular constructional loudspeaker systems which
have appeared in the hi-fi magazines during the past few years. It
is hoped that some of the authors
will make guest appearances.
The demonstrations will be in
the form of a switched tape programme lasting approximately
10-15 mins.
Alternating with the musical
programme, there will be demonstrations of crossover network
design and the variation of component values and type of components, showing how this affects
the shape of the response and
sensitivity, using switched network sections. B & K test equipment will be used for measurement and display.
Falcon Acoustics Ltd have
been appointed distributors to
the retail trade and small manufacturers of Son-Audax Loudspeakers. The range consists of
dome tweeters from 25 mm to
37 mm and bextrene cone/plastic
surround bass and midrange units
of 165 mm to 254 mm with various coil and magnet sizes. These
will be on show in Room 218 at
Harrogate Audio 76.
FALCON

LUC IRoNics
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Tape Maintenance
LA rÉsr product from Bib is a
tape head maintenance kit which
contains: antistatic cleaning fluid,
cleaning cloth and brush, inspection mirror, and cleaning pads

Cassette Retribution
READERS may remember various

mentions in these columns concerning the importation of cheap,
low quality cassettes from the Far
East bearing names and labelling
very similar to that of well known
highly respected quality brands
readily available in the UK. In
particular, we mentioned the
'Maxelite' brand which emanated
from Hong Kong, was packed
nearly identically to one of the
Maxell range of tapes, and was so
poor in quality that it virtually
elf-destructed after afew minutes
use. ( see News, Nov. ' 75.)
We were recently sent acutting
from the Hong Kong Standard

designed to be used with a specially designed tool. This last has
interchangeable heads to allow it
to be used however awkward the
angle of entry. Price for the
maintenance kit is £ 1-98 inclusive
of VAT.

telling the final outcome of that
little bit of business, one very
satisfactory from both the public's
and the legitimate manufacturer's
point of view. It appears that
following our complaint the HK
authorities issued warrants for
the search of the three firms (all
owned by the same man) involved. The search resulted in
large finds of the offending tapes
bearing the Maxelite trademark—
even though the Trade Mark
Registry had refused the Maxelite' brand name due to its
similarity with Maxell. To cut a
long story short the proprietor
was fined $ 87,000 (£ 10,058) and
his entire stock confiscated—
hooray!

Last Month's Crossword Winners
Mr. M. F. Matthews,
Worlebury, Avon.
Ms. Helen Alport,
Hampton, Middlesex.
Mr. I. F. White,
High Wycombe, Bucks.
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Mr. J. Singleton,
Nelson, Lancs.
Mr. S. D. Atkinson,
Ipswich, Suffolk.
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Peerless Loudspeaker Kit

THIS article is intended as an introduction to
I aseries of related articles, and has arisen
from the enormous interest generated by recent
constructional articles on loudspeakers. Almost
invariably these features derive in part from
the work of the ' professionals', the loudspeaker
designers and manufacturers; therefore it
seems appropriate to enable these people ( or
some of them) to air their views and provide
further stimulus to amateur designers and
constructors.
The home-constructor is limited almost
entirely to cabinet construction— tinkering with
crossovers is fascinating, but subject to some
pitfalls, as Ihope to show. Consequently the
articles will concentrate on the cabinet and
cabinet damping aspects of loudspeaker
design, although an examination of some of the
more unconventional technological innovations
in the field is also being undertaken.
A good loudspeaker design, once determined,
should be regarded as sacrosanct, as it has been
achieved as aresult of careful thought,
painstaking acoustical and listening tests, and a
measure of good luck! Having achieved a
successful design, the manufacturer is faced
with the sometimes harder task of maintaining
the design whilst the delicately balanced
multiplicity of variables specific to the design
are juggled by forces outside his control. Even
asingle drive unit has aspecification dependant
on constant and identical supplies of many
40

materials, and contains software upon whose
exact compliance and density depends the
entire performance of the unit. Obviously
changing techniques in manufacturing industry
and forced changes in sources of supply cannot
help but force alterations and greying of hair.
When considering asingle loudspeaker drive
unit, it is vital to realise that electrically the unit
is not apure and constant resistance even above
the mechanical resonance, ana contains both
inductive and capacitive elements which vary
with frequency and depend on the mechanical
and electrical nature of the unit. Variations in
the mechanical behaviour, due to changes in
materials, will introduce variables into the
impedance characteristic of the unit. This
(rather indeterminate) impedance characteristic
must then react with the inductive, capacitive
and resistive elements of the crossover network,
which will adjust the output whilst causing a
phase-shift. The next unit in the spectrum will
have adifferent impedance and may receive a
phase different signal from the crossover; the
phase difference and physical separation must
be optimised to provide asmooth acoustic
transition between the units, producing
nightmares for the most stable computer.
One of the problems faced by the homeconstructor is that he is unable to check his
finished article against the original reference
design by measurement or listening, and
consequently is unable to ensure that his

finished product is the same as the original
design. However the degree of quality control
necessary to prevent any long term drift is
probably only practised by aminority of
manufacturers, and an awareness of
specification drift frequently cannot prevent it,
particularly when dealing with outside
suppliers. When examining the whole area of
quality control in loudspeaker manufacturing,
one is forced to realise that there are certain
inalterable constraints in home construction.
The capability of matching the original must
always lie with the manufacturer, although I
doubt that this is always achieved in practice
due to production and economic constraints.
It is also relevant to realise that matching
drive units ( in order to make stereo pairs) is
not an easy task, as variations in sensitivity and
frequency response seem inevitable using
current manufacturing techniques. A fluxdensity tolerance of + 5 % is reasonable for
the magnet manufacturer, but this produces a
sensitivity variation of + IdB approximately
(when applied to atypical drive unit). A
'nominally flat' system would contain a2dB
step in asignificant percentage of examples
unless drive units are matched for sensitivity.
A similar argument can be applied to the shape
of the frequency response of any drive unit,
which shows variations which presumably
derive from combinations of different
manufacturing tolerances in all the various
materials which make up the ' software' of the
drive unit. Once again the best approach to
the original design can only be obtained by the
use of sophisticated test equipment and the
application of painstaking quality control.
It may be relevant to argue that the variations
imposed on any loudspeaker system by specific
room acoustics are much greater than these
fairly small variations described, but Ibelieve
that the accuracy of stereo information is
considerably determined by the accurate
matching of direct information. The matching
of loudspeaker systems to particular rooms in
order to create the best illusion of reality is even
less susceptible to scientific analysis than the
design of loudspeakers themselves; equalising
and careful loudspeaker positioning can help,
but the accuracy of the stereo image depends
considerably upon the careful matching of
stereo pairs.
More perils and pitfalls await the homeconstructor, particularly when the system is
complex. It is vital to ensure that all the drive
units are of correct ( nominal) phase in relation
to the crossover design. A l.5 volt dry cell
connected across the terminals of any moving
coil drive unit will cause the cone or diaphragm
to undergo asingle movement either towards or
away from the magnet ( which can be detected,
albeit with difficulty with some tweeters).
By connecting the positive cell terminal to the
positive terminals of the various drive units,
one can ensure that the cone/diaphragm always
moves in the same sense. By and large, the
antiphase drive unit is afairly rare beast, usually
caused by reverse assembled magnet or voice
coil assemblies; but if not detected and
reversed can be fatal to the system
performance— it is interesting to note that a
still widely used tweeter was designed before
the current British Standard was instituted, and
consequently is (almost) invariably antiphase!
Relative phase faults are of course easily
detected by running an amplitude frequency
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response graph, where severe troughs at
crossover points can be easily seen.
A further useful test carried out by
manufacturers (and indeed by our loudspeaker
reviewer) is the application of high level low
frequency sine wave, sweeping from, say, 50 Hz
to 150 Hz. This is particularly useful in
detecting any buzzes and rattles through
sympathetic resonance which would cause
unfortunate and irritating distortions on
programme material. When considering that a
loudspeaker spends its entire useful life shaking
and rattling ( if not usually rolling) at some
frequency and intensity or other, it should at
least start its life rock solid! Perhaps service
departments should offer 2000 hour services!
It would seem appropriate to point out some of
the areas where these problems are most likely
to develop; it is also significant ( if not selfevident) that the complex design is bound to
compound both troubles and troubleshooting.
Cabinetwork is largely ensuring sufficient
well- biting screws—loose screws can rattle—
and the precautionary sealing of joints with a
bituminous sealing compound—this is
particularly important when constructing a
complex labyrinth type enclosure. Attention
should be paid to the baffle, and, if testing is
possible, this can be done before and after
fixing; the baffle should be checked to ensure
that none of the units are causing buzzes,
screws on the drive units may need to be
tightened, magnets have ahabit of collecting
undesirable hangers-on like washers and screws,
and gaskets between the units and baffle must
be correctly placed to make air tight seals and
prevent ' chuffing' noises ( particularly
important when employing ' infinite baffle' type
loading). High level testing when the baffle is
fitted can also show up faulty drive units,
however internal vibrations in units are much
rarer, and difficult to distinguish from,
vibrations caused by misfitting or poor wiresoldering.
The wires leading from the drive units to the
crossover can also provide apotential source of
trouble: they should not be pulled taut to
vibrate like abowstring or buzz against the
cabinetwork, the best approach would seem to
be to collect the wires in abunch, looping them
away from the cabinet walls and firmly
securing them at intervals of about one foot to
the woodwork. Care taken in neat soldering
to drive units (where necessary) and to the
crossover can save considerable later
aggravation. The crossover itself and its
components can also be asource of trouble,
and can be mounted on athin cushion of latex
or foam; individual components can be
separated from themselves and the board by
means of adhesive foam strip (sold as
draught excluder), but special care should be
taken when power resistors are used to reduce
the signal to certain units, as there is the
possibility of significant local heating—these
should be mounted clear of the P.C.B. and
away from foam and damping materials.
Finally the fixing of the grille must also be
done with some care. Many different methods
are available and the choice will depend on the
personal taste of the constructor. Ihave had
no experience of using acoustical foam, which
seems popular but might possibly cause trouble
with the cone excursion of front mounted bass
units. The alternative approach is stretched
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

material on awooden frame, and here an
abundance of strong ' Velcro' stapled to
cabinet and frame is usually adequate; once
again 'draught excluding' foam can be used to
prevent the material flapping against the frame
or the frame against the cabinet.
Up till now this article may have seemed
rather pessimistic towards the building of
loudspeakers at home, but there is another side
of the story. The quality control that can be
applied to the manufacture of loudspeakers
involves considerable investment of capital and
skill and obviously is only applied in the most
expensive systems of monitoring quality. By
the same token, the home built system is at
something of adisadvantage compared to the
ultimate available, but providing considerable
pains are taken in careful assembly, large
financial saving and similar personal
satisfaction can be obtained with quality similar
to the commercial norm. The homeconstruction market covers an extraordinarily

drive units, crossovers, and damping materials
together with building instructions. KEF,
unusually, produce assembled baffles, which I
understand enables them to carry out some of
the quality control which Idescribed earlier.
Specialist kit suppliers such as Heathkit
provide full cabinetwork, and specialist firms
such as Nicholls Audio Services are prepared to
build cabinets to order ( which, when all else
fails, is better than tearing your hair out).
Most of the designs published in the
specialist press differ from the manufacturers'
in the use of unusual loading principles, which
are of particular interest when space is not
restricted; they additionally are not limited to
using the drive units of one manufacturer, and
there are always schools of thought which
claim that one manufacturer's bass unit,
another's midrange and athird's tweeter
produces the best available sound. As many of
the smaller manufacturers are making aliving
doing precisely this, it is an argument of some

A Complex ' Transmission Line' design ((rom HFN RR)

large range from the simple step-by-step kit to
the wide ranging services offered the
enthusiast by such as Badger and Falcon. It
might be true to say that the scope of the do-ityourself market is wider than the normal
manufactured field, ranging from the extremely
cheap ( but not nasty) designs such as the
Baxandall and Daline to the elaborate
transmission line and concrete lined devices.
The variety available in home construction
enables asystem to be tailored to the individual's
domestic setting; trim can be used which will
harmonise both in choice of veneer/laminate or
selection of grille fabric. The possibility of
camouflaging quadraphonic monoliths to blend
with their surroundings springs to mind;
several square meters of the unacceptable face
of chipboard might be transformed into
scarcely (?) noticeable stands for the BizzyLizzy and Monsterosa—well, maybe its worth
atry.
Many drive unit manufacturers produce
specifications of suitable cabinet designs for
their units; many in addition produce kits of
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cogency. The availability of awide range of
drive units and the first class service offered by
such firms as Falcon and Badger is a
considerable incentive for the amateur to
indulge in experiment— Iunderstand that these
firms will be exhibiting at Harrogate, not only
demonstrating established designs, but
hopefully attempting to reveal some of the
mysteries of crossover design to the enthusiastic
amateur.
Finally, the pinnacle of home construction
must be the evolutionary system which has
gradually been developed over the years, as a
result of careful long term listening in the
particular listening room. To attempt to do this
without constant reference to the best
commercial systems available, and without the
assistance of keen eared and critical ( rather
than kind) friends is foolhardy, as it is very
difficult to be objective towards one's own
'creation'. The possible results of this type of
system are probably superior to any alternative,
but it is along and slow process with no
guarantee of final success. •
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Prices

Parts and

Excellent Demonstration

£50-50
£67-50
£97.50
£76-00
£45-95
£63-50
£68-50
£92-50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

It is high time that we explained in greater detail our benefits
for the hi-fi enthusiast and the discerning music lover.
Within our showrooms we offer one of the finest ranges of
quality equipment to be found anywhere and we are proud
of our list of agencies which include names in the forefront
of hi-fi development.
Take speakers for example. Whether you have aspace
problem or can accommodate the largest models, we offer a
range from mini monitors right up to the largest reference
standard units to suit your own individual requirements.
These can be heard to perfection and critically assessed in
the unbiased acoustic of our comparator rooms. We let you
make up your own mind, but you can be assured of the best
advice and opinion on any hi-fi topic.
In addition to speakers we stock the best in turntables,
cartridges, amplifiers and tuners and take pride in our
critical awareness of the latest hi-fi developments. With
this service you may get the impression that our prices are
considerably higher than most, but you will be surprised to
learn that we can be as competitive as many so called
'Discount Houses'. If you can't get to see us, we will be
pleased to quote a price on the phone ( make it a
transfer call if you like).
Brands we stock include Bang & Olufsen, Technics,
Sony, Aiwa, plus awide choice of classical and popular
records and tapes.
Mail order and export enquiries welcome.
Access, Barclaycard, American Express, Diners Club.

Facilities

e
e

Pioneer TX5300
Pioneer TX7500
Alba UA800
Rotel RT224
Rotel RT324
Armstrong
Quad ..
Trio
Sony
Yamaha ..
Eagle ..

£68 50
£129 95
£42 00
£49-50
£62 95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

CASSETTE/TAPE

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Leak 2000 .
Leak 1800 ..
Goodmans Mod. 90
Goodmans Mod. 120
Rotel RXI52
Rotel RX202
Rotel RX4O2
Rotel RX602
Pioneer SX434
Pioneer SX535
Pioneer SX636
Pioneer SX737
Armstrong
Trio
Tandberg ..
Sony
Yamaha ..
Aiwa ..

•

Labour

TUNERS

AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer SA5300
Pioneer SA6300
Pioneer SA7300
Alba UA900
Rotel RA2I2
Rotel RA3I2
Rotel RA4I2
Rotel RA6I2
Armstrong
Quad ..
Trio
Yamaha ..
Eagle ..

VAT

Inclusive of

One Year Free

£129 95
£109 95
£117 95
£133 SO
£70 00
£82 50
£112 50
£143 SO
£94 50
£121 50
£145 00
£166-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Pioneer CTF2I21
Pioneer CT414IA
Pioneer CT5 I
51 ..
Pioneer CTF7I71
Pioneer CTF9I91
Goodmans SCD100
Akai CS34D
Akai GXC39D
Akai GXC310D
Akai GXC5100
Akai 4000DS Mk. II
Akai 4000DB
Akai GXC325D
Sony ..
Tandberg ..
Aiwa ..
Trio
Yamaha ..

TURNTABLES

SPEAKERS ( Pair)

Garrard
SP25 Mk. IV Mod. • 75-6
£33-50
86513 Mod. Mk. II • 75-6
£58 00
£44 00
125SB Mod. • 75-6 ..
Thorens TDI60C
£70-00
Thorens TD I
66C
£61 SO
Thorens TD160BC
£57-50
Rotel RP3000 inc. arm ..
£94 95
Pioneer PL I2D Mk. 11 ..
£43-95
Pioneer PLISR
£53 00
SME 3009ND Arm
£37-95
Shure M75ED cart. ..
£12 15
Shure M75E.1 cart.
£10-50
Shure V15 Mk. 3 cart. ..
£32 95
Eagle, Sony, Fons..
P.O.A.
Yamaha, Dual ..
P.O.A.

Leak 2030 ..
Leak 2060 ..
Leak 2075
Celestion Ditton 15
Celestion Ditton 33
Celestion Ditton 44
Celestion Ditton 25
Wharfedale Chevin
Wharfedale Denton 2XP
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
Wharfedal Glendale 3XP
Wharfedale Dovedale SP

HEADPHONES/CARTRIDGES
Koss, Pioneer, Sony, Shure,
Sennheiser, Wharfedale, NAD
Goldring, Yamaha

IMF.. ..
B & W
Quad ..
Rogers ..
Monitor Audio
Castle Acoustics
Videotone • .
Mordaum-Short

£108-00
£99-95
£113-50
£137-50
£242-50
£129-50
£97-50
£116 95
£128 95
£139-00
£122-50
£175-50
£184 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£83-50
£122-50
£265.00
£82-50
£122-00
£148-50
£174-50
£27.50
£39-50
£53.95
£74-50
£124-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P. 0.A.
P.O.A
P. 0 . A .
P. 0.A.

CASSETTES
Five
BASF LH C90 .. ... • £ 3.50
BASF Super C60 ( SM) ..• .
E3 80
BASF Super C90 ( SM) ... •
ES•50
BASF CrO. C90..
..• • £ 6.95
TDK SD C O
.. • . £ 5.10
Memorex C90
...
•
£ 485
Sony HF C90
•
.
£4-35

Ten
£670
£7 30
£ 10 60
£ 13 30
£980
£940
£8 30

Twenty
£ 12-85
£ 13.95
£20-30
£25-50
£ 18.75
mein
£ 15-95

SAE FOR CASSETTE AND TAPE PRICES
Postage 20p per five

•

Chew & Osborne

Quaid Hi-Fi, tape equipment, records, tapes

148 & 156 High Street, Epping, Essex,
Telephone Epping ( 0378) 74242
26 King Street, Saffron Walden, Essex,
Tel Saff ron Walden ( 0799) 23728

monitor,

souna

TEL 71935

64 chapel st. chorley, lanca shire.

Soundings
Producers of Phonograms and Videograms),
RIAA (Recording Industry Association of
America), and ARIA (Australian Recording
Industry Association). It also maintains contact with broadcasting organisations.
As all record enthusiasts will know, next year
sees the celebration of the invention of the
'talking machine' 100 years ago, and a man
of many talents in the recording world Denis
Comper (ably assisted by his secretary Rosemary
Davey) has been created International CoOidinator at the IFPI for these centenary
junketings. We won't pre-empt the plans, but
we are in close touch with the campaign. The
centenary ' logo' is shown here.

'What's in aname? that which we call a rose
By any other name would smell as sweet'.
my page with a quotation from
STARTING
Act Il of Romeo and Juliet is a little un-

expected I'm sure, but the reason is that my
passing reference to pseudonyms of technical
writers (June, ' 76 HEN/RE, p. 45) seems to have
roused the proverbial hornets' nest of protest
at this revelation.
Among my list of names, given simply as a
compilation of well-known authors in the
world of audio, I mentioned John Borwick,
Audio Editor of The Gramophone. John has
written to us emphasizing strongly that he does
not write, and has not written, under any other
name, and he is not too happy about this practice of using false names. He makes the good
point that while, for general articles, it may be
sensible, today's growing practice of publishing
reviews of equipment under different names in
different magazines is a poor service for the
paying customers—our readers. Obviously,
hi-fi enthusiasts buy two magazines in the hope
of reading two impartial opinions, not just one
rehashed.
Among my other journalist friends—at least,
they were my friends!—writing to me about
these hi-fi Scarlet Pimpernels, Haymarket
Publishing group's Clement Brown riposted
with his customary wit and, after making the
legitimate point that there is 'a shortage of
authors who can come up with the hi-fi goods',
closes with the question: ' Who is Donald
Aldous? Is he Fred Judd or Barry Fox?' No
sir, I'm quite willing at any time to stand up
and identify myself!

impact, and opened up a new chapter in hi-fi
recording history.
Arthur Haddy rightly
believes that technical developments go in
cycles, and he has certainly seen or participated
in all the major innovations in sound recording.
Leaving aside for the moment the Decca colour
video disc, which has now reached ahigh state
of development, the next advance, he thinks,
in audio recording will be a digital technique,
solving the problems of tracing distortion and
surface noise.

I've treated over the years
in my broadcasts on Radio 3's Record Review
programme, the hardy perennial that always
provokes listeners to write letters or telephone
is record cleaning techniques and devices.
My last talk, at end of June, was no exception. Iclosed the broadcast with a reference
to a new record preservative, not yet available
in the UK, although already test marketed in
the USA by the Ball Corporation, of Muncie,
Indiana. Known as ' Sound Guard', this is a
disc application of the company's VacKote, a
IT HAS BEEN my experience that few people outlubricant originally intended for moving parts
side of the command echelons of the record
in spacecraft. It is used on gramophone records
industry know much about the IFPI. The
in a liquid form, actually Freon 113 spray.
International Federation of Producers of
If Iremember aright, Freon 112 is the aerosol
Phonograms and Videograms was founded in
spray used in some switch cleaning fluids, and
1933, and is the only international body reprethe thought of applying that to one's PVC
senting producers of phonograms ( sound
pressings is rather intimidating, tmust say.
recordings that is) and 'ideograms (picture
But my sources of information tell me that
recordings) with consultative status at the
the solution (which also contains cleaning and
United Nations Educational, Scientific and
anti-static constituents) evaporates very rapidly
OUR SINCERE congratulations to an old friend,
Cultural Organisation ( UNESCO), the World
and leaves only a micro-film coating on the
Mr. Arthur Haddy, Chief Engineer and
Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO),
record surface. It is buffed up with a velvet
Director of the Decca Record Company, who
and the Council of Europe. With these
pad supplied with the kit, which retails around
received an OBE in the June Birthday Honours
beginnings and status, Ineed hardly add that
six dollars. More important are the test findings
List. Perhaps not a name as well known to
he Federation is anon profit-making organisausing high grade equipment ( both for playback
audiophiles as Blumlein or Voigt, but his contion.
and distortion analysis). Briefly, after 100
tributions to recording technology are of great
plays and checking against mint control
significance, and in the USA, Haddy is often
discs, it appears that there is no deterioration
called the ' father of hi-fi records'.
in frequency response for either stereo or CD-4
For younger readers not familiar with this
discs, the rate of increase of total harmonic
story, Arthur Haddy led the Decca team in the
distortion is reduced with repeated playings
early war years to undertake a project initiated
(falling to 0.1% 3rd harmonic, against 0-22%
by RAF Coastal Command to produce atrainafter 100 playings), and it helps to keep surface
ing record of such quality that it would illusnoise down, and retard the amount of dust
trate differences between the sounds of British
settling on the surface.
and German submarines. This was eventually
Iknow that several British firms concerned
produced and the techniques were adapted to
with record cleaning gadgetry are interested in
music recording, becoming— in December 1944
this product, and were making overtures to the
—the pioneer examples of ' ffrr' to reach the
producing company while at this year's AES
British record market. Full Frequency Range
Convention in Chicago. It's specially efficaRecording was adopted as a Decca trademark
cious, Iam told, when playing oi copying old
about a year later and, to quote from Roland
shellac 78s. We await its release here. Yet
Gelatt's history The Fabulous Phonograph ( 1954,
another impregnated cleaning cloth (selling for
and later editions): " ffrr . . . quickly entered
The Federation represents the industry in
50p), has come our way for test and, despite
non-commercial matters, particularly the legal
the phonographic vocabulary as descriptive of
the manifestly sincere intentions of its modest
problems affecting the record industry, includa new standard of reproduced music—brilliant
British manufacturer, no fastidious record
ing the unauthorised duplication ( piracy) or
and incisive in the treble, full and resonant in
collector would put it near the grooves of an
public use of recordings. Another object is to
the bass, with a heightened sense of presence
LP disc. It certainly removes surface dirt, but
and room tone never before encountered on a improve the international image of the record
in the process the tops of the grooves are filled
producers. The IFPE has some 500 members
phonograph record to such stunning effect".
with asticky ' goo' leaving the surface smeared.
located in over 60 countries throughout the
In June 1946 the exciting recording of
Both B. J. Webb and I are unhappy about
world, and its regional organisations include
Stravinsky's Petrouchka, conducted by Anserimpregnated cloths in general.
FLAPF ( the Latin American Federation of
met, hit the musical world with tremendous
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ROSIES PACKAGE DEAL
maw mimes OWSWITiffe

DEAL 1

DEAL 2

DEAL 3

DEAL 4

Trio KP1022 turntable
with cartridge
Yamaha CR200 receiver
Pair ADC 404A loudspeakers

Yamaha CS5OP turntable
with cartridge
Nikko STA 5050 receiver
Pair ADC 3038 loudspeakers

Yamaha CS5OP turntable
with cartridge
Yamaha CR450 receiver
Pair ADC 303AX loudspeakers

Yamaha YP450 turntable
Stanton 680EE cartridge
Nikko STA 8080 receiver
Pair ADC 450A loudspeakers

£179.95
(inc. 124% VAT)

£224•95

( inc. 121% VAT)

£269•95
(inc. 121% VAT)

£314-95
( inc. 121%

VAT)

Rosie's got a system for saving you money— or four to be precise. Rosie the famous
Unilet comparator has created from the hundreds of models available in our showrooms
four super ' systems' which at the usual low Unilet prices offer real value for money. Then
she's knocked pounds more off their combined prices to give you the super deals above.
You won't find systems and prices like these anywhere.
And if you're not in the market for systems it's still worth avisit to see ( and hear) the
enormous range of top makes on display. and our all- new Pioneer Room.

+

Sister Rosies Sound Technology Clinic
Another unique ' first' from Unilet. Bring your amplifier in for a FREE check-up on our new S.T.
equipment. Open every Thursday 1— 7pm, but phone for an appointment first.

GUARANTEED MONEY SAVERS
We stock all the better makes and you will be surprised how much you can
save when you buy from us in addition all the following equipment is fully
guaranteed by us for a minimum of 12 months

UNMET

A D.0 Aiwa, Akai. Altec, AR. Armstrong, Bi C B Er 0 . BEW. Bose,
Cambridge, Castle. Celesuon, Cerwin vega. Connoisseur, Dual. Era. ES S..
Ferrograph, Gale, Harman Kardon. Harrison Chapman, iM F Infinity. J B.L
J V C. Keesonic.KEF.KLH, Kensonic, Koss, Larson, Linn, Lux, Maranta,
Maxwell, McIntosh. Monitor Audio, Mordaunt-Short, N A D Nakarnichi,
National Technics, Neal, Nikko, () Hokin. Pioneer, Goad. Revox. Rotel, SAE
Sansui, Shure, S M E. Sonab, Sony, Soundscraftmen. Spendor. Stanton.
Stan, Sugden, Tandberg. Tannoy. Teac. T D K Thorens, Toshiba. Trio, Video
One. Yamaha.

UPL - sourip ADVICE AT áBETTER PRICE
Unilet Products Ltd, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY. 01-942 9567/8
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JAPANESE POSTSCRIPT
FM Radio in Japan by Angus McKenzie

Photo: courtesy
of Japanese
In formation
Centre

TWAS delighted to accept an invitation to
1 Japan by JVC for aprivate visit to meet
their top engineers and take part in aspecially
organised tour of the NHK studios and concert
hall in Tokyo. NHK is remarkably similar to
our BBC in that it remains almost completely
autonomous, with the exception that the
Japanese government's regulations on
transmitters remain very strict. There is only
one main national network on stereo FM in the
country, although a number of commercial
stations are situated in the larger cities, Tokyo
having just one such station. NHK also has
two national networks on AM medium wave.
Because the upper portion of band 2is used
for television, the VHF radio band in Japan
extends from approximately 79 MHz to
88 MHz, and thus receivers made for the
domestic market are not suitable for European
countries. Furthermore, since there are only a
maximum of two FM stations on the band,
there is little point in having preset tuning and
so Japanese engineers have perhaps not
appreciated its importance in European and
American markets. The deviation and
pre-emphasis are the same as Europe, although
television sound is transmitted with American
pre-emphasis (75 H.S) The FM transmitters
are of 10 kilowatt maximum power, thus the
main Tokyo NHK station is one tenth of the
power of London's Wrotham transmitters.
NHK is very proud of its high quality
transmissions and at their concert hall Iwas
amazed to find that they use digital PCM
recording for stereo orchestral music and have
been doing so for over 8years, using avideo
machine with A to D and D to A conversion.
Their sampling rate is at 40 kHz and they use
13 main bits and one correction bit on each
channel, giving in practice asignal to noise
ratio of around 65 dB, but allowing them ' head
room' in excess of 12 dB. Play back of their

Disc Jockey programme
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digital tapes is remarkably clean and free from
distortion of any kind, the treble response in
particular is quite amazing, preserving the most
exciting transients, so much afeature of
Japanese audio in general. Iattended aconcert
at the NHK hall, given by their orchestra and
was most impressed with the exciting
performance of Prokofiev's Romeo and Juliet
ballet suite. Whilst the strings were very fine
indeed, the brass were in general not quite up

quality, which we would certainly not like in the
UK. Apparently, however, reverberation
would be added later, which would obviously
improve matters somewhat. Mitsubishi
loudspeakers were in general used and
throughout NHK, Sony professional tape
recorders are favoured, using Sony, ColumbiaDenon, and Maxell recording tapes. They
design their own control desks, which are then
custom built to their precise requirements in
Japan and whilst they use afew Japanese
microphones, German Neumanns are strongly
favoured.
The second studio was being used for prerecording some westernised Japanese pop music,
the instruments including vibes, drums, double
bass, piano and clarinet, with afemale vocalist.
Again the sound was very dry indeed and t
would personally have preferred to add
different proportions of artificial reverberation
at the time of the mix itself rather than later.

Top pictures: Street transcriptions
Bottom pictures: Recording of ' Melodies of Asia'
to the standard that we are used to from our
own top orchestras. The sound balance was
obtained using amain SM69 Neumann stereo
capacitor mic with many other microphones on
stage, and two additional microphones towards
the back of the hall added some extra ambience.
They have four echo rooms at the hall and use
these quite freely to add still more ambience;
since the hall's reverb time at the bass sounded
rather short. Separate control rooms are
provided for mono TV sound and stereo radio
and their control desk and general equipment
was clearly of the very highest standard. At the
studios Iwas taken into one control room in
which they were taping apiano recital once
again using an SM69 mic, but with two M49's,
which unfortunately brought the piano sound
exceptionally close, thus giving it avery brittle
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Rather short screens were used round drums
and percussion and, in order to keep the
percussion sounds out of the double bass
microphone, the latter was rather too low
down, giving the double bass aboomy rather
than doomy sound, which was apity. The
balance itself, though, was extremely good and
the general quality excellent, but in mono only
(for one of the AM networks). Mr. Asami,
NHK's chief balance engineer presented me
with aprofessional tape of the Berlioz
Symphonie Fantastique, the second item in the
concert that Iattended, and whilst the general
sound balance was rather different to the BBC's,
it was nevertheless most acceptable and Iwould
like to see far more BBC/NHK tape interchanges. The NHK classical music sound in
the Berlioz would probably be classed by most
45
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We guarantee to provide parts and
(labour absolutely free of charge for12 months on any
item purchased from Planet and returned to us as
faulty. We only sell goods that we consider to be
reliable and backed by reputable manufacturers. All
prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by
cheque card. We will be pleased to accept ACCESS or
BARCLAYCARD.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

AMPLIFIERS

Armstrong 621 .
P.O.A.
Cambridge P60
mew
Lux L30, L80, L309, L507 • •
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM230 . •
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM500
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM600 .. • •
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA5300 .. • •
E53.50
Pioneer SA6300
£71.25
Pioneer SA7300
£103.00
Pioneer SA7500
£ 153.00
Pioneer SA8500
£ 193-50
Pioneer SA9500
£259.50
Pioneer SA9900
£385.50
Quad 33/303/405
P.O.A.
Rotel RA3I2
£53.00
Rotel RA4I2
£66.25
Rotel RA6I2
£89.50
Rotel RA8I2
£ 131.75
Rotel RAI412
£290.50
Sansui AU2200
P.O.A.
Sansui AU3900
P.O.A.
Sansui AU4900 .. • •
P.O.A.
Tandberg TA300M .. • •
P.O.A.
Yamaha CA400
P.O.A.
Yamaha CA600
P0 A
Yamaha CA800 Mk 11 ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha CA 000 Mk II
P0 A

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS

Aiwa 3060 Cass/Receiver ..
P.O.A.
Aiwa 5080 Music Centre
Dolby . .
P.O.A.
Akai AA1020
Armstrong 625
P.O.A.
Armstrong 626 ..
P.O.A.
Goodmans Module 90 .. El leso
Goodmans Mod. 90 Compact £206.00
Goodmans One-Ten Z
Compact .. £223.75
Goodmans One-Twenty .. £ 133.50
Goodmans One-Fifty .. £ 189.00
Lux
Pioneer 5)(43;1 £92.75
Pioneer 5)(535 .. £ 121.50
Pioneer SX636 .. £ 138.00
Pioneer SX737
£ 164.75
Pioneer SX838• • £ 213.00
Pioneer SXIOIO
• • £268.00
Rotel RXI52• • £ 71.00
Rotel RX202• . £ 92.00
Rotel RX402• • £ 128.75
Rotel RX602• • £ 142.25
Rotel RX802• • £ 179-00
Sansui 22 • .• •
P.O.A.
Sansui 33 • .
P.O.A.
Sansui 55 ..
P.O.A.
Sansui 66 . •
P.O.A.
Sansui 77 ..
P.O.A.
Sansui 88 ..
P.O.A.
Sansui 8080 ..
P.O.A.
Sansui 9090 ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TR220
P.O.A.
Tandberg TRIO4OP
P.O.A.
Tandberg TR2055
P.O.A.
Tand berg TR2075
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR200
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR400
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR450
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR600
P 0.A.

Yamaha CR800
Yamaha CRI000

TUNERS
Armstrong 623 ..
Armstrong 624 ..
Cambridge T5S VHF
Lux T33. T88, TI 10, T300..
Pioneer TX5300
Pioneer TX7500
Pioneer TX9500
Quad FM3 ..
Rotel RT324
Rotel RT624
Sansui TU3900
Yamaha CT400
Yamaha CT600
Yamaha CT800
Yamaha CT7000

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£53.00
fl 19-75
£165-50
P.O.A.
£61.75
£88 25
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
Garrard SP25 Mk 4 Module
with Shure M75-6 wired
G
d 125SB Module with
Shure M75-6 wired ..
G
d 86SB Mk 11 Module
with Shure M75-6 wired
G
d Zero 100SB Module
Shure M93E wired
Pioneer PL 12D
Pioneer PLISR
•
Rotel RPI500 .
Thorens TD160BC less Arm)
Thorens TDI60C
Thorens TD145 ( Auto Lift)
Thorens TD125 Mk II ..

£33.50
£44.00
£59-00
£65•25
£44.00
£51.50
£61-50
£61-00
£74.50
£97-00
£88.00

CARTRIDGES
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure

M44-7
M55E
M75/B
M75/E.12
M75/ED2
M95ED
VIS/3

£6 50
£8.00
£10 80
£12 60
£13 20
£17 00
£33.00

STYLI
Goldring DI20 ( 0850)
Goldring DI10 (
0800)
Goldring D 110E ( G800E)
Shure N44/7
Shure N55E
Shure N75/6
Shure N75/B
Shure N75E.12
Shure N7SED2
Shure N93E
Shure N95ED
Shure VN35E

£3.00
£3.50
£7.75
£5.20
£6.75
£5.85
£7.00
£8.00
£10.00
£9.00
£14.60
£15.75

SPEAKERS Complete
Cambridge R40/R50
Celestion UL6
P.O.A.
Celestion UL8
P.O.A.
Celestion ULIO
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 11 ( pair) .. £49-75
Celestion Ditton 15 ( pair) ..
£80-50
Celesuon Chtton 25 ( pale-)
£170.00

Celestion Ditton 33 ( pair) .. £ 119 00
Celestion Ditton 44 ( pair) .. £ 144-75
Celestion Ditton 66 ( pair) .. £232 00
Goodmans Minister SL ( pair) £43.25
Goodmans Havant SL ( pair) £52.75
Goodmans Mezzo SL ( pair) £78.75
Goodmans Magnum SL ( pair) £ 102.75
Goodmans Achromat 100(pr) £66-60
Goodmans Achromat 250 ( pr) new
Goodmans Achromat 400 ( pr) £ 130.50
IMF all models ..
P.O.A.
Jordan-Watts Jumbo ( pair) £45.00
Jordan-Watts Janet ( pair) .. £45.00
Jordan-Watts Juliet ( pair) .. £61.50
Jordan-Watts Juno ( pair) .. £59.50
Jordan-Watts GT ( pair) .. £75.50
Jordan-Watts Jodrell ( pair) £ 104.25
Jordan-Watts Jupiter 2 ( pair) £ 137.50
Jordan-Watts TLS ( pair) .. £ 165.60
KEF Coda
KEF Cantor
KEF Chorale
KEF Cadenza
All normally in
KEF Correlli
stock.
KEF Calinda
Prices on
KEF Cantata
application.
KEF Model 103
KEF Model 104
KEF 104F stands
Jim Rogers JR149 .. • •
P.O.A.
Tannoy Eaton ( pr) .. • •
P.O.A.
Tannoy Devon ( pr)
P.O.A.
Tannoy Cheviot ( pr) • •
P.O.A.
Tannoy Berkeley ( pr) •.
P.O.A.
Tannoy Arden ( pr) . . .
Wharfedale Chevin XP ( pair) £26.75
Wharfedale Denton 2XP ( pr) £38.75
Wharfedale Linton 3XP ( pr) £55.75
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP ( pr) £76.00
Wharfedale Dovedale 3SP ( pr)P.O.A.

SPEAKERS

Kits & Units

Jordan- Watts Module
Jordan-Watts HF Unit
KEF KK IKit ( pair) ..
KEF KK3 Kit ( pair) ..
KEF T27 .. • .
KEF BI10 .•
KEF B200
KEF BI39
KEF DNI2 ( 727/B1 10/B139)
KEF DNI3/5 (T27/13200) ..
KEF DNI3/7 (T27/8110) ..
Tannoy le HPD ( pair) ..
Tannoy ir HPD ( pair) ..
Tannoy IS HPD ( pair) ..

£14 40
£6 30
£50.00
£90.00
£6 25
£7.40
£8 75
£17.00
£6.30
£4 50
£4 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TAPE DECKS &
RECORDERS
Aiwa AD 1300 ( Cass. Dolby)
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD 1600 ( Cass. Dolby)
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD 1800 (Cass. Dolby)
P.O.A.
Aiwa 6300 ( Cass. Dolby) ..
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD 6500 ( Cass. Dolby)
P.O.A.
Akai 4000DS Mk II Deck ( Ree1)£106.25
Akai 4000DB Deck ( Reel
Dolby .. ..
£150.25
Akai CS34D Deck Cass Dolby £85 50

Akai GXC39D Deck Cass./
Dolby ..
£114.75
Akai GXC310D Deck Cass./
Dolby ..
£129 75
Akai GXC710D Deck Cass./
Dolby
..
£ 163.00
Akai GXC75D Deck Cass./
Rev. Dolby
£ 157 50
Akai GXC325D Deck Cass./
Dolby
..
£ 184 00
Akai GXC740D Deck Cass./
Dolby .. •
£256.00
Akai GXC760D Deck Cass./
Dolby
„ £314.00
Goodmans SCD 100 ( Cass.
Dolby) •
£12eoo
Nakamichi 550
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 600 ..
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 700 ..
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 1000 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer 2121 ( Cass. Dolby) £ 116.00
Pioneer 4141 ( Cass. Dolby) £97.65
Pioneer 5151 ( Cass. Dolby) £ 108.50
Pioneer 6161 ( Cass. Dolby) £ 117.00
Pioneer 9191 ( Cass. Dolby) £232.75
Revox 1102 Mk 4 ..
P.O.A.
Revox 1104 Mk 4 ..
P.O.A.
Rotel RD20 ( Cass. Dolby) .. £ 135.75
Sansui SC636 Deck ( Cass.
Dolby) ..
P.O.A.
Sansui SC737 Deck ( Cass.
Dolby) ..
P.O.A.
Sansui SC3000
P.O.A.
Tandberg 344IX Recorder
P.O.A.
Tandberg 354IX Deck ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 364IX Deck Dolby P.O.A.
Tandberg 914IX Deck ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg IOXD Deck Dolby P.O.A.
Tandberg
TCD3I0
Deck
(Cass. Dolby) ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD330 Deck
(Cass. Dolby) .. .•
P.O.A.
Yamaha TC800GL
P.O.A.

HEADPHONES
Koss ESP9
Koss ESP6
Koss PROSLC
Koss PRO4AA
Koss HV1A
Koss HVILC
Koss K0747
Koss K6 ..
Koss K6LC
Koss K0727
Pioneer 5E205
Pioneer 5E305
Pioneer SE300
Pioneer 5E500
Pioneer SE700
Sennheiser HD4I4
Sennheiser HD424
Yamaha HP3

£87.00
£57.00
£33-75
£30.50
£24.00
£26.60
£21.50
£13-75
£17•50
£14.00
£940
£15.10
£16-10
£22.50
£7.75
£14-50
£70.75
P.O.A.

PICK-UP ARMS
SME 3009 Improved
SME 3009 Improved
Formula 4 ..

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 12+% VAT
Please add £2.50 per item towards carriage and insurance. ( Cartridges and styli post 75p.).

£35 50
£41 00

E. & O. E.

DEMONSTRATIONS,EXPERT GUIDANCE AND AFTER-SALES SERVICE
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Audio Patents
Adrian Hope

A experimenting with electronic
S REPORTED recently,

Matsushita are
devices to
improve the psycho-acoustic effects of headphone
listening to conventionally recorded material.
In BPI 430 260, Naotake Hayashi of Tokyo
patents what may be regarded as a mechanical
approach to the same problem. A pair of
headphones, intended to be fed by normal
stereo signals, is formed as aheadband carrying
a pair of sound boxes which each loosely
enclose one of the listener's ears. This is in
contradistinction to most existing headphones,
in which amuff or pad snugly overlies each ear.
The sound boxes each include atransducer unit
which is so located as to beam its sound as a
plane wave into each ear from the front of the
head, rather than straight in from the side, as
is currently normal with existing headphones.
This front beaming effect of plane waves is
achieved by mounting an electrostatic or
electromagnetic plate transducer on that wall
of the sound box which lies towards the front
of the wearer's head. Additionally, each front
wall is angled, so that the sound reaching the
listener's ears arrives at an angle of about 30°
with respect to true centre front, thereby pro-

Japanese FM
listeners as being half way between atypical
BBC balance and agood westernised
commercial one, with the good and less good
points of both thrown in. Because Japanese
people seem to be extremely sensitive to high
frequency distortion, the tape was in general
under- recorded by our standards, although the
hiss level was fairly unobtrusive.
Somewhat surprisingly, but perhaps due to
less emphasis being placed on national stereo
radio, hardly any complete receivers sell at all
in Japan, most hi-fi installations having
separate tuners and amplifiers. Great emphasis
is placed in Japanese homes in acquiring the
finest possible disc play back equipment and
since their rooms at home are very dead
acoustically and have very thin walls, the
loudspeakers tend to be more coloured than
we like in the UK. Japanese people are also

viding an angle of about 60° between arriving
sounds and thus apparent sound sources. This
is claimed to produce amore acceptable sound
than is normally available with headphones,
closely approximating that heard from loudspeakers. To improve further the stereo performance of material not intended for headphone listening, an acoustic coupling channel
is provided through the headband connecting
one sound box to the other, so that sound
intended for one ear can leak through to the
other ear at reduced level and with added delay
and phase change. In this way a degree of
acoustic, rather than electronic, blend is
achieved as with loudspeakers in free space.
The sound leakage path may be closed when
the phones are used with binaural, or dummy
head, recorded material.

Official Obfuscations
has been running in HFNIRR
for five years now and every month an average
of three new British patents relating to the hi-fi
AUDIO PAIL\ is

approximately 6" shorter than we are on average
and their hearing would appear to be more
acute at high frequencies. Inoticed ageneral
tendency in all sound balances for alack of
bass, and these two factors clearly controlled
their preferences. Most tapes made in Tokyo
are copied and distributed around the very
large country, and this avoids at present the use
of expensive microwave links, which, however,
they hope to introduce fairly soon. In the south
of Japan, though, most transmitters
rebroadcast, and thus in the south FM quality
is not quite so good, although still, Iunderstand,
quite acceptable. The accent is clearly on
television, for they have achoice of 7stations in
Tokyo, of which two are NHK with the
remainder commercial. AIthe moment there is
considerable unrest, because NHK has
negotiated alicence fee increase of 50%
(television and radio) to approximately £ 18 per
year. A vociferous demonstration with a
megaphone was continuing at the main

Press interview and news division of Radio Japan
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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field are mentioned. Unlike most mentions of
patents in the popular press, which leave the
story half finished, each patent is always positively identified by number. Also often included are reminders that copies of all patents
can be purchased direct from the British Patent
Office. What readers may not know is that we
have to buy the copies ourselves for hard cash.
This puts the Patent Office out of line with
just about every other publishing company in
the world, who ( willingly) make review copies
of their publications available to accredited
reviewers. We have just concluded a futile
four-month negotiation with the Patent Office,
the Department of Trade and the Government
Minister responsible for patents. What we
sought was the Twentieth Century gesture of a
few complimentary review copies of selected
patents per month. But the answer has been a
flat refusal from ministerial level, mainly on
the grounds that there is no evidence of a published mention of a patent affecting its sales—
and thus there is no reason to make any concessions. With such isolationist arrogance at
Government level, it is not hard to see how the
Patent Office loses money.

entrance of NHK's Broadcasting House by a
group of hunger strikers. On reflection, though,
perhaps even their proposed new fee seems
reasonable, because of the extra TV
networks.
Asked if they were considering any
quadtaphonic broadcasting NHK intimated
that they were in about the same state of flux
as the BBC. Sansui, however has been
sponsoring weekly QS matrix programmes for
some years on the commercial Tokyo network,
and this is received with considerable interest by
those with the appropriate equipment. It
seems unlikely that NHK will choose SQ matrix
and it is of interest that CD-4seems to be rather
stronger in Japan than in the UK; many
records are available on CD-4from JVC that
are not available in other than stereo in Europe.
NHK is as advanced in most areas as most
European broadcasting organisations, and in
the digital recording field Iwas frankly quite
astounded by their use of the equipment
operationally, and not only for research
purposes. Igained the impression that if only
British broadcasting and recording equipment
manufacturers would go out to Japan, they
would find avery interesting and profitable
market, but Iwas told that very few engineers
or British marketing people ever try to make
contact. Ihope that this article has shown the
surprising similarity between the BBC and
NHK and that whilst the Japanese were
astounded at the amount of high quality music
broadcasts put out by the BBC, their own
transmissions are in general of just as high a
quality. What apity, though, that they can
only transmit one main high quality network.
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M24H: A superb new stereo cartridge
...but that's only half the story.
Shure's new M24H stereo -I- quadriphonic cartridge offers uncompromised
stereo with the bonus of state-of-the-art full four- channel capability for the
hi-fi enthusiast in transition from stereo to quadriphony. It features several
breakthroughs by Shure: the M24H has exceptionally low ( 0.39 mg) effective
stylus mass for truly outstanding trackability at minimal forces . . . its optimized 20 to 50,000 Hz frequency response curve is essentially flat in the
stereo range and rises smoothly to accommodate CD-4's supersonic FM
carrier frequencies . . . its hyperbolic " long- contact" stylus tip geometry
results in a solid groove-tip interface . . . it has a new " Dynetic X" highenergy magnet assembly and low- loss laminated electromagnetic structure
... and high-performance trackability at 1 to 11/
2 grams. If you are considering adding CD-4capability, but intend to continue playing your stereo library,
this is the one cartridge for you.

I
L
AI
L
MODEL M24H
si

nun

r

STEREO +
QUADRIPHONIC
CARTRIDGE

Shure Electronics Limited
Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU
Telephone: Maidstone ( 0622) 59881

I T has been most remiss of me in the last few
months not to report some very interesting
developments in stereo transmissions of
London's Capital Radio. Between 6 o'clock
and 8 o'clock almost every Sunday evening
they have been broadcasting live or prerecorded relays of classical music from concerthalls around London and Iunderstand many
of them have been highly successful. Unfortunately one can only write about such events
if one is forewarned about them, and so Iwill
be writing in detail comments on their quality
in a forthcoming FM column. In the last few
weeks they have transmitted live from the
Croydon Fairfield Halls a Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra concert conducted by Charles Groves
and a New Philharmonia Orchestra one with
euti. Concerts from the Royal Festival Hall
either live or pre-recorded included one given
by the London Symphony Orchestra, conducted
by Colin Davis, and another by the London

Tyear's

HE preliminary judging of entries in this
British Amateur Tape Recording
Contest will have been completed by the time
these words are read and the final judging, to
select the ' Tape of the Year' and the best tapes
in the various classes, will be taking place later
this month.
There must be a lot of people with suitable
equipment who have hesitated to enter the
Contest for one reason or another; it is always
noticeable that there is ahard core of ' regulars'
who send in tapes, and some of them have become regular prize-winners. Yet, usually, their
winning tapes could have been made by any
competent recording enthusiast with a few
ideas and some averagely good equipment.
The prizes this year were to be distributed at a
special event at the Audio Fair at Olympia next
month—but see ' No Audio Fair', News, p. 37.
I hope to let you know what arrangements
will be made instead, in afuture issue.
The Federation of British Tape Recordists
and Clubs is taking amuch more active part in
the organisation and judging this time; one
result is that regular past prize-winners are no
longer eligible to compete themselves, so the
field may have been opened up for newcomers!
RECENT annual general meeting of the
British Federation was an encouraging experience. Many voluntary organisations are finding
it difficult these days to recruit new people to

THE
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Mozart players with Paul Tortelier. Their chief
station engineer Jerry O'Reilly told me that
they plan to continue the series of live broadcasts in the ' Collection' series. Naturally Iam
very pleased to see that Capital Radio is
spending a considerable sum of money on
promoting classical music on their station, but
unfortunately their main problem is of course
lack of publicity. Details of broadcasts can be
found, however, in the ' Independent Local
Radio Guide', available from newsagents.
Capital Radio use BASF tape at 38 cm/sec
for their stereo classical music recordings and
Studer B62s are used operationally for tape. A
Neve stereo control desk is in general use and
I look forward to listening to some of their
future programmes.
At the end of June, Ihear that Radio Clyde
in Glasgow will be transmitting some Sansui
QS matrix quadraphonic sound and this
follows some recent tests, carried out by the
Manchester commercial radio station. The
Independent Broadcasting Authority wish to
make it clear that no decision has been reached
on a choice of matrix system, but it would
seem that the QS one is at the moment favoured,
at least for experimental purposes.
Recently the BBC opened alarge new studio
complex in Manchester and this will provide
far better facilities than have previously been
available in the North West. We are likely to
be receiving more contributions than before
from Manchester and details of the studios
will be given next month.
Recently the BBC inaugurated the first
stereo service in Ulster, using their main Belfast
transmitter installation. Frank Beresford from
the BBC's Engineering Information Department joined the Belfast audio manager, Wes
O'Neill, in giving a40 minute programme on

accept responsibility, so that a few familiar
faces carry on from year to year.
The Federation is a striking exception.
Virtually all responsible posts are now filled by
young men in their twenties or early thirties:
Dr Dennis Goodwin as chairman, Jeremy Hicks
as secretary, Jim Nayyar as treasurer, Raymond
Orr as editor of the Federation Bulletin. But
the old-timers, like myself, remain in the background to help as and when we can!
interesting example of group recording is reported from Swansea. Barry Fagg, a
planning assistant with Swansea Council, and
Hywel Francis, a tutor with Swansea University's department of extra-mural studies, have
recruited more than 20 local volunteers to interview and to record life-long residents of the
area.
Concentrating on areas like rural Gower and
the Lower Swansea Valley—where the great
copper industry once flourished—they are capturing on tape a unique record of childhood
reminiscences, experiences at work, sport,
culture, social conditions, dialect, and the effect
of two world wars.
To stimulate interest and understanding of
the project, the recordings made to date have
been played to the public at the Gower Show,
the Swansea Show and at the Swansea Heritage
Year conference.
This indicates one of the best methods of
ANOTHER
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Sunday 13th June (am), specifically on stereo
radio reception problems. This programme
included advice on aerials, receivers and on
coping with all types of interference, since
stereo was so new in the area. The network is
known as Radio Ulster and opts out for a
considerable amount of time each day from
the normal main radio 4 network. The hi-fi
discussion programme incorporated many
phone-in enquiries and I am told that the
BBC's Belfast switchboard was virtually
jammed for the entire duration of the broadcast, showing the tremendous interest of the
Ulster public in stereo radio.
Returning once again to Capital Radio, Iam
also delighted to hear that they are sponsoring
a new orchestra in London, which is being
named ' The Wren Orchestra of London'. They
will be relaying live concerts on August 8th,
15th and 22nd, given by this orchestra in the
Mermaid Theatre Blackfriars. Tickets will be
available for seats at the concerts at a cost
substantially lower than the RAH prom prices,
and programmes will consist largely of popular
classical music in the older Henry Wood tradition. The conductor will be Howard Snell,
who is principal trumpet of the London
Symphony Orchestra. It is hoped that Bernard
Miles will personally introduce the concerts,
which should present useful competition to the
BBC proms. The concerts will be entitled
'Music for a Summer Evening' and will be
relayed on Capital from 6pm to 8pm.

DouglasBrown
arousing wider interest in the positive attractions of tape recording, particularly as agroup
or club activity. Will others please copy?
begins to collect tape recordings,
especially the interview type of material, some
form of detailed indexing is essential. The name
of the person interviewed is obviously essential
information, but it is no less important to
record some personal details as well, such as
the address, age, the date of the recording, and
where it was made. If recordings are made on
compact cassettes, not much technical information need be set down; but, with open reel
recordings, it is necessary to index the speed of
the recording, whether it is mono or stereo, and
if mono, what is on each track.
Indexing systems provide scope for individual
techniques, but there are standard index cards
and labels available from several firms which
can save a lot of time and effort. The BASF
and Bib index cards particularly appeal to me.
ONCE ONE
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Stereo
Separation
Control
by John Hughes

\F. always felt a sense of disagreement with
I the producers of commercial recordings
since Istarted recording concerts myself;
perhaps these criticisms are only natural after
acquiring the habit of analysing a ' mix'
coming over the equipment with a view to
deciding whether it's acceptable, or needs
improving; but then, when Igo home and
listen to commercial recordings in the same
frame of mind, Isuppose it's not surprising
that Ifeel singularly frustrated at the very
limited control available on a standard
domestic pre-amp: volume, balance, treble,
bass controls are all set to standard settings to
equalise the reproducing conditions to the
listener's idea of the recording environment:
there is no other control on aconventional
set-up which you can use ( for instance) if you
feel that the woodwind is not prominent
enough, or if the recording is mixed for
speakers, and you wish to listen on headphones.
The stereo separation control which Ihave
fitted to my equipment allows some extra
adjustment on most recordings; it can also be
used to reduce the annoyance of noisy
programme sources, and the circuitry provides
signals which can be used to feed other
speakers, e.g. for a ' Hafler' surround effect.

50

In domestic stereo equipment, the left and
right channels of the recording are usually
kept as far apart, electrically, as possible,
this is, in one sense, essential for stereo
reproduction. However it is possible to
electronically produce linear combinations of
the left and right channel information which
can be decoded later back into left and right
signals for reproduction; circuitry which
performs this function is called a ' matrix'.
If we assume that all the information in a
stereo signal which gives the relative
intensities of the various components of the
sound ( i.e. the mono information) is contained
in the sum of the left and right channels,
R), then the difference, ( L— R), which
is the remainder, will contain the stereo
information about the apparent positions of
the components of the sound. So, if we can
vary the proportion of stereo to mono
information, we will be able to adjust how
stereo our sound is. In practice, this means
that we can give the sensation of being a very
long way away from the sound, so that it
appears as a point ( mono), or we can
approach the source, and in some cases even
appear to be within it; it is of course possible
to set the control to produce ` no change'.
In the circuit diagram, Fig. 1, the incoming
signals, A, B are presented to the bases of
TRI, 2; the collector-emitter circuits of TRI,
2 have no stabilising capacitors so that the ac
voltages on collector and emitter are in
opposite phase; thus the signals — (A + B)
and — ¡( A — B) are obtained at the collectors
of TRI, 2respectively, the — sign representing
phase reversal. The difference signal,
—(L—R), is applied to TR3, whence
+(L— R) and — 4(L— R) are obtained by the
same property of transistors. The three
signals now derived, (—¡(A+B), — 1(A—B),
+ ( A — B)), are combined at the emitter
follower output stages to provide A' and B'
signals, where the separation between A', B'
is determined by the amount of difference

signal added into the output, this is determined
by R36, 37, 38, 39 and VR1, and may range
from zero (mono) to greater than that of the
original stereo signal A, B.
The circuit may be built on veroboard—a
suitable layout is shown in Fig. 2—and a
reasonably smoothed 15 Volt power supply is
required: this could be derived from a present
pre-amplifier, or from the mains or from two
PP9 batteries, as shown in Fig. 3. Any
'ferreting' inside existing equipment should
only be undertaken by those with the
experience and equipment to decide upon a
suitable feedpoint for the supply.
As shown, the circuit has just over unity
gain and will accept signals up to about
2.5 Vr.,„ 8 with negligible distortion; any
imbalance in the outputs, which may occur
due to component tolerances, and will be
slight, can be compensated for using
potentiometers VR2, 3; such imbalance will
be minimised by using 5% or better resistors,
and by matching TRI, 2. The device should
be installed at a suitable point in the audio
system, preferably between the pre and power
amps, this is not always possible to achieve in
'integrated' amplifiers, in which case the best
solution is to use a free ' tape monitor'
connection so that the pre-amp output
(pins I, 4 of a DIN plug) comes to the
circuit's input and the circuit output goes to
the power section of the amplifier ( via pins
3, 5of a DIN plug).
In use, the separation control can be quite
dramatic: operation of the potentiometer VR I
from minimum to maximum on a good,
single crossed pair, stereo source gives a
fantastic effect as the sound starts from a
point and comes up and envelops the listener.
In domestic reproduction, Iuse it particularly
to normalise recordings for headphone
listening: certain mixing techniques are poorly
suited to heaphone reproduction and they can
be made more acceptable by adjusting the
separation. Ihave found that Iprefer the
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stereo from crossed- pair based mixes widened,
and whilst there is not much that can be done
to make close-miked mixes sound right on
headphones, reducing the separation can make
them less distracting from the music. On the
other hand, some recordings reproduce
disappointingly on speakers, and these can
often be improved by increasing the separation.
Another use, of particular interest to DX
FM enthusiasts, is for treatment of noisy
programme material: this may be due to tape
noise, poor radio reception, etc., and may be
very much improved, in stereo, by reducing
the separation, using this control; this also
reduces the stereo effect, but is auseful
halfway house between mono and stereo. For
particular use in this way, afilter on the
difference channel is an effective way of
reducing noise without loss of bandwidth—
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the ' frequency response' is unaltered. This is
the same operation as the ' Hi- blend' function
on some tuners, and introduces the same
double-images. Values of Cx between
0.033 uF to 0.5 uF are useful, and the
constructor should select an appropriate value
to suit his need and taste. Alternatively, a
multi-way switch could be used to select one
of several values; note that this processing is
best carried out after, not before, taperecording.
By extracting the difference signal at ' X',
and amplifying it before driving arear
speaker, a ' Hafler' type ' surround-sound'
effect is obtained; this can be extended by
similar treatment of the sum signal, which is
fed to ahigh quality speaker at front centre,
but set further forward than the usual right
and left speakers. The redundancy of
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information which results from this set-up
seems to produce astable effect over amuch
larger area than in aconventional set-up.
See Fig. 4. It is important to ensure that all
the amplifiers and speakers are phased the
same way.
Imentioned at the start of this article that
Irecord concerts myself: I've also used this
device between the mixer and tape- recorder as
an adjunct in the level compression business;
it's effect in making the sound source appear
to retreat or advance from the listener is a
useful counter to the similar effect caused by
level compression. Increasing the separation
when reducing the record gain is auseful way
of concealing compression on stereo
recordings made for people who, although
they are not bothered by acertain lack of
realism, definitely do object to tape hiss.
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OUR PRICE

WIN A
SUNSHINE HOLIDAY FOR TWO
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CASSETTE HEAD CLEANER 50p

Buy a Memorex cassette from your nearest
EPS Dealer and collect your entry form.

DOZENS OF OTHER BLANK TAPES
AND VIDEO CASSETTES AVAILABLE

EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER
Buy 10 C90 Memorex CrO, ( mbegsl & get 2free

AT SHORT NOTICE. JUST ASK !
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2ks., The best
cartridge
we've ever
made.

It takes an exceptional diamond to turn
an ADC cartridge into aSuper ADC.
In fact, the ADC Super XLM Mk2 has aShibata type
stylus which means it contacts more of the groove
wall; it gives better weight distribution and results in
exceptional stereo separation and sound definition.
So good, it's ideal for CD4 quadraphonic sound.
On the testbench, HiFi Sound said:
The Super XLM Mk2's tracking ability is
exceptional: 'Exceptional smoothness
AD
and transparency of sound.'
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If preferred, quality installations in London area, Surrey,
North Kent, etc. both FM/TV
SPECIALITY INSTALLATIONS ( ROTATORS ETC.,)
ARE DONE WITH FUSA AERIALS ( W. German design).
These installations carry a 4- year written guarantee.
A really personalised
mail order service but
S.A.E. PLEASE!
Stockists of:
Fuba TV/FM aerials
1- Beam TV/FM aerials
Antiference TV/FM aerials
Aerialite TV/FM aerials
Labgear and Wolsey
distribution equipment

We trade to aquality
not a price.

UKA STEREO
8 by FUBA, of
course

ALTHOUGH SUPERBLY DESIGNED AND ANODISED AGAINST
CORROSION, FUBA AERIALS ARE SIMPLE TO ASSEMBLE ( D.I.Y.
men

note). " GAIN"

CLAIMS

ARE

REFRESHINGLY

REALISTIC.

ASTRA (MIA%) AERIALS
(Our 21st anniversary year)
London and South East Counties Own Aerial Centre
Easy parking adjacent

THE FRIENDLY, FAIR DEAL PEOPLE

NOW, OVER 2,500 AERIALS ( FM & TV) & ACCESSORIES STOCKED
FM AERIALS
and } Range from simple loft to the very latest designs
625 AERIALS
All U.K. Transmitters covered
Stolle Rotators, Poles, Lashings, Clamps, Boosters, Baluns, Coax etc.

XUPEM

All Arrays and Parts Exchangeable
Most of our customers come from recommendation

Mk2

The Professionals' choice.

13ecause any old diamond won't do.
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53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON
Near Gloster Pub and Garage
Open Mon.-Sat. 9.30-5.30. Open Lunch Time
PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOMED

01-684

4300/5262

24 hr answering service

FM AND TV AERIALS AND ROTATORS ON

DISPLAY

What's
the Trouble

Faulty Tweeter
seemed unusual when Mr. Simms
brought in one of his popular budget speakers
with the very common complaint of a faulty
tweeter, but within 3 weeks he had needed 2
more replacements. It was decided that the
matter needed some more investigation, and he
was advised to return his amplifier to his
supplier for a checkover. This he did, got a
clean bill of health, and then—yes, you've
guessed—blew another tweeter.
Our first reaction was that his supplier had
not done a very thorough test of his amplifier
but after having achat with him over the ' phone
it seemed that they had tried everything that we
would have done, and that there was no
apparent instability. Obviously we could not
carry on dishing out tweeters like trading
stamps, and hence we agreed that while we
hadn't supplied the equipment we would give
the rest of his system a quick once-over.
Likewise we could find nothing wrong with
the amplifier, and so in desperation we asked
him if he used any other equipment with the
system. Well, Ido have an FM tuner which I
built myself, but it can't be that, can it?'
replied the customer.
NOTHING

by Harry Leeming

JOE HAD always been keen on high levels as

and a pair of speakers sufficient to handle its
output.
A few weeks later Joe was back with his
receiver with a complaint about an intermittent loss of signal on the tuner section.
The unit was given the usual tests, over aperiod
of a few days, but nothing seemed amiss, and
so Joe was told to try again.
Still the trouble persisted, and Joe explained
that occasionally the radio would go very weak
and hissy, but this seemed to happen if he
really ' let it rip' on a bit of progressive rock.
It seemed unlikely that vibration could be the
cause of the trouble, but just prove the point
we connected the unit up near to aloudspeaker
and let it run until our office staff started to
complain. Still no trouble was forthcoming,
and so in desperation we sent someone round
to Joe's flat to check the unit in situ.
After another ear-splitting test the unit still
seemed OK. ' It's funny, you know,' said Joe,
'The trouble only seems to occur in the evening,
and it never happened with the old unit'. We
are not normally keen on being dragged out in
the evenings, but to keep Joe quiet we decided
to go round. Joe demonstrated by turning the
volume up until the windows literally shook,
and then sure enough the radio signal almost
disappeared.

much as hi-fi, but previously finances had held
him down to a modest system with a 10 watt
amplifier. Recently a new found affluence
appears to have overtaken him, and after some
thought and consideration he left us the proud
owner of a 100 watt per channel tuner/amplifier
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Stereo
Separation
Control

An experiment which Icarried out
concerned the feasibility of tape-recording not
the left and right channel signals, but the sum
and difference signals. In theory, assuming a
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A Bit of Peace

FIG.4

AREA OF REASONABLY
STABLE IMAGE
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A Wet Service
'WILL you send someone to have a look at my
high fidelity installation'; telephoned Mrs.
Goldinger, ' Ithink a reservoir capacitor must
be faulty'. Intrigued at this lady's diagnosis I
asked for further details whereupon she intimated the information that—' it must be something like that because, although my equipment
is working, liquid keeps appearing on the
carpet underneath the cabinet'.
A day or so later our service technician was
sent around to have a look, and sure enough
everything seemed to work OK, but signs of
what apparently had been a damp patch
showed on the carpet underneath the unit. He
was rather puzzled, but just to be on the safe
side, he completely dismantled the equipment,
but a careful examination showed no signs of
dampness. He therefore assumed that the
dampness must have come from some other
source, and assured Mrs. Goldinger that
everything was OK and came away—but of
course, a few weeks later Mrs. Goldinger was
on the ' phone again.
Our sleuth paid a return visit, and at first
rather suspected that some pet or junior member of the household was finding the corner
'very convenient', but after a rather embarrassing conversation it transpired that this was not
the case! What's the trouble?
*aim luauetwad
e pap/Acid aim ¡mew lo ty6ual mau y ;! atuoa
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perfect tape- recorder, the results should be
indistinguishable. It turned out, though, that
disturbances (e.g. dropouts on one channel
only) cause a recession of the sound on a
sum/difference recording, instead of the usual
left/right swing; this was very disturbing to
some listeners, especially those using headphones, but unnoticed by others! Also, tape
noise appeared in the centre of the ' sound
stage', which was felt to be more disturbing
than left/rights's noise all over the ' stage'. On
the assumption that the difference signal
would never modulate as high as the sum
signal—on crossed- pair recordings at least—
it was possible to realise an extra 2dB or so
of measured signal to tape noise ratio:
however this was not as apparent as such an
increase in signal to noise ratio would be in
left/right recording. These advantages were
not considered important enough to go over
to the sum/difference recording system, and
become gloriously incompatible!
So, to sum up ( if you'll forgive the pun);
this stereo separation control can provide a
useful means of compensating for the many
different mixing techniques now used in
producing the many recordings now available
to the home listener, it can make headphone
listening much more satisfactory, and lastly,
but probably most interestingly, it provides a
useful means of becoming more aware of the
way in which stereo recordings are mixed and
produced. •
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WILMSLOW AUDIO
THE Firm for speakers!

SPEAKERS
BAKER
Group 25 3, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Group 35 3, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Group 50 12 8 or 15 ohm ..
Group 50,15 8 or 15 ohm ..
Deluxe 12" 8 or 15 ohm ..
Major 12" 3, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Superb 12" 8 or 15 ohm ..
Regent 12" 8 or 15 ohm ..
Auditorium 12" 8or 15 ohm
Auditorium 15" 8 or 15 ohm
CASTLE
8RS'DD 6 or 8 ohm

£9.28

CELESTION
HF1300 8 or 15 ohm
HF2000 8 ohm ..
MH1000 8 or 15 ohm .•
G12M 8 or 15 ohm .. • .
G12H 8 or 15 ohm .. • •
G12 ,50TC 2245 cl/cone • •
G12,50 2236 single ,cone • •
G12'50 2239 s/cone
aluminium dome
G12i50 2242 s/cone cambric
G15C 8 or 15 ohm
G18C 8 or 15 ohm ..
CO3K 3 kHz crossover
DECCA
London Ribbon Horn ..
London X'over CO 10008
DK30 Ribbon Horn
DK30 X ' over C0,1:8
EMI
14' x9" bass 14A ' 770 8 ohm
8" roll surround, bass 8 ohm
8" x5" d,lcone roll surround
4 or 8ohm . .
61" d,cone roll surround
8 or 15 ohm ..
ELAC
59RM109 15 ohm, 59RM114
8 ohm .. . •
61" d cone roll's 6RM171
8ohm .. .
10" 1ORM239 8 ohm
EAGLE
CT5
CT10
DT33 .
FF5 ..
FF22 ..
FF23 ..
FF24 ..
FF25 ..
FF26 ..
FF27 ..
FF28 ..

£8.64
£10.25
£14.00
£18.62
£12.38
£10.69
£16.31
£9.00
£14.65
£19.41

.•
••
••
.•
••
••
••
.•
••
••

£6.98
£8.55
£13.50
£12.95
£15.95
£18.00
£16.50
£17.00
£16.50
£26.95
£34.50
£4.46
£28.80
£6.75
£17.25
£4.50
£11.92
£5.73
£3.56
£3.93

£3.38
£3.83
£3.83
£1.95
£2.75
£5.68
£3.26
£8.50
£10.68
£11.70
£10.13
£7.60
£6.18
£8.10

FF30 ..
FR4 • •
FR65 .•
FR8 • •
FR10 • .
HT21
HT15
MHT10

••
••
•.
•.
••
••
••

FANE
Pop 15 8 or 15 ohm
Pop 33T 8 or 15 ohm
Pop 508 or 15 ohm
Pop 55 8 or 15 ohm
Pop 608 or 15 ohm
Pop 70 8 or 15 ohm
Pop 100 8 or 15 ohm ..
Cresendo 12A 8 or 15 ohm
Crescendo 12BL 8or 15 ohm
Crescendo 15100 8 or
15 ohm ..
Crescendo 15'125 8 or
15 ohm .. • ..
Crescendo 188 or 15 ohm
910 Mk Il horn ..
920 Mk II horn ..
PH50 High power tweeter
50 watt .
HPX1 X over, 200 watt ..
138'10T 13 x8 cUcone 8 or
15 ohm ..
801T d c roll surround ..
GOOD MANS
Axent 100 ..
Audiom 200
Axiom 402 ...
Twinaxiom 8, 8 or 15 ohm
Twinaxiom 10, 8 or 15 ohm
8P 8 or 15 ohm
10P 8 or 15 ohm
12P 8 or 15 ohm
12PG 8 or 15 ohm
12PD 8 or 15 ohm
12AX 8 or 15 ohm
15P 8 or 15 ohm
15AX 8 or 15 ohm
18P 8 or 15 ohm
Hifax 750 ..
5" midrange 8 ohm
GAUSS
12"
15"
.•
18" down in price

£8.43
£5.51
£8.66
£11.08
£14.06
£6.13
£3.96
£4.00

£5.25
£9.25
£12.50
£15.50
£17.95
£18.75
£27.95
£37.95
£39.95
£49.95
£59.95
£67.95
£15.75
£36.95

£5.18
£6.25
£6.75
£7.85
£15.08
£5.39
£4.05
£2.08

LOWTHER
PM6
IPM6 Mk I
PM7

.. £30.60
.. £32.85
.. £48.60

PEERLESS
K010DT
DT1OHFC
K040MRF
MT2OHFC
MT25HFC
MT225HFC

••
••
••
••
••

RADFORD
Filter network
TD3 tweeter.. ..
MD9 midrange ..
MD6 dome midrange
BD25 Mk Il bass unit

..
..
..
..
..

£7.25
£8.26
£9.28
£2.75
£2.95
£2.95

STC
4001G Super tweeter 15 ohm
4001K Super tweeter 8 ohm

£5 .50
£8.96

TANNOY
10" Monitor HPD
12" HPD
15" HPD

£78.00
£86.00
£99.95

WHARFEDALE
Super 1ORS DD

£13.50

£7.60
£13.44
£19.80
£9.50
£9.86
£5.95
£6.25
£14.95
£16.50
£16.95
£39.00
£22.50
£45.00
£39.00
£16.00
£4.05

£15.36
£7.00

£5.90
£5.90

SPEAKER KITS
Baker Major Module 3,
8 or 15 ohm
Fane Mode One Mk II
15 watt ..
Fane D40 Disco Kit
Goodmans DIN 20
4 or 8 ohm
Mezzo Twinkit

ea.

£13.28

ea.
ea.

£10.35
£19.95

ea.
pr.

£13.28
£46.50

pr.
pr.
pr.
pr.
pr.

£13.50
£17.10
£21.60
£31.50
£50.40

Ill ..

pr.
ea.

£51.00
£46.00

LOWTHER
PM6 ......
PM6 Mk Ikit..

pr. £62.10
pr. £65.70

HELME
XLK 20
XLK 30
XLK 35
XLK 40
XLK 50

PEERLESS
20-50 ..
20-60 ..
1060 ..
1070 ..
1120 ..

pr.
pr.
pr.
ea.
ea.

£39.50
£53.00
£50.40
£41.40
£45-00

RICHARD ALLAN
Twin Assembly • .
Triple 8 ..
Triple 12 .. • .
Super Triple
RA8 ..
RA82 . • .
RA82L .•

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
pr.
pr.
pr.

£13.46
£20.25
£25.16
£29.25
£37.80
£59.40
£65.70

WHARFEDALE
Linton II kit
Glendale 3XP kit
Dovedale III kit

pr. £21.50
pr. £47.70
pr. £59.40

HI-FI
£13.00
£7.25
£10.50
£12.50
£22.00

£6.50
£2.50

.. £95.00
.. £110.03
.. £121.00

JORDAN WATTS
Jordan Watts Module ..
Jordan Watts Treble Kit ..

KEF
T27 • •
T15 . •
B110 • .
B200 • •
B139 • •
DN12 . • . .
DN13 SP1015 or SP1017
DN8

KEFKIT

We stock the complete Radford range of amplifiers, pre- amplifiers, power amplifiers, tuners etc., and
also Radford Audio Laboratory equipment, low distortion oscillator, distortion- measuring set, audio
noise meter etc.

ON
IN

DEMONSTRATION
OUR SHOWROOMS

AIWA, AKAI, ARMSTRONG,
BOWERS & WILKINS, CASTLE,
CELESTION, DUAL,
GOODMANS, KEF, LEAK,
MONITOR AUDIO, PIONEER,
RADFORD, RICHARD ALLAN,
ROTEL, TANDBERG, TANNOY,
TRIO, VIDEOTONE,
WHARFEDALE, ETC.
Ask for our Hi -Fi discount
price list
THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS
(Carr E2-00)
Pioneer PL12D
£43.00
Pioneer CT2121
£115.00
Pioneer SX434
£98.95
Videotone Saphir I
pr. £52.60
Videotone Minimax II
pr. £39.00
All prices include VAT.
(Prices correct al 12 5,76)
Send stamp for free 32-page booklet
'CHOOSING A SPEAKER'
All units guaranteed
new and perfect
Carriage and Insurance:
SPEAKERS 50p each,
12" and up 75p each.
Kits 80p each (£ 1.60 per pair)
Tweeters and crossovers 30p each

WILMSLOW
AUDIO
Dept HFA

Complete kits in stock for:
Radford Studio 90, Radford Monitor 180, Radford Studio 270, Radford Studio 360, Hi -Fi
Answers Monitor ( Rogers), Hi -Fi News No Compromise ( Frisby), Hi -Fi News ( State of the
Art), Wireless World Transmission Line ( Bailey), Practical Hi -Fi & Audio Monitor ( Giles),
Practical Hi -Fi & Audio Triangle ( Giles), Popular Hi -Fi ( Colloms) etc.
On demonstration. Answers Monitor, State of Art etc.
Construction leaflets for Radford, Kef, Jordan Watts, Tannoy, Hi-Fi Answers Monitor.
Free on request.
PA Amplifiers, microphones etc., by Shure, Linear, Eagle, Beyer, AKG etc.
'HI-FI
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FREE WITH ORDERS OVER £ 10:
LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURES' BOOK

Loudspeakers, mail order and export:
Swan Works, Bank Square,
Wilmslow
HiFi, radio & TV:
Swift of Wilmslow, 5 Swan St,
Wilmslow, Cheshire
PA, HiFi & Accessories:
Wilmslow Audio, 10 Swan St.,
Wilmslow, Cheshire
Telephone
Loudspeakers, Mail Order & Export:
Wilmslow 29599
HiFi, Radio etc.:
Wilmslow 26213

Readers Problems
TV Interference

Dear Sir, My system is: Goodmans Module 80
with indoor T-Piece aerial, KEF Cadenzas,
Acos Rega turntable with Lustre arm. The
connection leads are purpose-made ( Q.A.S.),
with all slack coiled. My problem is TV transmissions interference.
A local T.V. engineer identified the interference as being BBC Ion the 405 transmission
from Crystal Palace (visual distance), and suspects the pickup arm as being an aerial. I
telephoned Goodmans who recommended
filters be fitted to the back of the appropriate
DIN socket which Ihave had carried out. This
was successful insofar that the commentary
has been reduced by 80„ but the buzz from
the " picture" signal is still loud, spoiling any
quiet passage of music, especially if listening
on earphones. It is worse when the pickup is
selected, the buzz being louder on the righthand channel, although this can be switched
to the left if the reversal is operated. Removal
of the T- Piece aerial, as well as altering the
turntable earth from the receiver earth-post to
the plug- top earth, or even leaving spare, gives
no improvement. Is elimination possible?
T. C. S., London S.E.21
It may not be completely possible to eliminate
this nuisance One cannot say without playing
around and trying, keeping fingers crossed! We
suggest that, in addition to the successful filters,
you try acouple of chokes made by taking about
10 turns of wire round apencil, one in the live'
lead to each speaker. Also try similar chokes in
the headphone leads, inside the case if possible,
When one is as close as you are to atransmitter,
it is very difficult, sometimes, to eliminate all
effects, and we can only hope that these suggestions, which have worked elsewhere, may be
of some help.
There is a section on radio/TV breakthrough
and interference problems in John Earl's book
'Audio Technician's Bench Manual' (Fountain
Press, 1972).

cartridge with Shibata type stylus and special
low capacitance p.11. leads. We think you will
gain all-round improvement from upgrading
your cartridge to the 75EDI II or, better, 95ED
(both used at 1.5 grams)for stereo and SQ. You
can still use your equaliser.
Finally, we are bound in honesty to add that
we would not, ourselves, make the investment
which you contemplate, at the present time. We
consider that, for serious listening, surround
sound, via such a device as the NEAL Resolver
or home-built HaflerlGerzon circuitry offers, for
this purpose, at least as much at vastly reduced
cost, but we realise that this must be apersonal
decision.

The Warp Effect
Dear Sir, 1am writing to ask you if you could
send me details of an effective way to reduce
bad warps in long playing records. I have
heard that it is possible to place the warped
record between two sheets of glass and apply
heat, but as Ihave no detailed instructions I
would not attempt this.
A. M., Linton, Cambridge
The technique is to clean the record thoroughly,
to remove particles which might otherwise get
pressed into the disc surface, and also the inside
surfaces of the two pieces of plate glass, form a
sandwich and place it in the oven with aweight on
top—a couple of bricks for instance. Set the
oven to the least practicable temperature and
leave the disc in for, say, a couple of hours; but
then leave it to cool down slowly after turning off
the heat, before removal.
This method cannot be guaranteed to work, but
often effects a reasonable cure. However, there
seem to be differences of opinion regarding the
amount of pres.sure required and the temperature
to adopt, but one just has to experiment and hope
for the best!

Room Acoustic Isolation
Dear Si,, In older to upgrade my system, I
intend to buy a Marantz 4230 quadro tuneramplifier, which will be connected to a Micro
211 turntable with Shure M75EJ pickup,
Philips N4450 and TEAC A450 tape recorders,
via a Soundcraftsman PE2217 preamp/equaliser.
How should I modify the turntable, and
what changes must Imake with the cartridge?
Can Istill use the 2-channel equaliser? Which
'quad' systems are the major record companies
using in UK?
R. R., CH- 1203, Geneva, Switzerland.

Dear Sir, Iam sure this problem must be a
commonplace one in this country, namely,
using hi-fi equipment at realistic volume levels
in asemi-detached house. Do you know any
effective means of isolating the party wall of
such a house against sound transfer at reasonable cost ?
Ihave seen suggestions that building a false
wall parallel to, and ashort distance from, the
party wall, with the cavity lined with some
absorbent material. Also I think it was
recommended that a quantity of some absorbent material was packed into the first floor
cavity adjacent to the party wall.
J. E. C., Warrington, Cheshire.

Apart from CD-4 discs, which are always
clearly identified, and the Pye Group ( QS), the
4-channel discs issued here are all produced on
the SQ matrix system. Some of the CD- 4
discs are of poor quality with high distortion.
No modification to the turntable will be required
except for CD-4 which will require a suitable

As Dr. Joad used to say, ' It all depends on
what you mean' by 'effective'. If you mean
complete, the short answer is ' No', but some
mitigation of acoustic transfer may be obtained
by covering the wall with acoustic tiles ( Burgess
Products, Ltd Hinckley, Leicestershire), attaching them only by five small ' blobs' of adhesive,

Conversion to 4- Channel
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so that there is a small air space between the
tile back and the wall, or better by the more
expensive method which you suggest, leaving a
3" cavity filled with fibreglass as used for roof
insulation. Contact between the new wall and
the existing structure must be absolutely minimal.
This is much more important than the fibreglass.
It is absolutely useless to fasten a series of
battens to the existing wall to support the new
one. Any essential contacts between the two
walls should be via foam rubber ( not plastic
foam) and at floor or ceiling level. The new wall
should, as nearly as possible 'float'; contacts
with any of the existing structure, walls, floor or
ceiling being via vibration absorbing material, as
mentioned, and no more than is necessary to
support the false wall. Fibreglass may be placed
into the first floor cavity adjacent to the party
wall, but it should NOT be tightly packed.

Choice of PU Cartridge
Dear Sir, At present Iam using an inexpensive
ceramic cartridge, which is mounted in an arm
Ibuilt to adesign of R. Ockleshaw in Wireless
World, Nov. 1971. Ibuilt this carefully to his
specification and, Ithink, set it up correctly.
However, I am unable to track certain LP
records at a playing weight of less than 24 to
3grams without ruining the music and,
possibly, the disc.
Iam contemplating buying a magnetic type
(probably a Shure M-55 or M-75) to get the
better compliance. It seems to me that the
distortion could be produced by (a) the disc,
(b) the cartridge or (c) the arm? What sort of
improvements can Iexpect if Ibought an M-75
cartridge as opposed to an M-55?
R. W., Halifax, W. Yorks. HX4 8NN
We have no practical knowledge of this arm
design, nor do we know its parameters, but we
feel fairly certain that the trouble is due to the
cartridge, and that (always assuming that the
arm is a good one and in proper condition) the
trouble lies in the cartridge.
If your amplifier has a suitable input for a
magnetic cartridge, we have no doubt that there
will be considerable improvement from the use
of one; which one depends very much on the
characteristics of the arm, which you presumably
know from the original article. We would not
recommend the 55E, which is inclined to be
peaky. The 75s are a much better proposition,
and if your arm will take a cartridge weighing
6grams and track reliably at 1f grains weight,
we suggest the 75EDI II (atelier sensitivity
required 3to 4mV). The next best is the 75E,1111
which needs 2 to 21• grams normally, and will
accept more if necessary. So far as the arm is
concerned, the important factors are the effective
mass, which you can determine only from the
constructional article, and freedom of movement.
A quick check is apiece of writing paper Icm
wide by I
5cin long. The arm should be in balance,
cartridge fitted, but no tracking weight applied.
Hold the paper at one end and push the headshell
with the other. The arm should move readily
without any sign of the paper flexing.
55
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THE WAGNER FAMILY ALBUMS. By Wolf
Siegfried Wagner, 160 pages, 204 photographs,
family tree. Price £5•95. Large format (27+ •
23* cm).
Published by Thames and Hudson,
30 Bloomsbury Street, London WC1B 3QP.
GREAT-GRANDSON Wolf Siegfried has produced
a fascinating visual documentary of the
Generations of Wagner: a family his sister
Nike calls 'A collective monster, an egoistic,
congenitally vain, beaky-nosed, lantern-jawed
mafia'.
The visual content is sometimes equally
hard-hitting: six of the shots feature Der
Fares., an association difficult to ignore in
modern times. Had the Reich lasted athousand
years, the connexion would have been useful,
rather than a family embarrassment.
With an Introduction by Wolf Siegfried,
Winifred, Gertrud and Nike Wagner ( four
essays), the book contains biographical notes
on ' Richard', ' Cosima ', ' Siegfried', ' Winifred',
'Wieland and Wolfgang' each at the head of
such- titled
sections,
and
daughter-in-law
Winifred's notes 'About Myself'. All of this
written material provides anchoring background to an astounding collection of photographs.
With captions from the informative to the
cryptic, we are shown fascinating shots, from
family groups to artistic committees and from
Bayreuth street scenes to historic monuments
(be these Wahnfried or Winifred). The ancient
Cosima in her wheelchair, watched over by a
bust of the husband who died when she was
47; son Siegfried joking with Toscanini or
autographing His Master's Voice gramophone
records (' seeing how we need the lousy money');

Martha M&11 and Astrid Varnay on tricycles
(Ring models ?); the child Wieland dressed as
Wotan. and Boulez conducting Parsifal music
on the Festsphielhaus stage for Wieland's 1966
memorial ceremony.
There are magnificent portrait studies of
members of the Wagner generations. Comparison with the original Wagner profile is

interesting: the enormous forehead diminishes,
the noble nose and jutting chin become less
aggressive—but the distinctive physiognomy
can be traced even to the fourth generation.
No adequate idea can be given in words of
the scope and fascination of this extraordinary
book. For what it is and includes, it is in no
way overpriced: a volume to be treasured, a

magnificent record of a hundred years of
Wagners at Bayreuth and a fitting pictorial
brother to Thames & Hudson's recentlyissued, colossal Wagner: A Documentary Study
(reviewed March 1976).
Geoff Jeanes

REFLECTIONS ON WAGNER'S ' RING'. By
John Culshaw. 105 pages, 4 photographs, bibliography. Price £3.50. Published by Secker
Warburg, 14 Carlisle Street, Soho Square, London
W1V 6NN.

WAGNER HAS an engaging trademark. In each
stage work but one from the forty years of his
major output period, someone dies at the end.
In the biggest of these works, almost ereryone
dies at the end. So this biggest work, The Ring
cycle, can be taken as a kind of Wagnerian
archetype. In its way the most ambitious work
in all music, it starts and ends—on one view—
with the beginning and the end of the world,
and at least conveys a convincing impression
of each event. For sheer plot detail and multilevel meaning the deepest of works too, its
quarries show no sign of exhaustion. The Ring
will bear many discussions yet, and here is
another.
John Culshaw's intention was to write abook
that fits between the categories of straight plot
description and monumental analysis. He has
achieved this in asmall book which is agem of
condensation as ( he convincingly argues) is
The Ring itself. The penetrating insights of a
quarter-century of study are put across, in four
analytical essays and aConclusion, lucidly and
in lively style. Common misconception of
the character of Siegfried: ' a loin-clothed

WAGNER FAMILY ALBUMS
Top: A family group: Siegfried
with parents
Far left: Two monuments: Winifred
and Ludwig
Left: A friend of the family
Below: Another friend ( living in
strict retirement)
Above right: Siegfried and Cosima:
tradition handed on
Below right: Wieland: the tradition
modified
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muscleman with the brain of abird and the instincts of a shark'. From the Rheingold essay:
. . something which happens again and
again throughout The Ring, and . . . is crucial
to the work . . . Wagner's uncanny ability,
quite suddenly, to throw a completely new
light on a character by a musical inflection'.
Apropos Walkiire but applicable to the whole:
'Demands are what it makes, and rewards are
what it grants; and you cannot have one without the other'.
The general part, ' Conclusion', is a 36-page
examination of Ring implications from the
problems of presentation (as in the shorter
ch. 6 ' Coda' to Culshaw's Ring Resounding,
Secker & Warburg 1967) to the Bayreuth scene,
past and present, including the scenic fiascos
of 1876 and Winifred Wagner's continuing
admiration of Hitler. The whole effort is to be
applauded and recommended.
However, while the book's American spelling
throughout is in no way bothersome, the
bibliography could have been translated. It
gives US publishers for books whose current
English editions are either not mentioned or
covered only by such as ' London, 1963'. Even
current US editions (
eg: Dover's Perfect
Wagnerite) are not always given.
In conclusion: as excellent in its way as
Bryan Magee's brilliant little study Aspects of
Wagner (
Alan Ross 1968, Panther), an admirable small but intense study for any Ringlistener, whether the veriest tyro (for whom it
is a fine introduction) to the much-learned (to
whom, an admirable supplement). Geoff Jeanes

RICHARD WAGNER by Hans Gal. 208 pages plus
bibliography, list of works, index. Price £5.50.
Published by Victor Gollancr Ltd., 14 Henrietta
Street, London WC2E 8QJ.
'FOR MANY a long year Wagner has been a god
for some, an object of revulsion for others.
There are valid reasons for both attitudes, but
the real truth lies much deeper and is much
more complicated than may appear to the
superficial or prejudiced beholder'.
Thus
Hans Gal in the Introduction to a book in
which he attempts to balance for us the
powerful positive and negative aspects of
Wagner's character, and the overwhelming
triumphs and underlying defects of his works.
The book is in two halves of 104 pages each:
'The Life of an Adventurer' and ' The Man
and his Music'. The first is an engrossing
biography.
Dr. Gal's approach is lively,
compelling,
lucid.
He relates Wagner's
progress through life and its effects on him in a
way that makes things fall into place with a
satisfying click on almost every page. The
kind of thing that comes out is that as a result
of Wagner's half-baked participation in the
Dresden armed rising, with his narrow escape
by flight from a second imprisonment (after
that for debt in 1840), ten years after its first
performance he could boast, from exile, that he
was the only German who had not seen
Lohengrin— since a warrant for his arrest still
stood in Germany until 1861. While fêted all
over Europe—even in Paris—he faced possible
execution if he dared show his face in Saxony!
The aspects considered in Part 2 are dealt
with under the five chapter-headings: ' Duality
of Character',
Money, Debts, Luxury',
'The Poet-Composer', ' The Phantom of the
Gesamtkunstwerk' and ' Eternal Opera'. Each
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

is a self-contained essay of penetrating and
often original insight, which quotes will show:
'Moral concepts are of no earthly use when
considering the phenomenon of aman who has
no inkling of such concepts ... His lack of
moral inhibitions was near-grandiose, and it
must be acknowledged that the unbridled
impetuosity which it unleashed also gave that
immense intensity to his musical utterance
which is the secret of its effect'. ' Wagner's last
letter, written two days before his death ...
finishes with arequest for money'. ' There is no
getting away from it: Wagner was only a
musical dramatist, and only as apoet-composer
could he rise to his full stature'. ' There were
men who achieved great things, but probably
never another like Wagner, who needed such
colossal illusions to achieve them'. ' Wagner,
who set out to destroy opera, is precisely the
man who, for decades to come, gave opera its
best repertoire pieces and thereby did more for
its continued existence than anyone else'.
Especially in the last chapter, Dr. Gal takes
a few pot-shots at Wagner's intentions and
their results. Wagnerites will disagree fiercely
with some of Gal's criticisms of the works,
which range from reasoned objection to
annoying and sometimes irrelevant hostility.
But the book has its most resounding triumph
in its biographical side: presenting to us as a
whole being, a total person, that man of
extremes of whom Von Bülow said ' one who is
as sublime in his works as he is unspeakably
low in his deeds', and to whom Dr. Gal applies
Schiller's ' Von der Parteien Gunst und Hass
verwirrt,/Schwankt sein Charakterbild in der
Geschichte': ' Blurred by the favour and hate of
parties, his image wavers in our history'. Hans
Gal has taken due note of Wagner's failings
(no hagiography this), but avoided either the
mistake of reviling the man or that of trying to
consider the man and the artist as separate
phenomena. This part especially is an impressive analysis.
Geoff Jeanes

INTRODUCING HI-FI by Peter Turner. 113 pages,
plus index. Price: £1.00. Published by Teach
Yourself, Hodder L Stoughton, St. Paul's House,
Warwick Lane, London EC4P 4AH.
THE author of this paperback is a dedicated

audiophile of long-standing, but rightly puts
the end product—music—first and the electronic hardware second in all his writings on the
art of hi-fi. So any beginner seeking a guide
down the tortuous path of high fidelity sound
in the home will find this a useful text.
Mr Turner pays tribute to my colleague
John Crabbe's important book HiFi in the
Home, and acknowledges the help received
from veteran B. J. Webb and A. R. Evans.
Alas, the disciple seems to have lost afew of the
truths on the way, as some of his facts and
terminology are confused and his explanation
of pickup side-thrust in relation to arm
geometry/turntable movement is totally wrong.
As I had the privilege of seeing an advance
copy of this book, Iam told that future copies
will contain an errata slip or arewritten section
—see p. 51. Apart from a few printing slips,
the caption to picture facing p. 70 is also
incorrect, as Cambridge Audio R50 loudspeakers are not shown.
The treatment is basic and logical, leading
through from the sound experience, choosing,
buying, installing and operating audio equip-
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ment, not forgetting housing the system,
cleaning and storing gramophone records, plus
a sensible chapter on tape machines and
creative tape recording. The book ends with
hi-fi pleasures and pitfalls, and suggested
sources for further reading.
This is a valuable addition to the Teach
Yourself series and, when the corrections are
made, could well be given to every purchaser of
a genuine hi-fi system by the manufacturer or
dealer. Only a few photographs included, but
supplemented by a number of diagrams.
Donald Aldous

FELIX WEINGARTNER by Christopher Dyment.
110 pages, plus index. Price: £5.95, post free.
Published by Triad Press, 22 Pheasants Way,
Rickmansworth, Herts.
THIS study will be especially welcomed by those

who bought EMI's Weingartner reissue set
this year ( RLS7I7 g), with notes by Dyment,
and a condensed discography. The book, a
paperback employing too many contrasted
type-faces, whose pages resemble photographic
reproduction of typescript, comprises edited
recollections of Weingartner by musicians who
worked under him, an appreciation by aformer
pupil, a study by his wife, and ( Part 2) an
analysis of the recorded legacy. Part 2includes
a complete annotated discography, a schedule
of timings set against those of Toscanini, and
a study of Weingartner's style as exhibited by
the records. An appendix reprints his essay
Bayreuth. Ample illustrations; facsimiles of
typical Weingartner scores; a sequence of
stills from a film of the conductor. From all
this a clear picture emerges of his personality
and musicianship. The approach is academic,
rather than 'spicy'.
Christopher Breunig

BIZET by Winton Dean. 306 pages. Price £3.95.
Published by J. M. Dent ti Sons Ltd. (
The Master
Musicians Series), Aldine House, Albemarle
Street, London.
RACHMANINOV by Geoffrey Norris. 211 pages.
Price £3.50. Published by J. M. Dent .
1Sons Ltd.
(The Master Musicians Series), Aldine House,
Albemarle Street, London.
RICHARD STRAUSS by Michael Kennedy. 274
pages. Price £3.95. Published by J. M. Dent
Sons Ltd. (
The Master Musicians Series), Aldine
House, Albemarle Street, London.
THESE THREE Volumes in the worthy ` Master

Musicians' Series continue to update this wellestablished library by way of one revised and
enlarged edition—Winton Dean's Bizet first
published in 1948 and with two excellent new
volumes on Rachmaninov and Richard Strauss.
The difference in the older approach to musicology and musical biography is well illustrated.
Dean's Bizet, a thorough and invaluable book
on the subject now incorporating new scholarship, notably Mina Curtiss' discovery of the
HalévyBizet papers, is couched in the old
plodding style that has been considered right
since Victorian times and was dutifully maintained by the earlier books in the series. It
hardly invites bedtime reading but remains
invaluable as a reference book. Maybe a less
crowded text helped, but I was able to read
Roger Norris' volume on Rachmaninov with
interest; indeed, it proved to be a most intriguing story. Musical detail is lightly handled
p. 61 Pir
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# BETTER EQUIPMENT - BETTER PRICES - BETTER SERVICE
RECEIVERS
Armstrong 625 and 626
Nikko STA5050, 24 wpc
Awai AX7500
Harman Kardon 33013..
Harman Kardon 630 ..
Harman Kardon 930 ..
Marantz 2230 Sp. off...
Marantz 4240 ..
Marantz 4230 4 ch. Sp. off.
Marantz 4300 4 ch. Sp. off.
Lux R800 .. .•
N.A.D. 160 Sp. off. ..
Sansui 441
Sansui 331 ..
Rotel RX202
Rotel RX402
Trio KR2400 Sp. off.
Toshiba SA300
Toshiba SA500

P.O.A.
£103.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£172.90
£299.00
£180.00
£510.00
P.O.A.
£216.00
£92.52
£88.56
£80.90
£111.50
£97.00
£83.25
£138.50

AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 621
Lecson AC I/AP Ior A:
P:3
Amcron..
Akai AA5510
Cambridge P.60
Kensonic Accuphase
Lux L8OV
Marantz 1070
Marantz 12008
Quad 33/303 ..
Rogers A.75 ..
Rotel RA6I ISp. off.
Rotel RA2Il
Rotel RA1412 ..
Sansui AU2200..
Sansui AU4400..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£123-90
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£12-10
£39.15
£286-50
£55.90
£84.70

Sugden A2I and A48 ..
Teleton SAQ206B
Trio KAI200 • •
Trio KA3300 Sp. off. ..
Trio KA6004

P.O.A.
£25.90
£52-60
£0.00
£125 00

TUNERS
Armstrong 623 and 624
Cambridge T.55
Akai AT580
Marantz 112 Sp. off.
Lux .
Kensonic :
Accup:hase
Quad FM3 ..
Sugden R2I

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£101.00
£I16.90
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
Ariston RDII
ERA Mk 6X .
Dual CS601 and :CS70i
Fons CQ30
Linn Sondek RPI2
Leak 2001
Pioneer PL I2D
Rotel RP3000
Sansui SR2I2P
Trio KP5022A
Transcriptor Reference
Micro ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£83.50
£44.00
£84.10
£53.80
£141.75
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

REEL TO REEL DECKS
Tandberg-full range
Akai 4000DS/II
Toshiba PT862
Teac-full range
Revox •

P.O.A.
£107.90
£115.70
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

SPEAKERS
Bose 301, 501, 901

FOR IMMEDIATE
DESPATCH QUOTE
CREDIT CARD NO.
PERSONAL EXPORT
PART EXCHANGE
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

P.O.A.

Bowers & Wilkins-full range
Celestion UL6
Celestion UL8
Celestion UL 10
Celestion Ditton 66 ..
Dynastatic
E.S.S. and Tempest range
I.M.F.
Linn Isobarik DMS
J.B.L. L26
J.B.L. L100
KLH 331
KLH 317
KLH CB8
Gale GS401A or B
Marantz 4G Sp. off. ..
Marantz 5G
Monitor Audio MA5 ..
Monitor Audio MAI ..
Monitor Audio MA3 ..
Quad Electrostatic ..
Rogers BBC Mon. LS35a
Leak 2030 ..
Leak 2060 ..
Leak 2075 In stock ..
SMC ALI2 and AL22
Videotone Minimax ..
Videotone Sapphire ..
Nightingale N.M.I.
CARTRIDGES
ADC XLMII
Micro Acoustic QDC le
Shure V15/III
Stanton 681/EEE
Supex range ..
Goldring G900SE

£27.90
P.O.A.
£34.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£29.90

Fidelity Research FRI Mk. 2 ..

HARRIS

ARCADE,

FRIAR

STREET,

READING,

TODAY, more than ever, it has to be

it1_111S

LOUDSPEAKERS

With VAT adding much to the real cost of all High Fidelity stereo
equipment, there remains but one item where you can make big
savings-the loudspeaker enclosure.
Make your own from our easy- to- follow instructions, put in one
JORDAN- WATTS full range unit and for about £ 20 you have a
World Class top quality Hi -Fi loudspeaker. There's no VAT on
effort.
Send 8p stamps for constructor's guide and descriptive brochure of
our galaxy of beaptifully made complete loudspeaker systems.
Jordan- Watts Ltd.,

Boosey & Hawkes

Benlow Works,
Silverdale Road,

(Musical Instruments) Ltd.,
Deansbrook Road,

Hayes. Middx.
01-573 6928

Edgware, Middlesex
01-952 7711

JORDANfrel ITS
LOUDSPEAKERS
the voice of high-)fidelity

r
INAME
ADDRESS

L

P.O.A.

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa AD1300•
.
P.O.A.
Aiwa ADI600.
•
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD6500•
.
P.O.A.
Aiwa ADI800
P.O.A.
Akai GXC39D
£ 115.90
Akai GXC310D•. £ 133.90
Akai GXCSIOD• . £ 145.50
Akai GXC710D£ 164.90
Dual C901 ..
P.O.A.
Harman Kardon HK1000. •
P.O.A.
Neal 102 & 103•
•
P.O.A.
Rote IRD20
P.O.A.
Sansui SC2000 ..
.... £12890
Sassai SC636 ... • £ 108.90
Tandberg TCD310 :• •
P.O.A.
Teac A360 ..• •
P.O.A.
Teat A400 ... •
P.O.A.
Teac A260 ..• •
P.O.A.
Trio KX620•
•
£ 107.60
Trio KX7I0..
£ 125.90
HEADPHONES
AKG KI40
P.O.A.
Koss HV I
A
..
£23-90
Koss Pro 4AA
.
•
neso
Micro Mk 1
.
•
P.O.A.
Sennheisser HD414 .. • •
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Isodynamic • •
P.O.A.
Stax SR5/SRD6
P.O.A.
Superex
P.O.A.
Accessories etc.
SME 3009/S2 Imp...
Zerostat ( inc. P & P)
Microsorber MSBI
Metal Reels, all makes from ..
Formula 4 Silicone Arm ..

Kvae gX9e- Zneee
5'6

JORDAN

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£69.90
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
E83.50
£135.00
£351.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£256-00

BERKS. Tel. ( 0734) 585463.

£39-00
£6.80
£6.75
£2.00
P.O.A.

ALL ABOVE CASH
PRICES INC. VAT
AND ARE CORRECT
AS AT 9.6.76.

... about international standards
From: Nigel J. Chaffey, 20 Mayo
Walton-on-Thames, Surrey KT12 2QA

Road,

p. 139 of the June issue of HFN/RR,
Goldring advertise three turntables. In the
advertisement they quote stylus and antiskating pressures in alittle-known unit of force
—the por pond.
The pond is used in Europe in Germany,
Austria and Sweden and possibly Switzerland,
but it has found no acceptance elsewhere owing
to confusion with the Dutch ' pond' ( Pound)
and the English • pound'. In any case the pond'
or Kilopond' ( 1000p) is not an SI unit.
The ' pond' or gram force equals the force of
Igm at g or in more conventional terms,

DEAR SIR, On

980.665 dyn.
Goldring at the very least should explain
precisely what they mean or withdraw the
technical term, which is of little use anyway,
and is likely to lead to confusion. If their turntables are so marked, then they would do well
to consider recalling all the units for alteration.
If this matter could be brought to the attention of the public, I think we would all be
grateful. Manufacturers should not be permitted to play 'ducks and drakes' with our
advertising standards.
Yours faithfully

. . . about opera costs
From: John Cruft, Music Director, The Arts
Council of Great Britain, 105 Piccadilly,
London W1V OAU.
Your June editorial referred to your
previous writings as producing only ' a few
complacent gestures' from The Arts Council,
and suggested that, if it could be ' shaken out
of its lethargy' in relation to ' systematic use of
modern media', economies in expenditure on
concerts and opera could be accompanied by
an expansion of access to them.
You again overlooked some of the complications of living in a mixed economy. The
'copyrights' to which you referred, which you
admitted the BBC must pay for, are not
restricted to the use of the creativity of composers and librettists, but include the performance rights of singers and players.
The Council is a subsidising and not a presenting body. Unless artists and other workers
are willing to waive or considerably reduce the
payments that their representative organisations
have negotiated with their direct employers,
television and radio direct or recorded relays
will remain costly; whether unduly so, in
relation to the large additional ' involuntary'
audiences ( as you term them) is arguable.
The relay fees are a fact of economic life.
Your suggestion that they be discontinued is
not ' ungentlemanly', but they could not be
abolished by a Council Action, nor would it
be only the prima donnas who might be
expected to object; Mr Todds referred in his
interview to adispute between the BBC and a
union which had prevented Royal Opera House
or English National Opera relays for four years.
A change in the law to abolish performers' and

associated employers' rights to additional fees
for radio or television relays seem unlikely;
perhaps you could persuade their unions that it
would be in the ultimate interest of their
members, as well as the public at large, that
they should be waived or considerably reduced.
Your readers may be interested to know,
incidentally, that it is probable that, with the
hope of making more money available, The
Arts Council will next year take over the
gramophone recording subsidy responsibility
borne for over thirty years by the British
Council.
Yours faithfully
Editor's Comment: While we may have oversimplified a complex situation, we are certainly
aware that copyright payments involve performances. Indeed, these are the very costs which we
feel should and could be pruned when it conies to
radio and television relays. In the mixed economy
to which Mr Cruft refers, he who pays the piper
is still able to call the tune, and although The
Arts Council is indeed only asubsidising body it
could, we believe, apply effective pressure by
withholding its grants to the 'direct employers'
unless certain conditions are fulfilled.
A dispute may have prevented TV relays of
scheduled performances, but if the choice at
Covent Garden and the Coliseum were between a
permanent close-down or mandatory free telefilm
rights for the BBC, we guess that everyone
would soon fall into line—especially at atime of
general concern about opera costs and international moves to restrict performers' fees.
Regretfully, Mr Cruft and his colleagues seem
shy about grasping such amodest artistic bull by
its economic horns.

DEAR SIR,

HI- F1 NEWS

& RECORD REVIEW

It is really aquite artificial situation to have
a symphony orchestra or opera company perform for one listener at a time—via gramophone record—and therefore the home- or
broadcast- recorded concert is possibly another
step nearer realism than the stereo gramophone
record when TV and stereo radio combine.
Let's have more of it.
Yours faithfully

.about opera popularity
From: John Dwyer, 66 Turney Road, West
Dulwich, London SE21
Your otherwise excellent editoi ial in
the June issue, in which you say that opera is
so expensive that it ought to be made more
generally available by recording for television,
has one flaw. It takes no account of the fact
that, were opera generally available to the
masses, its supporters would drop it, just as
surely as the Daily Mirror would become required reading for the Establishment if its print
order were to be reduced to 200. The Sun, I
fear, could not advance its social standing were
its print order cut to two. What the middle
classes want, in opera as well as in education
and other areas, is not the best but merely the
different. As long as that is so the price of a
ticket to Covent Garden will remain discriminatory, and television faces as much of astruggle
to get in there as it has and still does to transmit
the entertaining but futile happenings in the
House of Commons.
Yours faithfully

DEAR SIR,

.about phase again
. . . about TV/radio sound
From: A. M. Pollock, Tall Timbers, Hollow
Way Lane, Chesham Bois, Bucks. HP6 6DJ
DEAR SIR, tfound Mr Dwyer's article in the
June issue, ' Music via TV', very interesting.
1have listened to two simultaneous broadcasts recently on TV and stereo radio and was
so impressed by the added realism that Itook
the, for me, unprecedented step of writing to
the BBC, saying ' Thank you—more please'.
Iagree with Mr Dwyer's remark that personal participation in an artistic event is quite
an important factor in the pleasure to the
audience of a concert. The ambience of the
concert hall is much improved by hi-fi stereo
radio, not least, probably, by its ability to
reproduce the ' white noise' of audience
clapping, cheering and other exclamations.
TV cannot do this with its poor hi-fi response,
at the receiver end.
Iwas so involved in the first concert Iheard
in this way that, at the end, Ienthusiastically
clapped without thought—and to my subsequent amusement.
It is this concert ambience that Ithink makes
recordings of public broadcasts so acceptable.
It gives rise to astrong sense of participation
that more than makes up for slight imperfections there may be, compared to the perfect'
performances on gramophone records.
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From: S. K. Pramanik, Bang & Olufsen a/s,
DK-7600 Struer, Denmark
DEAR SIR, Iwonder what characteristic of homo
sapiens makes us react with irony to what we
have not yet understood. The letter from
Mr. Nuttall ( June ' 76) is typical, in informing
us that we have lived with time delay distortion
for years, without suspecting it.
This is in fact quite literally true. Nevertheless, most of us admit that reproduced sound
is far from perfect, even if we cannot always
identify the cause of the imperfection. It would
make the designers' world easier if all the causes
had been set down neatly on paper, so that we
could proceed with ever decreasing quantities
of known distortion forms in our products, in
our search for High Fidelity. Unfortunately,
this does not happen, and products with better
paper specification sometimes have a nasty
habit of sounding worse than others not quite
as good. Identifying the cause, finding new
forms of distortion, is therefore an important
part of the designers art.
Inevitably, whenever a new form of distortion is identified, some oppose its elimination
as useless. Ifail to understand this opposition,
except in cases where the customer is asked to
pay for ' the improvement' either in cash, space,
convenience, or any other factor he considers
important, without an equivalent improvement
in sound quality. In the case of linear phase
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SONY
(
OPIONEER

RING US
FOR MOST
COMPETITIVE
PRICES

Technics

AIWA

HITACHI*SANYO*TOSHIBA*MITSUBISHI
MAIL ORDER

FULL SERVICE

MUSIC CENTRES

CASSETTE DECKS

Sony HMK 20 & 30
Sony HMK 40A & 70
Hitachi SDT 2680 & 2690
National SG 1020L & 1070L
National SG2070L & 1060
Aiwa AF5080
Toshiba SM3500

Sony TC206
Sony TCI86
Sony TCII7 & 129
Sony TC135 & 136
Sony TCI53 & 138
Sony TCI77SD
Sony TC377 ( Reel/Reel)
Technics RS263
Technics RS27I & 273

AMPLIFIERS & TUNERS
Sony TA 1630
Sony TA2650
Sony ST2950F
Sony ST3950
Sony TA & ST70
Sony TA & ST88
Sony TA5650 & 8650
Technics SU & ST7200
Technics SU & S17600
Technics SU & ST3500
Technics SU8600, 9600
Technics ST9600

TU RNTABLES

RECEIVERS
Sony STR7015 & 7025
Sony STR7035 & 7055
Technics SAS ISO
Technics SA5350
Technics SA5060
Technics SAS 160
Technics SA5360
Technics SA5460
Aiwa AX7500
Aiwa AF3060
Pioneer SX434

Technics RS610US
Technics R5279
Technics RS67I & 676
Aiwa ADI300
Aiwa AD 1800
Aiwa AD6500
Pioneer CT-F2I21
Pioneer CT- F7 171

COLOUR & PORTABLE TV's

SPEAKERS
Sony SS70 & 5088
Sony 555177 & 5300
Sony SS3050 & 5050
Technics SB30 & 40
Technics 513102 & 202
Technics 513302 & 402
Technics SB501
AR 7X & AR 16
AR 14 & AR 12
Pioneer CS- E420

Sony PS 1300 & 2350
Sony PS4750 & 6750
Technics SL20
Technics SL 1500
Technics SL 1300
Technics SL 120
Technics SL1 10
Pioneer PL- 12D- II

EXPORT

13"
18"
20"
14"
18"
20"
14"
19"
5"

Sony KVI340
Sony KVI810 Mk 11
Sony KV2000
National TC48G
National TC86G
National TC26I
Mitsubishi
Hitachi CTP202
National TR505G

1"
2"
2"
2"
4"
4"

Sony TVIIOUK
Hitachi P20
National TR602
National TR562G
Hitachi F54G
National TR7I4G

IN-CAR EQUIPMENT

WRITE OR PHONE FOR
THE BEST PRICES

01-579 3718
01-567 8703

Hitachi Radio WM713R
Hitachi Radio WM850E
Hitachi Cassette/Radio CSK2300
Aiwa Cassette/Radio GTR2020E
Aiwa Cassette CTI050E
Sony TC24FA

BIG
DISCOUNTS
ON

CASSETTES, RADIOS,
HEADPHONES, etc.

SONY CASSETTES
Price per ten or more
C-90K 53p each
C-90HF

73p each

Postage 40p per order
Price subject to change
without notice.

EALING TV& Hi -Fi Ltd
1, 3&4 THE PADDOCKS, POPES LANE, EALING, LONDON W5 4PA
OPEN: MON -SAT 9-30 A.M.-6PM. WED TILL 1.00 PM.
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Letters

loudspeakers, there is no fundamental reason
for an increase in the cost of materials and
labour used for the product. It does need more
careful and competent design, as there is now
an additional factor to take into consideration,
but this can only result in a product that certainly is no worse than aconventional product,
but is probably better.
Linear phase response is not and can never
be a substitute for other conventional specification. It is an additional condition to be fulfilled in order to reproduce the wave form as
received at the loudspeaker terminals. Theoretically, the linear phase design is the only
correct way of making a loudspeaker, a fact
nobody has ever attempted to dispute. The
argument is that for some, linear phase is not
necessary.
If Mr Nuttall was right, his rejection of linear
phase could be extended to other specifications.
Every music lover knows that aviolinist cannot
hold a tone without ' tremolo', a piano produces beats, and tympanii have indeterminate
pitch. Therefore, we need not worry about
wow or flutter. Most instruments have over-

Books

without any loss of insight or value as a reference book. As the first comprehensive study
of Rachmaninov for nearly thirty years ( it
looks nicer too) it fills a yawning gap in the
series. Richard Strauss is also a newcomer
and is admirably dealt with, as we might
expect, by the writer of excellent books on
Elgar, Vaughan Williams and Mahler ( in this
series).
Michael Kennedy knows how to
combine scholarship and readability and again
I enjoyed reading the book right through. It
augurs well for the continuing series that its
latest additions should have thrown off the
old restraint. Even writing under the shadow
of various massive recent works on Strauss
(or perhaps because of it) Michael Kennedy
has been able to sort out much material into
lively and not too long one volume form. This
is a very welcome book and should become a
classic in its own right. Each volume contains
the usual appendices—calendar, list of works,
personalia and bibliography—which add to
their value considerably, and Ithink that, by
today's standards, they are most reasonably
priced.
Peter Gammond

SOUND RECORDING AND HI- Fl by Clement
Brown. 62 pages plus index. Price £2.50. Published by J. M. Dent d Sons, Aldine House, 26
Albemarle Street, London W1X 4()Y.
THIS BOOK would make an excellent introduc-

tion to the medium of records, recording and
replaying for the uninitiated. The layout is
reminiscent of aschool textbook and may have
had half an eye turned in the direction of educational publishing, although it is basically nontechnical and there is neither equation nor
formula in sight. The book covers awide field
beginning with an introduction to sound and
stereo perception, introducing the technology
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

tones which are not constant, so that harmonic
distortion is another worry less for the designer.
And since high frequencies are absorbed by the
air in aconcert hall, and response is not flat in a
living room anyway, we can forget frequency
and power response as important specifications.
The fact that this is not true, tends to show
(proves perhaps is incorrect, as very little in
audio can be proved) that whatever happens
in aconcert hall, introduction of any alteration
of the original sound in the reproduction chain,
tends to make the reproduced sound different
from natural. Time delay is just another form
of distortion—phase distortion.
Yours faithfully

. . . about phase again, again
From: Gerald Frykman, 21 Brampton Drive,
Heath Hayes, WS12 5DT
DEAR SIR, It seems a little churlish to criticise
a rather witty item of correspondence concerning linear phase ( June 1976) on the grounds
that in an orchestra, bass instruments are
solely responsible for creating both transient
and steady state parts of the note whereas in a
loudspeaker the two functions are carried out
by separate units; hence the postulated need

of recording studios and production of records,
then moving into the reproduction of records
in the home, with short forays into quadraphony and the design of equipment. For those
who approach audio matters with a background knowledge of sub-'0'-level science, this
book will make an excellent introduction. If
the pages of this magazine baffle you mightily,
this may be a real help, though the lack of
scientific or mathematical rigour Ifind rather
sad.
Nevertheless, aknowledge of technical jargon
is hardly a necessary basis for enjoying hi-fi,
and the book offers awealth of sound and upto-date advice which should be understood by
anyone.
Paul Messenger

OPERA AND CHURCH MUSIC 1630-1750 ed.
Anthony Lewis and Nigel Fortune. 776 pages
plus bibliography and index. 8photos, numerous
musical line illustrations. Price £12-50. Published
by Oxford University Press, 37 Dover Street,
London W1X 4AH.

for simultaneous operation. So I am not
going to.
Notice that Ihave referred to a ' postulated
need'. The reason for this is that Iam a little
sceptical about the linear phase concept. Any
improvement in transient response is not due
to equal path lengths but rather due to the fac'
that the bass drive units ( Idon't say ' wooferst
because Idon't think there is much in a dog's
woof below 150 Hz—try it and see) are
mounted on a board of comparatively small
area to achieve the required path lengths. This
brings about a correspondingly larger mismatch between the impedance of the air
coupled to the driver and the impedance of the
free air, so that variations of acoustic output
around the driver fundamental resonance
frequency have less effect.
This feature must have a lot to do with the
behaviour of such systems.
Yours faithfully

... about SinoSoviet Roulette
From: Confucius (?)
ESTIMABLE SIR, Man who buy new record like

man who play Russian Roulette—with five
bullets in six-shooter instead of one.
Man who exchange faulty record like man
who shoot himself twice!
with agenerous bibliography and there is awell
stocked general index. By its very structure
this kind of composite history must inevitably
lean
towards
the
composer-by-composer
approach, a perfectly valid one, of course, but
one that does not always tell the whole story.
This is especially true here, for the book spans
a period during which the classical language of
music was formed, one based on the structural
potential of the major/minor key system. One
looks in vain, however, in the index for such
entries as ' bar-line', ' modality', ' tonality',
'sequence', concerto grosso form, or da capo
aria.
Nor indeed is there any concerted
attempt to get to grips with contemporary
aesthetics. The New Oxford History deals, in
fact, with specifics rather than universals; in
doing so it certainly outdistances other general
histories that are currently available. It is
readable, elegantly designed and, for its size
and scope, by no means expensive.
Peter le Huray

THE FIRST and in many ways the most important

feature of this new volume is one that so distinguished the original Oxford History series,
namely agenerous and even lavish quantity of
well-chosen music examples: the balance between text and music must here come out very
close to 50/50. This, like its companions, is a
composite work involving the Leipzig musicologist Helmuth Wolff, the French scholars
Denise Launay and Paul- Marie Masson, and
some half-dozen English authorities, including
Margaret McGowan, Sir Jack Westrup, Prof.
G. Abraham, Peter Smith, Jerome Roche, Sir
Anthony Lewis and Paul Steinitz. Each is
responsible for an area, the division being much
as might be expected ( if perhaps the balance is
here and there less so): Italian opera ( 163
pages), French opera (97), English and German
opera ( 57), Church music in Italy and central
Europe (90), in France ( 79), England ( 64) and
Germany (220). Each chapter is provided
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Also Received
JOHN FOULDS: his life in music by Malcolm
McDonald, with a detailed catalogue of works,
discography and bibliographical note in addition to
50 pages of text with music examples. No. 3 in the
Triad Press bibliographical series, 114 pages, price
£4.75 post-free from the publishers: Triad Press,
22 Pheasants Way, Rickmansworth, Herts.
ALL TOGETHER NOW by Harry Castleman and
Walter J. Podrazik. The first complete Beatles
discography 1961-1975. 382 pages cloth. Price
$14.95. Published by Pierian Press, 5000 Washtenaw
Avenue, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104, USA.
THE HAYDN YEARBOOK IX (1975). Various
essays, reviews and reports. Published by Universal
Edition A.G., Vienna. 398 pages, soft cover. Price
£15.00. Available in the U.K. from Alfred A. Ka/mus
Ltd., 38 Eldon Way, Paddock Wood, Tonbridge,
Kent TN12 6BE.
BIRDS OF THE AIR by Eric Simms. Autobiography of a naturalist and broadcaster. 192 pages,
many half-tone illustrations, hard cover. Price
£l.50. Published by Hutchinson d Co. (
Publishers)
Ltd., 3 Fitzroy Square, London, W.1.
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HOLBORN

ILFORD

LEWISHAM

KINGS CROSS

ALL ADVERTISED PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.

TUNER
AMPLIFIERS
IC & I [2.00)
Aiwa AX7500
Akai AA.810 .£88.95
Akai AA.I020 .£ 119.95
Akai AA.1030 £ 167.00
Akai AA.I050 £217•80
Amstrad 5000 .. £68.05
Armstrong ..
F.R.A.
Goodmans Mod.90 £ 112•45
Goodmans 1/10 •£ 114.95
Goodmans 1-20 .. £ 127-55
Goodmans 150 .. £ 186.35
J.V.C. VR.5505L
P.O.A.
Leak 1800 .. .£99.95
Leak 2000 .£ 125.00
Pioneer 5X.300 •£68.35
Pioneer SX.535 .. £ 121.75
Pioneer SX.636 £ 139.35
Pioneer SX.737 .. £ 166.05
Pioneer SX.838 £212.70
Pioneer SX.939 £258.75
Pioneer SX.I010 £276.40
Rote RX.102 .£59.50
Rote RX.152 •£69.95
Rote RX.202 £93.70
Rote RX.402 £ 131-20
Rote RX.602 £ 166.65
Rote RX.802 £209.60
Rote RX 7707 .. £ 182.30
Sansui 44 .. .£75.25
Sansui 55 .. £ 123.00
Sansui 66 .. £ 157.60
Sansui 77 .. £ 195.65
Sansui 88
£253.10
Sony ..
Tandberg
Huldra 10 .. £213-25
Tandberg TR200 £ 119-55
Tandberg TRI000
P.O.A.
Tandberg
TRI010 MPX ... E176.80
Technics ..
F.R.A.
Trio ..
F.R.A.
SPECIAL OFFERS
Alpha FR.4000 .. £69.95
Midland 19520 .. £29.95
Nikko STA.7070 £ 125.95
Rogers R'brook.. £89.95
Sansui 210 .. £66.95
Sansui QR.500 .. £72.50
Sansui 1000X .. £ 119.95
Scan-Dyna 2400.. £ 119.95
Sony STR.6036 .. £85.00
Sony STR.6046A £99.95
J.V.C. VR.5505 .. £87.25
Trio KR4400 £ 139.95

AMPLIFIERS
(C & IE2 00i
Akai AA.5210 ' E69 95
Akai AA.5210DB ' 68915
Akai AA.5510 ' 685.05
Akai AA.5810 ...£ 119.95
Amstrad 2000 £39.15
Amstrad 4000 £35.95
Amstrad 8000 ..
£
26•45
Armstrong 621 ..
P.O.A.
Cambridge P60 ..
P.O.A.
Goodmans 40-40 £7010
F.R.A.

Leak 2200 .
Pioneer SA.5300
Pioneer SA.6300
Pioneer SA.7300
Pioneer SA.7500
Pioneer SA.8500
Pioneer SA.9500
Pioneer SA.9900
Quad ..
Rote RA.2I2
Rote RA.3I2
Rote RA.4I2
Rote RA.6I2
Rote RA.8I2
Rote RA.I212
Rote TA.1412
Sansui 2200 ..
Sansui AU.3900
Sansui AU.4900
Sinclair 4000 ..
Sony ..
Tandberg TA300M
Technics ..
Trio ..

••
.•
•.
••

SPECIAL OFFERS
Pioneer SA.6200 £71-50
Pioneer 5A.7100 £95.20
Pioneer SA.8100 £ 139.95
Rotel RA.211 .. £35•95
Rotel RA.6I I .. £73-95
Rotel RA.I210 £99.95
Rogers R'bourne £6945
Sansui AU.4400
E74 50
Sinclair 2000 .. £31.45
Sony TA.70 £42.95
Sony TA.I066 £60-70
Sony TA.II30 £ 15610
Sony SQD2020 £74.95
Trio KA.4004 £84.95
Rogers Ravensbrook ..
a4-95

TUNERS
(C & 1E2.00)
Altai AT.550 .£77-13)
Akai AT.580 •[.85.05
Amstrad 3000 .. £39-15
Armstrong ..
F.R.A.
Cambridge T55 .. u94.15
J.V.C. JTV.310
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX.5300 £63-15
Pioneer TX.7500 £ 120-20
Pioneer TX.9500 £ 166-25
Quad FM3 ..
P.O.A.
Rotel RT.224 £54.45
Rotel RT.324 £69.85
Rotel RT.624 £ 10210
Rotel RT.824 £ 129-45
Sansui TU.3900 .. £89.30
Sinclair 4000T .. .£2915
Sony ..
F.R.A.
Technics ..
F.R.A.
Trio ..
F.R.A.
SPECIAL OFFERS
Leak 2300 .. £72.50
Sansui TU.4400 .. £76.00
Sony ST70 .. £39.95
Sony ST.5055L .. £77.90
Sony ST.5066 .. £59.95
Sony ST.5150 .. E110.80
Trio KT1300
£59-95

INSTANT CREDIT

MAIL ORDER
Order with confidence. Every
order acknowledged by return
and goods despatched quickly
and efficiently in sealed
manufacturers cartons.

MAIL ORDER DEPT.
82, HIGH HOLBORN, WC1
62

*689.95
£53 80
£71.70
£103.00
£150.85
£191.30
£256.60
£380.75
F.R.A.
•£44.95
£61.30
£74.90
£102-20
£131.20
£170.35
£289.70
£60.70
£84.10
£101.90
.£44.95
F.R.A.
P.O.A.
F.R.A.
F.R.A.

SPEAKERS
(C & I£3.50 Console)
(C & 1£2.50 Bookshelf)
•.
F.R A
Amstrad 1500 .. £ 31 85
Amstrad 2500 • • £ 35 95
B & W .. • •
F.R.A.
Cambridge . •
F.R.A.
Goodmans
Achromat 100T .. [68.10
Achromat 2501 .. £99.90

Chevin XP
£26-65
Dovedale SP .. £ 125-75
Airedale ..
E196-45
Glendale 3XP Kit.
E47-15
Dovedale 3 Kit. £59.55
SPECIAL OFFERS
A.R. AR-MST .. £ 109.95
B & W D5 .. £64.80
B & W DM70 £367.15
Celestion
County .. £49-15

25% OFF
e

BANG & OLUFSEN /

-C
>
)

25% OFF

We have a very limited number of superb B &
Stereo and Quadraphonic, Hi Fi Systems incorporating the latest Tuner Amplifiers, Turntables
and Music Centres and all available at 25% off
Our Normal List Price.
Limited Stocks available. For full details phone,
call or write to our B & 0 Centre at
228 Bishopsgate, London EC2. Tel: 01-247 2609
(200 yards from Liverpool Street Station),
Achromat 400T
Goodwood (T)
Havant 5L (T)
Magnum SL (T)
Mezzo SL (T)
Minsters SL (T)

£137.00
£91-55
£54.25
£101-25
£80.40
£43.95
F.R.A.
F.R.A.
F.R.A.
Leak 2030 ..
£83-20
Leak 2060
£130.95
Leak 2075
...£269.95
M/Hall XL.I0
.. .£32.75

Ditton 10 ..
£41.35
Ditton 120 .. £49.25
Ejam 85
£ 19.95
Gale 40/A/D .. £220.00
Lowther
Mini Acousta £ 109.95
Phillips RH4I2 £ 19.95
Phillips RH42I £ 19.95
Rank Domus 450 [99-95
Sanyo RW3OS £44.50
Scan-Dyne A25 .. £59.95
Scan-Dyna A30 .. £74.50
Scan-Dyna A45 .. £ 124.95

'SONY' CENTRE
Our Pentonville Road branch specializes in Sony
and are able to quote very competitive prices and
immediate delivery on a very wide range of Sony
products.
Situated only ashort distance from Kings Cross,
St. Pancras and Euston main line stations our
Pentonville Road branch is extremely easy to get
to by rail, bus, car or Underground. Adequate
car parking facilities near at hand.
.. * 840. 00
M/Hall XL•15
.£53 95
XL.20
*E103 45
M/Hall XL.30
M.Hall 3522 .. £144 50
M/Hall 4522 .. £176 30
Quad Electrostatic P.O.A.
F.R.A.
Sansui
Sony ..
F.R.A.
Tannoy
F.R.A.
Technics ..
Trio ..
F.R.A.
Videotone
F.R.A.
Wharfedale
£37-90
Denton 2XP
M-10
Linton 3XP
Glendale 3XP
a IIS

Sony SS3050
£125•95
Sony SS5050
E199-95
Sony SS7I00
al-95
Wharfedale Linton
2 Kit. ..
E21-30

Connoisseur
BDI Kit. .. *£ 12.90
BD2 Assembly .. *£38.55
BD3
03.45
G
d
SP25 Mod. • Cart. £36.35
86SB Mk.I1 MC
£63.30
125SB M • C
£47.90
401 Chassis .. £59 05
J.V.C. JLAI .. .£49 45
Leak 2001 . E69 95
Pioneer PL.12D/II £42 60
Pioneer PLISR
£49 80
Pioneer PL7I£ 144 30
Rotel
RP•1000£
E57 95
RP.I500 Arm£
E62 35
RP.I500 Arm £
RP.2500 £7
58
07
055
RP.3000 • Arm £ 102 20
RP.3000- Arm £84 85
Sansui SR2I2P £50.90
Sony ..
F.R.A.
Strathearm
F.R.A.
Technics ..
F.R.A.
Thorens
TD.125AB/Mk.II £ 148.75
TD.125AB/M15E0 £ 183-45
TD.145C£ 104.10
TD.160C ..
.. £82.05
TD.160C/0 .. £ 116-50
TD :1125/B1
T
c
1Ch. ..
£96.00
D60
E67-I5
TDI66
£71.20
Transcriptor Ref.
F.R.A.
Trio ..
F.R.A.
SPECIAL OFFERS
Garrard
8658 Mk.I M C
[4150
Zero 100SB M C £57.50
Goldring GL65PC £67.65
GL78PC G800E
E47-25
Goldring 72 Base £7.50
Pioneer PL15D .. £61.95
Sony PS.230 .. £45.00
Sony PS.4750 .. £93.70
Sony P5.5011 .. £49.95
BSR TIO MOD/
9IED . . £34-95

PICK-UP ARMS
(C & IEl 00)
Connoisseur SAU2 £ 13.85
Transcriptor r
F.R.A.
S.M.E. 3009 ( PH) .£38.25
S.M.E. 3009 ( DH) .£42.75

CARTRIDGES
TURNTABLES
(C & I [2.00)
Akai AP.003
Amstrad TPI2D

P.O.A.
£9645
£8.45

(C & I50p,
Shure VI5 MkIll Imp.E45.60
Shure M55E
£8410
Shure M75ED2 .. £ 15.35
Shure M75E.12 .. £ 12.90
Shure M9SED .. £ 19.35
Shure M95E1 .. £ 13.30

Available on all sales in excess of £ 100. If you are a holder of a Barclaycard or any of the
recognized Bank Cheque Cards you can upon calling into any of our showrooms, take
immediate delivery after payment of the initial 20% deposit.

SPECIAL OFFERS
J.V.C. 1016 ..
£515
Pickering V15AM £9.95

CASSETTE DECKS/
RECORDERS
C & I62 001
Aiwa
F.R.A.
Akai C534D ..
Akai GxC.34D
£87.35
Akai GXC.39D •£ 111.95
Akai GXC.75D .. £ 159.95
Akai GXR.82D •[77.95
Akai GX.265D .. £280.20
Akai GXC.310D £ 129-95
Akai GXC.325D .£ 173-65
Akai GXC.510D •£ 143-95
Akai GX.630DB
E381-75
Akai GXC.710D
E176-90
Akai GXC.740D £25495
Akai GXC.760D £312.90
Akai 4000DB *£ 143-95
Akai 4000D5 Mk11 E118.60
Amstrad 6000 ..
£50-15
Amstrad 7000 .. [6460
Ferrograph
F.R.A.
Goodmans
SCD.100 . . . . £ 125.95
Harman Kardon
F.R.A.
National R5.260USD F.R.A.
Pioneer CTF.212I £ 113.85
Pioneer CT.4141A £99-95
Pioneer CT.5151 .£ 10945
Pioneer CTF.616I £ 119-95
Pioneer CTF.9191 £232-80
Revox
F.R.A.
Rotel RD20 £ 136.25
Sansui SC.3000/3 £ 153.50
Sony ..
F.R.A.
Tandberg
F.R.A.
Teat
F.R.A.
Technics ..
F.R.A.
Trio ..
F.R.A.
Wharfedale XP £85-05
SPECIAL OFFERS
Akai GXC.36
E69-95
Akai GXC.750 £ 159.95
Akai GXC.310 £ 129-95
J.V.C. 1656 .. £69.95
J.V.C. 1950 .. £ 112-95
Phillips N2506 .. £49.95
Sansui 5C.636 .. £ 103.70
Sansui SC.737 .. £ 119.95
Sanyo M2000 .. £24.95
Sanyo M4000 .. £47.95
Sanyo M4010 .. £29-95
Sony TC.68 £29.51
Sony TC95A .. £45.80
Sony TC129 .. £62-50
Sony TC.I46A £55-95
Sony TC.280 £8945
Sony ICFI IIL .. £2945
Sony CF420L £71-00
Tandberg 36410 £209.70
Teac A.160 .. £89.95
Teac A.260 .. £ 119.95
Teat A.360 .. £ 149.95
Trio KX.710 £99•95
Trio KX.910 £ 124-95
(*Limited number only
available at these special
prices.)

1\1 USOUND HI -FI CENTRES

OVERSEAS VISITORS AND
DIRECT EXPORT SCHEME

HOLBORN 82, HIGH HOLBORN, WC1. Tel: 01-242 7401
LEVVISHAM 36, LEWISHAM HIGH ST. SE13. Tel: 01-852 2399
KINGS CROSS 242/244, PENTONVILLE ROAD, N1. Tel: 01-837 8200
ILFORD 87/100, PIONEER MARKET, ILFORD LANE, ILFORD Tel: 01-478 2291

Overseas visitors can take
immediate " Over the Counter"
delivery, or we will DIRECT
EXPORT to you enabling the
goods to be purchased at " less
VAT prices" I(Holborn & Kings Cross/

OPENING HOURS:- HOLBORN Mon- Fri 9-6, Sat 9-1
Ilford, Lewisham, Kings Cross Mon- Sat 9-6, Thurs 9-1

SAVE12 1/
2 % ! VAT.

Gramophile
Record & Music Scene
Jessye Norman
LIKE many U.S. musicians, soprano
Jessye Norman is now based in
London where we met her in her
rather select little mews flat on a
very warm afternoon in June.
Just back from sessions in
Lausanne Miss Norman was relaxed and full of good humour;
she laughs readily, and one gets
the impression, later confirmed,
that she doesn't take herself too
seriously— an occupational
hazard for all Prima Donnas.
Life out of a suitcase is not
much fun, but typically Jessye
Norman makes the best of it.
'I've got to know quite a few
hotels now, and Ican specify the
room Iwant, and Itake enough
paraphernalia around with me to
make most hotel rooms look
junky enough to be like home. I
don't like it, but it's just part of
the job'.
The sessions in Lausanne were
for La Vera Constanza, a Haydn
opera recorded for Philips. A
Haydn opera is something of a
rarity, what could we expect from
La Vera Constanza? '
I'm not
sure that what I'm going to say is
a compliment to Haydn, but it
could very nearly be Mozart
opera. The plot is typical of the
age, it's very complicated, and a
bit difficult to understand, but the
music is very beautiful and from
a musical standpoint Idon't see
why it should not be performed
on the stage—the music is absolutely divine. There are wonderful
arias for everybody, and it's quite
amazing, at times you suddenly
think " this is just like Cosi or the
Abduction". The plot may be a
little odd, but there are many
operas where the plots are alittle
strange wouldn't you say?'
In acomparatively short career
so far—about six years— Miss
Norman has packed in a very
wide and diverse musical experience: opera, lieder, concerts;
looking down the list we began to
suspect that Miss Norman rather
enjoys tackling something new.
'Yes I do. Fortunately, at present, 1 can learn things very
quickly, I don't suppose this is
going to always be the case, as
one matures- 1 won't say gets
older—I suspect that learning
things doesn't come as easily. I
want to learn as much as possible
now, so that 1have time to refine
things later. Idon't want to have
to start learning a lot of new
repertoire in 10 years time when
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Jessye Norman

it won't come so easy. Iwant to
get it learnt now so that it can
kind of ripen later'.
No worries about attempting
too much too soon? ' Oh I'm
sure Iwill, I've probably done it
already, but Ienjoy the challenge;
I like something that challenges
in all ways'.
The fact that you've become an
international star, with the critics
raving over you doesn't, as some
may imagine, mean that the hard
slog is all over; the learning never
stops and much of Miss Norman's
time is taken up with study and
voice lessons. ' My friends are
quite funny about it at times. I
say I can't get out this evening
because I'm studying and they
say " What", and I say "Nuit
D'ete", and they say " you can't
be studying that, you sang it last
week!" People don't understand
that it just never stops'.
She considers voice lessons
essential, the need for the impartial ear never ceases.
It's
absolutely necessary— I'm sure
you never get past that stage—you
always need someone to say,
"Come now, that isn't very good,
you can do better than that".
With so much performing one
can very easily get into bad habits
—vocal bad habits are the very
easiest things to slip into. Something that has worked once can
AUGUST 1976

be carried over into just too many
different kinds of music and then
becomes a mannerism'.
Doing so much does she ever
have any problems switching from
style to style we wondered?
'Well, for instance, if I was to
sing in an opera on Monday I
would not be singing lieder on a
Thursday—it would be at least
two weeks. I'm not doing very
much opera on the stage at present because Iwant very much to
develop my lieder and other
repertoire, and by doing so Ihave
far more control over what Ising.
Iwant to make sure that Ionly
sing things that are really suitable
for my voice at the moment. This
is not so easy with opera, and as
my voice is still changing, still
very much at a developing stage,
Ifind that works that were perfect in 1972 may be slightly uncomfortable for me in 1976. I'm
trying to coast along for a bit.'
This attention to detail is
something that extends to all sides
of her career, and she takes a
great interest in the planning of
her schedules—a very complex
logistic exercise. If she takes her
career seriously. one of Jessye
Norman's more endearing characteristics is that she doesn't take
herself
too
seriously.
She
happily admits that her initial
interest in classical music grew

from feminine perversity as much
as an mate love of music. ' One
of the attractions was that it was
totally different from the sort of
music my brothers liked. They
were interested in rock and jazz,
and so what could be more
fashionable for me, as a ten year
old, than to go round asking
people whether they liked classical
music? Anything to be different
from them! When I went for
piano lessons Ifound that Ireally
did become interested in classical
music, particularly singing, and
it all started from there'.
Her interests spread wide, and
arecent Philips recording features
French music from the 19th
century: songs by Poulenc, Du
Parc, and Satie. ' Some of the
songs are just such great fun—
almost like cabaret songs. Ilike
to include this sort of song in my
very serious recital, it's a great
relief for the audience not to have
to listen to awhole programme of
Wolf or Schumann. For me, I
just enjoy singing that sort of
thing.' We are all so busy trying
to be taken seriously you see,
nobody wants to include anything that makes people take them
less seriously than they take themselves!'
An inflated ego is
something that is unlikely to
affect Jessye Norman, she's far
too professional, and really,
rather too nice. ' There are
occasions, maybe once a season,
when you come off stage thinking, " Well, that was fine", but
that's a very rare occurrence—
there is always room for improvement'.

Zukerman and Family
lately in Britain, Pinchas
Zukerman and his flautist wife
Eugenia managed to fit some
recording sessions into their busy
concert schedule. They recorded
the two Mozart flute concertos,
plus the andante in C for flute;
orchestra was the English Chamber Orchestra.
In
addition,
Zukerman has just finished recording the Mendelssohn string
symphonies Nos 9 and 11 with
the same orchestra; both for CBS.
WHILE

Arthur Haddy O.B.E.
Haddy, Technical Director for Decca, was recently
awarded an OBE in the Queen',
honours list. The award was
given for his technical work with
ARTHUR
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5 Stars

to

KJ

from PRACTICAL

HI-FI &

AUDIO **lit**

KJ ads usually speak for themselves ...
but now the editorials are saying it for them
Dealer Report featuring our Wigmore Street branch reprinted from the June issu,. of Practical Hi Fi and Audio
The reception area. complete
with tape bar and colour television.
was very plush. I wondered how
we would be received. Peering
through the glass doors of one of
the demonstration rooms revealed
an Aladdin's Cave of equipment.
'Now We've blown it,' fthought.
'probably get sent packing with a
"Do come back sir (madam) when
you've opened your Swiss bank
account."
As it turned ' out the chap was
quite nice, and took us straight into
the smaller, comfortably furnished
demo room. Ifelt quite at home.
KJ apparently would do a home
demonstration and set up the equipment. They also said they would exchange things, but said this was a

(are occurrence. The question of
discounts brought an interesting
answer. '
It depends. some equipment is sold at a discount. It just
depends on the people who market
it, how they choose to ' sell it
Sometimes they'll stick twenty per
cent on the price in all the books
and magazines and the dealer will
knock thirty per cent off and
everybody goes ' fantastic*: On
the other hand someone will say
market it at the normal price and
the dealer will say
you are paying cash I'll give you ten per cent
off and you'll say. "Hmm, that's
not very much is it."»
So, a dealer who not • only
wanted us to have a sound we
liked, but one who wanted us to

understand

a little

about.

why.

Although we started with tapes.
after being pressed, he played the
Technics turntable and we heard
for the first, and only time, a complete system as recommended.
(The KJ recommended system for
a budget of f250 was Technics
SL20 turntable, Stanton 500EE
cartridge, Technics SU3150 ampli
fier and Acoustic Research AR4xa
loudspeakers).
His
reluctance to use records was simple— they were in bad condition
(and he wasn't kidding !) but the
sound quality was still of a high
order. He had, incidentally. suggested we bring along one or two
of our own records. Five stars to
KJ for the five star service and
facilities

SUMMARY
It was different story at KJ
Leisuresound.
The
atmosphere
was relaxing and gave you a feeling of well-being and confidence
in the shop. It was rather like a
Harley Street clinic for hi-fi enthusiasts with problems! Straightaway we were wheeled into a a
pleasant room, sat in comfortable
chairs and soothed with music.
whilst our questions were received
sympathetically and the assistant
was certainly in no hurry to let us
leave before we were completely
satisfied with the answers to our
questions and the sound we had,
heard.

AR. 'AIWA. ARAI. AMCRON. ARMSTRONG. AuDiomAsTult. BGW.CELEF.CEI:ESTION.
IAI.. ERA. EERROGRAPI I. GALE. GARRARD. GOODMANS. HARMAN KARDON.
IMF. JBL. KU' LENTEK Lt IX. MARANTZ. mots:rum AUDIO. NAD. NAKAMICHL PIONEER. Ot IAD. RADFORD. REVOX. HOTEL. SANS( II. SO( INDCRAFISMAN.
SONY SPENDOR ‘-;
.
1"ANTON.
AX.
• It ( 11NR S.TELETON.TRIO. UHER. YAMAHA.

IIj ‹JLEISURESOU\ D
LONDON W.1. — 48, Wigmore Street
WATFORD — 101, St. Albans Road

op wor

Tel: 01486 8263
Tel: Watford 45250

Opening Hours Monday — Saturday 9.30 am — 5.30 pm
Thursday late night until 8pm

HARROW — 27, Springfield Road
UXBRIDGE — 278, High Street

Tel: 01-863 8690
Tel: Uxbridge 33474

in

c
the right
cartridge.

ga

There's an ADC high fidelity stereo
cartridge specifically designed for your type
of turntable. So post this coupon and we'll send you all
the finer details.

sten' oorsP
nac
ad iust lua bie. whi te
•
sa ve va blo ck or
• ro ad
pivotelli stereo

To: BSR Ltd., Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley,
West Midlands B64 5QH.

speaker brackets

with swivel base
6" arms Et 6"x 3"
base In pairs only
£13.29 Ref. (P)

Please send me the ADC range leaflet and price list.
Name:
Address:

standard pivotelli
Suitable for Audio/TV
(Sold individually/

AD

wall mounted
turntable with
swivel base

Arm Base
Ref
12"
8x4" £9.47 ( NU
18" 12x4"_.. f9-88
(
S)
24" 12" x4" £10.85 ( LI

pivotelli
flat surface

double pivotelli
24" elbow action with

12" x4" swivel base which
TV turntable
allows you to 'tuck' the TV
H shape with 18"
against awall, into an
spar, 9" arms Er 12" x4" alcove or unit Supports
up to 250Ibs.
swivel
£24.27 Ref ID)
base

Please send me:
brochure/Modes) Ref/colour

Free

Ienclose Cheque/P.O. value .
Name _
Address _

Hi
141#
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TI le Professionals' choice,
use am/ old diamond won't do.

Post to: HFN
DEPT.
8/76

.

Co. Ltd., Guern
Channel Islands

y Tel: Guernsey
0481 46733

Rion

Cassette

by Geoff Jeanes

D

ECCA's opera boxes hit their
stride this month with the
release—no le—of the Solti
Ring cycle. The most ambitious
recording project ever, Solti's set

now has to compete with cheaper
stereo recordings (see The Ring
on Record, p. 72), but only one
other studio version among them.
This reviewer has at once to declare allegiance: other factors
being equal, the Solti is overwhelmingly his favourite choice.
Even with the cost difference, it
remains first selection.

Appearance

RING 1-22, £50.00; tapes, current price £48.00). Further aspects: tape hiss was in places less
than disc surface, and nowhere
notably more. No clicks, pops
and scratches, of course. Slightly
brighter/dimmer sound in places
(probably somewhat due to difference in head response). Dynamic contrasts eased down a
little: the obvious bit, that Rheingold thunderclap, comes out a
little lower in level, comparatively,
than disc. Definitely so very good
that if you have aworthy cassette
unit it becomes atoss-up, swingsand-roundabouts fashion,
between disc and tape. Equipment
used:
Shure V15/III ( SME/
Thorens); Goodmans SCD 100;
Quad 33/405; B & W DM6;
Celestion Dillon 10; Wharfedale
Isodynamic.

BOOKLETS are handier size
than the usual 30 cm square
libretto given with records, although one may miss the wealth
of illustrative material provided
with the disc sets. Certainly such
boxes, being 23 x 17 cm, are highly convenient for storage and an
excellent choice for recording
industry standardisation.
THE

Format
cAssErrE sides cope better
with Wagner's large stretches.
The 14- hour plus recording is cut
into 24 long sides rather than 38.
Incidentally, it was interesting to
hear seamless continuity where
the discs cut for side breaks and,
conversely, to note how smoothly
the engineers have made new
breaks. Highly recommended
LONG

DER RING DES NIBELUNGEN: SOLOISTS/VPO/SOLTI

Against Disc

Price after Feb. 1977

Bargain Price

THE OBVIOUS thing

was to undertake an A/B comparison with the
discs. ( A/B for price is: records,

K 2W
K3W
K3W
K4W

29
30
31
32

honest, it's much easier to put
on a record than go out to a
live concert.
These thoughts were brought
on by attendances at the Collegium Aureum's concert at the
Queen Elizabeth Hall. This took
place as part of the English Bach
Festival and was a sell-out—despite the fact that the Collegium
have never visited the UK before.
Baroque and early music seem
to be particularly popular on
disc, perhaps due to the fact that
most halls are too large for such
intimate music—the Queen Elizabeth Hall was, we felt, rather too
large for the Collegium.
There are still some musicians
who decry the poor old disc, but
one wonders how many would
have been in that hall without it.

music, played by the young
prizewinner and concert recitalist,
Jane Park-Smith, using the RAM
Grand Organ, a 4 manual and
pedal instrument having 146 stops,
9779 pipes with a power input
rating of 31 KVA. Full organ
here always gives some 98100 dB (C weighting), calming
down to 50 dB or less in the
quietest passages.
This was followed by ` Mr
Blackpool'
himself,
Reginald
Dixon, playing a 3 manual and
pedal Conn electronic instrument,
driving 3 Leslie loudspeakers.
He kept to the lighter side with
several
popular
selections;
interestingly,
although
of
adequate loudness, the measured
sound levels did not exceed 90 dB
and were concentrated mainly in
the mid-band.
Following the interval, the
internationally known figure of
Klaus Wunderlich—winner of
12 Golden Discs and one Golden
Musicassette, currently recording
for Decca— came on to give a
half-hour
on
the
portable
Hammond X5, a 2 manual and
short compass pedal electronic
device usually found in domestic
surroundings, but coupled up to
2 Leslie speakers for this event.
He
extemporised
around
5
major themes and showed what
could be achieved with a limited
tonal contrast range.

Das Rhein gold
Die Walküre
Siegfried
Giiiterdâmmerung

£950
£14•25
£14.2.5
moo

at•oo
moo
moo
moo

Gramophile
Decca over the many years he
has been with the company, and
in particular his development of
the ffrr system. Our congratulations. ( See also Soundings p. 43.)

Stokowski CBS
most of us mere mortals
have long since retired to a bath
chair, if not the other world, but
Leopold Stokowski, if no longer
the enfant terrible he once was, is
still going strong, and has lately
signed a six year contract with
CBS.
Whatever else he is,
Stokowski is nothing if not an
optimist!
The first recording to result
from this new association was
Tchaikovsky's Aurora's Wedding.
This was recorded in West Ham
Central Mission with Paul Myers
producing.
Al
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Record Power
to any musician and he
will tell you that the moment
you produce a record then, if
only on a minor level, you have
an international career. Produce
records regularly, and wry soon
your name will be known worldwide. There is no doubt now that
the bulk of listening to music is
done via the gramophone. Few
live near enough, and few can
afford, to attend concerts on a
very regular basis—and let's be
TALK
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Organists Entertain
PRESENTED

By

Robin

Richmond

of Radio 2 fame, where his
programme
The
Organist
Entertains' has now completed
7years, an evening for enthusiasts
was held at the Royal Albert
Hall on May 9th. The packed
house was given awide variety of
musical fare by 4 well known
organists and audiowise they
explored a range of 60 dB and
10 octaves.
Proceedings commenced with
two pieces of French organ
AUGUST 1976

The fourth organist was the
well known recitalist and prize
recording
winner,
Nicolas
Kynaston, whose 3 items at the
Grand Organ by J. S. Bach,
Liszt and Messaien covered much
typical pipe organ music, varying
from massive polyphonic overlays to very soft and beautiful
passages, where 90 dB of VLF
pedal need not obscure a melody
of 45-50 dB of Celeste ranks.
To round off, Jane ParkerSmith joined Nicolas to give a
short and lively duet by Behr, an
attractive finish both visually and
aurally.

Le Prophète
ever recording of a
Meyerbeer opera is bound to be
of considerable interest to all
opera lovers, and CBS have
assembled a star cast for this
grandest of grand operas. Le
Prophète is virtually unknown
today, though the work was very
popular at the time. The sessions
took place in the new Henry
Wood Hall in July, and were produced by David Harvey. Cast
included Marilyn Horne, Renata
Scotto, James McCracken, Jerome
Hines, Jules Bastin, Christian du
Plessis, Jean Dupouy and the
Ambrosian opera chorus. Orchestra is the RPO conducted by
Henry Lewis.
THE
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AMPLIFIERS

TUNERS
Amstrad 3000 Mk 2
£38-50
Akai AT550
£75-95
Pioneer TX5300
£65-95
TX7500
£125 00
Ratel RT224
£46-95
RT324
£69-95
RT624 .
£102-50
RT824
£129-95
Teleton GT203
£52-95
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Akai AA8I0
Amstrad 5000 ..
Akai AAI020
AAI030 . .
Goodman % Mod. 90
Mod. 120
Mod. 150
Leak 2000 ..
Marantz 2015 ..
2220B ..
Pioneer SX434
SX535
SX636 .
SX737
Roce) RX202
RX402

£89-95
£67-75
£111-75
£167-95
£111-50
£126.50
£184.50
£125.00
£107.50
£178-95
£98-50
£126-95
£145-00
£173-50
£79-95
£109.50
R.X602
£143-50
RX802
£209-95
Teleton TA3000
£49.95
Wharfedale Glendale £102-50
SXP
£141-50
Sansui 331 .. „
£99-95
TURNTABLES
Acos Planar
Connoiseur BD IKit
BD2/SAU2 PC ..
BD3 PC ..
Era Mk 6X PC ..
G
d 635P/Shure
M7SC PC ..

£61-95
£13-50
£41-50
£76-50
£61-50
£30.95

8658 Mk 2 PC .. £51-95
Zero 100SB PC £57-50
401 Chassis .. £55-50
Goldring GL78 PC £55.25
Pioneer PL I2D 11 .. £42-50
PLISR
£51-95
Roce) RPI500 less arm £50.95
RP 1500 with arm £62-75
RP2500
£78-50
RP3000 less arm
E84-95
RP3000 with arm £92-50
Sansui 5R212P .. £53-95
SR222P
£61-50
Thorens TD1608 .. £66-95
TDI60C
£70-95
TD166C
£61-75
TDI45C
£89-95
PICK-UP ARMS
Audio Technica
AT1005
Connoiseur SAU2..
Jelco Precision Arm
SME 3009 Imp. Fixed
SME 3009 Imp. det.

£17 95
£13 95
£21.50
£35 95
£38-50

CARTRIDGES
Pickering VIS Mk IV
AME ..
Shure M44-7
M44E
M55E
M7SE.1-2
M7SED-2
M75B-2
M75-65 ..
M9SEJ
M9SED
VI5 III ..
M24H (Quad)
Sonotone V100
Stanton 681EEE
Tenorel T2001
T2001 ED

£12 50
E6.25
£6 75
£7 SO
£11-25
£12-95
£8.95
E6-75
£11.50
£16-25
£39 95
£25-50
£3.75
£40 SO
£3 95
£8.50

REEL-TO-REEL TAPE
DECKS
Akai 4000DS-2
4000DB
GX630DB
Ferrograph 7504D
7524D .
Teat A33405 ..
Toshiba PT862D

£10475
£169 95
£377.00
£41200
£450.00
£565 00
£112 95

CASSETTE DECKS
Amstrad 7000
Akai CS3OD
CS34D
GXC39D
GXC310D
GXC510D
GXC75D
GXC3250
GXC710D
GXC740D
GXC760D

Telephone: Hornchurch 50221
Telephone: 01-594 8855

SERVICE

£61 50
£63.95
£85.95
£115 00
£132 95
£146 75
£193 SO
£213 50
(177-95
£255-00
£309-50
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202 HIGH ST., HORNCHURCH,
ESSEX RM12 6QP
Cheque/P.O./Cash enclosed (
delete as necessary)

Decca DC2000 ..
Goodmans SCD100
Neal 102 11
102 II AV
Pioneer CTF2I21
CT414IA
CT5151
CTF6I61
CTF9I91
Ratel RD20
RD12F
Sansui SC636
SC737 ..
SC2000/2
SC3000/3
Trio KX620
Teleton CDSO
Wollensak 4766E ..

£77-50
£121-95
£176-50
£299-00
£118.75
£105-25
£113-50
£137-50
£216-50
£136-95
£136-95
£103-50
£119.75
£145-00
£162-95
£137-95
£49-50
£187-50

SPEAKERS ( All
per pair)
B & W DM2
DM4
Celestion County ..
Dicton IS
Dicton 33
Dicton 44
Dicton 25
Ditton 66
Goodmans Achromat
100
250
400
Mezzo SL
Leak 2030 ..
2060 ..
2075 ..
Mirsch 0M2-17
0M3-28
Martin Maxi-Max ..
Marantz Imp 4G ..
Imp 5G
Imp 6G ..
Wharfedale Chevin

prices
£147-50
£105.00
£53.95
£78-95
£116-95
£141.95
£166-95
£228-00
£72-50
£106.50
£139.95
£82-95
£82.95
£129-95
£345-00
£67-50
£107-50
£145-00
£69-95
£73-50
£91-95
£126-95

We are always willing to demonstrate equipment, in fact we prefer customers to hear
what they are buying, that " advice" you've
been given might not be good advice. Our
aim is to provide you with the best equipment
available for your budget, that way everybody's happy.

CREDIT TERMS
Any goods of £ 50 or over are available on
credit terms, and goods of £ 100 or over can
be purchased by mail on credit. Drop us a
line stating the items required and we will
send a quotation of the credit terms available. We also accept payment by ACCESS
or BARCLAYCARD.

AFTER
SALES SERVICE
It should now be common knowledge that
the ' Sale of Goods Act' obliges the retailer
to change faulty goods if returned within
seven days of purchase, and also carry out
repairs free of charge for the guarantee period, which is normally
12 months, but can be up to five years. At Audio Spectra we
do our utmost to provide a quick, efficient repair service, even
though you may never have to use it.

MAIL ORDER
For customers unable to call we operate an
efficient mail order service. Your order is
acknowledged so that you will know when to
expect delivery, and if we haven't got what
you want in stock your payment is returned
immediately.

•
•
•

£26 SO
Denton 2XP
£38.95
Linton 3XP
£53 95
Glendale 3XP
£74-50
Dovedale SP .. £129 50
Airedale SP .. £202 SO
Dovedale Kit .. £58 95
Videotone Minimax II £ 38-95
Encyclopaedia .. ( 38-95
Saphir 1
E48 50
Saphir 2 .. £48.50

PLEASE NOTE

Ordering by mail. To order by mail state the goods required
(you may use the order form below) and enclose cheque, postal
orders or give your ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD number, ( if
sending cash please use a registered envelope). Please see
carriage charges below. Send your order to AUDIO SPECTRA
Dept. HFN7, 202 HIGH STREET, HORNCHURCH,
ESSEX
RM12 6QP.
If paying by ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD you may phone in your order. Telephone: HORNCHURCH 50221. If you phone before 11.30 a.m, and the goods
are in stock they will be despatched the same day.
Ordering by phone.

CARRIAGE CHARGES: Cartridges, 15p; Pickup arms,
Headphones, 70p; Small amps., tuners, etc., £1.90. Larger
items are sent by Securicor and normally arrive within two
days of despatch. The charge for this is £1.50 per carton.
E.g.: Two small items add only £.1.50, large speakers £3•50 each.

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE VAT AT
12#%
Prices subject to
change without notice.
E. ,10.E.

'
BARCLAYCARD

PLEASE SEND ME:-

To AUDIO SPECTRA ELECTRONICS
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ESSEX

PRICES

MAIL ORDER FORM

NAME

RM126QP

You'll find our prices hard to beat, and with Audio Spectra buying
at discount doesn't mean buying mysterious cardboard boxes.
Listed below is a selection of our prices, but we are also agents
for Acoustic Research, BOSE, ATRON, JVC, MARANTZ, NAD,
HARMAN KARDON, TRIO, TOSHIBA, KLH, STUDIOCRAFT,
AIWA, STAX, etc., etc., and will be glad to quote our prices by
phone or letter.

Amstrad IC2000 Mk 3 £38-95
IC8000 Mk 3
£25.50
Akai AA5210 £80.95
Pioneer SA5300 £50.95
SA6300 .. £74-95
SA7300 .. £ 101-75
Rotel RA2I2
E49.95
RA3I2
£61.75
RA4I2
09.95
RA6I2
£87.50
RA8I2
£ 131-95
RAI212 . £ 170-00
RA1412 £290-00
Sansu I AU2200 £64.50
AU4400
£77.50
AU3900
£89-50
AU4900 £ 108-50
Toshiba SB404(4 than) 09-95
Teleton GA203 £51-50
Trio KAI200 £61-95
KA3300
E83-95
KA3500 £ 123.95

Dept.

ESSEX

Price
2.

Price

3.

Price

4.

Price
Total Delivery Charge (
see above)

Please debit my Access ,Barclaycard No

ADDRESS

TOTAL
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IArgner's
Ring

-a defence
A Centenary Appraisal
by GeoffJeanes

N my wall hangs, enlarged and framed, part
Oof
a review of Decca's Gâtterdiimmerung
(its author still stands by his views) printed by
HiFi News in its younger days. This is such
aclassic that Icannot resist quoting the first
three paragraphs in full :
'It is amazing how great things are sometimes built upon afoundation of childish
rubbish. Wagner's monumental cycle of four
music dramas, Der Ring des Nibelungen, is a
case in point. To read the words of Das
Rheingold, Die Walküre, Siegfried and
Gâtterdámmerung without regard for the
music is to subject oneself to a tedious, long
and frequently boring tale about a mixture of
stiffly improbable humans, giants, dwarfs,
gods, etc., surrounded by superstition, black
magic and a revoltingly inhuman kind of
mock-medieval heroism_ No wonder Adolf
Hitler was a Wagner enthusiast.
'It is true that scholars have found great
symbolic significance in Wagner's text, but we
doubt whether the old legends on which it is
based would today be treated as anything but
fairy tales were it not that a great composer
happened to be fascinated by them.
'But, and this is one of the biggest " buts"
in music, if one closes one's eyes and cannot
understand German. an exciting world is
revealed, for the draina which Wagner
evidently intended to be taken seriously
springs to iffe in the musical score and
becomes, in fact, nursic drama. Of course.
there are those long passages of "conversation"
when two characters stand by rocks and relate
to each other practically the whole Ring
story all over again; but sensible opera lovers
realise that there is more genuine human
drama in one Verdi scene than in the whole
of the Ring, accepting that Wagner's drama is
something totally different that cannot be
absorbed in normal operatic terms. The
extraordinary range of tone colours and
dramatic musical effects evolved throughout
the Ring and brought to a great climax in this
Twilight of the Gods are what make Wagner's
work so intoxicating despite the subject
matter.'
It seems unlikely that the extremes of
opinion from which the musical community
view Wagner will ever actually become
HI-FI NEWS 8e RECORD REVIEW

critic was heard to say, apropos Wagner, that
reconciled, as the basic argument either way
Richard Strauss had the ' gift of compression'.
seems to be derived from a person's degree of
Again, what does this really mean? That
emotional compatibility with the works. A
Wagner had the ' curse of expansion'?
century of vituperation on both sides has
The same critic, making the same comparison,
established the fact that Wagner is alone
spoke of Salome as being ' more concise'. He
among the great composers in being able to
made thequite common mistake of thinking that
arouse such an enormous amount of towering
because the Ring is long it is necessarily
feeling. On the one hand the immoderate
long-winded. Iwould claim that is extremely
adulation of the ' Perfect Wagnerite' and on
concise. Wagner takes longer than Strauss
the other the insensate reaction of the opposite
because he has more to say. Some
extremity, have produced a mutual distrust
processes, in the natural order of things,
that lingers on, a suspicion of the other man's
do take longer than others (oak trees and
motives and honesty that seem otherwise only
turnips come to mind).
to be encountered in debates about politics or
Perhaps it is better to start from the assumption
religion. Indeed, Wagner has hallmarks of
religion about him: the traffic in relics; ' In
that the composers of Daphne and of Der Ring
des Nibelungen wrote to a length they had at
the Name of the Father, the Son and the Holy
some stage decided to write to, and see
Master'; the Bayreuth atmosphere (the
whether the assumption seems justified in the
Festspielhaus ' isn't atheatre, it's ashrine').
light of the results. From the outset, it seems,
This article may possibly help bridge the
Wagner's Ring trilogy, like Tolkien's Ring
gap between those v.ho feel that they know
and agree with what Wagner is trying to do
trilogy, ' just growed'. But Wagner fully
and those who are repelled instinctively, but
justified his epic form and huge proportions.
There is acertain lobby for abridging
cannot formulate coherent objections. It
Wagner's Ring, based on such comments as
might just assist the latter to decide why they
'all Wagner really needed was agood
cannot stand mature Wagner, and clarify the
sub-editor'; ' M. Wagner a de beaux
situation for those who can, and who must
moments, mais de mauvais quatre d'heures';
sometimes feel over-complacent in the
assurance that all ' the enemy' can put up is a 'the only towering genius in all music who
was not absolutely first-rate'; ' those long
welter of misinformed nonsense. There are
passages ... when two characters stand by
meaningful points to be made in criticism of
rocks and relate to each other the whole Ring
Wagner: there are mistakes and inconsistencies
story all over again'.
in the plot of the Ring, and serious flaws in
the conceptions of the earlier works. But
Let it be said, first, that an abridged Ring
would be neither fish nor fowl ( nor Ring); it
these are not often the cause of contention,
possibly since an anti- Wagnerian almost
would prove Schoenberg's dictum that cutting
along work doesn't give you ashort work,
never seems te have found out enough about
but gives you along work, cut; it would
Wagner to spot them. What Ishall attempt
is to clarify and respond to some of the
destroy the enormous germinal process of
arguments contra Wagner which seem most
development which takes, and indeed must
take, some 15 hours from Urwelt to
obviously based on sheer misunderstanding,
Ragnarok.
examining on the way some sources, and
looking at other works which use them.
And how would one cut it? We have a
4 hour work and three others of just over
The classic objection to the Ring is that it
4 hours each, none significantly longer than
is ' too long'. Too long for what? Too long
The Trojans and all to be listened to
for those who cannot grasp a work of such a
length? But the Pastoral is that. Obviously
separately. Would one make little cuts and
still leave, say, 12 hours in four short works?
there will be more people who cannot cope
with 15 hours than with 40 minutes, but the
Or make devastating cuts and end up with
one enormous long work at about 8hours?
'democratic fallacy' does not apply—mere
That would really be stamina-taxing. One
number is no index of artistic quality. One
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either makes cuts too small really to save
much time which yet disfigure the work, or
too large to leave it very much the same work
anyway. Like or not like it, it is what it is
and part of what it is is ( like Tolkien)
colossal. Either love it or leave it, but let it
be itself.
Let it be said, second, that there are no
longeurs in the Ring cycle. Anti-Wagner
fanatics may if they wish stop reading at this
point ( Wagner fanatics having stopped ten
inches ago): the rest of us may continue.
Oh yes, that ( single) long passage of
'conversation' in the Ring ' in which two
characters stand by rocks and relate to each
other ...' well, not exactly ' practically the
whole Ring story all over again' ... to start
with, it occurs in the middle of Walküre, so
we're not even through a third of the cycle
yet. What Wotan relates to Brünnhilde is the
story of his career seen from within, different
in emphasis and events from the exterior
action we have so far observed: and this
confiding, the fact and the content of it, are
necessary to an understanding of what follows.
This Wotan-monologue marks the Dark
Night of the Soul for the bitter God who,
fast losing power before the chaos which
failings in his own personality have precipitated,
would rather have given his power over to a
new world order. He had been forced now to
see the instrument of this transition struck
from his grasp by the workings of the very
power he represents. Without the realisation
of Wotan's whole inner world this scene
presents, the subsequent action ( which
includes his killing of his own son) becomes
baffling. Space denies full quotation of the
texts, but any examination will bear out this
analysis.
What of the other passages to which this
criticism could in ageneralised way be held
to apply? ( Clearly one could count anything
spoken in the past tense, but let's be
reasonable.) The next occurs in Siegfried
Act I, where Wotan plays Twenty Questions
with Mime. Here it is interesting to consider
the materials Wagner based his cycle upon.

Das Rheingold Scene 4

The ' childish rubbish' and ' fairy tales' he
used are from among the basic mythological
materials of Northern Europe (hence, partly,
Hitler's enthusiasm): the Elder Edda, the
Volsungasaga, the Nibelungenlied and the
Prose Edda. They can be compared to the
basic material which Homer polished into
definitive form, except that they had to await
Wagner's day to be given that treatment in
the Ring. The questioning technique Wotan
uses reflects faithfully that of Odin in the
Elder Edda, aseries of exchanged questions
which he can cut short by asking one to
which only he knows the answer ( in the
Edda, '
What did Odin whisper into the ear of
the dead Baldur ?', in the Ring, aprophecy of
the future). It sets the scene for the next
actions in just the same way as does the
narrative scene of Walküre, this time by
provoking Mime out of fear for his head into
attempting the very treachery by which he will
lose it ( recalling prophecy paradoxes such as
Oedipus). The next such scene shows another
Wotan question session, this time with Erda
in Act 3scene 1. Here he establishes, and
explains to Erda, the fact of his freedom now
to relinquish power; and to the audience he
shows why he can do this, before fading— not
with awhimper but with a bang—out of the
visible action of the work.
The first scene of Gâtterdüntmerung opens
on the three Noms ( Fates) weaving the web
of destiny. They tell us, not as Anna Russell
amusingly claims in her funny talk, ' this whole
story right over again from the beginning', but
a sequence of events outside of and before the
Ring, wholly new information about the
World-Ash tree, the Stream of wisdom, the
making of Wotan's spear and the loss of his
eye, and the preparations for the end of the
Gods. Of this whole scene, ten lines ( of 148)
refer to the preceding events of the cycle. The
rest is wholly new, and contains incidentally
two of those previously-mentioned inconsistencies in the Ring plot. Ileave you to find
them.
The other scene in the Ring that has been
called alongeur is Siegfried's Narration.

Die Walküre Act 3

This, like the others, is leapt on by longeurspotters since it is known that Wagner
constructed the Ring plot in reverse order. It
is therefore assumed that the narration scenes
are now unnecessary. This overlooks the fact
that such scenes now perform the function—
musically too—not merely of recalling earlier
scenes ( itself useful in a work of this scope)
but of commenting on them from asingle
character's viewpoint, demonstrating that the
same events look different to different
observers. This scene in particular has the
additional function—as well as telling the
audience some things it already knows—of
telling Gunther something he very definitely
does not know. The narration precipitates
the final tragedy, the information Siegfried
supplies giving Hagen the excuse to murder
him, and Gunther's reception of it making
him realise ( apoint most listeners are probably
unaware of: the significance of his outraged
'Was hifer'ich?') that he has been duped by
Hagen as thoroughly as has Siegfried: a
realisation that leads soon to his own death
by Hagen's sword. Ihope Ihave demonstrated adequately ( if not, study of the text
will do so) that to try to dispense with these
scenes is to ignore aspects crucial to, and
inseparable from, the whole plot of the work.
To investigate in detail the Ring's many
points of contact with both the particular
branch of myth Wagner chose and, through
that or independently, the body of world
mythology, would provide material sufficient
for at least a medium-sized book. A few
thoughts along these lines are reduced to the
form of notes, which follow. Interested
persons may pursue the references.
Rheingold. First appearance of the Rhine
gold in Scene Iconnects with astrology: Sun
as producer of gold ( Lewis, Out of the Silent
Planet: ' Sun's- blood'). Rhinemaidens:
Lorelei ( Heine); Sirens ( Homer). Loge as
trickster god: Indian mythology; Jung (
Four
Archetypes). Curse on gold: widespread.
Ring of power(s): Rogero in Ariosto (
Orlando
Furioso); Owein in Mabinogion; '
Tale of
Judar', Arabian Nights.

Walküre. Sword in the Tree, Act 1: Sword
in Stone ( anvil)—two in Malory; Sword in
enchanted scabbard—Malory, Amadis of Gaul
(mentioned in Cervantes), Palmerin of England;
Sword in pillar—High History of the Holy
Grail. (` Nothung!' in Finnegan's Wake.)
Fire-girt Brünnhilde—see under Gütterdiimmerung.
Siegfried: The dragon guarding its gold
(referred to also in Flying Dutchman), which
occurs also in Lewis, Tolkien etc is not Norse
in origin but from Phaedrus. The hero's
forging of his own sword occurs in Grail
legends ( Perceval, Gawain). See Jessie L.
Weston's Quest of the HG. Ghost-evocation
in the Grettir Saga and elsewhere Norse is not
unlike Wotan's ' magic' summoning of Erda
in Act 3. Siegfried's attainment of understanding from the taste of dragon's blood
parallels the Celtic story of Gwion's magic
brew, Finn MacCool and the salmon of
wisdom, the servant in The White Snake
(Grimm). Siegfried as Sun-god CHeil dir,
Sonne')?
Gütterdümmerung. 3 Noms: Fates,
Logaevi; 3Witches (
Macbeth). Wotan's
encounter at the World Ash Tree ( Stream of
wisdom: Mimir's fountain) recalls his
'crucifixion' on it ( sources)—relates to
Christian mythology. Fire-surrounded
Brünnhilde ( Norse): same Jungian symbol as
Sleeping Beauty ( also, both awoken by a kiss).
Brünnhilde in Nibelungenlied (
queen of
Iceland) won by trial of strength recalls
Atlanta, where also the winner cheated.
Sifrid's magical aid to Gunther ( invisibility)
modified by Wagner to Tarnhelm disguise.
Siegfried's invulnerability through
Brünnhilde's spells ( Act 2) connects with
Sifrid's impenetrable skin after his bath in
dragon's blood, Nibelungenlied: there a leaf
fell on his back making a vulnerable spot.
(Recalls Achilles' heel; Ferrau's navel; the
soles of Orlando's feet.) In the Ring,
Brünnhilde didn't protect Siegfried's back,
knowing he would never run from an enemy:
relates to the Norse pride at dead heroes'
wounds being in front. ( Incidentally, readers

Si..22fried Act 2

of modern ' mythic' literature will have
noticed that Tolkien too, like Wagner in
Walküre, uses nine winged riders; like Siegfried,
ahero who re- forges abroken sword; aring
of power. Both Tolkien and C. S. Lewis use
the ' Norse' dragon guarding his gold.)
To cover this point about Wagner's choice
of, and use of, material, let it suffice to make
acomparison. He is accused by our
Gâtterdiimmerung reviewer of writing within
an implausible framework and of inventing
what he in fact reproduces: the characteristic
flavour of the Icelandic and Norse sagas.
These are nowhere as ' stiffly improbable' as
the ' Matter of France' of the Charlemagne
cycle with its hippogriffs, invisible knights,
innumerable magic artefacts, and implausible
code of chivalry. And Wagner makes a more
rational work from his sources than did
Ariosto or the author of Huon. Notwithstanding Tolkien (who fails in a number of
ways) the only achievement comparable to
Wagner's is that of Malory, whose Arthurian
cycle exhibits the same process of unifying
scattered materials and less-developed works
into asingle heroic epic with a powerful
central theme. A digression concerning
'improbable' characters: critics sometimes
confuse themselves by mistaking Wotan, chief
of the gods in Rheingold, for God Almighty.
In Norse mythology and in Wagner, this is
not so. He is not even Allfather Zeus, but
something much more like the current
American comic character Superman: a being
with great but limited powers, constrained by
circumstance to adapt his actions to asocial
context.
The accusation of the Ring's ' improbability'
needs to be examined for meaning. There are
at least two levels. But whereas Ariosto and
Mortlake manage to be fantastic both in
background framework and in human
reactions, the motivations and reactions of the
Ring protagonists are utterly appropriate to
'genuine human drama' ( with the possible
exception of young Siegfried) albeit in a
necessarily fantastic framework. Wagner uses
(as does Malory: but more insightfully) a

GOtterdâmmerung Act 3

subject matter of fantastic nature in which
characters react in a perfectly human way—
as Roland and Huon could hardly be said
to do.
In any case, to ' read the words without
regard for the music' is almost as senseless as
to try to appreciate the music without regard
for the words. The whole point about these
Music Dramas is that they are both music and
drama. To listen to them as if they were
Nozze di Figaro is not to listen to them.
Before a denial of ' human drama' to the Ring
1can only stand uncomprehending. Perhaps
it relates simply to a radically different use of
words.
Whether or not you actually like the Ring
depends, of course, on considerations far
other than those delineated here ( just as a
person finally convinced of the nutritional
value of strong cabbage might still not like
the taste). Matters of taste remain largely
inscrutable, and anyone who really based his
preferences for particular pieces of music ( of
all the arts!) on cerebral decisions regarding
justification of form, success in avowed
function and so forth, would at any rate be
unusual. One of the media- men of the world
has claimed ( apropros the election campaign
of President Nixon) that the thought-process
is more a device for rationalising prejudices
than for arriving at conclusions. A decision
of preferences in musical matters is, in the
normal course of events, founded on an
emotional interaction with the phenomenon
itself and later, perhaps, supported by a
cerebral justification. Ihave no intention ( or
expectation) of converting anyone to the
music of Wagner by making points about
some of its incidentals: one cannot really
'convert' anybody to a point of view in
matters of taste or, perhaps, in anything— the
process happens in the context of an individual
human reaction and the emotional materials
for it must be within. What Ihope to have
done is, perhaps, to have clarified asituation
and to have provided the odd answer here and
there to a few of the innumerable ' questions
why' pertaining to Der Ring des Nibelungen.B

Photos: courtesy DG Records
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wonder how differently the young collector
approaches his opera today when he can have
the whole thing neatly contained on a couple
of LPs or cassettes. There have been many La
Traviatas (
usually on six sides) but Ifound all
the old magic still on the latest, enjoying it
particularly as it has one of my favourite
sopranos, MireIla Freni ( BASF BAC3101/2).
Freni has both vocal and dramatic ability to
offer and, in fact, faced the daunting job of
putting this Traviata on film. This is the soundtrack and gets onto two discs by way of a few
minor cuts; but it is a shapely performance
with the right sort of flavour about it, still in
mind from 78 rpm days. Traviata is one of the
world's basic operas. Luisa Miller is one of the
operas that led up to Verdi's great period; it
was written in 1849, Rigoletto in 1851. A love
of La Traviata or other vintage Verdi would
lead one naturally to such works as Luisa Miller.
Now it is superbly done with Montserrat
MONG the first records that Iever bought
Caballé as Luisa, Peter Maag conducting and
with hard-earned pocket-money was the
Prelude to Act 1 of Verdi's La Traviata—it
excellently recorded.
Musically fashions change swiftly and often
seemed to me then one of the most beautiful
pieces of music I had ever come across; but
illogically. There was atime when Dohnanyi's
Variations on anursery song seemed immensely
then I hadn't come across very much at the
popular and was always being played. Its
time, being about thirteen or fourteen. It was
performed by Toscanini and Ithink it was the
popularity coincided with that fine old pioneer
LP by Katchen and Boult which is still availNew York Philharmonic recording made in
able. You don't seem to hear the work so
1929—I suppose it must have been, as these
were pre-war days. It sometimes seems that
much nowadays and there have been no recent
recordings. It is such an enjoyably varied and
nearly everyone of my generation who is
high-spirited work that it deserved a new good
interested in classical music came in by way of
quality recording. The performance by Cristina
Toscanini; it was amagical name then. EventuOrtiz ( HMV ASD3197) is every bit as good as
ally Igot a complete La Traviata, a weighty
affair to lug around as it took up about fifteen
Katchen's.
A box with the title ' Complete Church
twelve- inch 78s and it was given to me by a
Sonatas for Organ and Orchestra' ( Philips 6700
musician who once tried to teach me to play
061) is in danger, Ialways fear, of being passed
the organ. He was not astrong man and it was
over as something of surpassing potential dulltoo much for him—lugging all those records
about, Imean. The organ lessons only lasted a ness. The name of Mozart ought to dispel such
fears, but I should like to add that there is
few weeks after which we both gave up. To be
nothing churchy about these works and cerhonest, it was only the first few records that
got played; that was the part of La Traviata I tainly nothing dull; they are short pieces to be
liked; it seemed to get a bit morbid later on. I inserted at appropriate moments in the Mass to

A
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ITH the 30th Edinburgh Festival in the
offing ( Rostropovich in his new role as
conductor gives the opening concert on
August 22), the traditional Edinburgh jokes
are due for their annual airing. Iam especially
attached to the American visitor who is supposed to ask how the castle is dismantled when
the festival is over.
But, though no one could seriously doubt
Edinburgh's importance for 52 weeks of the
year and not merely for three, the proper use
of facilities created for Benjamin Britten's
Aldeburgh festival does create a serious problem. In particular, the Maltings at Snape
derives less than full use as an 840-seat concerthall and as an occasional recording studio.
So Iwas interested to learn, in conversation
with Peter Pears, of plans in progress to establish regular study courses there—not just
summer vacation courses—for advanced students of singing and string-playing. Much will
depend. Igather, not only on public and private
finance but on collaboration with one or more
of our established music colleges. The chance
of study in intimate, concentrated surroundings
with such artists as Peter Pears and Cecil
Aronowitz will surely be welcomed. Dr W. H.
Swinburne is in charge of these developments.
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fell the honour, at this
year's Aldeburgh Festival, of giving the first
performance in this country of Shostakovich's
sonata for viola and piano. ( Nicola Grunberg
was the pianist.) As the composer's last work
it will inevitably carry the association of a
farewell, particularly because its finale is a
slow movement in which the well-loved theme
from Beethoven's ` Moonlight' Sonata seems
gradually to take command of the music. I
found it an impressive work—though scarcely,
at half-an-hour's length, justifying aconcert to
itself, supplemented only by Donald Mitchell's
spoken introduction.
The newly-issued EMI-Melodiya recording
of Shostakovich's Katerina Ismailova. reviewed
last month, is bound to reawaken interest in
this strange opera—partly serious in tone,
partly parodistic. Apart from the curiosity
that this admirable Soviet recording was made
as long ago as 1964 (why the delay in issue?),
there is acuriosity in the musical version used.
Though supposedly this is the composer's
revised version of 1963, acomparison with the
Soviet full score shows that words, vocal
melody and orchestration have all undergone
some changes on the recording. By whose
hand?

keep the congregation awake. Having first met
them by way of a Thurston Dart recording
that had adelightfully wheezy little organ Iam
always afraid of the organist who can't resist
using a full-sized instrument.
Fortunately
Daniel Chorzempa has a ' Kleine Chororgel' at
his disposal for the brief organ parts—so all is
well. The grandly dramatic style of Verdi's
Requiem is in complete contrast to these unassuming pieces; Idon't need to promote its
merits. Iwas interested to hear what CBS had
achieved (CBS 77231-2 records) in remixing
Bernstein's already highly-praised recording.
It seems to have a much cleaner and more
spacious, truly Albert Hall sound, now, doing
full justice to Bernstein's typically dramatic and
urgent performance in the Toscanini mould—
it seems that Iam right back where Istarted.
In case Iseem to be starting a Verdi Society
(and all seem to be agreed that Verdi is being
taken care of— it's poor old Rossini who has
been given the Levin accolade of mostneglected-composer, and I agree) I pass on,
with no perceptible logic, to Schubert. Idon't
often ' look-back' on Schubert because 1tend
to do the Schubert chores elsewhere. But
don't miss Radu Lupu's very penetrating and
captivating performance of the G major Piano
Sonata ( Decca SXL6741); or, if by some chance
you haven't got it yet, the immortal Casalsinspired 1953 recording of the String Quintet
(CBS 61043). Coming back to it through this
recent reissue Iam more aware of faults yet
equally aware of the spontaneous rightness
that marks agreat recording.

TO CECIL ARONOW1TZ
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MUSICAL Is MAN?' is the question asked
by the title of a new book in which photographs illustrate happy-looking players of such
instruments as the phalaphala and tsihwana,
but in which the author writes also of Beethoven's piano sonata, opus 109, and Britten's
War Requiem. Precisely because it crosses the
frontiers of culture, this book by John Blacking
(Faber, £4.95; paper, £2.20) is immensely
stimulating. It compels us to consider in what
sense musical pattern-making is innate in man
—yet also to note how much of our apparently
'pure' musical appreciation depends on nonmusical factors.
John Blacking is an anthropologist who not
only observed the Venda tribe of the Northern
Transvaal but became proficient enough in
their music to participate in tribal drumming.
Despite some rather loose organization in his
book, he brings ethnomusicology alive.
'HOW
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Record
by Charles Osborne

THERE are currently five complete sets of
I Wagner's Der Ring des Nibelungen available
on records: the number of records ranges from
eleven ( Furtwângler on Murray Hill records)
to nineteen ( Solti and Karajan), so the prices
range equally widely—as do the recording
standards.
The standard of performance,
oddly, does not vary all that much. Of course
there are, from certain singers, individual
performances of superb quality which stand out
from their fellows, just as there are occasional
complete failures. But, in general, one would
be safe with any one of the five complete
Rings, though one would not expect to find
Furtwângler's live performances of aquarter of
acentury ago recorded with the sonic qualities
of Karajan in the studio in the 1970s.
Before Iattempt to describe and compare the
five complete Rings, let me deal with the
complete individual dramas also available.
These are Die Walküre conducted by Leinsdorf
on five discs from Decca, and English language
versions of The Rhinegold and Siegfried
conducted by Reginald Goodall, which will no
doubt eventually form part of a complete
English Ring from EMI (The Valkyrie due next
month). The Leinsdorf Walküre, recorded in
London in the early 60s with the London
Symphony, is an interesting and largely
successful album. Its Brünnhilde is Birgit
Nilsson, who takes the same role in the complete
Decca set, and its Siegmund Jon Vickers who
was later to be found in Karajan's Walküre.
The Wotan, George London, also sang Wotan
in Solti's Rheingold but was replaced by Hans
Hotter for Die Walküre. But the remainder of
Leinsdorf's casting is somewhat more unusual:
his Fricka, Rita Gorr, and his Sieglinde, Gré
Brouwenstijn, were both superb artists.
Brouwenstijn presents a most sympathetic
Sieglinde, though she was not in her freshest
voice when the recording was made.
The English language Rhinegoldand Siegfried
are special cases, for there cannot be many who
would opt for anything other than an original
language Ring for repeated listening at home,
with the aid of libretto and/or score, enjoyable
though it is to be able to hear a vernacular
performance in the theatre. But it is good to
have Norman Bailey's Wotan, Derek Hammond
Stroud's Alberich and Rita Hunter's Brünnhilde
in any language. Goodall's conducting is a
more questionable matter, though his solid,
steady view of the work is greatly admired by
many people.
Of the five complete cycles, two are conducted by Furtwângler, and these are both
taken from live performances of aquarter of a
century ago. The Murray Hill set comes from
a staged cycle at La Scala, and the EMI from
concert performances in Rome. Neither set can
boast of first-rate sonic qualities, though both
are perfectly adequate. Furtwângler's casts are
typical of the forties and fifties, the majority
of the singers being veterans of the pre-war
72

period, though many of them were still near the
top of their form. The glories of the Rome
performances are the Brünnhilde of Martha
Mitedl, Julius Patzak's Mime, and the contributions of such other fine Wagnerians as
Margarete Klose, HiIde Konetzni, Ludwig
Suthaus, Josef Greindl, Gottlob Frick, and the
young Sena Jurinac. The Scala recording is
perhaps marginally better, and the casts of
similar standard, though special interest
attaches to the Brünnhilde, sung throughout
the cycle by Kirsten Flagstad.
One of the remaining three sets is also taken
from live performances, but under better
recording conditions than were available to
Furtwângler. This is the Philips Ring, recorded
at Bayreuth in 1966-67. The performances,
conducted by that great Wagnerian, Straussian
(and Beethovenian, and Bergian ...), Karl
Böhm, are among the finest I have heard of
The Ring, and the recording captures magnificently the Bayreuth atmosphere, and something
of the admirable acoustics. I once wrote
flippantly of Böhm that, in my opinion, he was
the best Wagner conductor because he was the
fastest! There was, too, a grain of seriousness
in what Isaid: Bëehm's tempi are inclined to be
brisk, but under him the music certainly never
sounds as though it is being perfunctorily
hastened on. On the other hand it never drags,
and Böhm, almost alone of all the great
conductors who have approached the tetralogy,
never allows the slightest hint of teutonic
ponderousness to intrude. There is a real
difference here between the Austrian Bohm and
the best of the Germans. ( Karajan, too, is
Austrian, but his virtues are quite different.)
There are no unsatisfactory performances in
Biihm's casts, and there are some great ones
from Birgit Nilsson, Wolfgang Windgassen,
Gustav Neidlinger, Leonie Rysanek (a warmvoiced, thrilling Sieglinde), and many others.
Solti and Karajan are the most direct rivals.
Both conduct carefully
prepared studio
performances, with casts selected only after a
great deal of agonizing. Solti, on Decca, was
responsible for steering the first complete Ring
on record to asafe conclusion. If he now seems
occasionally just a little bit over-excited, too
highly charged, this is something which has, at
any rate to my ears, emerged only over the
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years, for when his Ring first appeared it
seemed that it could hardly be bettered. It
enshrines the Walküre and Siegfried WotanWanderer of Hans Hotter, the great Wotan of
the post-war period, though caught a little too
late in these discs. But Wolfgang Windgassen,
Christa Ludwig, Nilsson, Frick and others
contribute highly valuable individual performances. Solti's Ring comes, as Karajan's,
in four sets of 19 records total. Boxed complete,
however, Solti's includes afascinating 3- record
set of talks by Deryck Cooke, Siegfried Idyll
and Kinderkatechismus (
not available as a
separate set).
Kàrajan's Ring is for those who value sheer
orchestral sound above other qualities in this
work. Karajan's Berlin orchestra gives him
playing which is now silkily smooth, now
pulsating with energy. It is rarely a warm
energy, however, but reflects acertain coldness
in the conductor's temperament. Karajan's
casting is at times eccentric. One appreciates
his desire to get away from the handful of
international singers who turn up all over the
place, but this has led him into more than one
mistake: e.g. Thomas Stewart's Wotan,
Régine Crespin's Brünnhilde in Die Walküre
(she had been a successful Sieglinde for Solti)
and Helge Brilioth's Gotterdiimmerung Siegfried.
But much of his casting is gloriously right:
Christa Ludwig's Waltraute, Helga Dernesch
as Brünnhilde in the last two works, Dietrich
Fischer-Dieskau as the Rheingold Wotan.
I do not intend this potted guide to Ring
recordings as acomparative review, leading to a
clear recommendation for one rather than
another. But Iwill admit (a) that Ihave them
all on my shelves and ( b) that if they were
threatened by immediate destruction by fire and
I could save only one, it is the Karl Biiihm
Bayreuth set that I would snatch from the
flames. But Iwould regret losing the others!

RECORD

Decca RING 1-22 ( 19+3)
DG 2720 051 ( 19)
Philips 6747 037 ( 16)
HMV RLS 702 ( 18)
Murray Hill 940 477 ( 11)

£50.00
£37.05

£36.00
£2340
£.16.95

(
see Record Reviews, p. 89)
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THE SPECIALIST NAME
IN RECORD CLEANING
The Manual Parastat

The Dust Bug
Primarily designed to deal with dust falling on to the record
whilst playing, it is not intended to clean dirty records nor to
disperse accumulated static. Used as directed with the plush pad in
a " humid" state it will minimise static build-up during play and
clear atmospheric dust pre pick up. Supplied complete with dual
base for permanent or temporary fixing and unique non-toxic
antistatic fluid. Full replacement parts available.
Price £1.36 (
inc. VAT 1P & P15p.

The
Disc Preener
Probably the most popular
pre-play cleaner ever
produced. Modestly priced
to suit every pocket, the
Preener is avelvet
covered cylinder with a
built-in ionic compound.
The Preener is despatched
from our factories in a
dry condition. The
antistatic impregnation
must be activated before
use by the moistened
centre wick. This device
must be kept moist
(not wet) and should be
returned to its case
after use to avoid
evaporation. The Disc
Preener is the only
cleaner in our range we
recommend for use with
78's. As they are made from abrasive materials aseparate Preener.
should be kept exclusively for this use. Preeners are available
in various colours. Replacement wicks available.
Price 54p (
inc. VAT) P & P11p.

Arobust all-purpose tool with acentral hand-made nylon brush, the
closely packed bristles finely pointed to an average tip radius
of 0.00025". The brush is supported by two velvet covered rubber
insets which collect the debris removed b the brush. It will
7
restore
older and
dirty
records and
maintain new
records in
pristine
condition.
Supplied with
or without
the Humid
Mop which
moistens the
Parastat
before use
and cleans it afterwards.
Full replacement parts
available.
Price £ 3.24 (
inc. VAT)
P & P20p
Price with Humid Mop £ 3.57 (
inc. VAT) P & P30p.

The Hi-Fi Parastat
Designed for use with records which are in new condition ( not
treated with any kind of viscose antistatic by means of cloths,
sprays or other application) which are to be played with pick-ups
requiring very low tracking presures. The HiFi Parastat brush has
been manufactured with finer nylon filaments than the Manual
Parastat (although both brushes have filaments which are pointed
to aradius of approx. 0.00025") giving greater density
of pointed fibres to explore the record
groove with maximum
thoroughness.

Included
in the kit is a
Stylus Cleaner consisting
of aclose pile nylon velvet ribbon
which will not shed on the stylus. Full replacement parts available.
Price £ 2.97 (
inc. VAT) P & P25p.

Designed and produced by the late Cecil Watts as aresult of his pioneering work in the "Direct Disc Recording" field during the 1928-1950 era.
The Company is devotedly owned and managed by his family to maintain his high standards.
—

— — — — —
A biography Ceci Watts
('Dust Bu Cecil') Pioneer
of Direct Disc Recording"
relates the history beheyd
the evolut.on of our present
products. ( Price f2.25
P&P 50p.)

Our *Guide to Record Care"
may assist you with youi
problems. Photomicrographs by Cecil Watts
give you the inside story.
(Price 15p P & P11p.)

To: Cecil E. Watts Ltd., Darby House, Sunbury on Thames, Middlesex.
Please Send:
Dust Bug
... Disc Preener

Manual Parastat
Manual Parastat
with Humid Mop

I
enclose cheque/Postal Order value

Hi Fi Parastat
"Guide to Record Care"
Biography

( Do not send postage stamps)

Name
Address
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Pierre Boulez'
New Recording of
Bartok's Spine-Chilling
Bluebeard's Castle
With TATIANA TROYANOS
& SIEGMUND NIMSGERN
and the BBC SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
76518 Cassette 40-76518
A performance of this work
with the above artistes will be
given at the BBC Prom Concert
on September 1st

George Gershwin:
Solo Piano Music

eigue

16th Century Dances
from Court & Village
Dances by Gervaise;
Paix; Leroy;
, Dutertre; Schein;
Praetorius; Ballard;
Attaignant;
Paumann; Susato

RHAPSODY IN BLUE;
PRELUDES FOR PIANO;
SWANEE; SOMEBODY LOVES
ME; WHO CARES? I'LL BUILD
A STAIR WAY TO PARADISE;
THE MAN ILOVE; NOBODY
BUT YOU; DO IT AGAIN;
'S WONDERFUL; OH, LADY
BE GOOD!; SWEET AND LOW
DOWN; THAT CERTAIN
FEELING; LIZA; IGOT
RHYTHM
ANDRÉ WATTS, Piano
76508 Cassette 40-76508

JEAN-CLAUDE
MALGOIRE; LA
GRANDE ECURIE ET
LA CHAMBRE DU
ROY FLORILEGIUM
MUSICUM DE PARIS
76183 Cassette 40-76183

Isaac Stern Plays Brahms:
O

Schubert: Sonata in
BFlat, D.960
RUDOLF SERKIN
SPECIAL PRICE UNTIL 30TH
SEPTEMBER, 1976 OF £1.99
(Album only)
76501 Cassette 40-76501
O
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Sonata No. 1in G major,
Op. 78; Sonata No.2 in A major,
Op. 100. Sonata No.3 in
D minor, Op. 108; Sonata for
Clarinet in E- flat Major, Op. 120,
No. 2 ( Transcribed by Brahms
for violin)
Alexander Zakin, Piano
2-record set — Only £3.49
78232

CBS Records & Tapes
17/19 Soho Square,
London W1V 6HE

RECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to summarise our
critics' findings, but should preferably be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken as a
guide only.
Recording
Performance
A
Very Good
1
Good
2
Moderate
3
D
Poor
4
Historical
H ( or 1, 2, 3, 4
H
(pre- LP)
as appropriate)
Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: e.g. B: 1*, A*: 2 or ( exceptionally) A*: 1*. © HiFi News & Record Review.
STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC and
STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by rg.( monophonic), M ( stereo transcription), or ()( quadraphonic: stereo compatible).
The symbol
refers to a U.K. reissue. Cassettes
are Dolby unless otherwise stated.
PRICES: We do our bestto ensurethatprices given
are correct. We cannot always guarantee accuracy.

CLASSICAL
ARUTYUNYAN: Trumpet Concerto in A,*/
KRYUKOV: Concerto Poem, Op. 59 , VAINBERG: Trumpet Concerto in B>, Op. 94
Timothy Dokshitser ( t
pl)
Bolshoi Theatre Orch
Zuraitis I*Rozhdestvensky
HMV ASD3236 (£3.20)

Apart from a tendency to over- brightness, I
found this record of three trumpet concertos
by Soviet composers thoroughly enjoyable.
True, there is not much to be said for the
Kryukov, which, though competently written,
is all inflated Romantic commonplaceness
without a spark of individuality, but the other
two works are very worth while. The Arutyunyan is virtuosic and sensitive light music,
stylish, well shaped and with acertain national
(regional?) picturesqueness. Perhaps the
nearest English equivalent is to be found in
some of the lighter compositions of Gordon
Jacob or Malcolm Arnold. The Vainberg,
which fills the second side, is of avery different
complexion, not only influenced by Shostakovich but seemingly by late Shostakovich.
Presumably a recent work, this suggests
a composer of considerable powers. The
overall effect of the first movement is incisive,
mercurial and tense, there is awell sustained,
introspective slow movement, and the finale,
headed ' Fanfares', is entirely humorous with
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

RECORDS OF TIM MATH
No-nonsense Bach from Richter

75

Britten, Crosse chamber works with impact

77

Karajan's new Bruckner 8overwhelms

77

Raptly devout Gregorian Chant

80

Fischer-Dieskau sings Ives

81

Disproportionately pleasurable Mozart: VPO Winds

85

Schumann's stunnung Liederkreis

86

Karajan's splendid quadraphonic Strauss Waltzes

87

A triple historical Wagner feature

88-89

RECORD FAULTS: ' Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take
account of individual pressing faufts encountered with our test samples. Readers may assume that acertain
proportion of such variable faults might occur among commercial pressings.

tongue-in-cheek allusions to Mendelssohn's
Wedding March, Le Coq d'Or and probably
other things besides. All three works are
brilliantfy played and the recorded sound is
suitably arresting and spacious. [ A/B: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
J. S. BACH: Fantasia & fugue in g ( BWV542)
Fugue in G ( BWV577)
Prelude & fugue in b
(BWV544)
Toccata & fugue in F ( BWV540)
Concerto No 2 in a ( BWV593)
Nicolas Kynaston (org)
Classics for Pleasure CFP40241 ( El . 25)

recital ably demonstrates the Rieger
(Austria) organ in the new R.C. Cathedral at
Clifton, Bristol. It is not, in fact, the instrument featured on the front cover, and those
interested in the design will find further
information in ' The Organ' No. 214 ( Vol. 54).
Its modest complement of 26 stops includes
some beautiful solo voices with excellent
blend, and the general character is well
suited to Bach.
The performance is enjoyable and generally
relaxed, with clean lines which make good use
of the tonal resources. ! was alittle less happy
with the tempo rubato of the majestic BWV
542, the fugue seeming rushed in places, with
some irregularity of phrasing, especially of the
quavers of the subject.
Those with narrowly- spaced systems will
appreciate the very wide image, with its
ambieice extending well beyond the loudspeakers, and the recording is mostly clean
and noise- free. The top, however, is rather
The
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hard, and the extreme bass is rolled off, to the
detriment of Bach's octave pedal leaps. The
rating has to express these views, but that
does not preclude arecommendation for very
good all-round value. [ B: 1/21
Trevor Attewell

Best yet
Richter Bach
J. S. BACH: Cantata BWV92 ' Ich hab in Gottes
Herz und Sinn' L: Cantata BWV126 ' Erhalt uns,
Herr'
Edith Mathis (sop) I Anna Reynoids (con) I Peter
Schreier ( ten) I Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar) I
Theo Adam ( bass) IMunich Bach Choir and Orch I
Richter
DG ' Archiv . 2533 312 (£3.25)

Richter's forthright, no-nonsense approach
to Bach suits these two extraordinarily operatic cantatas to a T. This is quite the best
record that he has yet produced. The two
works come from the second Leipzig cycle of
cantatas ( 1724-5), one that contains an
unusual number of chorale cantatas. The
origin of this form of cantata at Leipzig can be
traced back to 1689, when the custom was
introduced of basing the sermon ( at least in
part) upon the text of a Lutheran hymn. In the
75ID

following year, the Director of Music, Johann
Schelle, provided special choral settings of the
hymns, to which the congregation listened.
Exactly why Bach became interested in this
method of linking music and sermon, when
he did, is not known; nor even has the Pastor
been identified, with whom Bach must have
worked. The fact remains, however, that Bach
found the mixture of traditional hymn texts
and modern commentary upon them to be a
particularly stimulating one, offering unusual
scope of dramatic expression. The single
most remarkable movement in this respect is
the second, from BWV 92, in which the nine
separate phrases of a hymn stanza are
interspersed with commentaries ( the cantata
becoming a sermon almost); the structure of
this ' chorale with recitative' is beautifully
brought out by Fischer-Dieskau. ' Ei nun,
mein Gott', further on in the cantata is of a
similar kind, this time the recitative commentaries being sung by each section of the choir
(and by the basses, with acertain rustic boldness). Both cantatas are immensely colourful, and there is some exuberant oboe-,
trumpet- and double- bass- playing, plus much
zestful fiddling by asizeable string group—all
highly appropriate. There is not here that
almost chamber music intimacy that characterises the Telefunken Bach series; given
these particularly extravert works, however,
that is perhaps all to the good. The recording
is spacious, befitting the scale of the performance, and the balance is consistently
realistic. [
A: 1*]
Peter le Huray

J. S. BACH: The Eighteen Chorale Preludes
Peter Hurford ( org) The Alban Singers
Argo ZRG843/4 (
2records) (£6.50)
Each prelude is preceded by the unaccompanied singing of one of the many available
chorale settings. These are generally uncomplicated, with the chorale in the soprano, and
are excellently sung, sounding much more in
context than those in the earlier ' Orgelbuchlein' set.
Peter Hurford aims to make his audience
think, both about matters of musical style and
about the meanings underlying the chorales.
Thus an almost skittish tempo, with flute
registration, to which is later added the bells
of the cymbelstern, proclaims the Gloria in
Excelsis of No. 14, while plaintive shortresonator reeds emphasize the anguish
implicit in the Redemption found in No. 15.
In No. 3, the 653b version is preferred to the
more usually played 653. Matters for argument, naturally, but very far from mere
eccentricities—these readings are clearly
based on thoroughly considered and deeply
felt convictions, and communicated with
commanding technical mastery. Few could
fail to enjoy, and be moved by, these performances.
The organ, chosen for the positive nature of
its voicing, sounds alittle hard in the mixtures,
an effect that could be partly or wholly due to
close recording. The sound is more comfortable in the louder passages with a little
filtration. There is also a fair amount of preecho, and the presentation falls short of
normal Argo standards, with no organ specification, nor even the builder's name ( Rieger,
Schwarzach, Austria), while the ' book' format
can allow a record to fall out if one is a little
careless. On the positive side, though, there
is an extensive and interesting commentary
by Stephen Daw, based partly on new material
to be published shortly.
Despite the minor technical reservations,
this is a ' must' for Bach lovers, and Ibelieve
Argo should now seriously consider a
'Complete Bach' from this player as a
pleasurable and thought- provoking follow-on
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to the more concert- style Chapuis version.
Surely there is room for both? [
A/B:1*]
Trevor Attewell
BAROQUE GUITAR CONCERTI
FASCH: Concerto in d / KREBS: Concerto in
G / VIVALDI: Concerto in D
Konrad Ragossnig ( gtr) ISouthwest German CO I
P. Angerer
Turnabout TV345475S (£1•50)
The one well-known work on this disc, Vivaldi's Lute concerto in D, receives a lively
reading with the slow movement very interestingly ornamented in the Da Capo. The
performances of the Fasch and Krebs concertos have less to commend them. Tempi
are generally flaccid whilst the tonal quality
of the accompanying strings is thick and
rather heavy.
Ifound the balance between soloist and
string ensemble to be somewhat curious if
not a little artificial. Occasionally the guitar
seemed to be submerged beneath the accompaniments while, at other times, it sounded
almost too close to the microphone. An
interesting but, alas, not totally convincing
production. [
B: 2]
Victor McAloon

BEETHOVEN: Symphony
'Eroica'
Scottish National Orch / Paita
Decca PFS4367 (£2.99)

3 in

E?,

Op.

55

A torn portrait of Napoleon used as cover
design is the only hint on the sleeve of the
crippling break the engineers have imposed in
the funeral march. Surely it would have been
more musical to put slow movement and
scherzo on one side, finale and first movement on the reverse?
As it happens Carlos Palta directs a wilful,
vulgar performance, inconsiderate of score
and orchestra, poorly balanced internally,
and structurally amorphous. Phrases are left
to peter out, submerged by other instrumental
entries brashly stressed; the scherzo is too
fast and encapsulates an arbitrarily dragged
trio; the finale opens with a crudely
exaggerated allegro molto.
The inherent
dignity of the Eroica never emerges.
Recording quality is acceptable, although
the string basses are very heavy. [B: 3/4]
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: 12 German Dances, Wo0.8 ( 1795)
Gratulationsmenuett,Wo0.3 ( 1822) Triumphmarsch, Wo0.2a ( 1813)
12 Contredanses,
Wo0.14 ( 1800-01)
Philharmonia Hungarica IHirsch
Telefunken AW6 41996 (
52.99)
The most valuable items here are the sturdy
minuet and jubilant march— looking forward
to the ninth in manner— both new to the
catalogues.
In Beethoven's short dances Hans Ludwig
Hirsch's direction is mainly brisk, apart from
the Eroica/Prometheus one in Wo0.14, which
he takes at an exaggeratedly slow pace.
There is awhiff of the lecture theatre here, as
though the pieces were ' demonstrated' as
historical curios. On Boskovsky's disc ( Decca
SXL6364) the approach is altogether more
amiable; one feels the Viennese players
enjoyed the music.
Boskovsky couples
Wo0.14 with three excerpts from Wo0.8—a
set well known to piano beginners— and the
two violin Romances. Another fine version of
the 12 Contredanses, conducted by Angerer,
is on Nonesuch H-71141 (' Old Vienna Dances',
with Mozart, Haydn, Schubert, Lanner).
The Telefunken recordings have plenty of
reverberance, and woodwinds are projected
somewhat forward. Unfortunately there are
patches of most aggressive string sound, and

few systems will cope with these at all convincingly. The quality of the Decca Haydn
series is not matched here. Boskovsky's
record is much more comfortable and truthful in orchestral timbres. Pressing quality is
excellent;
Frederick Bishop's translations
from the German are as odd as ever! [
A/C:21
Christopher Breunig

JOSEF HOFMANN PLAYS BEETHOVEN:
'Turkish March' ( Ruins of Athens, Op. 113)
Rondo a Capriccio, Op. 129
Piano Sonata in
C Sharp Minor, Op. 27, No. 2
Piano Sonata
in C Major, Op. 2, No. 3
Josef Hofmann (pno)
Saga 5392 (
51.25)
These are modern stereo records taken from
piano rolls played on a1929 Steinway Duo Art
reproducing grand piano. The rolls were
originally made by the pianist Josef Hofmann
in the early 1920s, and Arthur W. J. G. OrdHume mentions in his sleeve note that the
reproducing piano suffered none of the mechanical shortcomings of the contemporary
gramophone records, while Hofmann himself
wrote ' They are my actual interpretations
with all that implies'.
We may therefore assume that these recordings are a faithful reproduction of the
playing of one of the greatest pianists of his
day, and if this is so, then they are strangely
disappointing. True, there is the technical
mastery and assurance of the virtuoso but
there is also a lack of poetry, particularly in
the Moonlight which is strangely pedestrian
in its approach.
The recordings are, then, important as
historical documents, but they cannot compare with the best of the versions which have
been released in recent years. [
H: 2]
John Freestone

BEST LOVED PIANO MUSIC, Vol. 3
Music by Brahms, Chopin, Debussy, Grieg, Rachmaninov, Schubert and Schumann
Edward Moore (pno)
Saga 5427 (
51.25)
When a record sets out to offer the world's
best- loved pieces there is no point in complaining about its hackneyed choice. You
could guess some of the items merely by the
name of the composer—Schubert's Moment
musical No. 3, Debussy's Golliwog's cakewalk,
Rachmaninov's Prelude in C sharp minor,
Grieg's Wedding day at Troldhaugen and so
on. Edward Moore plays them as the world's
best- loved pieces should be played—in the
world's best- loved way; avoiding any great
depths, clearly articulated, slightly romantic,
dewy-eyed. It is exactly the right approach
and the gentle, soft sound of the Blüthner he
plays also sounds right for the music. It
should please many. [
A:1] Peter Gammond

BRAHMS: Double Concerto in a, Op. 102* '
SCHUMANN: Fantasy in C, for violin and
orchestra
Ruggiero Ricci ( yin) IGiorgio Ricci ( v/c) I * NPO I
Leipzig Gewandhaus Masur
Turnabout TV34593S (
51.50)
A new bargain version of the Brahms looks
tempting: especially with Bob Auger's name
given on the sleeve, and a modern production
date ( 1973). But this is not a recommendable
issue, after all.
Masur secures playing of great commitment from the New Philharmonia Orchestra,
and his Brahms conducting has much integrity. The tempo for the opening section of
the Andante, however, is much too fast to be
workable. Both string players seem to support the speed ( one which Toscanini approached, with greater success), but the
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expression is altogether cramped.
The
soloists do not sound well in this work— nor
does Ricci in the Schumann, where his
playing is too intense and gypsy- like. The
cellist makes a meal of the opening, rhapsodising in astyle more suited to Elgar, or Bloch,
and his boomy presence destroys the balance
of the composition. He indulges various
slides, and the violinist has a pronounced
vibrato which I find most unsympathetic.
Tortelier ( CFP) is a model of classical
restraint after this.
The recording pushes the orchestra into the
background, and thrusts forward the two
soloists, larger than life, out of perspective.
Their images are widely separated left to
right, and in general the high frequencies
sound unnaturally curtailed. It seems probable that a basically good tape has been processed to bring it into line with the Turnabout
concerto balances favoured in European
productions. All this is a pity, since Masur's
conducting is of considerable interest, but
enjoyment is too seriously hampered by these
other factors. [ C: 3]
Christopher Breunig

Superlative Star
chamber works

\

Benjamin Britten
BRITTEN: Six Metamorphoses after Ovid,
Op. 49
Phantasy Quartet, Op. 2 CROSSE •
'Ariadne', Op. 31
Sarah Francis (oboe) I Emanuel Hurwitz ( On) I
Margaret Major ( via) IDerek Simpson ( v/c) ILSO
Ensemble Lankester
Argo ZRG842 (£325)
As recorded sound this is in the superlative
class, and the only alternative version of the
two works by Britten ( SUAST 50960) cannot
compete with it. For sheer impact, clarity and
realistic presence there is no doubt about a
star, some remote pre- echo in the Six Metamorphoses notwithstanding. The playing, too,
is excellent, and at least one of these performances, that of the Metamorphoses, warrants
afurther star. Sarah Francis is a magnificent
oboist, and if this is ultimately her record, that
is only appropriate, for the principal work,
Gordon Crosse's Ariadne, was written for her.
Completed in 1972 and first played at the
Cheltenham Festival of that year, this ' concertante for solo oboe and 12 players' was
HI- N NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

prompted by avisit to Crete—there is astrong,
dream-like suggestion of Cretan folk- music—
and by Crosse's own reflections on the
Ariadne legend. Though not programmatic
in anarrative sense, the music is undoubtedly
coloured by more or less specific associations, and for most listeners the first impression is likely to be of adistinctive atmosphere.
Once again, Crosse's sensitive inner ear is its
own vindication: in terms of texture and
sonority, his gifts are immense. Nonetheless,
Ariadne seems destined to fall between the
plaudits of the few and the applause of the
many; for Crosse has long since departed
from the trendy ones— if, indeed, he was ever
with them— but has yet to establish any real
rapport with the wider musical public. I
suppose it might be said that Britten resolved
the same dilemma, simply by being true to
himself and to his belief in the artist as communicator. Perhaps Crosse, whose admiration for Britten goes very deep, will yet do
likewise. [
A*: 1/11
Hugh Ottaway
BRUCH: Violin concerto 1 in g, Op. 26
Scottish fantasy, Op. 46
Maurice Hasson ( On) SNO' Gibson
CF P40248 (
El . 25)
A highly enjoyable coupling of Bruch's two
most popular works, in vital performances by
Hasson, who is very well supported by Gibson,
that make the recent ones by Grumiaux ( fullprice Philips) seem pallid by comparison.
On Decca, Kyung-Wha Chung brings her
unique communicative gifts to the music, and
her disc remains rather special. But Hasson
is just as compelling in a different way— he is
particularly lively and imaginative in the
fantasy, and the SNO clearly rise to the bait
of the title!
In the concerto there is a slight emotional
reserve, and concentration on purity of sound
that suggest Szeryng, although the style is
warmer. One recalls then that Hasson's
first CFP record carried a testimonial to his
artistry and technique written by Henryk
Szeryng.
The solo balance is very lifelike; the orchestral recording has plenty of lateral information, but lacks depth of focus, and a well
defined bass solidity. The quality is rather
generalised, although the dynamic range is
adequate. Strongly recommended for the
playing. [
6:1/11
Christopher Breunig

Compelling
Eighth Bruckner
BRUCKNER: Symphony 8 in
fassung' ed. Haas)
BPO Karajan
DG 2707 085 (
2records) (£6.50)

c (' Original-

It is now nearly twenty years since Karajan
recorded this work with the same orchestra
(Columbia, later reissued by WRC and more
recently still on HMV Concert Classics—at
about half the price of the new issue). Obviously, the greatest gain with the new box is the
superb sound quality, which is bound to make
even a careful and affectionate studio refurbishing of 1958 sound seem rather ordinary by
comparison.
As far as interpretation is
concerned, the differences in Karajan's
approach over two decades are not extensive,
though they are often illuminating. The adage
to the effect that his old version consisted of
four slow movements certainly contained a
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grain of truth; despite its two Allegro moderatos it is of course asymphony on the broadest
scale, with an exceptionally extensive finale
and Bruckner's longest Adagio too. Karajan
takes the Adagio slightly faster now than in
1958, but the most obvious change—and for
me the most important overall gain— concerns
the finale: it is now perceptively faster, with
more closely geared internal tempi.
Yet
Karajan makes Haitink seem almost indecently hasty here— Bruckner asks for atempo
that should be ' Solemn, not fast', and that is
exactly what Karajan provides and maintains.
There is a splendid tread to the finale's
opening pages, and the broad second theme
('slower') does not drag as it rather did in the
older version.
Despite the exciting presence of the new
DG recording, some details emerged more
tellingly in the old Columbia. I think this
altered emphasis is of a piece with Karajan's
more integrated recent reading: his superb
orchestra plays with incandescent brilliance
and beauty of tone, yet with no unnatural
highlighting ( unless the extremely subtle
and wide dynamic range owes something to
studio volume controls, as I sometimes
thought). Karajan's love for the work is
patent, and over the years he has purged his
reading of mannerisms. Since Horenstein
and Kempe did not live to give us the versions
we might have dreamed of, Ido not expect to
hear a more thrilling and compelling recorded
performance than the new Karajan. It is an
overwhelming experience. ( A black mark to
DG, however, for not identifying the version
used, which—as stated in the heading to this
review— is the full Haas text and not, as
cryptically and
misleadingly stated, the
'Version of 1887'). [
A: 11 Peter Branscombe
BRUCKNER: String Quintet in F Intermezzo
in d
The Vienna Philharmonic Quintet
Decca ' Ace of Diamonds' SDD490 (£ 1 . 99)
Only the other day Iwas grumbling how long
it was since the last new recording of Bruckner's string quintet ( an adequate account
from the Keller Quartet on Oryx, over six
years ago, still available, and with the string
quartet and Intermezzo on its companion
disc). The Amadeus and Aronowitz brought
it out on DG over eleven years ago, but it was
not available for very long; before that the
Koeckerts did it, also on DG. Now Decca put
Brucknerians even deeper into their debt
with this fine new record in the medium price
range, including the Intermezzo ( a replacement movement written in December 1879—
not 1878, as the note says—a few months
after the work was completed in its original
form). The Intermezzo is accommodated on
side 1, before the first two movements of the
quintet, with the long Adagio and the finale
on the second side. This makes excellent
sense— indeed one could, if one so wished,
play the replacement scherzo after the opening movement without the need to turn the
record over. Another interesting experiment
(though one hardly likely to emanate from a
recording studio) would be to take the slow
movement at the tempo marked in Bruckner's
autograph score ( Andante— quasi allegretto),
and in second place—again, as in the autograph. Here, as is traditional, the slow movement is a heartfelt Adagio, almost on the
scale of its great symphonic companions ( it
was written just before the sixth symphony).
The players respond to its poignancy and
sublimity as happily as to the varied moods of
the quicker movements, and Decca have
responded with a warm, resonant yet clear
recorded quality— every strand tells, yet is
finely balanced and blended. A notable and
exciting issue. [
A : 1]
Peter Branscombe
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ever! And the moment you join the Library, Britain's most
comprehensive collection of records and cassettes is all yours.
Beethoven, Bowie and everything in between. It's the sort of selection
every (- 011( , -tnr rirrarns, of . . . but only pop stars can afford.

How does it work?
You can join the hocorci Library or the Cassette Library, or both. On
payment of the annual subscription (£2-80 for records, £2.85 for
cassettes), you'll be sent the Library Catalogues. You choose the
recordings you want; we send them to you in a specially designed
protective pack. You pay the hire charges on returning the
recordings.
When you stop to think just how much stereo and quadraphonic discs
cost these days (not to mention stereo cassettes). you can appreciate
why thousands of new members are joining the Wilson Stereo Library!

Finest condition
Every record and cassette we send out, is in superb condition. Our
advanced testing equipment instantly rejects any recording with the
slightest flaw.

W.S.L. Stereo %played Service
If you want ultimate perfection, join the Unplayed Service. Then you
can hire brand new, never-played copies
of the latest releases - for at fraction of
what they would cost to buy.

You like it? Then buy it!

You want to keep a recording ? Fine ? Because you can buy it at a
big discount price. The exact amount depends on the number of
previous hirings - one reduces the price by 70p followed by reductions
in 3op steps.

New - the W.S.L. Catalogue
First, we select what we consider to be the best stereo and quad
records on the market. Next, we carry out polls to check- that our
opinion tallies with other people's. Then we publish our Catalogue - it
contains all the best recordings available today. A quick glance will
convince you that this new Catalogue is invaluable. But copies are
limi!ed, so order yours now, to avoid disappointment.

Records -at -cost Service
Membership entitles you to buy any factory-fresh record at Cost Price,
plus asmall handling charge. On astandard classical or popular De luxe
LP, it means a saving of 86p. In addition, members receive monthly
lists of new and nearly new record and tape bargains - some at a
quarter of the recommended retail price!
The speed at which W.S.L. has attracted thousands of new members, is
your proof of the value we offer. Send off the coupon for details today and next week you could be into a whole new world of low-cost
listening.

THE WILSON
STEREO W@L
L IBRARY

•
To: The Wilson Stereo Library Ltd.,
104-106 Norwood High Street, London SE27

Please send me:
Free booklet ' The Wilson Stereo Library' which gives
full details of all W.S.L. services. Ienclose 6¡p postage.
" W.S.L. Catalogue,-stereo record section. I enclose
• 80p 5 inc. postage.
• W.S.L. Catalogue, stereo cassette section. I enclose
1
--1 50p* inc. postage.
Tick items required.
*Iunderstand that this will be credited to me in full, should I
decide to become amember of any section of The W.S.L.
Name
Address

Total sum enclosed £
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CLASSICAL
CAVALLI : Messa Concertata (
1656)
Munich Singers I Karl Heinz Klein ( hpd)
Franz
Lehrndorfer ( org) IChamber Ensemble of the Bavarian
State Orchestra IHirsch
Telefunken AW6.41931 (£2.99)
Students of music ' 0' level courses and
similar worthwhile pursuits will at once associate Pier Francesco Cavalli with Italian opera,
rather than church music. And rightly so,
for Cavalli achieved lasting importance as an
opera composer, his Le Nozze di Teti e di
Peleo being the first Venetian opera to have
been preserved. In all, he composed 42
operas, and considering that he could earn
from one opera the equivalent of a year's
salary as the maestro di cappella at San Marco,
it is hardly surprising that he was so industrious.
His Messa concertata is, after his requiem
(written for himself), his most important sacred
work. Traditionally, it employs the double
choir setting that had become the hallmark
of Venetian music. In his foreword, Cavalli
evidently gave precise instructions regarding
the performing forces. In addition to the two
choirs, he requested strings, continuo and
trombones. This recording uses small forces,
giving the vocal parts to individual voices
which are supported either by trombones, or
by portative organ. The string ensemble
consists of 12 players and combines with one
or other of the choirs.
There is no doubt that the performance is
competent, and there is some attractive singing, but it is difficult to decide who is singing
what, as no precise indications are given on
the sleeve. Some of the voices seem rather
more operatic than ecclesiastical, which could
be regarded, in an odd way, as appropriate.
There is some nice continuo work, and the
harpsichord is used sparingly
Imust confess to finding the sound a bit
full, giving the impression that there are considerably more singers and players present
than the sleeve note would have one believe.
There is a good stereo image, though, and a
pleasant feeling of perspective. [
B: 1]
Colin Evans
DEBUSSY: Violin sonata / FAURE: Violin
sonata in A, Op. 13 / RAVEL: Violin sonata
Jean-Pierre Waller ( vin) IBruno Rigutto (pno)
Decca ( France) 7.147 (£2.99)
The names of these two young musicians
were unknown to me before Ireceived this
record, and one could wish that the trilingual
sleeve- note were more informative about
them, for it gives nothing except a burst of
well deserved praise. The unbiased ear reveals
them as extraordinarily gifted, and they have
clearly played together so as to have achieved
superb unanimity. They have style, energy,
boundless enthusiasm and vast technical
resources. All the works here call for precisely those qualities, and one looks forward
to hearing them in more austere and formally
demanding pieces.
The three sonatas are nicely contrasted:
the Fauré being largely a work for violin accompanied by piano, the Debussy deploying
the two instruments more as equals, and the
jazzy Ravel treating them as different, and
even antagonistic. All three composers—
Ravel certainly—wrote finer things; but all
are worth hearing, and Ravel's indifferent
jazz is vastly relished by the players. The
recording is very good: both players have a
lovely tone, well brought out here, and the
balance is excellently controlled— never an
easy thing to do when a small instrument is
matched with a vast one. My copy is absolutely silent- surfaced. This is avery enjoyable
record. [
A: 1]
Peter Turner
DEBUSSY: Piano duos and duets: La Mer E
Six Epigraphes antiques
Marche ecossaise _
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

En blanc et noir
Prélude a l'Après-midi d'un
Faune
Petite Suite
Noé/ Lee (pno) fBernard Ringeissen (pno)
Telefunken DX6.35272 (
2records) (£3.75)
Most of the Debussy works represented on
these two discs have already been recorded
over the last decade or so by Beatrice and
Walter Klien or by Alfonso and Aloys Kontarsky. That however is no reason not to
welcome warmly these new versions by
Noël Lee, a Debussy specialist, and Bernard
Ringeissen, an artist little known here. En
Blanc et Noir, for instance, is exceptionally well
played, vivid, dramatic, atmospheric yet
sharp- edged ( exactly suited to the medium),
as are too the Epigraphes antiques, earlier and
more elusive pieces. By comparison, the
Spanish- inflected Lindaraja (
1901) is much
slighter, as is also the Marche ecossaise,
which in any case sounds to me more effective in its subsequent orchestral guise.
The Prélude à l'Après-midi d'un Faune and
La Mer are another matter altogether. They
are, after all, keyboard reductions, for piano
duo and piano duet respectively, skilfully
contrived conveniences for those who in
pre- radio and gramophone days wanted to
get to know the music. Rather as you would
expect, it is Faune which suffers the more
from this ' bleaching' process—and Imean no
criticism of its actual performance. It turns
into prose. By contrast, and in spite of its
obvious colouristic losses, the bones and
sinews, the actual details, of La Mer emerge
in some ways more clearly in its four- handed
version. [A: 1]
Christopher Grier
DELIBES: ' Coppélia'—ballet suite -.
ballet suite
London Philharmonic Orchestra IBlack
Decca ' Phase 4' PFS4358 (£2.99)

S̀ylvia'—

The music on this record is too well known to
need any introduction, and yet, curiously,
there are very few recordings of it beyond
Ansermet's 1959 performances of much the
same material and a 1961 recording of the
Coppélia pieces by Karajan. Having been
tempted, on first sight, to remark that it was a
hackneyed choice, we find that such a selection, in modern stereo, was needed to supplementthe complete recordings under Bonynge.
Coppélia has always been the most popular
both as ballet and music; Sylvia, rather more
serious, has perhaps the better music. Here
are suites containing some of the popular
items creditably performed by the LPO under
Stanley Black, who always shows a good
steady sense of rhythm, as might be expected
from someone with his popular music background. The recording is good but sometimes
a little too cluttered, to my ears, to move into
the star bracket. [A: 1]
Peter Gammond
DELIUS: ' A Late Lark' / HERRMANN: ' The
Fantasticks"For the Fallen' / WARLOCK:
Motets*
Gillian Humphreys (sop) IMeriel Dickinson ( con) I
John Amis ( ten) IMichael Rippon ( bass) IThe Thames
Chamber Choir INational PO IHerrmann I *Halsey
Unicorn RHS340 (£2.75)
Brought together under the heading ' A Musical Garland of the Seasons', which does not
quite fit, but no matter, and inscribed ' A
tribute to and in memory of Bernard Herrmann ( 1911-75)', this collection of littleknown music will delight all whose taste
includes the more wistful and reflective
aspects of twentieth-century English music.
The two works by Herrmann consort so naturally with those of Delius and Warlock that
they, too, might be described as English.
The Fantasticks, a song- cycle for four solo
voices, small choir and orchestra to texts by
the Elizabethan poet, Nicolas Breton, is
completely English in spirit and well worth
recording. These five settings evoke the first
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five months of the year, and they do so with a
freshness that gives a new gloss to familiar
things. It says much for their distinctive
identity that one cannot name an English
composer they are actually like.
In this
respect, ' April', with its soprano solo and high,
tremulous violins, proved particularly teasing
—and wholly delightful.
It is good to have Delius' A Late Lark
(1924-9) on record. This setting for tenor and
orchestra of words by Henley is of short
duration, which is perhaps why it has never
established itself, but it is quintessential
Delius and perfectly shaped. The Warlock
'motets' are three carols— Corpus Christi;
Carillon, Carilla; What Cheer? Good Cheer-l—
and one of the Webster Dirges, All the
Flowers of the Spring.
Performances are very good, but sadly
John Amis singing of the Delius falls short
of his intentions.
In most respects the
recording is thoroughly satisfactory. There
is asmall blemish in the last of The Fantasticks
—a short spell of hissing, like a prominent
tape hiss—and some of the choral sound may
be slightly edgy. But if this is your sort of
music, do not be deterred. [
A/B : 1/2]
Hugh Ottaway
DVORAK : Slavonic dances Op. 46 and Op. 72
Bamberg SO IDorati
Turnabout TV34582DS (£1.50)
This record was released in the US last year,
but the rather tubby and congested sound
suggests that it may be older. The limitations
are not insuperable and reasonable results
can be obtained with a slight upward adjustment of the treble control. The performance
compares very well with most of the other
one- record sets. Szell's has plenty of punch
but lacks the repose that Dorati secures and
there is Sejna's idiomatic version with the
Czech Philharmonic. Dorati holds his own
with both, though the Bamberg orchestra is
marginally less vivacious than the Czechs
and less brilliant than the Cleveland. Its
performance does not disgrace anyone
though, and the wind sections in particular
carry their important music well and make it
tell. The music is in any event so attractive
and so effervescent at its gayest, and so
appealing when it is reflective that almost no
performance can entirely efface it. Isuppose
the best version now available is that by
Kubelik spread over two records on DG,
though there is a Telefunken version under
Neumann, which Ihave not heard, also on two
records as part of a set. All in all, though,
Dorati and the Bamberg orchestra offer a
pretty attractive version at a bargain price
even though the recording itself is not in the
highest class. [
B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
FALLA: The Three- cornered Hat* -, Harpsichord
concerto**
Jan de Gaetani* (m-sop) !gar Kipnis** ( hpd)
NY PO IBoulez
CBS 76500 (£2.99)
Who would have thought, a decade or so
ago, that Pierre Boulez would have become a
Bayreuth- accredited Wagnerian conductor?
Or, for that matter, so idiomatic a guide to
Manuel de Falla? Yet that is how he presents
himself in his present CBS recording of
Fallas Three- Cornered Hat and Harpsichord
Concerto.
In their different ways, both
performances are very good indeed. Full
marks to everybody concerned ( not forgetting
the producer), the New York Philharmonic,
Jan de Gaetani, mezzo-soprano soloist in the
Three- Cornered Hat and Igor Kipnis, soloist
in the concerto. Theirs is a formidable combination but ultimately this is Boulez's
record. As he has shown in other balletic
scores, he is acutely conscious of their
dance origin and function. At the same time,
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he brings out the best in the score in question,
relishing its special flavour, profiting from the
excellence of the orchestra and the spaciousness of the actual recording.
The studio or hall where it was recorded is
quite reverberant whereas, appropriately
enough, the tone quality and general effect
in the concerto is dryer and more immediate.
The ensemble is heard in close-up, without
however being oppressive and the balance
between the big, resonant harpsichord and
the other five instruments is immaculate.
Since, incidentally, the latter include Paige
Brook (flute) and Harold Gomberg (oboe),
the calibre of the playing needs no underlining. [A: 1]
Christopher Grier
FAURE: La Bonne Chanson Op. 61
Les
Berceaux, Notre Amour, Le Secret Op. 23
Mandoline, En Sourdine, Green, A Clymène,
C'est l'Extase Op. 58 D Les Roses d'Ispahan,
Fleur Jetée
Felicity Palmer (sop) lJohn Constable (pno)
Argo ZRG815 (£3.25)

This is adelightful record of some of Fauré's
most beautiful songs. Felicity Palmer sings
throughout with unfailingly lovely tone and
she phrases with an innate musicianship
and the passionate involvement which the
works demand, while John Constable is a
superb accompanist. Ihad the privilege of
studying French song for a short time with
Maggie Teyte and Ihave her recordings of
three songs from ' La Bonne Chanson' and
also of ' Le Secret'. She achieves possibly a
greater sense of intimacy than Miss Palmer
does, but the more modern recording permits agreater dynamic range, and although I
prefer Maggie Teyte's beautifully judged
portamenti and melting pianissimi, Miss
Palmer stands up well to such a testing
comparison. The recording is clean with
good balance between voice and piano, and
Irecommend the disc wholeheartedly. [ A: 1]
John Freestone
GLIERE: Symphony 3 in b, Op. 42 G ' The
Bronze Horseman'— Ballet Suite No. 2Op. 89b•
Moscow Radio SO I Rachlin; *Bolshoi Theatre
Orchestra lZurailis
HMV SLS5062 (2records) (£4.95)

With the possible exception of some numbers
from The Red Poppy, Glière (1875-1956)
remains one of the prolific unknowns of
Russian music. Like Glazunov, only more so,
he spans the old order and the new: he was a
pupil of Arensky and Taneiev, and himself
taught both Miaskovsky and Prokofiev; he
achieved prominence before the first World
War and remained active into the 1950s. The
point is underlined by the dates of the two
works recorded here, though hardly by the
works themselves.
The suite from The
Bronze Horseman (
1949) might easily be
thought the earlier, for this is ballet music
in the Tchaikovsky-Glazunov tradition but of
no particular distinction. The Third Symphony, however, is an interesting achievement and in its way impressive. Isay ' in its
way' because, although in four movements,
this is more a symphonic poem than a
symphony—and one of grandiose proportions at that (three sides). A late- Romantic
Antar seems a fair description, for while
much derives from the nationalists, there are
things suggestive of Scriabin and Ravel: the
date is 1909-11—ie, immediately after The
Poem of Ecstasy and at the same time as
Daphnis and Chloe. In the second movement
especially, these two reference- points are
by no means ' academic'. On the other hand,
the third movement, by far the shortest, is
decidedly Borodinesque. When played with
the passionate conviction communicated
here—a really outstanding performance by
the Moscow Radio SO conducted by Nathan
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Rachlin—the work is capable of making a
strong appeal. Despite a somewhat hazy,
over- bright recording, I found my interest
repeatedly renewed and increased.
The
character of the sound is fatiguing, but if
you are susceptible to Russian music, this
is a record to make a point of hearing. ( An
alternative version is available on SB6859—
Philadelphia/Ormandy—but the score is
heavily cut.) [ B/C: 1*/1]
Hugh Ottaway

By contrast, the Seis Piezas sobre Cantos
Populares Españoles, though again comparative strangers to the international repertoire,
are much closer to the popular image of
Granados. Yet even here, their obviously
folksy elements are sublimated into music of
much wider provenance, save perhaps in the
case of the obviously spectacular Zapateado,
exciting encore fodder. Don't miss, however,
the concluding Danza Lenta, a most beguiling
piece. [ A: 1]
Christopher Grier
GRANADOS: Twelve Spanish Dances Op. 37
Thomas Rajna (pno)
CRD1021 ( 52-99)

Superb
Latin Mass
GREGORIAN CHANT: Mass for the 7th Sunday
of Easter
Choir of the Nuns of the Abbey of Our Lady of Argentan,
directed by Dom Jean Gajard, O.S.B.
Decca ( France) 7.554 (£2.99)

This is a recording of a complete Gregorian
Mass, according to the Missal of Pope Paul
VI. The readings are in (excellent) French;
there is a Latin text of the choral items, with
translation in French only, and an English
note. Alas, there is no musical text. The
record provides a superb model for those
unhappily rare places in which the Mass is
celebrated to the permitted extent in the
traditional language upon which the Roman
liturgy was indissolubly based.
The Benedictine Dames of Notre Dame
d'Argentan have the enormous privilege of
the personal tuition of Dom Jean Gajard,
until recently master of the choir of Solesmes.
It must be said that they have profited by it:
this is quite the best recording from them I
have so far heard. The music used here
tends away from the elaborate melismata of
the fully- developed Gregorian chant—though
they are to be found here—and the occasionally-excessive rhythmic markings of the
earlier Missal from Solesmes are reduced in
number and emphasis. The predominantly
syllabic nature of the result can be wooden
and inexpressive when rendered badly; but
the Dames have a light and flexible rhythm,
based firmly upon the ictus, which is a total
joy. Both the actions and the music of the
Roman liturgy were intended to be impersonal, and derive their impact from tension
between theology and emotion. The rapt
devoutness of the Dames is nourished by
this formal discipline; and the result is
liturgical singing at its best. One must be
grateful that the emasculation of the Roman
liturgy still permits worship at this level.
[A: 1*j
Peter Turner
GRANADOS: Escenas Romantieas — Seis
Piezas sobre Cantos Populares Espanoles
Danza Lenta
Thomas Rajna (pno)
CRD1022 (52.99)

In this third volume of his recording for CRD
of all Granados' piano works, Thomas
Rajna is principally concerned with the
Escenas Romanticas which occupy side one.
They are new to me and possible to many
others: they rarely surface in recital programmes, more's the pity.
They are a
find. Though their Spanish accent is in
evidence, it is by no means emphasised,
and as Bruce Morrison points out in his
illuminating sleeve note ( which would, however, have been fortified by some dates), they
show the composer's keen awareness of
such earlier keyboard composers as Chopin,
Schumann, late Liszt and even Fauré. As
such they threw a revealing light on the
nature of Granados' creative personality.

A variety of famous guitarists and less
famous pianists have had a go at No. 5,
Andaluza (Playera), but only Alicia de Larrocha
is credited ( in this country at least), with
recording all twelve of Granados' Spanish
Dances Op. 37. It is not so surprising really.
Non- Spanish pianists, however much they
enjoy the Dances, could well feel a little bit
chary about their performance. They are not
particularly difficult technically, but so many
of their idiomatic inflections of rhythm, pace,
phrasing, colour and so on are not covered
by the normal symbols of notation.
Thomas Rajna, best known as a splendid
Liszt and Bartok player, has obviously gone
into the question with great care, and the
results sound remarkably convincing. Is it
a coincidence that he is Hungarian- born?
Musicians from that part of the world often
seem to possess an extraordinary ability to
take on other people's ' local colour'. At any
rate, it is instructive and interesting to follow
his performances with close attention, preferably with the actual music to hand. He
favours a precise, dry, ' plucked' tone, achieving absolute clarity of articulation and an
alert but flexible rhythmic impulse. At the
same time the character of each dance is
sharply in focus. [ B: 2]
Christopher Grier
HAYDN: The six ' Paris' Symphonies
NYPO IBernstein
CBS 77307 (3records) ( 57.99) R

These three discs came out originally between
March 1965 and May 1968 and have been
unavailable for some years. Ido not rejoice
greatly at their reappearance, especially since
Decca now offer Dorati's performances on
their Ace of Diamonds label ( no longer the
six- record box of 82-92), and Menuhin's
recent performances in the higher price
range seem to me in most ways preferable
to the New York set; Ansermet, the other
conductor whose complete set of the Paris
symphonies is to be had, is not here aserious
rival owing to indifferent playing and rather
elderly recording.
Bernstein uses a large orchestra, which is
not in itself a bad thing ( Haydn was writing
for an unusually large orchestra in his day).
However, Ifeel myself that, for all the skill
shown by the great body of strings, a marked
reduction in their numbers would have
produced a more natural, less flashy sound.
The forward, almost strident glitter of the
violins and the mighty buzz of the basses
inevitably tend to obscure the wind colourations, despite the care taken to secure as apt
a balance as possible in the circumstances.
Bernstein's approach is forthright and in
some respects idiosyncratic. He romanticizes
the works, introducing dynamic gradations
and mannerisms of phrasing and tempo that
for me ill accord with Haydn's spirit ( or
letter). There is much brilliance, yet little
sense of repose and order. If you like to be
reminded that Beethoven was Haydn's (dissatisfied) pupil, and that Romanticism came
next, then you will probably like these performances. The recording is of a piece with
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the interpretations: slightly larger than life,
full of character, self-aware. [
B: 2]
Peter Branscombe

Ives got a
lovely bunch

Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau
IVES: Songs
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau ( bar) I Michael Ponti (pno)
DG 2530 696 (£3.25)

The versatility of Fischer-Dieskau never
ceases to amaze one. Nothing in the entire
literature of song appears to be beyond him,
though the idea of him tackling a composer
so idiosyncratically American as Ives is still
surprising. In this recital, however, FischerDieskau has wisely avoided any entanglement with any of the ' wild' examples such as
Charlie Rutledge which would strain his
pronunciation unduly. In a very positive way
this has been to our advantage, since it has
meant that we have been given an opportunity to hear several Ives songs not otherwise available; serious and sentimental
songs which help to stabilise our somewhat
one-sided view of this aspect of Ives' work.
Notable among these are At The River, A
Christmas Carol, From
The ' Swimmers',
Abide With Me and virtually the whole of side
two which includes three settings of German
poets as well as the very fine The Children's
Hour and the moving In Flanders Fields.
Fischer-Dieskau sings all these with his
customary artistry, and when one gets used
to his accented English— more noticeable
here than in English music, curiously enough
—the results are to add yet another dimension
to Ives' genius, to say nothing of the singer's
own. Michael Ponti, an unexpected accompanist, is superb. He adjusts to the character
of each song most skilfully, and his technical
command of the idiom, no mean feat in songs
like From The ' Swimmers', is unquestionable.
A fine balance between the two participants
and excellent sound make this a most important and successful addition to the Ives collection. [
A*: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett
JANACEK : Choral Works for Female Voices
Soloists rCzech Philharmonic Chorus IMembers of
Czech Philharmonic Orchestra / Veselka
Supraphon 1 12 1486 (£ 1.99)

Supraphon and Panton have each given us
collections of Janacek's choral music, but
this is the first time that any of the pieces on
this new and delightful record has appeared.
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

The four items comprise virtually all the
composer's work for female voices alone,
and three of them, the Hradcany Songs,
The Wolf's Track and Kaspar Rucky, all date
from the year 1916. These are very varied in
style, the first being a set of three choruses
in a fluid, lyrical manner similar to that of the
Moravian choruses ( 1908) and the Folk
Choruses for male voices ( 1898) which are
on the Panton issue. One of them has an
accompanying flute, and the last Belvedere, a
most beautiful composition, employs an
obbligato harp. The Wolf's Track and Kaspar
Rucky are more obviously dramatic, the latter
somewhat histrionically so in this performance where the featured soprano Eva
Depoltova tends to shriek with uncomfortable intensity. A tenor makes a brief incursion into The Wolf's Track for the sake of
verisimilitude but does not seriously challenge
the predominantly female character of the
piece. The remaining item, Rikadla, variously
entitled Nonsense Rhymes (
as here) or
Nursery Rhymes, is another and as yet
virtually unknown product of Janacek's
remarkable old age. It was composed in
1925-26 and was intended to be performed
with lantern slides of the drawings of Josef
Lada which originally appeared with the
verses in the newspaper where Janacek
discovered them.
There are 19 pieces
altogether each with a varied instrumental
accompaniment typical of Janacek's late
work, the sextet Mladi and the Concertino and
Capriccio, for example. These enchanting
miniatures are authoritatively performed by
singers and instrumentalists, and together
with the Hradcany Songs make a welcome
addition to our ever widening knowledge of
Janacek's music. The same can, of course,
be said about the other two pieces, which
are equally representative of the composer,
but which are perhaps less wholly endearing.
The recording varies between adequate
(Kaspar Rucky—a suspicion of ' peaking' at
climaxes in my copy) and very good (
Nonsense
Rhymes), though even here there is an
absence of really clean separation.
The
performances, however, are uniformly excellent, apart that is from the squawky soprano.
[B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
KHACHATURIAN: ' Spartacus' — Ballet
Boishoi Theatre Orchestra IZurailis
HMV SLS5061 C) (
4 records) (£ 9 •95)

The story of Spartacus and the gladiators'
uprising— splendidly told in novel form by
Howard Fast—is one of the classic cases
from the ancient world of the revolt of the
oppressed. In 1954 Khachaturian wrote a
big ballet score on this subject, of which
only a few excerpts have been generally
available on record. As presented now in
this boxed set, it is a work in four acts with
nine scenes and 47 numbers— seven sides!—
and there is a further side of supplementary
numbers. Ifind it hard to imagine anyone
taking the complete work at a sitting, except
perhaps an enthusiast basking in the wonders
of a newly- acquired quadraphonic set-up.
This is no slight on either the music or the
recording. I cannot but admire one who
composes as manfully as Khachaturian has
done here, and the recording, though somewhat over- bright, has much to commend it.
No, the truth is that this is theatre music
first and last; it presupposes lavish staging
and brilliant direction, the music alone being
rather like a back- cloth in vivid primary
colours. The most satisfied home listeners
will surely be those who like to close their
eyes and see it all happening; for the music,
as music, does not have the magic of Prokofiev's big ballets. Nonetheless, a world is
created, consistently and with a genuine
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gusto; the further Iwent with it, instead of
feeling brow- beaten, as Ihad half expected,
the more my respect for Khachaturian's
workmanship deepened.
In his sense of
dramatic
effectiveness,
he
does
rival
Prokofiev.
The performance has a fiery
conviction— very Bolshoi, this—and the impact is enhanced by some bold stereo
separation.
An
overall
B seems fair.
Although some passages are of A quality,
there are places where the high level is
decidedly fierce, and from time to time there
are traces of muzziness. [B: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
KING
OF
INSTRUMENTS ( LIVERPOOL
CATHEDRAL)
Music by Bach, Charpentier, Clarke, Fiocco, Langlais
Vierne, Whitlock, Yon.
Noel Rawsthorne ( org)
Polydor Select 2460 262 (£2.49)

The vast 145- stop organ of the Anglican
cathedral is featured in this edition, which is
clearly aimed at the popular market, and
includes several transcriptions, none of
which, in my view, enhances the organ as a
musical instrument.
I have heard more
consistently impressive performances from
Noel Rawsthorne, too— here he sometimes
lapses into a sort of carefree jauntiness
which may actually appeal to some, but
which has its roots in a graininess of structure and loose phrasing, Vierne's Final, in
particular, becoming almost a florid muddle
in parts.
Brian Culverhouse claims that this is the
most thrilling sound he has ever put on tape,
and I can believe him, since much of the
magnificence of the sound does come
through, with excellent bass and a good
balance in a difficult building. On the disc,
though, there is too much rumble and hiss in
some bands, where levels seem to have been
raised during cutting, and this must affect
the rating. [
B: 2]
Trevor Attewell
LISZT: Sonata in b: Venezia e Napoli: Mephisto
Waltz No. 1
Lazar Berman ( pno)
HMV ASD 3228 (
53.20)

Lazar Berman, though now in his forties, has
only recently leapt into fame outside his
native Russia with his recordings of the
Liszt Transcendental Studies ( reviewed here
in January) and, more recently, the first
Tchaikovsky concerto with Karajan. I have
heard many performances of Liszt's sonata,
including a memorable one by Richter at the
Festival Hall, but I must say that this new
version stands up to anything Ihave heard
before. Berman plays with power and also
delicacy, and he does not over- use the pedal,
unlike many pianists, so that the music comes
through with the utmost clarity. Nor does
he overdo the drama in a ' ham' manner— I
feel that he is always faithful to the composer's intentions, though there are one or
two rubato passages which not everyone may
agree with. He manages the tricky descent
from the central climax in the Andante
extremely well, and the Prestissimo passage
before the final section is terrific. Altogether
a masterly performance.
Venezia eNapoli is a charming collection of
three pieces which Liszt wrote as a supplement to the Italian book of the Années de
Pèlerinage: the first, Gondoliera, was recently
recorded by Kempff on his Années de
Pèlerinage record, reviewed here last December. It is a delightful piece and beautifully
played here: the second piece, Canzone,
based on a theme from Rossini's Otello, is
more serious, and Berman evokes a fine
tragic atmosphere. The third piece is the
well-known Tarantella, which Berman throws
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off with masterly brilliance, though he is
delicate and sensitive in the slow central
section. The record ends with an equally
masterly performance of the first Mephisto
Waltz, which is not only powerful but contains some subtle nuances. On the whole
the recording is warm, round and varied in
colour, but there is some wavery piano tone
in some of the passages on single notes, so
Icannot give it absolutely full marks.
[A/B: 1*]
Humphrey Searle
LISZT: Hungarian rhapsodies 4 & 5
Berlin PO IKarajan
DG 2530 698 (£3.25)

Tasso

This record is chiefly welcome for the two
Hungarian Rhapsodies, especially No. 5, of
which the only other recording is also by
Karajan and the Berlin PO, this is a fine
grave elegy in one single slow movement,
and does not contain gipsy' elements—it is
based on a song To Hope' by the Hungarian
composer József Kossovits which became
popular about 1803. The fourth Rhapsody for
orchestra is No. 12 for piano: there is some
confusion in the numbering here, as originally
the second Rhapsody, the most popular of
the set, was numbered 4 in its orchestral
version, and the writer of the sleeve note
evidently thinks that this is the work recorded
here. The present No. 4 ( or 12) is an attractive
work very much in the gipsy style, and Karajan plays it eloquently, though his tempi are
sometimes on the steady side: he also
gives a moving account of No. 5, which is
subtitled ' Héroide Élégiaque'. Incidentally,
No. 5 comes before No. 4 on the record and
not the other way round, as stated both on
the sleeve and the record label.
With Tasso Karajan comes into competition
with Solti's version, reviewed here in May
1975, and I must say that I prefer Solti's
dramatic and emotional approach to Karajan's slightly heavy-handed version, good
though it is in its way. Solti's tempi are
faster than Karajan's, apart from the Moderato
pomposo section shortly before the end, and
he takes two minutes less than Karajan in a
twenty- minute work. However, Karajan has
the immense advantage of the Berlin Philharmonic strings, one of the finest string
bodies in the world, and also of expressive
playing by woodwind and horns. Those who
want Tasso are recommended to Solti, but
admirers of the Rhapsodies will certainly
want this record. The recording is full and
round, with good stereo. [
A: 1/2]
Humphrey Searle
LISZT: ' Weinen, klagen, sorgen, zagen'
variations
Angelus
Kirchliche festouvertüre
Adagio
Trauerode
Peter Planyaysky (org)
Argo ZRG 784 (£3.25)
The player is little known in England, and
there is no sleeve information about him.
Born in Vienna in 1947, he studied the organ
under Anton Heiller, as well as piano and
conducting. After a short spell at organ
voicing, he won the Graz improvisation
competition, and has been cathedral organist
of St. Stephen ( Vienna) since 1969. Such a
background should be particularly useful to a
Liszt interpreter, and he is indeed revealed
on this disc as a first-class recitalist, with a
virtually impeccable technique, and asplendid
sense of architecture and of tension, which,
however, he is sometimes just a little slow in
building, e.g. in the ' Weinen, klagen' variations.
We are told nothing about the organ
either—another serious omission. It is in
the monastery church of Melk, Lower Austria,
and is seen, badly out of proportion due to
the low angle used, in the sleeve picture. The
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

ornate, tripartite cases by Sonnholz ( 1734),
each supporting a phalanx of gilded figures
and normally back- lit by large clear windows,
are pure Viennese High Baroque.
The
instrument was rebuilt by Hradetzky ( 1970),
and sounds delightful in this programme. its
clear, slightly sweetish tones projecting the
tonal expressiveness of Liszt's music most
effectively. The building is very reverberant,
but the balance is excellent, and there is
ample dynamic range, while the deep 16'
pedal ( which can be a little overpowering at
times) is firmly recorded. Highly recommended—despite the lack of information.
[A: 1]
Trevor Attewell
MANFREDINV: Piano concerto in El
PAISIELL0**: Piano concerto in F
PLATTIt: Piano concerto in c
Felicia Blumental ( pno) I * Mozarteum Orchestra,
Salzburg I Inoue ** Torino Orchestra IZedda I
+Salzburg SO IGuschlbauer
Turnabout TV 34495S (£ 1.50)
A record that will appeal more for the contents than for brilliance of performances or
recordings— one pianist, but three orchestras, conductors and ( presumably) locations.
Since the pianist is that lively turner of mossy
stones, Felicia Blumental, lovers of early
keyboard concertos will need little prompting
to purchase this attractively priced record.
Vincenzo Manfredini and Paisiello, closer to
Haydn than to Mozart in date of birth and
both having strong Russian affiliations,
provide much agreeable listening, especially
in the dreamy slow movement of Manfredini's
concerto ( probably dating from the late
1780s). This is the biggest of the works,
oddly proportioned— a short first movement,
an unusually long slow one, and a final
Allegro that is also much longer than the
first.
Miss Blumental gave us another
Paisiello concerto a decade ago; this is
pleasing if lightweight music, with neat use
of the pairs of flutes and horns. She also
gave us a Platti concerto in February 1973.
This C minor piece is worth hearing, though
it would stand a better chance if played on a
harpsichord ( it probably dates from the
1740s)—which indeed would have been more
appropriate for the Paisiello, just as a fortepiano would have been for the Manfredini.
The orchestras are adequate, though Miss
Blumental is not quite as crisp and neat as I
have known her. The sound is variable but
never good—the Manfredini booms cavernously, the Platti is rather plushy. But the
disc is definitely worth buying. [
B/C: 2/3]
Peter Branscombe
MARTIN: Polyptyque*
Ballade for via, wind
and pre*
Ballade for fit, strings and pnot
Menuhin ( yin and vla)" I" I Nicolett I Menuhin
Festival Orchestre!" I Zurich CO*It Ide Stoutz*I)
Dobson"
HMV ASD 3185 4(£3.20)
Devotees of the late Frank Martin, among
whom the present reviewer numbers himself,
will want to snatch this latest quadraphonic
EMI issue of his music. In the first place, it is
uncommonly well recorded, and in the second,
the playing is first rate. Two orchestras are
involved, the Menuhin Festival and the
Zurich Chamber, who are heard singly and
together ( in Polyptyque) and Menuhin himself
is at his very best, marvellously eloquent in
Polyptque as violinist and as soloist in the
richly dramatic Ballade for viola, wind and
percussion. In the Ballade for flute, strings
and piano, a test piece written for the 1939
Geneva International Competition, Aurèle
Nicolet upholds the finest standards of the
French school of flute playing. It is, into the
bargain, a most attractive piece.
Polyptyque, one of Martin's very last works,
which occupies the first side, was inspired
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by a series of Sienese panels depicting the
Passion, and consists of six movements,
scored for violin and two string orchestras.
Perhaps Iam prejudiced, but this seems to
me a score of the most elevated and fastidious imagination, timeless in the sense
that it brackets past and present, sometimes
not a thousand leagues from Vaughan
Williams in similar vein. Even were the
score's pictorial and religious source to be
rejected, the music would still be a valid and
vaned testament to the composer's artistic
convictions. [
A: 1]
Christopher Grier
MIASKOVSKY : Violin concerto in d, Op. 44 /
YSAYE: ' Ecstasy', in E7, Op. 21*
Grigori Feigin ( On) IMoscow Radio SO IDmitriev;*
Rosa Fain ( yin) IMoscow PO IKondrashin
HMV ASD3237 (£3.20)
Despite my lack of enthusiasm for Symphony
No. 22 ( ASD 3062) and Symphony No. 23
(ASD 2927), Iam glad to see that EMI are
persevering with Russian performances of
Miaskovsky. The Violin concerto in D minor
dates from 1938, is a major work and has
nothing of the doggedness and ponderousness that I, for one, tend to associate with the
later symphonies. This is a naturally lyrical
composition,
admirably
written
for the
medium. Particularly striking is the sensitive
texturing of the orchestral contribution and
the effectiveness of its relationship with the
solo part: Ifound my attention caught repeatedly by this aspect, and especially by the
woodwind writing. If most of the material is
of no great distinction, it has sufficient character for its purpose, and the music it gives
rise to is genuinely felt. The popular, dancelike finale carries its debt to that of Tchaikovsky's Violin concerto with ease and is by
no means without its own individuality. All
who enjoy the concertos of, say, Bruch
should find this work very much to their
liking. The performance is sensitive and
strong, and the recording fully warrants an A
rating: the soloist is given avery pleasing tone
and is clearly focused without any exaggerated forwardness. The rather unexpected
fill- up is dreamy as well as ' ecstatic' and more
given to poetic romance than to outright
showiness: less well recorded, this, with a
slight muzziness attaching to the solo violin.
[A/B: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
MOSCHELES: Grande Sonate Symphonique,
Op. 112** PIXIS: Concerto for piano, violin, and
string orchestra*
Mary Louise Boehm (pno) I " Pauline Boehm (pno) I
"Kees Kooper ( On) IWestphalian SO ILandau
Turnabout TV 34590S (
el .5o)
How often have you been lured by strange
seductive music playing in your local record
shop, felt you must have acopy of the work to
take home? I imagine this new Turnabout
coupling should prosper in that way, for the
Pixis has an immediacy and bravura—and as
slow movement aself-indulgently lachrymose
cantabile.
Pixis was a composer championed by Liszt
and Schumann, a contributor to the Hexameron; his music bridges the classical and
romantic styles. His concerto is adequately
presented, with two enthusiastic solo players,
and an orchestra relegated by the engineers
to the background. The solo images are all
out of scale, and the piano ambience seems
irrelevant to the context. Piano tone becomes
clangy under stress.
The Moscheles, for two pianists, is probably
the better work by a fair margin. Ideally one
wants something like a Horowitz-Cherkassky
duo, and the Boehms are far from that. They
give an approximate idea of how this largescale work could sound. [
C: 2/3]
Christopher Breunig
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CLASSICAL
Diverting Mozart
MOZART: Divertimenti for Wind Instruments
Divertimento in Et,,KA226 E Divertimento in BY,
K186 Li Divertimento in BY, KA227 D Divertimento in EY, K166
Vienna Philharmonic Wind Ensemble
DG 2530 703 (£.3.25)

Though nothing on this record could be
classed as great Mozart, indeed in terms of
quantity most of it is possibly not Mozart at
all, Ihave derived a disproportionate amount
of pleasure from listening to it. There is
nothing new here: all of it has been recorded
by both the Netherlands Wind Ensemble and
the London Wind Soloists, and very well recorded too, but the effortless sweetness of
the Vienna Philharmonic Wind Ensemble's
performances is quite the equal of either of
the rival versions. It can perhaps be argued
that it is rather bland, but so is the music,
not wholly uninteresting yet always sheerly
entertaining. Even the doubtful divertimenti
which Einstein once authenticated as K196e
and 196f, but which have now reverted to the
Appendix, have their moments, though the
one in B flat has fewer than its companion,
which seems a likely candidate for real
honours. These are lengthy but in some
respects less ambitious than the brief authentic works. Those employ both cors anglais
and clarinets and appear to date from 1773
and presumably Milan. Very little use is made
of the individual instruments; Mozart depends
on their combined colouration for his effect
and one senses his huge enjoyment of the
sound of wind instruments in both these
pieces. Warm and rich recording imparts
an atmosphere to the performances which
makes the record quite irresistible. [ A: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Violin concerto in D, K218 0 Violin
concerto in D, K211
Herman Krebbers ( vin) INetherlands CO /Zinman
Philips Universo 6580 120 (£1.85)

Krebbers, who has already recorded several
of the big 19th century concertos including a
good one of Dvorak's, now turns his attention
to Mozart's two D major concertos. Ido not
know if the presence of two works in the same
key is much of a disadvantage generally, but
in this case there is asufficient family likeness
between the two concertos to make the sameness of the tonal colour noticeable should you
play both at one sitting. If you do Iexpect you
will notice that the violin tone is rather hard
and edgy, especially that of the soloist who is
spotlit more than Iconsider wholly necessary.
We do have achance to enjoy Krebbers' great
technical skill, which is perhaps not so much
of a limitation since the orchestral playing is
inclined to be lacking in finesse.
All of this adds up to good average performances in recordings that are the better
for some adjustment of the equipment. The
cadenzas in this concerto are by David Zinman
and are very effective; those to K218 are the
familiar ones by Joachim. [ B/C: 2]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Mass in c, K427 'The Great'
Carole Bogard (sop) lAnn Murray (m-sop) IRichard
Lewis (ten) I Michael Rippon (bass) I Amor Artis
Chorale IECO ISomary
Vanguard VSD 71210 (
51.75)

The wholly satisfactory recording of Mozart's
C minor Mass still eludes us. This one, like
its predecessors, is a curate's egg. Technically it is reasonable without being in any way
outstanding; the definition of the chorus is
good and the orchestral parts are fairly well
balanced though again with too little clarity
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

in the wind parts for entire satisfaction. The
soloists: here, which of the two sopranos takes
which role in the duets is not always clear,
but I imagine Bogard holds the top line
throughout and is almost certainly the glottal
singer of the Et incarnatus est, in which the
throaty trills are too far from the sublime for
my taste.
The remaining singers discharge their
duties without default, and for the most part
Somary's direction is acceptable though in
no way either electrifying or especially enlightening. Of the other versions I would
tend to prefer Leppard's on HMV though that
too has its shortcomings, notably in the
clarity of the textures. It will be interesting to
see whether Philips employ their excellent
German team under Kegel on this work, or
perhaps BASF or Decca are considering it.
This present Vanguard issue has its points,
however, and should not be put entirely out of
court, though it is far from being the last word.
There are no notes with the record, incidentally. [ B: 2]
Kenneth Dommett
MUSIC FROM THE TUDOR COURT
Music by Morley, Dowland, Tomkins, Ford, Phillips,
Pilkington, Johnson and Leighton
Deller Consort IMorley Consort
Harmonia Mundi H MD223 (
5349)

Few collectors of Tudor music will want to
be without this most welcome record. There
is rarely, if ever, anything wrong with
recordings made by the Deller Consort and
some of the tracks on this one are gems
indeed, one of which deserves special
mention. It is Morley's 0 mistress mine in
which Deller himself is accompanied by the
Morley Consort and gives a perfectly poised
and beautifully judged reading of the song.
The ensemble numbers are particularly
successful, and the two lutes which provide
both harmonic and melodic elements of the
music slightly dominate the ensemble giving
it aclear, transparent feeling which seems so
appropriate for this elegant music. Thomas
Morley's delightful Joyne Hands sounds
quite perfect as a little instrumental piece
for this combination, and Peter Phillips'
Gaillard is especially successful.
The instrumental, ensemble and vocal
numbers are interspersed with each other,
and it is pleasant to listen through them as a
complete cycle rather than picking out particular favourites. It is a pity, though, that the
recording quality leaves a little to be desired
in terms of clarity and presence. The instrumental numbers seem to fare rather better
in this respect than the vocal ones, which
seem rather woolly and diffuse. [ B/C: 1/11
Colin Evans
ORFF: ' Veni Creator Spiritus' D
Mensch' Li ` Sirmio' ( Concento di
'Nânie und Dithyrambe' D ' Vom
Oltank und vom Fliegen'
Czech Philharmonic Chorus IInstrumental
Smetacek
Supraphon 112 1137 (
51.99)

Der Gute
Voci)
Frühjahr,
Ensemble'

In this country Carl Orff is known almost entirely by his dramatic and educational works.
That being so, this group of cantatas and
other non- dramatic choral compositions,
none of which is otherwise available, is particularly welcome. The first two items listed
are cantatas on texts by Franz Werfel ; Sirmio
is the third of three a capella settings of
Catullas, and the last two items are respectively to words by Schiller and Brecht. The
Werfel and the Brecht date from the beginning of the 1930s, before Carmina Burana, and
the Schiller is the most recent ( 1956). Apart
from the flutes in Nânie und Dithyrambe, the
accompaniments are largely for pianos and
percussion. For the most part, the manner is
incantatory, dependent on an incisive, mes-
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merizing performance: truth to tell, there is
not a great deal that is not done more memorably in Carmina Burana, the most striking
exception being the Brecht, in which some
of the choral writing is notably richer and
more varied. The Brecht is also the best
recorded, combining clarity with comfortable
distancing; much of the remainder, and
especially the first side, tends to sound constricted and remote. Smetacek, who has done
a lot of Orff, gets excellent performances,
idiomatic through and through. All things
considered, though, Ifeel this is a record for
the Orff specialist rather than the general
listener. A booklet with full texts, mostly with
English translations, is provided. [ B/C: 1]
Hugh Ohaway
PORPORA: Cello concerto in G / SAMMARTINI: Viola pomposa concerto in C VIVALDI:
Viola d'amore concerto in A (P. 288)
Ulrich Koch ( viola d'amore and viola pomposa) ,
Thomas 8/ces (cello) ISW German CO /Angerer
Turnabout TV34574S (
51.50)

Turnabout continues to put those of us in its
debt who enjoy exploring music's byways.
Vivaldi is certainly popular these days, but
Sammartini is far too little known, and Porpora rarely figures in record catalogues at all.
His cello concerto (the manuscript is in the
British Museum) is well worth ahearing, even
if it hardly reveals him as a serious rival to
Handel (which he was in London in the 1730s);
but then Porpora was above all an opera composer, and the cello line hardly suggests the
qualities his contemporaries and pupils
admired. The work is in four movements,
one of them here inflated by a rather gross
cadenza, and it is powerfully played. The two
concertos for members of the viola family are
an agreeable pair—certainly anyone keen to
sample the Vivaldi viola d'amore works might
be well advised to hear this record rather than
invest at once in the two Erato discs that
include all eight of Vivaldi's concertos for the
instrument. Neither here nor in the Sammartini, however, was Ileft in doubt as to why they
failed to establish themselves as solo instruments: even careful studio balancing can
hardly convince a hearer that bright, steely
violin tone does not in the long run (the runs
aren't actually very long) make the violas
sound pale. Ulrich Koch certainly plays
strongly, though there is little dynamic contrast. The sound is variable—full-bodied, yet
with muzzy patches. The harpsichord continuo is insistent and unsubtle. Still, an
interesting disc. [ B/C: 2] Peter Branscombe
PUCCINI: ' La Bohème'
Tebaldi (sop) I Bergonzi (ten)
Bastianini (bar)
Orchestra and chorus L'Accademia di Santa Cecil/a,
Rome ISera fin
Decca D5D 2(2 records) (54.95). R 1959

This was one of the most successful of
Decca's Italian operas recorded in the fifties.
Renata Tebaldi was always a somewhat ladylike Mimi, but she was in such creamy voice
still at the time of the recording that I, for one,
am not going to cavil at her interpretation.
For that matter, Bergonzi was never the liveliest of Rodolfos on stage, but he is such a
superb singer that, again, it seems absurd to
quibble. Add to them the hauntingly individual quality of the late Ettore Bastianini's
Marcello, Cesare Siepi's affectionate account of Collines music, and Gianna D'Angelo's sparkling Musetta, and Tullio Serafin's
warm accompaniment, and you have another
Decca bargain. [ B: 1]
Charles Osborne
PUCCINI: ` La Bohème'
Maria Callas ( sop) IGiuseppe di Stefano (ten) IRolando
Panerai (bar) I Anna Moffo ( sop) I Orchestra and
Chorus of La Scala, Milan Votto
HMV SLS5059::( (
2 records) (54.95). JP
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There are sufficient excellent recorded performances of La Bohème about for one to be
able to deal cooly with this one. Votto conducts
competently,
but, though
Callas
approaches Mimi with a sure instinct, it is
not her role, either vocally or temperamentally.
Di Stefano is a generous, if raw- voiced
Rodolfo, and it is left to the young Anna Moffo
(for this, of course, is a reissue of a performance first issued, if Iremember rightly,
in the fifties) and Rolando Panerai to carry
off the honours as Musetta and Marcello.
Electronically processed from its mono
original, the recording sounds quite reasonable, though occasionally a trifle hollow.
[B/C: 3]
Charles Osborne
PUCCINI: ' Madama Butterfly'
Tebaldi ( sop) IBergonzi ( ten) IChorus and Orchestra
of L'Accademia di Santa Cecilia, Rome ISera fin
Decca D4D 3(3 records) (£ 6.95). k, 1958
Ireview a companion re- issue of La Bohème
above and my comments could apply equally
well to this Butterfly. In addition to two
superb principals, there are excellent performances from the young Fiorenza Cossotto
as Suzuki and Enzo Sordello as Sharpless.
The comprimario roles are all well- etched,
and Serafin conducts with great affection;
but not too lingeringly, for this is a score
which responds to being kept in motion.
Good spacious recording for the period.
[B: 1]
Charles Osborne
RACHMANINOV : Piano Concerto 3in d, Op. 30
Yevgeny Mogilevsky ( pno) IMoscow Phil IKondrashin
HMV SXLP30218 (£ 1.99)
This is a timely issue. Vladimir Ashkenazy
has no less than three different recordings of
Rachmaninov's third concerto currently listed,
and there is adanger that our thoughts on the
work will be monopolised by him. Janis, on
Universo, is a good version, for instance.
Even so, urgent consideration should be
given to Ashkenazy's Philadelphia recording
on RCA, since that reverts to full price from
£149 on 1st August.
This all- Russian recording apparently dates
from 1965, and Isuspect that for technical
reasons EMI have decided to release it here at
bargain price. The production suffers from
relatively crude fading- up of instrumental
sections, and the demanding conclusion only
escapes overloading by a ' micro- decibel' or so.
Best to dispose of these factors initially, and
to remind readers that the Moscow wind and
horn timbres are not as rounded as our ears
are used to. Also the strings reproduce with
a slight buzz, rather like the old Decca ffrr
string tone. Right at the beginning of the
concerto, at the Plu mosso the soloist gets
submerged in favour of lower strings, and
suddenly the violins are faded in with a ' swing'
to the stereo picture leftwards. Elsewhere,
the soloist's passagework is obscuring
orchestral detail. One can compare the RCA
producer's solutions to the scoring problems
presented by certain sections, and how his
solution might be similar, but less heavyhanded in application.
However, musically Ithink this is astronger
performance, since the Russian orchestral
playing is keener than Ormandy's, and the
feeling for the scoring is much more cornmited. For example, the divided strings pp a
few bars before the big cadenza ( Mogilevsky
opting for the tremendously demanding alternative, as did Ashkenazy); and in the finale,
where Rachmaninov calls for col legno
strings and tamburo militare— a powerful
'galloping' effect here, which Ormandy treats
more routinely.
But the principal difference is that Yevgeny
Mogilevsky, with his staggering veloce playing,
is so emotionally expressive. His playing is
86

like a cross between Lazar Berman's warmth,
with great facility for movement, and Weissenberg's with its resources of power for fortissimo onslaughts. This performance is very
much in the manner of Yuri Ahronovich's
conducting, which has caused critics to
shrink as much as audiences to be swept onto
their feet, in London. Listen to the end of this
concerto recording, which Ithink is absolutely
thrilling.
Ihave been enthralled by Kondrashin and
Mogilevsky; Ashkenazy is more faithful to the
dynamic gradations in the score, but his
approach is demonstrated by this Melodiya
version to deliberately keep emotional neutrality, by structural considerations predominating. The rising left-hand figure in the
cadenza 1 bar before the Moderato is an
example: it sounds like Beethoven. And
compare the daring tenuto in that same bar,
held by M, or M's treatment of that breathtaking pivotal passage before (59) leading to
Tempo 1. As with that recent Schnabel
Beethoven Op. 109/111 disc ( RCA), one could
fill the review section with comment on this
overwhelming Rachmaninov 3. [B/C: 1*]
Christopher Breunig

madrigal writing, but here Scarlatti almost
gives the form a new lease of life.
The choir are excellent, and the vocal tone
is warm and rich, although Ican't help feeling
that the sound seems too large for the
material. Perhaps it is the recording, perhaps
the acoustic, but the overall effect is not
personal enough. One gets the impression
that there are many singers present, and
whether there are or not, this is perhaps the
wrong effect to create in personal vocal
chamber music such as this. However, Ihave
no doubt that many collectors will enjoy the
excellent singing, and return to this record
many times. [B: 1]
Colin Evans

Schumann's
stunning
Liederkreis

SATIE FOR TWO GUITARS
SATIE: 3airs a faire fuir [ ; 3nouvelles pieces
froides
3 Gnossiennes I-111
Sarabandes I
and II L 3 Gymnopédies
3 Gnossiennes IVVI Li Sarabande 3 . 2 reveries nocturnes
2
ogives El Songe creux
Peter Kraus and Mark Bird ( gtrs)
Ember Classics ECL9048 (£1.76)
If you enjoy the sly and lyrical flavour of the
music of Erik Satie, you will know that it has
an unobtrusive quality that makes it ideal for
transference to any number of mediums—
even electronic which it survives with equanimity. They will therefore neither be alarmed
or put out to find a handsome helping of Satie
being arranged for and played on two guitars.
And indeed it comes over very pleasantly and
with the same flavour as it does either
pianistically or orchestrally in this form. There
is just a slight danger of the duet formula
inducing acertain carefulness and sameness,
but both players have an inherent sympathy
with the music and miss nothing of the gentle
humour that lingers behind its seriousness.
A well-balanced and clear recording adds to
the enjoyment and, without meaning it as a
slight, Iwould say that this makes a very fine
background sound to enhance any gathering
of sophisticates [
A: 1].
Peter Gammond
A. SCARLATTI: The Madrigals
Monteverdi Choir of Hamburg IJurgens
DG ' Archiv' 2533 300 (£3.25)
Madrigals are not the first thing to come to
mind when considering the work of Alessandro Scarlatti, whose fame chiefly rests
upon his 115 operas, his 500 secular cantatas,
his 10 masses and the enormous quantity of
instrumental music. Apparently, it is extremely difficult to date the madrigals, and
they appear to have been occasional pieces
for different voices written at various times
when the composer was already famous. This
is the first time that the eight madrigals have
appeared on record, and in many ways they
offer a most interesting glimpse of Scarlatti's
creative skill. The texts are typical, and could
easily have been written a hundred years
earlier, but while Scarlatti treats them in afairly
traditional way, his own musical language
dominates to such an extent that they become
intensely personal utterances.
Scarlatti's word painting is done with
brighter colours than that of the earlier Italian
matirigalists: rich sustained dissonances on
the word ' death', and gently sighing phrases
among the vocal parts are traditional in

Janet Baker, Daniel Barenboim
SCHUMANN: ' Liederkreis', Op. 39 = ' Frauenliebe und Leben',Op. 42
Janet Baker ( m- sop) IDaniel Barenboim (pno)
HMV ASD3217 (£3.20)
Ten years ago Janet Baker recorded ' Frauenliebe und Leben' for Saga on a record which
was sensational in its day. On that occasion
she was accompanied by Martin lsepp, whereas on this new release she is joined by Daniel
Barenboim. Miss Baker now sings with an
even greater intensity and involvement and a
deeper feeling for words, although all these
qualities were present in the recordings made
adecade ago. Daniel Barenboim is a sympathetic accompanist, adding the necessary support to the vocal line and rising superbly to
the passionate intensity of ' Er, der Herrlichste von alien' and the deep pathos of
'Nun hast du mir den ersten Schmerz getan'.
Ihave not heard Janet Baker sing the Liederkreis Op. 39, before and it was a most rewarding musical experience. Her natural
warmth of tone and deep musical understanding ensure an outstanding performance
and only in ' Waldesgesprâch' did Ifeel that
she could possibly achieve more drama. I
missed the ultimate in spine chilling intensity
which Lotte Lehmann achieved in the last line
—'Kommst nimmermehr aus diesem Wald!'
It is nevertheless a superb overall performance, beautifully recorded. [
A: 1]
John Freestone
'SCOTTISH BAROQUE ENSEMBLE AT
HOPETOUN'
Airs and Dances of Renaissance Scotland ( ed.
and arr. Kenneth Elliott)
Handel: Trio Sonata
Op. 2, No. 1 ' Haydn: Twelve little Divertimenti
[McGibbon: Sonata No. 5 in G ,-- Purcell:
Chaconne in g
Scottish Baroue Ensemble IFriedman
CRD 1028 (£2.99)
Here is an attractive and well- produced
record that ought to make friends for the
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Scottish Baroque Ensemble at home and also
south of the border. Calculated to appeal to
the specialist and the general public alike, it
seems to me to avoid the pitfalls most often
encountered in a compromise.
Kenneth
Elliot's arrangements of Scots dance-tunes
and songs are ( like his sleeve- note) lucid and
unostentatiously pleasing, and William McGibbon's sonata ( here performed orchestrally) gives a nice impression of Edinburgh
music- making in the 1730s, when CoreIli's
influence was strong.
The Purcell and
Handel works (the latter put across as a
strong, passionate piece, the only work to be
heard in solo scoring) look south to London;
and the unfamiliar Haydn takes us to the
Esterházy court in Haydn's early years there.
This is a set of twelve brief movements, lasting here some 17 minutes. Like most of this
music, it is an arrangement of Hoboken XII/19,
originally written for two baritones and bass,
but well worth rescuing for string orchestra.
The performances are lively, vital, occasionally a shade headstrong, and the recording is
well balanced and clear, if over- resonant. An
interesting first record from the SBE—with a
beautiful photograph of Hopetoun House on
the front cover. [B: 2]
Peter Branscombe

feel that it is late in the day to pay top price
for such a selection. This is no reflection on
the performances which, are what one would
expect: Strauss in the grand style, beautifully
controlled with the rich sound of the Berlin
Philharmonic worth quite abit for its own sake.
In fact, they are really splendid performances
throughout and the sound is undoubtedly
good. It remains a luxury class record,
because you can get the same selection
equally well played at the lowest price,
though not in quad of course. [A: 11
Peter Gammond
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 6 in b, Op. 74
'Pathetique'
Moscow Radio Symphony Orchestra JRozhdestvensky
HMV ASD3226 (£3.20)
It is

movements, each bearing the name of a
month, and a descriptive subtitle. ' June' is a
well-known barcarolle, often excerpted by
pianists. ' November' is atroika ride—jingling
sleigh bells predictably— done with delicious
lightness by Svetlanov; Cherkassov takes the
opening part more slowly, a distant perspective, as it were, with the troika only coming
into view at the last minute. No. 12 Yuletide
is a waltz almost out of Nutcracker, given a
swaying rubato by Svetlanov, straighter and
brighter in the piano version, a bouncy final
movement that makes you want to encore it
straight away.
Both recordings are excellent, piano in
close balance, beautifully clean, orchestra
nicely recessed. Superb value at only a few
pence more than a single stereo record.
[A: 1/1*]
Christopher Breunig

good to have this first instalment in
Rozhdestvensky's Tchaikovsky symphony
cycle—even if nos. 1-3 would have been even
20th
CENTURY
PERCUSSION
MUSIC:
BRINDLE: Orion 42 ' JONES: Sonata for 3
more useful than another Pathetique.
Kettledrums / SIMPSON: Expose / STOCKFrom the outset it is clear that the conducHAUSEN: Zyklus
tor's primary concern is fidelity to the score,
Tristan Fry Percussion
in detail and overall shaping. A consequence
Classics for Pleasure CFP40307 (£1.25)
is that the structure seems clearer than ever,
Zyklus represents Stockhausen's best use of
and the orchestration has a fresh as new
Aleatory—the process which allows the perpaint quality. One surprising detail, not
former controlled freedom. As its title sugfound in other Russian recordings I have
gests,
this cycle (-= circle) starts and ends at
heard, is that Rozhdestvensky substitutes a
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 5in d, Op. 47
the same point. The performer chooses this
tympani roll for the famous gong stroke that
Philadelphia Orchestra JOrmandy
point, his own pace and alternative versions
RCA ARL1-1149 (£2.99)
sounds through the four- bar sequence beof various elements during the performance.
fore the final ebbing coda.
This is a new recording, not to be confused
This conditions the order of events for any
Ithink Rozhdestvensky gives due emotional
with another version by the same orchestra
one performance and also affects the colourweight to his reading— his approach is not
and conductor (61643). There is now a total
ing of each performance differently. All this
just pedantically exact— but Imiss the sheer
of eight versions to choose from, but all
makes the work ideally suited to repeated
precision of attack to be found in the best
things considered, I think it really comes
listening since each performance will highTchaikovsky sixths: certainly in Svetlanov's
down to two, in this order: USSR SO/Maxim
light different aspects. Sadly its masterly
and Mravinsky's. It is disappointing, for
Shostakovich ( ASD 2668; also included in
wealth of ideas and sound is severely limited
instance, to find a violin ' hiccough' at a key
SLS 5025), and Bournemouth SO/Berglund
entry such as at 305, Andante come prima, and
by a recording since only one of many ver(SLS 5044, with the Tenth Symphony). For
sions is presented. Tristan Fry chooses a
there are other instances of a slight slurring
myself, the shrill, fierce recording alone would
slowish tempo which emphasises instruof ensemble or awkwardness of phrasing one
put this new version at aserious disadvantage.
The brashness of the front of the sleeve is a does not expect from Soviet recordings of a mental colour rather than the structure of the
piece. The result is a leisurely display of
classic work.
fair indication of the kind of sound, which is
sensual sonority which underplays StockThe sound is far more beautiful than the
close, seldom drops below mezzo- forte and
hausen's powerful thinking.
has much that is artificial in the balancing. I Svetlanov/Meiodiya in SLS881, but perspecReginald Smith Brindle's Orion 42 displays
tives are not wholly consistent, and the
find the last of these qualities particularly offgreat instrumental expertise ( he has written
typically cutting Moscow brass sound as
putting, especially the way in which single
a book on contemporary percussion). His
though in adifferent acoustic setting. Strings
instruments or instrumental groups are
handling of the vibraphone is especially beaulack the seductive quality of the best Western
brought right up to one. This is sometimes so
tiful ( as is the end of the work), but the form
productions, but basically the acoustic is
blatant that the intention seems spurious.
of his piece— like that of the other composers
open and plausible. The producer has, perSuch a recording- style is almost bound to
on this record— is, by comparison with Zyklus,
haps, tried to light up the textures too much.
emphasize the more superficially showy
too simple to sustain repeated listening. The
With more panache in the first- movement
aspects of the performance. These, alas,
severely limited scope of pitch and colour of
development, more grace in the waltz (the
are conspicuous in the opening movement,
Daniel Jones' Sonata fails to hold the lismarch is sturdily impressive and accumulates
where much of the ' intensity' seems calcutener's interest. The third movement is the
excitement), this would have been a ' starred'
lated rather than felt; and it is here, too, that
finest—the others too simple structurally and
issue. [
A/B: 1]
Christopher Breunig
the pacing and shaping of the music is often
too monotonous instrumentally.
Dudley
questionable.
Ormandy's reading of the
Simpson's Exposé (
commissioned for this
TCHAIKOVSKY: The Seasons, Op. 37b ;7_, The
second subject is curiously heavy and dirgerecord) uses a wider range of instruments
Seasons ( orch. Gauk)•
like, at the other extreme from those who
to display Fry's great skill, but Ihave great
Alexei Cherkassov (pno) / * USSR SO ISvetlanov
scarcely avoid jauntiness: neither of these
HMV SXDW3025 (
two records) (s•so)
doubt of its durability.
extremes will do. There is much in the slow
This record is under- modulated ( which
A fascinating double- pack, not unlike the
movement and the finale that Ilike, and the
makes tape- hiss evident) and suffers from
Decca ' Pictures at an Exhibition', where piano
clarity with which some of the detail of the
an excessive stereo spread which makes
original and orchestrated score are coupled
finale is articulated is striking evidence of the
Tristan Fry sound as though he were more
together ( Ashkenazy/Mehta), although since
Philadelphians' super- efficiency.
[B/C : 1/2]
than one person. His playing needs no such
Hugh Ottaway
the Tchaikovsky takes two sides, movement
assistance! [
C: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker
comparisons are easier, especially for those
lucky enough to have duplicate turntables.
On balance Ithink listeners will ultimately
VENEZIANISCHE KONZERTE
prefer the intimacy of the piano version, which
ALBINONI: Sonata à 5 in g, Op. 2: 6 / LOCATELLI : Concerto grosso in F, Op. 7: 12 / VIVis given afar more sympathetic account than
ALDI: Concerto in El,
in the alternative Ponti/Turnabout recording.
Strings of The Co/leg/urn Aureum IFranrjosef Maier
The two Russian recording projects were, of
(solo On)
JOHANN STRAUSS II: ' Die Fledermaus'—
course, undertaken quite independently, and
BASF BAC 3090 (£3.25)
overture
Annen-Polka, Op. 117
The blue
there is no intentional matching of interpreDanube—waltz, Op. 314 L.] The Gipsy Baron'—
tations. For instance, Cherkassov takes no. 3 The Concerto in E, which Ican identify as
overture
Tritsch-Tratsch-polka, op. 214
F. INo. 9— Tomo 38 of the Recordi Edition, is,
'Song of the sky- lark' in a carefree manner,
Emperor waltz, Op. 437
for Vivaldi, an ambitious and remarkably well
whereas Svetlanov's speed is much slower,
Berlin PO Karajan
developed work. It is cast in three fairly long
HMV ASD3132 C) (£3•20)
and with clarinet taking the melody the effect
movements, utilising the Venetian form as
is relatively lugubrious.
It is Karajan and the Berlin Philharmonic but
established by Vivaldi himself—i.e. a Largo
Perhaps Ishould note that the title Seasons
unless you are specifically after a quadraP. 91 Fephonic recording of these popular items, I is vague: Tchaikovsky composed twelve

Waltzing in Quad
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WAGNER: 100 YEARS OF
BAYREUTH
Various singers ( Desiinn, Melchior,
Leider, Schorr etc.) / various orchestras
and conductors
DG 2721 115 (2records) V (£3•96)

These records are part of a
Jubilee Edition to celebrate the
centenary of the Bayreuth Festival. In all, there are to be five
albums, each containing two 100 y
records, but only the one under
review will have notes in English.
Deutsche Grammophon have
delved into their archives and
included many recordings made
in the first three decades of this
century. It is a pity that it was ,
not possible to include examples
by Winkelmann ( who sang Parsifal in the first performance at
Bayreuth in July 1882), Sedlmair,
Bertram and Grüning, all of whom by John Freestone
sang leading roles at Bayreuth
before the turn of the century and
recorded for the Gramophone
Company. However, the recordings which are included all reach
a high standard of Wagnerian
singing.
The earliest is by
Destinn, singing Senta's Ballad
(Der fliegende Hollander) with
great beauty of tone, lovely
floated head notes and rock- like
security. Despite the fact that
the recording dates from 1906 the

ears

of
ayreuth

mi uâéfr

dif

voice emerges clearly, but the
orchestral accompaniment is
hopelessly dated. Outstanding
too are Onegin's ' Waltraute's
Narrative' (Gótterdâmmerung),
Schorr's ' 0 du mein holder
Abendstern' (Tannhäuser), Melchior's ' Rome Narrative' (Tannhauser), and Leider's ' Ich sah das
Kind' (
Parsifal). All these are
pre- electric recordings and the
orchestral accompaniments are
woefully inadequate, but they are
all beautifully sung and are
precious souvenirs of truly great
artists.
Turning to the electrical recordings: there are many wonderful excerpts and I particularly
enjoyed Viilker's ' Mein lieber
Schwan' (
Lohengrin), Windgassen's ' Preislied' (
Die Meistersinger) Varnay's ' Ewig war ich'
(Siegfried)and Nilsson's ' Liebestod' (
Tristan und lsolde).
Over half the extracts were
made in the period before the
advent of tape or the long playing
ate e
record, but the transfers have
041774'.« been
meticulously carried out
and the standard of singing
throughout is very high. This is
a ' must' for Wagner lovers, and
, ewe, Ihope the other albums in the
series will all be issued in Great
Britain. [H: 1]

Windgassen's
incomparable
Lohengrin
by Ch

WAGNER: ' Lohengrin'
Windgassen ( ten) 1Steber ( sop) , Llhde
(bar) IVarnay (
sop) IBayreuth Festival
Chorus and Orchestra IKeilberth
Deceit D12D 5 (5records) M (£7.50)
(R 1954

In the wake of all those Philips
Bayreuth recordings, here now
is a reissue of Decca's Bayreuth Lohengrin. It was easier to
cast Lohengrin strongly twentytwo years ago than it is today,
and there is simply not a weak
link in this particular vocal chain.
At his peak, as here, Wolfgang
Windgassen was a peerless
Lohengrin. The role lay easier
for him than the Tristans and
Siegfrieds which he also valiantly
undertook in the fifties and sixties: this is one of his finest performances on record.
There
have been more penetrating
interpretations of the role of Elsa
than that of the American
soprano Eleanor Steber, but she
was in full, rich voice in the early
SS

fifties— Iremember afine rec ita
at the Edinburgh Festival in 1953
—and on that level alone she is
highly successful.
That fine
singing actor Hermann Uhde
makes much of Telramund, and
it need hardly be added that
Astrid Varnay makes almost too
much of Ortrud. Steber's Elsa
pales into insignificance beside
her.
The Bayreuth orchestra and
chorus do not disappoint, but
Joseph Keilberth's occasionally
sluggish direction does. Lohengrin is not an easy opera to conduct, for it can all too often
degenerate into aseries of static
set- pieces. This is a danger
that Keilberth does not avoid.
But the set is worth serious consideration for the singers, among
whom I should also mention
Josef Greindl as King Henry.
Rich, warm recording, with a
realistic balance between voices
and orchestra. [B: 1]
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WAGNER: ' Der Ring des Nibelungen'
Various soloists IOrchestra of La Scala,
Milan iFurtwângler
Murray Hill 940 477 y( 11 records)
(£16.95) ( Available through Peerless Records)
It seems not all that long ago
that one was welcoming Solti's
Das Rheingold, the first instalment of what was to become the
very first complete Ring on discs;
but,
unbelievably,
that
was
seventeen years ago, and during
the sixties and early seventies we
acquired three more Ring cycles
conducted by Karajan, Bühm and
Furtwângler ( I've written about
them in The Ring on Record' on
page 72). Now, out of the blue,
a second Furtwângler Ring has
turned up, recorded live at his
performances at La Scala, Milan,
in 1950.
Both Furtwângler Rings emanated from live performances,
though the one released by EMI
was based on a concert, not a
staged performance of the cycle.
It is probably no great loss that
we do not have a studio recording of The Ring from Furtwangler, for he was a conductor
whose art did not take kindly to
recording techniques. His quasiimprovisatory baton technique
achieved results of quite shattering intensity in the theatre and
the concert- hall, and by far his
finest recordings are of such
performances, some of them
recorded almost by accident.
The overall impression that one
carries away after an initial hearing of this Scala Ring (
and, in the
time at my disposal, I cannot
pretend to have done more than
listen once to all four dramas)
is of an intense concentration on
the drama of Wagner's great
tetralogy, very occasionally at
the expense of its lyrical moments of repose, but not disruptingly so. Any conductor's
view of so huge a work will be a
partial one and Furtwângler's is
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more viable an approach than
that of many younger conductors
whose
performances
in
the
opera house are admired today.
Furtwângler's Rheingold begins somewhat perfunctorily,
but soon involves one in the
drama when the trio of Rhinemaidens, who are rather more
characterful than beautiful of
voice, begin to taunt Alberich,
firmly sung by Alois Pernestorfer.
As Wotan, Ferdinand Frantz
sounds already like the mature
god of Die Walküre but, though
one would have preferred a
younger- sounding
voice,
he
dominates the action, ably supported by the Loge of Joachim
Sattler in the scene in Nibelheim with Mime and Alberich.
The Fricka, Elizabeth Flüngen,
was at the height of her powers
at the time of this performance,
and contributes a Fricka of
strong character, which makes
one look forward to her appearance in Die Walküre with eager
anticipation. Walburga Wegner's
Freia is something of a disappointment: one would not
think this was the soprano who,
the following year, was to score
such a success as Leonora in
La forza del destino at the
Edinburgh
Festival.
Ludwig
Weber and Albert Emmerich are
excellent as Fasolt and Fafner.
Die Walküre is even more
successful,
for
Furtwângler
plunges into the heart of the
drama immediately, and is helped
by afirst-rate cast. The casting,
incidentally, is fairly consistent
throughout the cycle: there is a
certain amount of doubling,
which is allowable during astage
performance of the complete
cycle.
For instance, Gunther
Treptow, who was Froh in Das
Rheingold, sings Siegmund in
Die
Walküre,
while
Ludwig
Weber, who was Fasolt, but who
is to become Fafner in Siegfried,
takes on Hu nding in Die Walküre.
Treptow makes astrong impression as Siegmund, though his
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somewhat uningratiating voice
contrasts with the sweetness
and charm of Hilde Konetzni's
Sieglinde, whose performance
is in the Lotte Lehmann tradition.
Frantz comes into his own as
Die Walküre's Wotan: with Furtwângler's strong support, he
makes Act III a memorable
experience.
Furtwângler was
obviously fond of both Frantz
and Konetzni, for they play the
same roles in his Rome Walküre.
In the Rome cycle, his Brünnhilde was the exciting, if erratic,
Martha WA!.
Here, he has
Kirsten
Flagstad,
singing
a
tiring role at a very late stage in
her career. Vocally, she still has
much to offer, and if she is less
than fully involved in the drama
one can relish her Olympian
serenity and the noble quality of
her voice.
Flagstad is, in fact, in fresher
voice in Siegfried, but then
Brünnhildes usually are, having
rested most of the evening while
the tenor sings himself out.
Siegfried is Set Svanholm, a
scrupulous artist and a more
interesting and thoughtful interpreter than most Siegfrieds we
have
experienced
since
his
death. Peter Markwort's Mime
develops strongly from his Rheingold Mime, and Wotan- Wanderer has now become Josef Herrmann. He is a more imaginative
performer than Frantz, but one
would have preferred the one
sirger to retain the role throughout the three works in which

Wotan appears. Elizabeth Han gen now appears as Erda, and the
Woodbird, less than ideally
secure in pitch, is Julia Moor.
The cycle moves to an exciting
conclusion in GOtterdámmerung,
with Flagstad rising to the challenge of the Immolation Scene,
Ludwig Weber a magnificent
Hagen, Herrmann now as Gunther, and Konetzni as Gutrune
and also Third Nom. There is
also a new Siegfried, the great
Bayreuth Siegfried of the Nazi
era, Max Lorenz.
With the proviso that this is a
live recording, with all that that
entails, including several minor
inaccuracies from the performers, this set can be highly recommended.
It is Furtwângler's
Ring, and that alone is sufficient
guarantee of its importance as a
gramophone
document.
An
especial inducement to purchase
is that the performance has been
got onto eleven records, not
nineteen ( Softi and Karajan),
eighteen ( Furtwângler on EMI)
or even sixteen ( Böhm). Most
sides are about thirty-seven
minutes, and some are over forty,
yet recording quality remains
consistent: adequate, though
certainly not glamorous. At the
price of £ 16.95 it is a fantastic
bargain. Part of the saving is
reflected in the non- provision
of texts or booklets. I would
rather not attempt a rating either
of recording or performance,
but if Ihad to, then it would be
[H:1].
Charles Osborne
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CLASSICAL
sandwiched between two Allegros. In the
present concerto the outer movements contain many episodes of dazzling virtuosity and
the Largo explores the more lyrical possibilities of the solo instrument. LocateIli's 4violin concerto Op. 7No. 12 is afurther splendid example of a 3- movement Venetian composition. It is slightly reminiscent of the
Opus 3 but the Largo, in marked contrast to
the lyricism of the slow movement in the
Vivaldi, is built largely upon rapidly arpeggiated chord sequences recalling, perhaps,
the middle movement of the 12th concerto in
L'Arte Del Violin°. Albinoni's Sonata a 5
in G Minor, Op. 2 No. 6 is more akin to the
Sinfonia, and reflects the influence of the
Venetian, polyphonic church music style.
The performances, utilizing instruments of
the period, strung with gut, offer sumptuous
string tone. The solo violinist in the Vivaldi
concerto combines a remarkable technique
with a facility for producing ravishing tone
quality, he is at his very best in the fast movements which literally bristle with arpeggios
and other musical devices of a like nature.
An excellent recording plus a really first-rate
pressing make this disc a most attractive
proposition. [
A: 1]
Victor McAloon
VERDI: ' La Traviata'
Renata Scotto ( sop) IGianni Raimondi ( ten) IEttore
Bastianini ( bar) IChorus and Orchestra of La Scala,
Milan IVotto
DG ' Privilege' 2726 049 (
2 records) (£3.69)

I have heard more intensely appealing accounts of La traviata, but Votto does no violence to the score, and his tempi are, in
general, nicely judged. In any case, this is a
bargain- price reissue worth having for the
individual Violetta of Renata Scotto who is in
fine voice throughout, and for the sympathetic
Germont of that fine baritone, Ettore Bastianini, whose early death robbed us of a Verdi
baritone to rival Gobbi in his prime. Raimondi
is not a very interesting Alfredo, but the
smaller roles are all sharply etched in. The
1963 recording is a trifle dead, but will do.
[B/C: 1/2]
Charles Osborne
VIVALDI: Concertos with organ— Concerto in
C for oboe, violin and organ ( P36)
Concerto
in F for violin and organ ( P274)
Concerto in d
for violin and organ ( P311) , Concerto for 4
flutes, 4 violins and 2organs ( P226)
Andre ¡soir ( org) IMonique Colombier ( yin) IPaul
Kuenitz Kammerorchester
DG 2530 652 (£3.25)

Vivaldi's concertos with organ are a far remove from the type of concerto which was
later popularised by Handel in his Opus 4 or
7. The Red Priest's treatment of the organ is
entirely violinistic in concept, indeed, the
organ and violin frequently share the same
thematic material ( including rapid monotones
and the bariolage technique).
The most interesting concerto recorded
here is perhaps the A Major ( P226) in which
Vivaldi divides his orchestral forces into two
opposing string ensembles each with organ,
adding two flutes to the first group and, by
way of contrast, two recorders to the second.
It is a most beautiful example of the sacred
concerto for two orchestras and one of
Vivaldi's most colourful instrumental works.
There is much here to delight the listener
both musically and from the scholastic viewpoint. The performances literally sparkle with
vitality. String tone is magnificent and the
gentle sounds of the positive ( organ) contrast
rapturously with the enchanting violin sequences. Tempi are lively and the slow
movements avoid any tendency to drag.
DG's recording is carefully balanced and
the solo instruments have been beautifully
captured. Unfortunately some pre- echo is in
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

evidence, this being most noticeable at the
commencement of the disc. [
A: 1]
Victor McAloon
WAGNER: Wesendonk Lieder L"_, ' Tristan und
Isolde'—Prelude and Liebestod
Jessye Norman ( sop) ILSO IDavis
Philips 9500 031 (£3.10)

The Wesendonk songs are recorded, as is
usual, not in Wagner's original form with
piano accompaniment, but with the orchestrations made by one of Wagner's Bayreuth
colleagues, Felix Mottl, in 1880. The songs
date from 1857, when Tristan und Isolde was
being brought to painful birth, and two of
them, ' Im Treibhaus' and ' Tráume' are thematically related to the opera. They are also
by far the finest of the five songs. About
'Schmerzen' Ifeel very much as Lotte Lehmann does: she wrote of it ' This whole song
has something almost military in its pompous
outbursts. I have never liked it, especially
since Iheard Toscanini describe it as musically rather weak'. Jessye Norman sings all
five songs with sympathy and understanding,
and a firm, pure line. I have heard more
deeply felt interpretations of ' Stehe still' and
'Tráume', but in general hers is a most
attractive performance of the cycle.
The songs take up one side of the disc, the
other being devoted to the concert orchestral
version of the linked Prelude and Liebestod
from Tristan und Isolde. The LSO respond
well to Colin Davis' sensitive and intelligent
direction. Is it too glib a response, however,
to say that it doesn't sound as though he has
this music in his blood? Ifound this an oddly
unaffecting account of such deeply passionate
music. The recording is clear and spacious,
the balance between voice and orchestra in
the songs sounding quite natural.
[
B:
Wesendonk 2 / Prelude and Liebestod 2/3]
Charles Osborne
WEBER: Six Overtures ( Der Freischütz, Abu
Hassan, Jubel, Euryanthe, Peter Schmoll,
Oberon)
Bamberg SO IGuschlbauer
Erato STU 70568 (£2.99)

This collection of six overtures is unlikely to
be many people's choice for the Weber year.
For one thing it is not new—at least, it has
been listed in the Classical Catalogue for
some time, though it does not seem to have
been reviewed; and certainly the sound quality
is poor to middling, with an alarming quantity
of swishes, hiss and clicks, and some lack of
steadiness on sustained chords. More important, though, is the absence of really high
quality from the orchestra— Weber benefits
from warm and brilliant playing as much as
anything, and here there are mistakes (a
wrong entry in bar 38 of the Freischütz overture) as well as missed opportunities and
rather dull string tone. Guschlbauer is afine
conductor, and he shapes these works attractively; he deserves a better orchestra and
cleaner recorded quality. The selections available from Karajan, Kubelik and Ansermet,
covering much the same ground, are worth
careful consideration, especially the brilliant
if rather faceless Karajan disc, if you want a
recording more modern than this Erato ( even
if not up to DG's best). [ C: 2/3]
Peter Branscombe
WEBER: Overtures— Der Freischütz J Euryanthe - Oberon — Invitation to the Dance
(orch. Berlioz)
NY PO IBernstein
CBS 61685 (£ 1.99)

Alas, too many musicians and record companies seem to think they can ' do their bit' for
Weber in his anniversary year by issuing a
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record of popular overtures.
CBS and
Bernstein, though keeping out of the top
price bracket here, are less generous than
most in that these four works play for well
under forty minutes in all—there would easily
have been room enough to add at least two
more overtures. The Invitation is full of
atmosphere, but the Dance itself is impossibly fast, both for the orchestral players and
the putative waltzers; the effect is brash and
disappointing. Ilike the Freischütz overture
much better: it is winningly phrased, and the
lyrical and dramatic elements are nicely contrasted. The Euryanthe overture begins too
fast for clear articulation, and the reflective
middle section is slightly limp; Oberon fares
much better, if without quite the naive sense
of magic it ideally requires. There is rather a
lot of background hiss, but the sound is
otherwise warm, well balanced and clear.
There are plenty of records of these works to
choose from, though none of the rivals has
quite this selection. Others may find it more
enjoyable than Ihave done—there is certainly
some grand playing, but Ifound the overall
effect somewhat meretricious. [A/B: 2/3]
Peter Branscombe

WEBER: ' Abu Hassan'
Ha//stein ( sop) ISchreier ( ten) IAdam ( bass) Dresden
Staatskapelle and Dresden State Opera Chorus I
Rogner
RCA LRL1 5125 (£2.99)

Abu Hassan is a splendid little Singspiel, and
this record will, Ihope, bring it to the attention
of a wide public. It was written in 1810-11,
when Weber was 24, and to the original eight
vocal numbers he later added a duet and an
aria. Franz Carl Hiemer made an attractive
libretto from an incident in The thousand and
one nights, and Weber eagerly seized the
opportunities to indulge in light oriental
colour and mock pathos (the husband and
wife feign death in order to qualify for their
ruler's generous death benefits). The scoring
is light, the tone predominantly happy and
quick- moving (the overture, the only familiar
number from the work, shows these qualities
to admiration). The inspiration flows generously, with beautiful instrumentation cleverly
serving dramatic interests. So charming a
work ought to be much better known. The
fact that only three of the six characters sing
may account for its comparative neglect on
the stage (that and the problem of finding
adequate companions in a bill of one-acters),
but it is ideal material for the recordingstudio—as indeed Leopold Ludwig showed
in a fine old disc made around 1950 with the
young Schwarzkopf and the old Michael
Bohnen. I have not come across another
version since.
Heinz Rogner and his Dresden forces
deserve our gratitude for producing the most
welcome present so far for Weber's forthcoming 190th birthday. Peter Schreier sings
the tenor music beautifully, and Theo Adam
makes much of the fewer opportunities that
come the way ef the duped Omar. Ifind
Ingeborg Hallstein rather shrill in the taxing
music of Fatime, Hassan's wife, though she
phrases musically. The orchestra is sprightly
and tender by turns, and the chorus enjoy
their brief but important numbers. Balance is
not ideal, in that the focus shifts rather
abruptly, though apart from a patch of tape
hiss on the second side the quality is otherwise good. Iwish more attention had been
paid to checking the sleeve information: Idisliked the arch female narrator whose comments jostle with the dialogue—and no
libretto is supplied. All the same, this is a
very welcome record: great fun. [
B: 2]
Peter Branscombe
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A reissue roundup conducted by
Richard Anthony, Gary Bellamy, Christopher Breunig,
John Crabbe, Peter Gammond, Geoff Jeanes,
Paul Messenger, and Leon Thompson
ORCHESTRAL/
CONCERTOS

W

IT H the Paillard CO/Paillard Bach Brandenburgs,
S.D. feels that his review of
January 1974 was a little overenthusiastic. They reappear on
Erato STU 70801-2 and here are
down- rated somewhat, partly
due to the solo violin work of
Gerald Jarry. The recording has
a rather shallow tonal character
which we rate B, and so overall
rating becomes B: 1/3 for an
acceptable, but not first- choice
set (£5.98).
The Beethoven Piano concerto No. 3 with Annie Fischer
and the Bavarian State/Fricsay
(Heliodor 2548 238, £1.25) has
long been a much admired performance. Here transferred to a
bargain label its many attractions are increased. It must,
however, be admitted that its
1961 orchestral sound is in parts
dated, although the piano recording itself remains very good.
The record also includes fine
performances of Mozart's 2Concert Rondos for piano and
orchestra. [B: 1]
Stokowski's 1969 Decca recording of the Berlioz Fantastic
Symphony with the NPO was a
very creditable issue if one
adapted to some odd tempi and
twists of phrasing and could
accept a ' Phase Four' balance
giving a rather lush emphasis to
the strings ( plus an occasional
instrumental close-up). Taken
as awhole, this slightly ' popular'
performance still convinces and
is welcome as areissue on SDD
495 (£1.99). Within its slightly
eccentric philosophy, rated at
[B: 1].
The New Philharmonia with
Charles Münch perform a comprehensive suite of seven items
from Bizet's Carmen, together
with the 1st suite of L'Arlésienne
and Farandole from the 2nd suite,
on Decca SDD 492 (£1.99).
Originally a Phase 4 recording,
predictably more suited to the
bright forthright Carmen than the
quiet ruminations of L'Arlésienne.
The Carmen suite is brilliantly
performed, while the other is
only tolerably so, lacking the
essential Beecham magic. Carmen [
A/A*: 1]; L'Arlésienne
[A/13: 2].
Brahms Symphony No. 4with
Klemperer and the Philharmonia
has been reissued on HMV
SX LP 30214 (£1.99).
It was
always the best of the Klemperer
set and the best recorded.
Strong competition has since
appeared, but with a great deal
of swings and roundabouts.
Now with this improved transfer
available in much smoother
sound, Klemperer's 4th becomes
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

re-established, for without disparaging any of the leading competitors we can highly recommend this medium priced reissue for long lasting satisfaction. [
A/B: 1]
Dvorak's
Slavonic Dances
(CBS 61709/10, Cleveland/Szell)
is an exuberant set from 1969,
slightly marred by over- use of
close microphone techniques
which make the orchestral bells
particularly intrusive, but despite
this limitation, highly enjoyable.
[B: 2] (£1.99)
Rather disappointing release
is from the Pye Collectors series;
a 1956 recording of Handel's
Water Music (
GSGC15026 LP0/
Boult, £ 1.25). This is characterised by a rather strange
electronic
stereo
processing
with the horns appearing to
come from several miles away.
The performance is also somewhat lukewarm. [
C: 3]
Neilsen's Symphony No. 3 is
a further release from the
praised box set ( Unicorn RHS
326, LSO/Schmidt, £2.75). This
is most enjoyable both in performance and recording, and can
only be highly recommended.
[A: 1]
Together on DG 2740 150 (5
records, £13.50) come Henze
syms. 1-5, sinf. 6and three concertos. Dates are 1966-72, forces
Eschenbach, Holliger, Karr and
BP0/L P0/ LSO/Henze. Obviously the authoritative versions,
the collection gives an intriguing
tour through this part of the
corpus—H. ' doing his bit for the
revolution' orchestrally. Rating
variesfrom A, with long stretches
of A* and nothing below B.
Performance from 1to 1*. Overall [
A*/A/B: 1/11. Will we now
see the stage works boxed?
A delightful selection of ' The
Orchestral Works of Zoltàn
Kodaly, Vol. 2' on Decca SXL
6713 (from the boxed set), is presented by Dorati conducting the
Philharmonia
Hungarica.
Throughout the sound quality
is very rich and clear with impressive stereo. The works are
Hary Janós Suite, Minuetto Serio
and Symphony in C. First published in 1974 and recommended
for £2.99. [
A: 1]
Decca SPA 451 (£1.50) in the
'World of . . .' series presents
Mendelssohn's incidental
music to A Midsummer Night's
Dream. Here is some of the
world's most beautiful music, a
miraculous coming together of
Mendelssohn man and boy.
Performed by Maag and the LSO
with great charm and distinction.
The recording has been revitalised, revealing its 1957 origins
only on the briefest occasions.
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Excellent vocalists. At the price
this record has no competition.
[A: 1]
Impressive is the re-release of
'Klemperer conducts a Mozart
Festival' ( HMV SLS5048, 6 recs.,
£9.95). These are recordings
made between 1962 and 1966,
and
the
recording
quality
throughout is impeccable, although naturally there is a small
residue of tape hiss from these
pre- Dolby days. A thoroughly
satisfying set of records [
A: 1].
Respighi's Fountains of Rome
and Pines of Rome are played by
Münch with the NPO on Decca
Ace of Diamonds SDD 494. Both
performances (first published in
1967) are full of excitement, and
capture the composer's varying
themes and moods with imaginative expression. Good stereo
presentation for £1.99, and well
worth a listen. [A/13: 1]
Shostakovich Symphony No
4is performed by Ormandy with
the Philadelphia Orchestra on
CBS 61696. Originally published
in 1963, this recording is now the
only separate version since the
other is on Melodiya, in amassive
box
of
Symphonies
1-15.
Ormandy conducts the work
with enthusiasm, and the sound
quality is rich and bright with
good stereo presentation. [
A/B:
1]
A substantial album of Johann
Strauss with the Dorati arranged
ballet Graduation Ball conducted
by Boskovsky, the Die Fledermaus
overture and ballet music conducted by Karajan and Weber's
Invitation to the dance (
Boskovsky) thrown in for good measure
(Decca SPA406, £ 1.50).
An
excellent re- issue with items
dating from 1960 and 1966, ideally
performed and good sound. [A:
1]
Music by R. Strauss conducted by Karajan and Maazel
with the VP0 on Decca DPA
543/4 (£2.99) can be reckoned
on as a fairly safe bet, and lives
up to expectations.
Works
featured include: Zarathustra,
Don Juan,
Till Eulenspiegel,
Dance of the Seven Veils, and the
Rosenkavalier waltzes. Sound is
fair, especially considering the
age of some of the recordings,
but it must be admitted that
Strauss does need a really star
quality recording to be totally
satisfying, and frankly these are
beginning to show their age. A
good buy if money is tight, but
the more splendiferous recordings are worth the extra if you
can afford them. [B/C: 1]
Six Suppé Overtures make
for good value ( Philips Universo
6580 113, £1.99) and receive
excellent performances of a

relaxed yet lively kind from Otmar
Suitner and the Dresden State
Orchestra.
Warm
recorded
sound of reasonably good quality.
[A: 1]
CBS 78300 (3 records) costs
£5.45 until August 31st, then
£7.99. It contains Tchaikovsky
syms. 1-3 with NYPO/Bernstein.
These are carefully considered
performances and, apart from
odd moments of double- handed
baton work, sensitively performed. The recording is acceptable, but shows great variation
throughout each symphony, varying from A to C, but generally
hovering around B. Sym. 2, now
spread over two sides, justifies
this extravagance by its improvement in sound over the original
single- sided version. We could
do with a really first class midpriced version of these most
attractive tuneful works. Perhaps Philips may oblige with
their outstanding Markevitch set.
General rating. [B: 1/2]
VOCAL/MISCELLANEOUS

MAGNIFICENT collection
A
of Handelian popular bits
and pieces are assembled on
this ' World of Handel' SPA 448
(£1.50). There are the Arrival of
the Queen of Sheba (
Marriner),
the original Dove Sei to which
the words ' Art thou troubled'
have been sewn on, a bit of Fireworks and Water Music, Ombra
Mai Fu, Seethe Conquering Hero,
Kathleen Ferrier's moving He
was Despised etc., etc. It ends
with the Hallelujah. All first class
performances and recordings.
[A: 1]
'Music for a summer evening',
gay, lighthearted and immediately appealing ( HMV SXLP
30213—£1.99). Four Overtures,
three of them to Mozart's early
operas are included, II Re
Pastore, Lucio Silla, La Finta
Semplice and the later Der
Schauspieldirektor.
Turn over
and delight in the Ballet Music
Les Petits Riens, 14 items each
delightful little nothings. What
elegant table music it would
make!
Nicely recorded and
beautifully performed by Marriner
and the Academy. [A: 1]
'The World of Rossini' (
Decca
SPA445, £1.50) offers the Thieving Magpie and William Tell
overtures ( Gamba) and arias
from five different operas mainly
featuring Berganza. It makes a
good introduction to Rossini,
making us realise, at the same
time, how little of this composer
there is on record to choose
from beyond the stock items.
Good average sound and performances ranging from 1961 to
1972. [A/B: 1/2]
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A BOX FOR THE OPERA
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EFORE looking at Decca's
new major release of opera
boxes, I must give pride of
place to their new recording of
Porgy and Bess (
Decca K3Q283 cassettes, £ 11.99); the disc
version was our feature review
in April.
This is a superb
production, a complete recording of a work too often heard
only in snippets—even if those
snippets happen to be some of
the finest popular songs ever
written.
But heard like this,
conducted in a dramatic and
serious manner by Lorin Maazel,
Porgy and Bess takes on its true
stature as an opera, amajor work
of our time. The black cast take
on their roles with
utmost
naturalness and it is a moving
dramatic experience as well as a
musical one.
The sound is
excellent and deserves a star for
the way it handles such considerable forces with balanced fidelity.
[A*:11 (
See also QM, July.)
Cassette
collectors
can
consider themselves thoroughly
spoiled to have Solti's masterly
performance
of
Richard
Strauss'
Der
Rosen/cavalier
(Decca
K3N23-3
cassettes,
£14.95) in the same month; or
unfortunate to have such demands on their purse—whichever way you look at it. This is a
sumptuous work, richly recorded
(though the voices do occasionally have to fight the orchestra)
and superbly sung by a cast of
stars headed by Régine Crespin
as the Marschallin. Solti gives
the whole work terrific impetus
to achieve that slightly sinister
quality with which Strauss invests the overwhelming beauties
of his score [
A/A*: 1*]. Karajan's Aida (
Decca 2KA20-2 cassettes, £9.75)
is
expansive,
colourful, rich in atmosphere,
wide-ranging in mood. We may
wonder why Decca did not
choose to put Solti's more recent
and superbly dramatic performance on cassette with Leontyne
Price as Aida. Tebaldi has less
animal in her, but nevertheless,
this is a fine performance, challenged on cassette by Muti,
whose set never rises to the
same magnificence. Tebaldi's
glorious singing, afine supporting cast, Karajan's glowing but
well- controlled direction make
this an exciting performance still
[A:11. Karajan's Otel/o (
Decca
K2A21-2 cassettes, £9.75) is
another great dramatic performance with Del Monaco as Otello
and
Renata
Tebaldi
as
Desdemona.
Protti
is
less
impressive as lago ( if only Gobbi
had been available). The recording ( 1961) still sounds remarkably good
with tremendous
impact but not always clear.
[A/B: 1] Something of a Verdi
festival as the next item is
Moog's brand new recording of
Luisa Miller (
Decca 2KL25-2
cassettes, £ 10.95) which has a
brisk, crisp sound about it.
Caballé is splendid as Luisa and
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a distinguished cast give full
support. It is clearly the best
Luisa Miller we have and the
recording is good without that
ultimate naturalness that deserves a star. [A : 1] Finally,
Donizetti gets a look in with the
Sutherland / Pavarotti / Bonynge
Lucia di Lammermoor (Decca
K2L22-2 cassettes, £10.95). We
need only say that Sutherland is
still unsurpassed in this role,
ranging from controlled delicacy
to the dramatic impact of the
'Mad Scene' which was the outcome of one intensive session.
A fine recording with only the
chorus slightly under- recorded.
[A: 1/1*] Although the choice is
still not so wide as on disc, one
can now begin to build up a
first-rate opera collection on
cassette, and we have much to
thank Decca for in this respect.
It is no reflection whatever on
their quality that a couple of
EMI re- issues are tacked on to
the end of this section. They
arrived later and the inclusion of
Karajan's 1959 Der Rosen/cavalier
(EMI TC-SLS810-2 cassettes,
£9.50) is most definitely an
embarrassment of riches for
this is the classic performance
with Schwarzkopf in one of her
most famous roles from which
many connoisseurs would not
be parted in spite of all the later
allures. Ialmost wish it hadn't
turned up at this moment as it
makes life difficult. This elegant
and moving performance may
not have quite the shimmer and
menace of the new Solti, but any
Strauss collector ought to try to
have it in his collection as well
[A/B : 1/11. The reissue of the
old Karajan // Trovatore (
HMV x:
TC-SLS869-2 cassettes, £7.00)
is not so much of a problem
because 1957 vintage means that
it is not in direct conflict with
modern recordings but simply a
great, now- historical performance, that you acquire as an extra
experience. It features Callas,
unsurpassably dramatic at her
peak, Di Stefano giving one of
his greatest performances and
Karajan in
masterly control.
Need Isay more? The sound has
come up remarkably well [
B/C:
11.
BACH to DVORAK
A set of Bach's Brandenburg
concerios is a basic requirement
for any
classical
collection
exhibiting true catholic tastes.
Already the cassette collector is
faced with a choice of seven
sets, a range that would have
been totally unexpected acouple
of years ago. It is not an easy
choice to make for there are
several that rate highly— Harnoncourt, Munchinger, Marriner—
and now Britten's excellent set
first issued on disc at the end of
1969. In our Annual Classical
Library Harnoncourt and Britten
are top choices and Imight as
well abide by that; Harnoncourt
for a rather more scholarly
though nonetheless lively per-

formance; Britten for a rather
freer interpretation exuding a
nice sense of enjoyment.
A
clear recommendation and atidy
and distinctive Maltings sound
for listening pleasure ( Decca
KSXC 6774/5, £3.50 each) [A: 1].
Whether it is ever a good thing
to have all the Beethoven symphonies by one interpreter must
ever remain a favourite subject
for debate; Ifeel, personally that
each one has a different character best handled by a different
conductor. The complete Klemperer set is now added to Karajan and Solti, and, if anyone
could be trusted to the complete
Beethoven it was Klemperer;
these are destined to remain
classic performances ( HMV TCSLS788-5 cassettes, £ 12.90).
As
listening
to
all
these
thoroughly was a big task, I
asked one of the Quality Monitor
team to do it for me. He reported
as follows: ' Lots of drive and
authentic Klemperer architecture. Sound much as the disc set
(though fitted together a mite
tightly). In practice this means
hiss here and there but some
items are 1958. A little C sound,
though in most parts ( dates go
up to 1964), good B. Overall
conclusion [B/C: 1/11: aclassic
set'. Drawn from another complete cycle comes Beethoven
Symphony 7 and Egmont overture ( Decca KSXC6780, £3.50) by
Solti and the Chicago Symphony.
An
impressive
performance of great stature, one
of the best in the complete set,
that, with full and correctly
Beethovian recorded sound, I
can firmly recommend [
A: 1].
Oistrakh's
recording
of the
Beethoven Violin concerto with
Cluytens (
EMI TC-EXE197, £2.15)
was first issued in 1959. As I
have already intimated, choice
of such popular items is already
almost as involved on cassette
as it is on disc—there are
already adozen of this work. We
once described this particular
performance as ' masterful and
masterly' and so it remains. It
is
a fine
recording;
it
is
cheaply priced. The sound, only
slightly un -natural, has been
well preserved; the violin is perhaps rather too detached from
the orchestra, but that was so in
the original disc [B: 1]. Bizet's
Roma—suite de concert No. 3
and the Symphony in C ( HMV
TC-ASD3039, £3.40) make up a
fine programme not duplicated
on tape—or on record, for that
matter. Roma is an interesting
and variable work worth exploring, the symphony is surefire
delight, a nice combination of
repertoire. Sensitive performances with a pleasantly rich
recording [
A: 1].
Monteux's
recording of Dvorak's Symphony 7 first appeared in 1969
and the sound is very good with
a realistic and natural quality
about it ( Decca KECC779, £1.99).
An exciting and colourful performance of the piece that keeps

you involved; and, of course, a
superb work. At this price, particularly, you could hardly do
better [
A: 1]. We are also lucky
to be able to get afine version of
No. 9 '
From the New World' for
even less ( Classics for Pleasure
TC-CFP104, - 45). Worfgang
Sawallisch is one of the great
Dvorak interpreters and his 1960
recording with the Philharmonia
was highly musical and satisfying, a nicely controlled performance. The sound is good 1960
but fails to spread its warmth
over the extremes and the
strings are thin sounding [B/C:
11.
HANDEL to
SHOSTAKOVICH
The 6 Concerti grossi, Op. 3 of
Handel under Malgoire ( CBS
40-76474, £3.19) has only one
rival on tape which Ithink it surpasses. Our specialist reviewer
of the disc found some points of
interpretation to quibble with,
but on the whore the general
listener will find the readings
quitefriendly and musical. There
is a certain boxy or muffled
quality on the cassette but, once
you get used to it, it is not too
obtrusive [
A/B: 1/2].
I have
spent many pages in the recent
past praising the Decca recordings of the complete Haydn
symphonies with Dorati, and
hardly need add to the general
approval. It is good to see them
coming on to cassette, particularly on one of the less pricey
labels. Three cassettes encompass the Paris symphonies, 82 &
83 ( Decca KSDC484, £2.25), 84 &
85 ( KSDC485) and 86 & 87
(KSDC484). They are lovely performances ( only 85 & 87 are
otherwise available on tape) of
utmost finesse and sensitivity
and the recorded sound is
immaculate
[
A : 1/11.
The
Metropolitan Opera recording of
Leoncavallo's
Pagliacci was
recorded in 1951, first issued in
England in 1955 and now returns
electronically
processed.
It
sounds surprisingly good with a
nice theatrical atmosphere about
it. The performance with Tucker,
Amara and Valdengo is a good
one ( CBS 40-61658, £2.19). The
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only thing tacking with the tape
is the libretto which you got for
your £ 1.99 with the record [ B/C:
1]. Mozart's Serenade No. 5,
having been totally neglected,
now comes to life with two good
and simultaneous recordings—
how strange. The first to get
onto tape is directed by Zukerman ( CBS 40-76489, £3.19). It is a
performance that does not quite
capture the true litheness of this
kind of Mozart: a little more
sparkle is generally needed.
The recording has the same boxy
quality that I noted in another
CBS cassette wnich suggests a
characteristic [ B: 2]. To have
the classic Dennis Brain performances of the Mozart Horn
Concertos is a pleasure indeed
and Iwill not presume to comment on such well-known performances ( EMI TC-ASD1140,
£3.40); I see that EMI have,
probably for contractual reasons,
had to keep them at full price.
They are worth every penny.
The sound is a little enfeebled
by age ( 1954) but is neither
better nor worse than we would
expect [ C:11.
The sturdy old
anglicised Sadlers Wells highlights of Offenbach's Orpheus
in the Underworld appears on
tape ( EMI TC-CSD1316, £ 3.25).
One of the world's best-known
works ( at least by name if not
by experience) it is incredible
that we still haven't had a top
class stereo recording in French.
If it had given better opportunity
to a top- class soprano, no
doubt Richard Bonynge would
have obliged by now. This is all
good fun but how it makes you
long for the real thing. The 1960
recording is strange; one moment on the rough side (almost
C), next, especially in solo arias,
quite surprisingly hi-fi [ A/B:
1/2].
Carmina Burana's less
affluent but slightly more intellectual brother Catulli Carmina
(Orff) makes a first cassette
appearance ( CBS
40-61364,
£2.19).
Directed by Ormandy
and dating back to 1967 it comes
up well, adequate sound, and a
performance ever on its toes
with Judith Blegen and Richard
Kness as soloists [B/C: 1].
Very shapely and beautifully
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controlled performances of six
Rossini overtures from Karajan
and the Philharmonia at one of
the conductor's most refined
and
masterful
periods, first
issued in 1961 ( EMI TC-EXE194,
£2.15). Again the choice in such
matters is very confusing but
you could hardly do better than
this—and at a fairly reasonable
price [ B: 1/1*]. The late Georg
Szell's fine accounts of the
Schumann symphonies have
always been held in high regard.
He plays them with Beethovenesque authority. A slightly noisy
tape for Nos. 1 & 3 but a good
rounded sound on the whole
(CBS 40-61595, £2.19) [ B: 1].
Shostakovich Piano Concertos
1 & 2 played by Previn with Bernstein conducting ( CBS 40-73400,
£3.19) get wonderfully active,
sensitive and shapely performances, but the sound is curiously
old
fashioned—wavery
piano
tone and hard orchestra [ C: 1].
SCRIABIN to
VERDI
Scriabin's Piano Sonatas 3, 4,
5 & 9 will no doubt be fresh
ground to many. I found my
enjoyment mixed; Ienjoyed them
at the more restrained moments,
but found some of the other
extremes a bit harrowing. Certainly an interesting field for
exploration full of tremendous
variety
and
I could
hardly
imagine the works being more
sensitively
handled
than
by
Ashkenazy ( Decca KSXC6705,
£3.50). A hard- toned piano is
clearly recorded [
A : 1]. André
Previn seems to be a clear top
choice for the Shostakovich
Symphony 8—indeed, the only
choice on cassette. It is an
intense and brooding work into
which the conductor puts his
whole heart. The recording is
conventionally good ( EMI TCASD2917, £3.40)
[
A : 1/11.
Sibelius Symphony 5 and En
Saga are outstandingly well
played by Berglund and the
Bournemouth
Orchestra,
a
powerful performance that builds
and builds with almost alarming
intensity ( HMV TC-ASD3038,
£3.40). Iwas so struck by the
recorded sound that Ihastened
to check with the record reviewer's
opinion.
I agree—
[A* : 1.].
Another Sibelius
record from the same forces
with the addition of Ida Haendel
on violin ( EMI TC-ASD3199,
£3.49) has the Violin Concerto
and Serenades 1 & 2. The violinist ideally matches the conductor
for sheer intensity of feeling and
between them they produce a
reading of impressive, gaunt
strength.
One
could
prefer
something
less
intense
but
it is a great performance [ A:
1/1*]. Iseem to be in a glowing
EMI patch at the moment for the
next cassette in alphabetical
order is Karajan's tremendous
recording
of
Richard
Strauss's Don Quixote with
Rostropovitch as soloist ( EMI
AUGUST 1976

TC-ASD3118, £3.40). The playing is of continued intensity
bringing this splendid score
luminously alive. The recording
too is of a clear, shimmering
quality, constantly impressive
[A/A*: 11. And then a most
surprising treat from Boult and
Tchaikovsky's Suite No. 3
(EMI TC-ASD3135, £3.40). Iwas
not too familiar with this music
and suspect that, in the past,
when Iwas less of aTchaikovsky
enthusiast, Imay have given it but
cursory attention.
Now, with
Boult's enthusiastic and skilful
advocacy Ifind it sounding as
good as first-rate Elgar. It really
is a splendid work and with
such a rapt and attentive performance should find many new
friends. The recording is also
ideally clear and direct [
A*: 11.
It is nice to end with one of the
best cassettes Ihave heard for
some time— both in matters of
sound and performance. Verdi
Opera Choruses conducted by
Abbado has terrifically vital performances that will have you
on the edge of your seat and the
sound matches them most adequately ( DG 3300 495, £3.25).
Some interesting music to discover as well [A:11.

COLLECTIONS
Iwish there were more sensible
collections like Music of the
Four Countries' bringing together rare and interesting items,
but perhaps there is not a wide
market for such things ( EMI
TC-ASD2400, £3.40). Still, Ihope
there will be enough enthusiasts
for ' British' music to welcome
Gibson's tasteful performances
of works by Ethel Smyth— The
Wreckers overture; Harty— With
the wild geese; MacCunn—The
Land of the Mountain and the
Flood; and
German's
Welsh
rhapsody. Some very pleasant
music and a fair recording
[A/B: 1]. Personally Ithink a
title like ' The Wonder of Karajan'
is going a bit too far into the
realms of sycophancy ( EMI TCEXE205, £2.15) even though I
must admit that there are some
wonderful performances; precise as ever, but skilful and
sumptuous
Weber,
Nicolai,
Mendelssohn and Wagner. Recorded in 1962 the sound is
acceptable if not of the highest
modern standards [ B: 1]. A
polished and sunny collection of
'Favourite Operetta Duets' ( EMI
TC-CSD3748, £3.25) by Anneleise Rothenberger and Nicolai
Gedda with items from Casanova,
The Gypsy Princess, Giuditta,
Land of Smiles, The Merry Widow
and many more. Electrola recordings with that usual chocolate box acoustic ( impressive
nevertheless) which the German
apply to such music, and immaculate ( almost too good) performances [
A : 1]. By contrast
Richard
Tucker's
blatantly
American ( language and style)
performances in ' Vienna, My
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Peter Gammond
City of Dreams' ( CBS 40-30070,
£1.89) sound quite incredibly
corny. But Iam taking a purists
viewpoint and there will be many
who enjoy such music made
linguistically
accessible
and
done in full-blooded romantic
style. Sound is good by 1963
standards [
A/B: 3]. There is so
much to enjoy on ' Virtuoso Horn
Concertos' ( BASF KBACC3085,
£3.50) and the marvel of it is that
so much is unfamil,ar—a Schumann item we know, but works
by Cherubini, Kalliwoda, Reger
and Weismann are fresh experiences.
Nice, wistful playing
from Hermann Baumann and
clean accompaniments from the
Munich
Philharmonic
under
Marinus Voorberg, with an impeccably
balanced
recording
[A : 1].
I approached
the
Mormon
Tabernacle
Choir's
'Viva Espana' with trepidation
for it seemed that two disparate
elements were about to be
brought together with typically
American disregard for the conventions ( CBS 40-61689, £2.19).
It turned out to be enjoyable with
items like El Manisero done
quite tastefully. It all sounds a
bit like the Black and White
Minstrel Show in the hands of a
Welsh choir [ A: 1]. Two comparatively unflogged instruments
are given their chance in the last
two items. Pinchas Zukerman
reveals another angle to his
talents with a tape of ' Viola
Concertos' ( CBS 40-76490,£3.19).
Music by Weber, Stamitz, Telemann and Handel. How pleasant
to hear the rich tones of the
viola thus exposed. There is
some lovely music starting off
well with the Weber Andante e
rondo ungaresse and it is all
finely played. Only the recording
is slightly let down with again that
somewhat pinched and wooden
tone that contrasts with the
naturalness of most cassettes
today [ B: 1]. Finally a double
tribute to ' The Art of the Recorder' and the sadly spent
talent of the late David Munrow
(HMV TC-SLS5022, £6.60). A
special taste is more likely to be
cultivated by many through this
lively approach than in ahundred
dull recordings.
The music
ranges from ancient anon to
modern times and we are supplied with an excellent history
and survey in the accompanying
booklet [
A:11.
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Peter Gammond
IF you look back through the
I appropriate pages of this, or
any other record magazine, you
might be astonished at the
number of LPs per month
devoted to military and brass
band music. There is obviously
a tremendous following, as anyone who has attended one of
those delightful summer Wednesday evening concerts at
Kneller Hall ( in spite of the
music being interrupted every
two minutes by a passing jet—
including a splendid and distracting view of the Concorde)
will know; or likewise anyone
who has sampled the knowledgeable enthusiasm of abrass
band contest. The addicted cannot have enough of the open-air
sound of unfettered brass or the
piquant mixture of brass and
woodwind that makes up a
military band.
One of my
favourite sounds used to be the
distant bandstand in Parliament
Hill Fields of a Sunday morning
floating in through the open
window of our flat on West Hill.
I've been accumulating a
goodly batch of such recordings
and, having sorted the wheat
from the chaff, can recommend
the folowing. Firstly The Virtuoso Brass Band, Vol. 7—the
latest in a distinguished series
(Virtuosi VR7507, £2.85). The
band, made up of twenty-eight of
Britain's best brass band instrumentalists from various championship bands, is conducted on
this new release by Maurice
Handford, for long Barbirolli's
assistant with the Hallé and
recently appointed professional
conductor of the Brighouse and
Rastrick Band. They offer aprogramme of great interest to the
real enthusiast, including a first
recording of the National Finals
test piece for 1960— Three Figures
by Herbert Howells, a tribute to
three leaders in the brass world
—Cope, Iles and Rimmer. An
interesting suite that makes the
appropriate demands on the
players. To this is added some
excellent arrangements of topclass English music: HoIst's 2nd
Suite, arranged Herbert; Elgar's
Nimrod, arranged Wright; Imperial march and ' Angel's farewell' from The Dream of Gerontius
arranged Ball. So this is a
serious offering of music, sensitively and expertly played and
given considerable depth under
Maurice Handford's guidance.
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The sound, as throughout the
series, is good; perhaps marginally over- resonant to the
detriment of complete clarity
[A: 1]. In spite of the high
credentials of the
Virtuoso
Band, it is perhaps fair to say
that the fact that they only get
together a couple of times a
year is just noticeable when compared with a regular top-class
ensemble like Handford's own
Brighouse and Rastrick Band
(XTRA 1160, £1.85) here conducted by James Scott. The
total expertise may not be the
same, but the relaxed feeling of
familiarity adds a vital spark.
Their programme is slightly
more slanted toward popular
taste but also contains substantial items like two movements from Bliss' Checkmate
and ' Mars' from The Planets. A
good programme played with
great spirit and zest; the recording very similar in quality as the
above [
A: 1]. The other brass
record Ihave chosen is distinctly
unusual (Mike Westbrook's
Brass Band Plays for the
Record: TRA 312),agroup of five
made up of singer/actor Paul Minton on trumpet, poet/clown Paul
Rutherford on euphonium and
trombone, painter Kate Barnard
on tenor horn and piccolo,
architect Dave Chambers on
saxophone and Mike Westbrook,
euphonium and piano, the inspiring figure. Their programme
is
completely
unclassifiable,
ranging from early brass music
to pop songs ( some with vocals)
to jazz and Kurt Weill. It is half a
pop record, half a brass item; it
ranges from fascinating to boring, but it is overall well-done;
recording again resonant [A: 1].
In the military line we have an
excellent record by the Band of
the Royal Regiment of Artillery
Regimental Music (
Rediffusion
Gold Star 15-49, £1.99) conducted
by Major R. Quinn. It contains
music in general use by the
artillery band, music written for
the Royal Regiment, plus a
number of popular marches in
more general use. The Royal
Regiment of Artillery Band must
be rated highly in all respects,
even beside the better-known
Guards bands, for it not only has
great precision and some remarkable virtuosity in its ranks
but it has a nice supple, relaxed
sound about it that some of the
other bands are not lucky
enough to possess in spite of
their reputations. A constant
sense of enjoyment is maintained
throughout the recordings and
the sound is very clear and fullbodied [A: 11.
George Gershwin gets adequate attention on record and
the recent Porgy and Bess from
Decca should have satisfied our
requirements in that line for
some years to come. Another
recording of Robert Russell
Bennett's
Symphonic
Picture
would not therefore, in itself, be
of overwhelming attraction, fine
though the music is, and well

played by Maurice Abravanel and
the Utah Symphony Orchestra
(Vanguard SRV345, £1.25). What
interested me more is that the
other side of the record is
occupied
by
Scenario
for
Orchestra by Charles Miller,
written in 1941 and based on
themes from Jerome Kern's
Showboat. The music of Kern is
all around us and yet Kern himself is acomparatively neglected
figure. Ihardly need enlarge on
the attractions of the songs from
Showboat. Miller uses them well
and Abravanel presents them in
a non- jazzy sort of way that puts
the record exactly into the category of good ' light' music. It
should appeal to the lover of
good tunes not too seriously
interfered with [
A: 11.
The Southend Boys' Choir
previously recorded three ' Pop
Cantatas' on Vista VPS1009.
Their second album, which
apparently intends to continue a
series ( Vista VPS1027, £2.50)
includes Hip-Hip Horatio with
music by Michael Hurd and The
Goliath Jazz by Herbert Chappell
and, as a bonus, Chappell's
arrangement of Joplin's The
Entertainer. Both are enjoyable
works, not too pop- orientated
for older consumption, both
offer the lasting delight of boys'
voices in good measure. Hurd
is slightly old-fashioned and
much of his music might have
been pop in the 1950s; Chappell
is the more sophisticated. The
masterpiece of ' pop cantatas' so
far seems to be Horowitz's
Captain Noah and his Floating
Zoo and neither of these come
near to rivalling it, but they are
interesting examples of acurrent
fashion [
B: 1/2].
Anyone who feels that records
are getting a bit dear nowadays
—or do they merely reflect a
degree of inflation that causes
no surprise—would do well to
watch the Music for Pleasure
label for its worthwhile new and
revival fare at only £1.25. It tends
to come and go fairly quickly in
the racks. We have had several
sorties into recent revival material, for example What aWonderful World ( MFP 50254, £1.25)
which presents the late Louis
Armstrong in fairly commercial
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but nevertheless entertaining
recordings dating from 1967 and
1968 [A : 1]. From the same
period Count Basie and the
Mills Brothers (
MFP 50255,
£1.25)—a little disappointing for
those who liked the more instrumental early Mills Brothers style
(by now they were just a slick
vocal quartet) but enjoyable, not
least for a nicely controlled
swinging Basie sound as backing [
A : 1]. 1968-72 Richard
Harris in
MacArthur Park
(MFP 50251, £1.00) for those who
admire this romantic and fullblooded egoist slushing his way
through
nauseatingly sanctimonious and sentimental ballads
backed by soari ng strings [
B: 3].
Other recent items have included: Michel Legrand: the
Man and his Music ( MFP 50240)
which includes his best known
film themes and songs played in
the
usual
suave
manner;
Country Gold (
MFP 50247)
which features the forthright art
of Glen Campbell, Bobbie Gentry
and others of the golden corn
ilk;
Jimmy
Logan
Sings
Lauder (
MFP 50250) a hi-fi and
suitably idiomatic way of hearing
the Lauder classics if the old
originals get abit wearing on the
ear— not that they should; The
Best of Billy Vaughn and his
Orchestra (
MFP 50258)— recordings from 1958-65 in his gentle,
clean-cut style; Jack Parnell;
The Big Band Show (
MFP
50302) leading us on a tour
through the swing era in imitative
styling; and Swing is the Thing
(MFP 500300) in which Joe Loss
does asimilar job with always an
eye cast on the needs of the
dancing customers. Joe Loss is
also available on The Very
Best of the Joe Loss Big Band
(Studio 2 TWOX1050, £2.99)
with an album of popular titles
like Sugar blues and Moulin
Rouge that have been millionsellers in their day. It nearly
made me dance and that takes
some doing.
In fact, I did
manage a few arthritic flings to
Away Up North (
One Up OU
2126, £1.99). Scottish Dance
Music as purveyed by experts
like the Wick Band has an
infectious quality to it that cannot
be denied.

4/4ZZ
Ken Hyder

the most original
PERHAPS
album I've heard for the past

few weeks is Alice Coltrane's
Eternity on Warner Brothers
WB 56 198. Most of the music is
deceptively simple and it's easy
to dismiss it on a superficial
hearing. Take Om Supreme for
example. The piece begins with
Mrs Coltrane jabbing an electric
piano round a straightforward
theme which floats warmly in the
air. Then you hear a singing
team coming on like west Coast,
post flower- power disciples of
peace and love. It's the sort of
thing which would normally turn
me right off, but no, forget the
words and it's abeautiful, gentle
and reassuring hymn. But that's
just one track and they're all very
different. Los Caballos, a small
group, romp with Alice on a
chunky, direct organ, swapping
licks with a more than excellent
rhythm section including some
superb
Latin
percussionists.
Spring Rounds from Stravinsky's
Rite of Spring even makes an
appearance,
and
there
are
snatches of Alice Coltrane's
infamous
sweeping
strings

music which sounds like a ' Land
on the starboard bow' film score.
But all in all, it's a nice album,
full of surprises and unexpected
sounds. Give it a good long
listen if you can [ A: 2].
At last Albert Ayler's New
Grass has been re-released on
Impulse A 9175. In 1968, long
before the current jazz- funk
boom was even beginning, Mr
Avant Garde went into the
studios with, among others,
drummer- of - a-thousand sessions Pretty Purdie ( perhaps
best known for his work on
Aretha Franklin records) and
had some fun. For that's what
comes across on this record—
musicians having fun playing
earthy,
hard-hitting,
driving
music. That rasping, singing,
heart-rending tone of Ayler's
tenor is still there, his blowing
clawing at your soul, only this
time it's wailing over a soul
rhythm section. This is heavy
music, far heavier than most of
the super- slick sophistifunk of
the last two or three years. I
know that some Ayler purists
dismissed New Grass as a sellout— but that's their problem.
Don't you believe them [ B: 1].
The ingredients are there . . .
superb musicians, superb
sounds, and superb production.
But somehow the new Weather

Report album, Black Market,
doesn't quite make it. It looks
as though the band were having
another of their personnel upheavals while making the album
(CBS 81325), the only consistent members being Wayne
Shorter and Joe Zawinul. Still,
it's a likeable album with choice
moments on Cannon Ball and
Herandnu [ A: 1/2].
I'm suffering a bit from the
technoflash overkill of Chick
Corea's Return to Forever team.
So Iwas a bit wary of Al Di
Meola's Land of the Midnight
Sun CBS 81220 when it arrived.
As usual with this team a solo
album is not a solo album, and
on one track or another, the rest
of the supergroup get in on the
act. But it turned out to be not
as boring as Iexpected [ A: 2].
An earlier version of the jazz
superstar syndrome was the
Jazz at the Philharmonic scene.
And the stars of Jazz at the
Philharmonic 1944-46 on Verve
,
12610 020 [
BIC : 1/2] included
Prez, Bird, Dizzy and even Nat
King Cole and Les Paul. And
they're big enough to overcome
that superstar bit and get on
with the blowing. They just got
out there and did it—and it's a
pleasure to listen to. There was
a time when Roland Kirk just
played music. Then he slipped

the opening track should be
enough to convince even the
most disbelieving. Titled tcan't
ask for anymore than you, it
presents the new, funky face of
Richard as he swoops and
climbs— using falsetto even yet!
—on what could prove to be a
most attractive disco shot. The
title track is a raunchy, little,
Berry- like opus that chugs along
like a happy-go-lucky
loco,
while Miss you nights, a recent
single, is a neatly layered production that goes a long way
towards proving that commercialism need not necessarily be
a dirty word. Devil woman is
another rocker that's won new

friends for Cliff via a hit 45, and
Iwish you'd change your mind, by
the same writer, Terry Britton,
has a fragile quality that Cliff
handles beautifully without turning it into the sort of glorified
goo that once seemed to be his
forte.
All- in-all, there hardly
seems to be a duff track on this
one and I'm seriously thinking of
putting up my Harry Webb
posters once more. Perhaps the
world's not in such a bad state
after all! [ A*: 1].
Another singer whose early
work—such as Delta Lady and
With alittle help from my friends
—was impressive, is Joe Cocker.
Perhaps his highly emotional
style, strong on effort but often
deficient in subtlety, has resulted
in him being filed alongside
'Richens' under the heading
'great voice— but slightly boring'.
However, Stingray(A&M AMLH
64574, £2.99) Joe's first album
for A & M in something like six
years, is very enjoyable, with Joe
treating all his material—penned
mainly by Matthew Moore, Bob
Dylan and Bobby Charles—with
commendable restraint.
And
because he's surrounded himself with such session greats as
Cornell Dupree and Eric Gale
(guitars), Richard Tee ( keyboards), Gordon Edwards ( bass)
and
Steve
Gadd (drums),
Cocker's ensured that all the
album's instrumental aspects
fall into the beyond reproach
category. Eric Clapton, Albert
Lee and Bonnie Bramlett are
among those who make brief but

Cliff Richard \\\
OVE IT was aclassic single,
lvi one of the best things to
emerge from the British rock
scene during the pre-Beatle era.
Since that time though, Cliff
Richard has produced little to
arouse even mild interest among
the more discerning rock fraternity. True he's had an Everesthigh amount of pop hits. True
too that he's made more impact
on
Europe (thanks to that
dreaded song contest) than
Henry
Kissinger.
But,
until
recently, the only really worthwhile work Cliff seemed to be
involved in was on behalf of the
Church. Now, thanks to I'm
Nearly Famous ( EMI EMC 3122,
£2.99) his latest album, everything has changed and Cliff's
back to producing valid music
once more. One playthrough of
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into playing music with gimmicks. Now with The Return of
the 5000 lb Man on Warner
Brothers WB 56 202 it's gimmicks
plus music [ A/B: 2]—how long
before it's just gimmicks? If
you're a drummer and you want
to get your funky licks together,
Marching in the Streets by
Harvey Mason on Arista AL 4054
is for you. The drumming is
excellently tasty, but overall the
music is nothing special. Incidentally, my review copy was an
extremely bad pressing on side
two—so check before you buy
[possibly A: 2]. After a series
of good, often brilliant albums by
McCoy Tyner, Fly with the
Wind on Milestone M 9067, with
strings and Billy Cobham is a
disappointment [ A: 2]. Bj6rn
Alkes Kvartett on Caprice
RIKS LP 72 sounds surprisingly
British, although it's Swedish.
Fine if you like straight ahead
British styled, post Milestones
jazz [ A/B : 3].
Sam Rivers,
Sizzle on Impulse IMPL 8025
has lots of fire and guts, but a
lot of the time it's too cluttered
[B: 2]. And finally a delightful
album by the late Louis Jordan,
backed by the Chris Barber Band.
Louis Jordan Swings on Black
Lion BLP 30175 [ B: 2] is a good
humoured unpretentious record
worth checking out.

POP
Fred Dellar

telling guestcontributions [ A : 2].
Some weird and wonderful stuff,
all in good, old-fashioned mono,
turns up on Rare Tracks ( Polydor 2482 274, L1.79) a 17-track
compilation of collector's items
that includes an acoustic item by
Cream (
Anyone for tennis), Fairport's first single (
If I had a
ribbon bow), The Who in their
high numbers era (
Zoot suit), and
a Bluesology cut (
Just alittle bit)
featuring little fat Reg, what later
did rather better for himself, and
Watford, under the name of
Elton John. A fascinating release that Ihave to rate at [ B/C:
2] though I'd like to go higher.
Also received: Thijs Van
Leer ( Philips 6303 143, £2.99), a
pleasant but somehow ineffectual album by the Focus flautist/
keyboardman, with arranger Paul
Buckmaster
taking
all
the
honours there are to be had
[A: 2/3]; The Outlaws ( RCA
RS1048, £2.99), on which Waylon
Jennings, Jessi Colter, Willie
Nelson and Tompall Glaser
provide some superb new wave
country music [ A; 1*]; and The
Royal Scam ( ABC ABCL 5161,
£2.99), fifth album from Steely
Dan, whom many believe to be
the most interesting band on the
current rock scene.
I'm not
inclined to disagree [ A: 1*].
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tenoretThe range
of cartridges from Condor

Manufactured in Holland to an exceedingly high
specification, the Tenorel range of cartridges are
designed to enhance your listening pleasure — giving
real ' on the scene' audio sensations. Whether it be
Verdi or Floyd, the Tenorel cartridge offers a faithful
representation of your choice of music. Nothing more,
and certainly nothing less than the original recording.
Tenorel T2001
R.R.P. £ 5.45 Excl. VAT.
Tenorel T2001ED R.R.P. £ 10.50 Excl. VAT.
Tenorel T2001SD R.R.P. £ 17.50 Excl. VAT.
Ask your local dealer for more details.

Distributed bv:- Condor Electronics Ltd., 100 Coombe Lane. London SW20 OAY. Tel: 01-946 0033
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CHINON "

Chinon AR 6000
Si AR 7000 Receivers
Gordon J. King

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Note: AR-7000 parameters in brackets.

FM SECTIONS
Frequency range: 88-108 MHz ( both). Sensitivity IHF : 2.5 uV ( 1.8 uV). Frequency response:
20 Hz-15 kHz — 1.5 dB (20 Hz-15 kHz ± 0.5 dB). Separation: > 30 dB 1kHz ( 35 dB 1kHz).
Harmonic distortion: <1% (< 0.5%).
AM SECTIONS
Frequency range: 535-1605 kHz ( both). Sensitivity : 25 0/ (15 uV) both : I-IF. Image rejection:
<40 dB ( both).
AUDIO SECTIONS
Power output: 12+12 W (20+20 W over 20 Hz-20 kHz), both ref. 8ohms. Harmonic distortion:
<0.8% at rated output (< 0.5%). Frequency response: 20 Hz-40 kHz ± 1-5 dB (20 Hz-40 kHz
±1.5 dB). Power bandwidth IHF: 25-35 kHz (20 Hz-50 kHz). Hum and noise: mag. PU: 55 dB
(60 dB); aux: 60 dB ( 70 dB). Residual hum and noise: 15 mV ( noise 1mV), both vc min.
Loudness: 12 dB at 50 Hz ( same); 3dB at 10 kHz (4dB at 10 kHz). Tone controls: bass ± 12 dB
at 50 Hz ( same); treble ± 10 dB at 10 kHz ( same). High filter ( AR- 7000 only): — 10 dB at 10 kHz.
Inputs: mag. PU: 2.5 mV/50 k ( two both same); crystal PU: ( AR-6000 only) 100 mV./100 k;
aux: 150 mV/50 k ( 150 mV/100 k); tape in: 150 mV/50 k ( 150 mV 40 k). Prices (ex. VAT): AR-8000
£79.69; AR-7000 £ 115.12. Source of origin: Japan. Distributor: Dixons Photographic Ltd.,
Prinz House, 84-88 Pinner Road, Harrow, Middlesex HAl 4LF.

A S Dixons Photographic Limited, with outF-1 lets in nearly every big town, constitute a
popular source of hi-fi equipment we decided
to assess side-by-side a couple of receivers in
the lower-to-medium price range that the firm
currently has on offer. The receivers, which
are of Japanese origin, go under the name of
Chinon, and the two under test here differ in
power yield by almost 3dB. The AR-6000 is
rated at 12 + 12 W (no frequency range stated)
and the AR-7000 at 20+20 W over 20 Hz to
20 kHz, both into 8-ohm loads.
The greater power of the AR-7000 coupled
with additional features over the AR-6000
make this the more expensive of the pair, its
excluding VAT price being some £ 5-43 above
that of the AR-6000. This margin, however,
would appear to be well warranted for, apart
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

from the extra and bandwidth-defined power,
the AR-7000 includes acentre-zero FM tuning
meter. FM interstation muting, a high filter,
two tape circuits and inputs for two magnetic
pickups.
Each model includes aMW AM section and
an inbuilt ferrite rod aerial for this band, but
since the aerial cannot be adjusted it may be
found necessary either to employ an external
AM aerial (aterminal for this and earth being
provided on each model) or to turn the whole
receiver to align the aerial to the transmission.
Each model is also equipped with terminals for
75 ohms coaxial feeder or 300 ohms balanced
feeder for the FM aerial. Our tests and me,asurements were conducted with the signal matched
to the 75-ohm input, the signal being the potential-difference ( PD) across this impedance.
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'Phono' type sockets at the rear accept the
source signals and deliver the tape recording
signals, and the AR-7000 also has DIN socket
duplication on tape circuit 1only for recording
and replay. Both models have two loudspeaker
circuits, selectable by push-keys on the AR6000 and by rotary switch on the AR-7000. In
both cases it is possible to switch off both loudspeaker pairs for headphone only listening, for
which asuitably attenuated jack socket is present at the bottom left-hand corner of the fascia.
Both models are similarly presented in
wooden enclosure and ' brushed aluminium'
fascia displaying the usual bass, treble, balance
and volume controls. Loudness and mono
over-ride keys are present on both models, and
the AR-6000 has switching for pickup and
auxiliary (the former with two pairs of inputs,
one for amagnetic pickup and the other for a
piezo-electric pickup) in addition to the facilities for one tape machine. The source selector
of the AR-7000 has an extra position for
pickup 2 in addition to the facilities for two
tape machines, a monitor key available for
each.
The tuning meter on the AR-6000 is the fullscale type, so that the tuning on FM and AM
is set for maximum deflection. The meter provides a relative indication of tuned signal
strength, but since it reaches maximum deflection fairly early, particularly on FM, its value
is restricted on powerful signals. The AR-7000
has asimilar meter which is similarly restricted,
but for FM tuning there is also the centre-zero
meter, which makes it easier to locate the
optimum tuning point on strong signals. FM
measurements on this model were made by
adjusting the tuning as indicated by the centrezero meter.
Although the AR-7000 is specified as being
more sensitive than the AR-6000, our measurements of the samples proved that the reverse
was true ( based on CC1R noise weighting). It
should be noticed that in the measured performance table, the values applicable to the AR-7000
are given in parentheses, as in the table of the
manufacturer's specifications. The AR-7000
also required a greater signal PD (across 75
ohms) than the AR-6000 to reach — IdB limiting. On the other hand, the ultimate stereo
S/N ratio was better on the AR-7000 than on
the AR-6000, though it needed agreater input
signal to arrive at the ultimate ratio. It will
be seen that our performance table now includes all the information required to assess
the overall mono and stereo sensitivity. The
four primary parameters in this respect being
IHF least usuable sensitivity, 50 dB S/N ratio,
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CROYDON'S
TAPE RECORDER & RI-FI CENTRE

SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,
352/354, Lower Addiscombe Road,
CROYDON. CRO TAF
Phone: 01-654. 1231 & 2040

CHESHIRE ( continued)

FOR ALL YOUR
REQUIREMENTS

Charlesvvorths

llgolluey AUDIO

All leading makes in stock, Hi-Pi equipment,
cabinets, etc.
ffl

HI—FI CENTRES
112 FOREGATE STREET • CHESTER • TEL. 25075
AND 14 HIGHTOWN • CREWE • TEL. 56344

I & 2 PEAS HILL
CAMBRIDGE

Dealer

Tel: 54237

Also at SOUTHAMPTON

For all your Hi -FI requirements
* Demonstration facilities * After sales service
* Easy parking

CHESHIRE

_LONDON S.E.9& KENT_
APPOINTED MAIN

AGENTS

BANG & OLUFSEN — SONY —
DYNATRON — KEF—TRIO — ETC.
LARGE RECORD

& CASSETTE

HERMLYN Hi- Fi

DEPT.

850-9548

230-232 ELTHAM HIGH ST., S.E.9.
AND AT

64 HIGH ST., ORPINGTON 66-33101

SONY

TECHNICS. IOWA

PIONEER .

NATIONAL.

A.R.

HITACHI . TOSHIBA .

ETC.

*

Full range audio, hi-fi, TV equipment at competitive prices

*

Most models on demonstration

*

Personal service

*

Personal export and h.p. arranged

*

Full guarantee
service.

and

after

sales

EALING TV
and HI-FI LTD.

BANG Et
)OW FSEN
SONY
QUAD
B+W
KOSS
S.M.E.
SHURE
Comparator
Demonstrations

Rela

WARRINGTON
57 Bridge Street

Warrington
Tel:109251 30444

ST. HELENS
( Merseyside)
18 Westfield Street,
St. Helens Tel: 34141

HALF, CHESHIRE

H. L. SMITH
& CO. LTD.

Wilmslow 26213

DERBYSHIRE

i3M ICRON AUDIO
LIMITED

Tel: 34923

Besides providing the world's finest equipment,
we also demonstrate. install and service the equipment and give a two year guarantee or a cash
discount.

CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY

HI-FI IN PLYMOUTH

SONY

ALBERT E. FORD LTD.
RANG L ° LOESER

Established 1910

5 Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire

DEVONSHIRE

EXTENSIVE CLASSICAL RECORD SECTION

01-567 8703

FUI -F1 AND UNIT AUDIO
Tandberg, Dual, Goodmans, Wharfedale, Trio, Pioneer,
Kef, B & W, Richard Allan, Akai, Armstrong and Rotel.

Derbyshire's Leading Hi-fi Centre

Ealing, London W5 4PA
01-579 3718

OF
SWIFT
WILMSLOW

135 Sheffield Road. ( A61) Chesterfield

STOCKISTS FOR A LLEADING MAKES OF
QUALITY HI-FI EQUIPMENT

4 The Paddocks, Popes Lane,

11,1

Sic

S5Et7i

162- 64 ASHL Y ROAD
HALE VILLAGE. CHESHIRE

TEL

061.928-766S

84 CORNWALL ST.

Tel: 63319

Offer more than a selection—A SERVICE

HON

Comprehensive stock of equipment
at competitive prices
National Panasonic and Technics
287-9 Edgware Road
London W2 1BE Tel: 01-723 5891
BEDFORDSHIRE

¡oil)

0
184 SIdwell Street, Exeter 75048
a' VrIffli Ro.. & Row
Part
exchange.
Comparator
°.
demonstrations. Home dems. and
.
1 installation service. Private after.
hours dems. and consultancy. Up
to 5 years guarantee. 4 Channel.
'Studio One' where only the best is available. Choose from Bang & Olufsen, Sony,
Technics, J.V.C., Quad, Marantz, K.E.F.,
A.R., Sonab, Armstrong, Harman Kardon
and most better makes.

the hi-fi centre
GREEN LANE
WILMSLOW

Tel.: Wilmslow 24766.

CHESHIRE SK9 ILW Closed Wednesday.

For personal attention phone Wilmslow 22112
and ask for Mr. Bird.
Car Parking.

• PERSONAL ATTENTION
• LEADING MAKES
• COMPETITIVE PRICES ".
• COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS

e
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• TAN RECORDER CLINIC
• SERVICING.ER..1
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CONCERNED EXCLUSIVELY WITH STEREO HIGH FIDELITY
EQUIPMENT FOR DISCRIMINATING MUSIC LOVERS

THE SOUTH WEST

Tom Molland Ltd.

Invite you to visit their well-equipped
Demonstration Theatre and compare all
the leading makes of HiFi and Tape
Equipment at
110 CORNWALL STREET, PLYMOUTH
Telephone 69285
Immediate delivery to ALL Areas
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5a
1 FM stereo distortion spectrograms at 1kHz
driving signal and 100% modulation, ( a) AR-6000
and (
b) AR-7000. Graticule 5kHz and 10 dB
divisions. Note pilot tone and subcarrier residuals
and intermodulafion products.

4b

4a
IdB limiting and ultimate S/N ratio.

Since
we are now giving this information in tabutated
form, making it easier to compare one receiver
with any other, the earlier type of FM performance graph is redundant and wilt be discontinued.
As exposed in previous writings, the criterion
of performance of an FM section should not
be based on sensitivity alone. Other parameters, such as front-end large-signal handling
ability (i.e. front-end third-order intermodulation), front-end selectivity and overall selectivity, can be of equal if not of greater importance in some reception areas. On most of these
parameters the AR-7000 came out on top—
very much oit top so far as overall selectivity is
concerned. Neither model fared very well on
the capture ratio test, though!
In general, the measured parameters indicate that the AR-7000 would be more suitable
than the AR-6000 for difficult' reception areas:
but the former might also find itself in trouble
in very problematical locations, especially
when it is required to receive a weak signal in
competition with very strong local signals.
During the period of the trials atropospheric
opening occurred which brought in many distant signals, and while a tuner with more
stringent parameters separated most of them
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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with minimal interference, both the AR-6000
and AR-7000 suffered various degrees of adjacent' channel interference, the AR-6000 more
than the AR-7000.
However, having said that, it must be stressed that under normal reception conditions,
using signals destined for the location, no
trouble at all was experienced with either
model at any time.
The spectrograms in fig. 1 show the harmonic distortion of the AR-6000 at ( a) and
the AR-7000 at ( b), both ref. IkHz and 100%
stereo modulation (i.e. 90% audio and 10%
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2 FM stereo frequency response ( top) arad
separation (bottom), (a) AR-6000 and ( b) AR-7000.
Scale Hz x10 and 5d13/div., ref. 50 “ sec preemphasis.
3 Intermodulation distortion spectrograms with
15 kHz and 16 kHz driving signals across output
load of Z 6ohms and 62 a at 15 kHz. ( a) AR-6000
4.9 V rms each signal and ( b) AR-7000 6.3 V rms
each signaL Graticule 5kHz and 10 dB dvisions.
4 Frequen.cy/amplitude sweeps, ( a) AR-6000 tone
controls flat/full boost/full cut and loudness at
—30 dB and ( b) AR-7000 as ( a) but including
high-filter response. Scale Hz x10 and 5dB/div.
5 Departure from FtIAA (top and 1dB/div.) and
stereo separation ( bottom and 10 dB/div.), input
PU1 via RIAA recording filter, (
a) AR-6000 and
(b) AR-7000.
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NATIONAL RADIO
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Your IliFi Dealer
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HAMPSHIRE
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equipment,
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deliveries,
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showrooms
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SUPPLIES LTD.

203 St, George's Road
Phone 23093
BOLTON

DORSET
• Comparator demonstrations
• Open Thursday until 8 pm

QUALITY HI-FI

• Approved agents: Aiwa, AR, Armstrong, B & W,
Celestion UL, Harman Kardon, IMF, JMR, KEF,

OF POOLE

Linn-Sondek, Marantz, NAD, Pioneer, QED,
Quad, S.M.C., Spendor, Sonab, Sony, Stanton,
J. E. Sugden, Teac, Technics, Trio, Yamaha and
others.

The Specialist Hi -Fi Equipment Shop
Personal Attention - Demonstrations
Leading Makes Stocked
55 NORTH ROAD, POOLE
Tel.: Parkstone 742706

(Loughton) CO. LTD.
Telephone: 01-508 2715
BROOKLYN PARADE,
HI-FI
309 HIGH ROAD,
SHOWROOM
LOUGHTON, ESSEX

AFTER SALES SERVICE

I

SERVICE in ESSEX

•SONY •TECHNICS
• MONITOR AUDIO

• KOSS
PIONEER • NATIONAL PANASONIC
TANDBERG •PHILIPS VIDEO eSHAFTESBURY eAIWA
SANSUI

Home Demonstrations with pleasure.
Full range of Records and Tapes.
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CHELMSFORD
BRENTWOOD
ROMFORD
SOUTHEND
LEIGH
HADLEIGH

BASILDON
BRAINTREE

8 HIGH STREET.
Telephone: 215519
16- IC NEW LONDON RD.
Telephone 66764
8-9 SWAN WALK.
Telephone 41808
92 HIGH STREET.
Telephone 63991
1725 LONDON ROAD.
Telephone 78258
265 LONDON ROAD.
Telephone 556815
82 TOWN SQUARE.
Telephone 21638
25 BANK STREET.
Telephone 25930

HAMPSHIRE

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS

goffgzoollay
12 BARGATE STREET
SOUTHAMPTON Tel: 28547
Also at CAMBRIDGE
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2-44 Church Street, Blackburn.
Telephone: 51682
77 The Mall, Burnley.
Telephone: 35229

KENT

SOUND SUPPLIES

BANG & OLUFSEN

Authorised Dealer for

4

Tannoy Integrated Loudspeaker Systems

8 & 12 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford Tel: 2827 or 5232

ESSEX

Agents for:

L

Gorse's HiFi Centres

Hampshire Audio Ltd

Hi -Fi Servicing - Part Exchanges

Specialists in
High Fidelity Sound

70-72 HOLDENHURST ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH
HANTS
Largest hi-fi and radio component
store in the south
Tel: 25232

PETER RUSSELL'S HI-FI ATTIC
58 New George Street, Plymouth
Tel: 69511 (
over Brook St. Bureau)

( continued)

ASHFORD
PHOTOCRAFT HI-FI

For Quality Hi -Fi in PRESTON.

ELECTRA CENTRE

OPPOSITE ODEON-

(Members High Fidelity Dealers Association)

40 HIGH STREET
Tel: Ashford 24441
Acoustic Research, Armstrong, Bang & Olufsen,
Celestion, Dynatron, K.E.F., Koss, Luxman,
Micro, Nakamichi, Quad, Revox, Sonab, Strathearn, Tandberg, Teac, Trio, Toshiba, Yamaha.

RECEIVERS

Comparator Demonstrations of most
leading makes B. & O., Sony, Trio,
Quad, etc.
8 Victoria Buildings, Fishergate
Preston. Tel: 55603 and 58 Lancaster
Rd. Preston. Tel: 58488

?

For the sound advice of

Armstrong

a Musician and professional

Quad

Engineer consult the

Sonab

Specialists:

Sony

REALSOUND
Agents for:— Aiwa * Alpha * Celestion * Richard
Allan * Cambridge * Fons * Linn Sondek *
Harman Kardon * Quad * Revox * Pioneer *
Rotel * Sansui * JBL * Altec * LNB.

Tandberg
D. E. HADAWAY & SON LIMITED
95 & 97 WATLING ST GILLINGHAM _
MEDWAY 50058
JOHN HADAWAY. TEND ( CEO: FSERT MAES

156. BRADSHAWGATE.
Telephone: 26639.

_J

KENT
TERRY BURKE (AUDIO) LTD.
64 Wincheap

Canterbury

HI FI SYSTEMS

Tel: 69848

THE VERY BEST IN SOUND AND PERSONAL
SERVICE GO TOGETHER
SPENDOR. CELEF. KEF. MONITOR AUDIO.
AR. AIWA. TEAC. S.M.E. LUX. SUGDEN. QUAD.
CAMBRIDGE. N.A.D. LINN. MICRO. CONNOISSEUR. ARISTON. N.E.A.L. REVOX.
Comparator demonstrations by appointment

BOLTON

Stockists of:
Harman
Kardon,
IMF, JBL,
Quad, Sugden, Dual, JVC, Mirsch, Rotel,
Monitor Audio, Aiwa, Bose, Studiocraft,
Marantz, Linn Sondek, KLH, and many more.
118 Buttermarket Street, Warrington
Telephone: Warrington 32981
Late night Fridays 9 p.m.
Open Sunday 2-5 p.m.
Closed all day Mondays and Thursdays

CANTERBURY

After hours Telephone: Warrington 67955

LANCASHIRE

1

AUDIO CORNER
117 Portland Street, Southport
Merseyside PRE 6QZ.
Telephone: 0704-37332.
Stockist for: Armstrong, B & W, Spendor, Quad,
N.E.A.L., Sugden, Radford, Gale, Omal, Soundcraftsman, Tandberg, Trio, Harrison 5200. Marantz.
Monitor Audio, Richard Allan, B & N Radford
Monitors, S.M.C., Toshiba, Ferrograph, Revox,
Bose, Fons CQ30, Fisher, Leak, Teleton, Transcriptors. Barclaycards, Access, H.P., etc. Late
night: Friday to 7.30. Parking available at all cimes.
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CHINON AR-8000 AND AR-7000 RECEIVERS
Test conditions: unless otherwise stated, mains input 240 V 50 Hz; loads 8-ohm resistive; noise weighting CCIR test signal input aux.; both channels driven
together: FM test frequency 95 MHz; FM signal input PD across 72 ohms.
Note: AR-7000 parameters in brackets.
COMMENT

PERFORMANCE
FM SECTION
IHF least usable sensitivity.

3.5 4V (4gV)

50 dB S N

80./ ( m) ( 16

V ( m)); 80 gV ( s) (160 mV ( s))

Limiting (- 1dB)
Ultimate S N

..

20 gV (30 MV)

67 dB ( m)/220 ixV ( 66 dB ( m)/250 ,, V); 60 dB (
s)/700 er‘f (
65 dB (s)/2.5 mV)

Front-end 3rd order IM

42 dB (52 dB)

Capture ratio ..

6dB (6dB)

Worst over band. Fair.
Fair values. Better without weighting.
Mediocre.
Fair to good values but relatively strong signal
required for max. ratio ( stereo) to AR-7000.
AR-7000 distinctly better on this parameter.
Both only poor/fair owing to mediocre limiting
performance.

Repeat spot suppression ..

78 dB (82 dB)

AR-7000 good.

Front-end selectivity (' fom')

54 dB (50 dB)

AR-8000 slightly better on
sample.

Selectivity ( IHF)

13 dB (54 dB)

These are alternate channel average values.
AR7000 good; AR-6000 poor symmetry. Adjacent channel very poor.

AM rejection ratio

59 dB (50 dB)

30% AM and 1mV Input.

Muting threshold

(26 MV)

Frequency response separation

.. See oscillograms

Distortion

See spectrograms

this

parameter of

AR-7000 only. ' Pops' when taking effect.
Fair results.
Intermodulation with pilot tone and subcarrier
noted.

AMPLIFIER SECTION
.. 12.3+12-3 W (27+27 W)

Power at 1kHz ..
Frequency range for rated power ..

300 Hz-8kHz (15 Hz-50 kHz)
16 (4)

Damping factor 40 Hzi2 W/8 ohms

16 Hz-86 kHz (< 5Hz-51 kHz)

Frequency response - 3dB/1 W
Rise- time ( small- signal)

4gsec. (6.5 msec.)

Settling- time

25 gsec. (20 use0.)

Slewing-rate

..

2.4 V/gsec. (7V/gsec.)

Inputs
mag. PU
high-level

1
.35 3
mme5rki
e5-6m"VV/11°
3113

Ref. peak clipping threshold.
AR-6000 poor. AR-7000 good.
AR-7000 poor. Both better at 20 kHz.
AR-7000 affected by v/c setting. HF restriction of
AR-7000 preferred.
AR-7000 preferred.
Loaded 8ohms/1 gF.
AR-7000 good.
All acceptable. AR-6000 has piezo PU input,
measured 20 mV.

Sr N ratio
67 dB (67 dB)
75 dB (66 dB)

mag. PU
high-level

Acceptable.

Mag. PU overload threshold

70 mV (100 mV)

AR-6000 just acceptable.

Residual hum noise ..

1mV (0.75 mV)

V/c min. across 8ohms.

Distortion factor 10+10 W
20 Hz ..
1kHz ..
20 kHz ..

clipping (0.3%)
0.14% (0.14%)
0.5% (0.11%)

AR-7000 fair/good. AR-6000 poor.

1% (013%)

IMD at 100 mW

pilot tone). The graticule corresponds to
5kHz/div. horizontally and 10 dB/div. vertically, so that the 1kHz driving signal (normalized to 0dB) is shown at the left-hand side.
The number and amplitude of the harmonics
are significantly greater from the AR-6000, and
with the latter the pilot tone is seen (at 19 kHz)
a mere 32 dB down! The cluster of components around this are intermodulation products
resulting from the 1kHz driving signal and the
pilot tone. The next group, around 38 kHz,
are intermodulation products and components
relating to the subcarrier and stereo subchannel.
The pilot tone output from the AR-7000 at (b)
is some 59 dB down, which is much better,
resulting in fewer products around 19 kHz and
38 kHz. The result at (a) should lead Dixons
to get the Japanese manufacturer to improve
the pilot tone and subchannel rejection ratio
of the AR-6000! This sort of analysis shows
the folly of endeavouring to appraise the distortion performance of an FM section merely
with adistortion factor meter.
The sweeps over 20 Hz-20 kHz (scaled at
Hz x10 and 5dB/div.) in fig. 2show the FM
frequency response (top) and FM stereo separaHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Into ZL=6ohms 62° t7t, at 15 kHz. See spectrograms for high-level (same drive frequencies).

ponse continues to atoo high frequency, leadtion (below) of the AR-6000 at (a) and the ARing to an unnecessarily small rise-time, though
7000 at (b). Again, the AR-7000 is superior
the AR-7000 offends less in this respect.
to the AR-6000 both in terms of treble response
These models do not have aparticularly good
and separation. Indeed, the roll-off at (a) is
distortion performance as shown by the distorfar too early, and this sweep also indicates the
tion factor table and the spectrograms in fig. 3,
lack of 19 kHz rejection.
though the AR-7000 is significantly better than
Turning now to the amplifier section, both
the AR-6000. The 10+ 10 W distortion factor
models produced the specified power at 1kHz,
measurements were taken with 8-ohm resistive
and the AR-7000 held that power to the onset
loads, while the intermodulation was evaluated
of clipping (between 0.5 and 1% distortion
with the test channel connected to a load imfactor) over the range 15 Hz to 50 kHz. The
pedance of Z = 6ohms and 62° phase angle (
4
,
)
AR-6000 specification is misleading, however,
at 15 kHz, which is far more representative of
since it obviously refers to mid-band power
a 'difficult' loudspeaker than asimple resistor.
yield only. Over the hi-fi range 20 Hz-20 kHz,
Two drive signals of 1 : 1ratio were used at
the power would be less than the 12+ 12 W
f1 -= 15 kHz and f2 = 16 kHz, these frequencies
stated. Dixons should thus take steps to have
having been found best to evaluate in-band
the specification of this model suitably exproducts resulting from top-band signals. Noise
pressed.
signal contained in an upper-frequency passNeither model has a very high damping
band and evaluated in level in the stop-band
factor; in fact, a distinct reduction in sound
intensity can be detected from the main loudhas also been used, but to date has been found
speaker pair connected to the AR-7000 when
less accurate than the two drive signal method
adopted here. The signal level at each frea remote pair is also switched into circuit,
quency was adjusted to 4.9 Vrms for the ARwhich is a sure symptom of insufficiently low
output source resistance. In common with
6000 and to 6.3 Vrms for the AR-7000 ( giving
most Japanese designs, the small-signal re- a total voltage across the Z load equal to that
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Your

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

PETERBOROUGH

Dealer

STAFFORDSHIRE

Tel: 5644

CAMPKINS

( continued)

(
Continued)

FOR

Comparator Demonstration
Excellent Repair Service

LARGEST LOCAL STOCKISTS

RAY CHARLES AUDIO LTD.,
196B WALSALL WOOD ROAD,
ALDRIDGE, STAFFS.
Telephone Aldridge 52589.

OXFORDSHIRE

CO. DURHAM

HENLEY-ON-THAMES

Complete Audio Systems Ltd
We are the leading specialists for Hi- Fi in
the South East offering expert service and
personal attention, something which is
generally lacking these days. All leading
makes are on compantor demonstration in
our large, friendly showroom, while hire
purchase and exchange facilities are
always available.

THE NORTHS ORIGINAL HI- Fl

G. O. MOORHEN

SPECIALISTS

HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALIST
Tel. 4163

Appointed Agent for

Bang & Olufsen, Revox,Tand berg. Sony,Teac.
Garrard, K.E.E., Leak, Lowther, Quad, Shure, Spendor,
Thorens, Wharfedale etc.

Ip.m.

SUSSEX

AIWA, BOSE, J.B.L., J.V.C., LUX, MONITOR AUDIO,
REVOX, ROTEL, STRATHEARN, TANNOY, TECHNICS,
TOSHIBA, VIDEOTONE, YAMAHA, MAXELL, TDK.

All modern hi-fi equipment in stock

Closed

Dealer

RAY CHARLES AUDIO LTD.

18 HEREWARD CENTRE

190 READING ROAD, HENLEY.

rour

STEREO SOUND STUDI
AND
RED RADIO SHOP

32

Grove Rd EASTBOURNE. Tel ( 0323) 27362
36 High St ROTTINGDEAN Tel ( 0273)31082

11 OLIVE ST. off PARK LANE,
SUNDERLAND 72087.

Saturdays.

Appointed main agents for—

WITNEY AUDIO
29 Corn Street, Witney, Oxon OX8 7DB
Tel. ( 0993) 2414

SONY
SONY
SONY
SONY

•
•
•
•
•

lowest ( poa) prices
demonstrations
expert servicing
credit cards or hp
part exchange

Spendor,
Revox,

Bose,

Sonab,

J.B.L.

Denon,

Harman

Kardon,

Trio, Teac, A.R. Hitachi Gold Seal,
Omal,

Nikko,

Sugden,

etc.,

etc.

Demonstrations with pleasure
Superb after sales service
HIGN gemir EA,T meerrea, sussex EAST .1,25TEAD 2771TI

WARWICKSHIRE

SHROPSHIRE
P
t

çl

Seve r",

•

Sot,

HiFi in the North East

Sophisticated comparator

LINTONE AUDIO LTD.

leading
brands of of
Hi- all
Fi
demonstrations
equipment at competitive
(?-prices. Lux-Sugden0
Marantz-Teal-PioneerSpendor-Rogers.

s pECIALI ST

soUND

FOR
A.R., Teac, Cambridge, Audio, Revox,
Bose, Harman Kardon, Akai, Toshiba,
Castle Acoustics, etc.

sys TEMS

CLAREMONT HILL SHREWSBURY.
TEL 57684

e

9-11, Park Lane, Gateshead, Tyne and
Wear. 774167-772766.

Hi-fi

specialists

AKA!
KEF

AR
ARMSTRONG
B & W
DUAL
IMF
KOSS
MARANTZ
MORDAUNT-SHORT
PIONEER QUAD
ROTEL
SONY
TANDBERG
TEAC
TECHNICS
TRIO

8Wyndham Street Yeovil Somerset BA20 IJI
Yeovil 25430

TAYLOR ( DOMESTIC SUPPLIES) LTD.
128 Hawthorn Road, Kingstanding,
Birmingham B44 8QA, 021-373 2645

BIRMINGHAM'S BANG & OLUFSEN
MAIN DEALER
Also demonstrating Quad, A.R.. Toshiba, Hitachi,
Sanyo, Jordan Watts, J.B.L. Quadraphonic by Toshiba
and National Technics,

HIGH

MEMBERS OF
FIDELITY DEALERS

ASSOC.

SUSSEX

SOMERSET

Yeovil Audio

HI-FI STUDIO

W. J.

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

(BOWERS

eWILKINS)

WORTHING
Ldtlehampton Road

TeLVVorthing 64141

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD
(the

high

fidelity

people)

Fully comprehensive stocks and
advisory service for
Stereo and Quadraphonic High Fidelity,
Radio, Tape and Disc equipment.
94 BRISTOL STREET
BIRMINGHAM 5

021-643
021-692

4339
1359

STAFFORDSHIRE

MILLWARDS
Telephone: 23980
SALOP STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON
FOR SOUND ADVICE
SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY AUDIO
AND HI- Fl
WE STOCK: ARMSTRONG. SONAB, B& 0,
SONY, QUAD,MARANTZ,TANDBERG,LEAK,
etc.

Malcolm Audio

BIRMINGHAM

FIVE WAYS HIGH
FIDELITY

12 South Street, Chichester
Telephone: 87562

HI-FI and Audio Specialists

I,
Competitive

prices

e Demonstration facilities
eAfter sales service

A.R.. Armstrong Cambridge, Dual, KEF, LNB,
Marantz, Mordaunt-Short, Revox, Spendor, Sansui,
Tandberg. Thorens, Trio etc. always on comparator
demonstration. Keen prices and good after sales
service.
Finance available.

CLASSICAL RECORD DEPARTMENT
Agents for: AIWA, A.R., Bowers & Wilkins, Sony,
Technics, Toshiba, Trio, Videotone and many more.

Open: Monday to Saturday 9.15-6.00.

12

ISLINGTON ROW, BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM 021-455 0667

IS.

delivered across aresistive load at rated power).
The spectrograms are scaled at 5kHz/div.
horizontally and 10 dB/div. vertically. Although
the maximum amplitude of the products is
approximately the same for each receiver (— 50
dB corresponding to 0.316%), the distortion
energy in total is far greater from the AR-6000
than from the AR-7000. This, as will be appreciated, is a truly revealing measurement.
The performance section shows that the
IMD falls to 0.13% from the AR-7000 at
100 mW output but rises to about 1% from
the AR-6000, the latter being an indication of
rise in crossover artifacts with decreasing power.
Tone control and loudness responses are
given in fig. 4, ( a) for the AR-6000 and ( b) for
the AR-7000, the latter also showing the response of the high filter. These are scaled at
Hz x 10 and 5dB/div. and, apart from the high
filter which does no more than the treble control at full-cut, can be regarded as acceptable.
The sweeps in fig. 5 show departure from
RIAA at the top at a sensitivity of IdB/div.

and stereo separation below at 10 Milk., (a)
for the AR-6000 and ( b) for the AR-7000. The
deviation of the former is greater than the
latter, but still within about 0.6 dB, which is
good. Stereo separation (magnetic pickup
input ref. RIAA recording filter) is seen to be
40 dB on the AR-6000 and 50 dB on the AR7000, both acceptable.
From these detailed measurements, therefore, it becomes obvious that the AR-7000
represents better value for money than the
AR-6000, for the extra £.35.43 (ex-VAT) buys
not only additional facilities but also significantly better amplifier performance and better
selectivity, etc. parameters on FM.
Both models were established under typical
domestic conditions for several weeks and both
gave acceptable results from stations up to
about 65 miles distant, the reception then being
clear and free from undue interference. However, less strong signals on channels fairly
close to those of the local stations were sometimes troubled with ` burbles' and ` birdies'

Groovac Vacuum
Record Cleaner Alkll

interference, particularly with the AR- 6000.
The relatively delayed amplitude limiting was
noticeable on very weak signals, the effect
being impaired suppression of impulsive interference (
i.e. electrical and car ignition interference) and reduced audio output. For the
limiting to have a reasonable effect the input
signal had to be at least 200
Both models also yielded quite acceptable
sound at moderate intensity, but increasing
stridence and ' unclean' reproduction developed
as the amplifiers were stressed towards maximum power, though with the AR- 7000 towards
96 dBA sound pressure level peaks could be
produced before the reproduction was unacceptable. The limited power of the AR-6000
makes this model more suitable for the smaller
room and with loudspeakers of not too loss
efficiency. Taking account of the facilities
offered in relation to price, neither model can
be regarded as poor value for money; but, as
already noted, I would settle for the more
powerful AR-7000. •

e.

(Postscript)

B. J. Webb
Current price: £ 15 95 complete, including VAT ( plus 75p postage and packing).
(R.I. Audio, Kernick Road, Penryn, Cornwall TRIO 9DQ.)

Instrument, Ltd. of Penryn,
RESEARCH
Cornwall, manufacturers of the Groovac
Record Cleaner, inform us that the Groovac
model reviewed in our May 1976 issue is no
longer in production, having been replaced by
the modified and improved Mk. II, asample of
which we have received for test.
We have to say at once, after careful testing,
that the Mk. Il is indeed considerably improved
in several respects, and goes some way towards
meeting the criticisms made in our original
ieview. Noise is now very much reduced by
means of an exhaust silencer, and the noise
level from our second sample, properly located,
can no longer be considered aserious drawback,
while the air flow rate through the Groovac
nozzle is now about 4 metres/sec., sufficient to
suck up the fine particles that infest the groove
walls, and which are traced by the stylus of a
modern pick-up operating at minimum weight.
The length of the mains lead is now 1metre,
and will be further increased to 2 metres in
future production; self-adhesive mountings for
non-magnetic surfaces, spare filter and anozzle
cleaning brush are now supplied with every
Groovac. The instructions now supplied with
the Mk. II have been expanded and illustrated.
They are properly comprehensive, and cover
most points likely to arise in setting up and
using the device, including the siting of the
vacuum unit away from the pick-up.
1- 11 FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

The makers point out, with justification, that
the use of a longer arm, involving the situation
of the Groovac base further from the periphery
of the turntable would restrict the application
of the instrument by making it difficult or
impossible to fit it within the space available
under the lids of smaller playing units. A base
offset kit is available for turntables which are
flanged or of extra large diameter, e.g., some
Technics models, and for such types as the
Denon.
We doubt if many readers of this magazine
tolerate dirty discs in their collections;
certainly not those who are prepared to spend
money on top-class pick-ups and refined disc
cleaners. Where such records do exist, they
are best treated first by more radical methods
before the Groovac is applied to them,
otherwise the effect is akin to that of trying to
sweep gutters with acamel hair brush. Nevertheless, it should be noted that, as clearly stated
in the instructions, and in common with other
disc cleaners, more than one application may be
necessary; also, the Groovac may need to be
'run in' before it reaches its full efficiency, and
this efficiency will be greatly increased—again
as with other disc cleaners— if the record is
static free at the time of application. We
wonder ( this is not a criticism) whether, if the
nozzle bristles were wholly or partially made
slightly stiffer, and possibly also a minute
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fraction shorter, the efficiency of the Groovac
might not be further increased?
Nevertheless our conclusion is that the
Groovac Mk. 11 while requiring reasonable
care in installation and setting up, can make a
valuable contribution to the necessary meticulous cleanliness of discs to be played with
modern pick-ups at low tracking weights. •
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Dealer
WILTSHIRE

*

Your

Dealer

YORKSHIRE

P. DAY of SWINDON

94 Victoria Rd. Swindon 20994
Hi -Fi & T.V.: Aiwa, Grundig,
Hitachi, J.V.C. Marantz, Toshiba,
Mail Order or Callers Welcome
After Sales Service.

( continued)

e

STATE-OF-THE-ART
DUNLAP CLARKE

Dreadnaught
1000 and 500

THE HUDDERSFIELD HI-FI CENTRE
17 CHAPEL HILL, HUDDERSFIELD.
Tel.: 20774.
personal attention, home demonstrations, competitive
prices, 2 demonstration studios, headphone bar.
We stock: Armstrong, AR, El & W, Bose,
Cambridge, Connoisseur, E.R.A., Goodmans,
KEF, Koss, LNB, Monitor Audio, N.E.A.L.,
Pioneer,
Quad,
Revox,
Richard
Allan,
Sennheiser,
Sansui,
Sony,
Scan-Dyna,
Stanton, Strathearn, Shure, A. R. Sugden,
J. E. Sugden,
Tandb.rg,
Toshiba,
Trio,
KMAL Record Cleaning Service.

audio po‘Ner amplifiers

WORCESTERSHIRE

MALVERN LINK
RALPH HALES HI-FI CENTRE
B & 0, QUAD, TECHNICS NATIONAL,
HACKER, IMF, SONY, TANDBERG, KEF,
GRIFFIN, MORDAUNT-SHORT, SUGDEN.
Specialist advice and demonstration facilities

154 Worcester Road,

MALVERN 4433

THE BRIGHOUSE HI-FI CENTRE
24 Commercial Street, BRIGHOUSE
Telephone: Brighouse 79606
Personal attention, home demonstrations, competitive
prices.
We stock: Armstrong, AR, B & W, Bose,
Cambridge Connoisseur, ERA., Goodmans,
KEF, Koss, LNB, Marantz, Monitor Audio,
N.E.A.L., Pioneer,
Quad, Revox, Richard
Allan, Sennheiser, Sansui, Sony, Scan-Dyna,
Sonab, Stanton, Shure, Strathearn A. R.
Sugden, J. E. Sugden, Tandberg, Toshiba, Trio,
KMAL Record Cleaning Service.

YORKSHIRE
SCOTLAND

SHEFFIELD
SOUND CENTRE
Guaranteed never undersold
Mail order customers welcomed
Main agents for: Accuphase, Fisher, Spendor, Teac, A.R., J.B.L., Marantz, Sony, Armstrong, K.L.H., Quad, Cambridge, Uher, Tannoy, Pioneer, N.A.D., Wytech, Rogers, Renos,
Tandberg, Trio, Videotone, J.V.C., B A 0,

COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS
2years Parts labour Guarantee

Neal, Nikko, Lux, Mordaunt Short, H.K.,
Scandyna, Ariston, I.M.F., B.I.C., Leak, Ferro-

Aiwa .

graph,
Aiwa,
Sonab,
Radford,
Amcron,
Hitachi, Sugden, Strathearn, Ornai, Direct

Celef • Gale • Harman Kardon

Design, Fons, Grundig and Dalesford, etc.
Appointed Technics Centre
Philips Audio and Video Equipment

AR •

Armstrong •

•

Audio
B&W

KEF • Kensonic • Leak • Marantz
National Panasonic . Neal • Quad
Monitor Audio • Pioneer • Sony
Scandyna •

Demonstrations, Terms and Part Exchanges

Arlston
B&O

Stanton •

Trio

Technics • Transcriptors

101a & 107 ECCLESALL ROAD,
SHEFFIELD S11 8HY.
Telephone: 0742-23365.

GLASGOW: 111 Stockwell Street 041-5521043
FALKIRK: 44 Cow Wynd
DUNDEE: 32 Victoria Road DD12011.

HI-FI IN SHEFFIELD
for personal service and Hi Fi including
such names as LUX, J.V.C., DUAL,
MONITOR AUDIO, SONAB, etc

SOUND 70's LTD.
Berkeley Precinct, Ecclesall Road,
SHEFFIELD. Telephone 667628

MICRON AUDIO
E
LIMITED

Tel: 360295

South Yorksture's Leading Hi Fi Centre

172 Baslow Rd., ( A621) Totley, Sheffield
Besides providing the world's finest equipment,
we also demonstrate, install and service the equipment and give a two-year guarantee or a cash
discount.

CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY

101 ,

Audio Engineers,
Hi -Fi Specialists,
Gramophone
Records,
Tapes, Cassettes

29011
26276

JAMES

CO .
KERR
&CO. LTD.

98-110 WOODLANDS RD.,GLASGOW,G3 6HI3
041-332 0988
Glasgow's leading specialists in High Fidelity Audio
Equipment and Classical Records.
Our policy is to be selective rather than comprehensive, yet we have permanently on demonstration the
finest range of audio equipment in Scotland.

DEALER PANEL
ADVERTISEMENT SPACE
costs as little as £11.50 per month for aseries of 12, or
£12-50 per month for 6 insertions.
For further details of full display advertising rates
contact:
Doug
Shuard ( The
Advertisement
Manager).

Model 1000 specifications
continuous power output per channel with
250 watts
both channels driven
into 8ohms across 20
to 20,000 Hz at less
than 0.25% T.H.D.
continuous power out500 watts
put per channel with
both channels driven
into 4 ohms across 20
to 20,000 Hz at
less than 0.25% T.H.D.
continuous power
800-1000 watts
across 2 ohms
T.H.D. from 0.1 watt
0.25% maximum
to 250 watts per
0-025% typical
channel with both
channels driven into
8 ohms across 20 to
20,000 Hz
intermodulation dis0-1% maximum
tortion at 60 and
0.025% typical
7,000 Hz mixed 4:1
at any power from
0.01 watt to 250
watts into 8 ohms
frequency response at
20 to 20,000 Hz,
250 watts per channel
±0.5 dB, — 0 dB
frequency response at
20 to 20,000 Hz,
Iwatt per channel
±0.05 dB
slew rate
greater than 25 V/p.s
signal to noise ratio
100 dB minimum
load impedance
2 ohms or greater
input impedance
100 k ohms
input sensitivity
I-75 volts RMS for
full output
power line requirements 120 V AC, 60 Hz
+240 V AC 50 Hz
temperature rise at full less than 40°C
power fan on low
(silent) speed
dimensions, amplifier
19"W x 7"H X IrD
only
net weight, amplifier
85 pounds
only
Model SOO specifications
(identical to Model 1000 except for the
following):
continuous power outI50 watts
put per channelinto
8 ohms
continuous power out300 watts
put per channel into
4ohms
input sensitivity
l-2 volts RMS for
full output
temperature rise at full 60°C maximum
power
net weight, amplifier
60 pounds
only
front panel features
power on/off switch, lighted push-button
professional quality meters with true VU
characteristics
five position meter switch indicates following power levels at 100% or 0 VU
0 full power
—3
half power
—10 one- tenth power
—20 one- hundredth power
Off meter out of circuit
individual channel level controls to balance
unequal drive from preamp and prevent
amplifier overload

•
•
•

•
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DEDICATED TO PERFECTION

Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA

Richardson Road, Hove, Sussex

Tel: 01-686 2599
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Akai AA- 1020
Receiver Gordon J King
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Amplifier section: Output: 20+20 W 8ohms 20 Hz-20 kHz for no more than 0.4% THD. Power
bandwidth (IHF): 10 Hz-60 kHz 8ohms within 0.4% THD. Inputs: phonos: 1and 23 mV/50 k;
aux, and tapes: 1and 2150 mV/80 k. S/N ( UHF): phono: better than 80 dB; aux.: better than
90 dB. Channel separation ( UHF): better than 55 dB at 1kHz. RIAA deviation: ±1dB. Tone
controls: bass ±10 dB at 100 Hz; treble ± 10 dB at 10 kHz. Loudness with v/c at: - 30dB: 10 dB
at 100 Hz and 6dB at 10 kHz. Filters: high - 9dB at 10 kHz; low - 6dB at 50 Hz.
Radio Section: Range: 88-108 MHz FM; 535-1606 kHz AM. Sensitivity UHF: 2mV FM; 200 mV/m
(ferrite aerial) AM. Capture ratio UHF: 2dB. Selectivity UHF: > 70 dB at 98 MHz FM; >30 dB at
1MHz AM. S/N FM: > 68 dB, > 50 dB AM. Image rejection: > 65 dB at 98 MHz FM; > 55 dB at
1MHz AM. IF rejection: -. 90 dB at 98 MHz FM; < 45 dB at 1MHz AM. Spurious rejection FM:
>70 dB at 98 MHz. Harmonic distortion FM: <0.3% (
m); <i>5% ( s). FM aerial impedance:
300 ohms and 75 ohms Dimensions: 440 x140 x350 mm. Weight:12 kg. Price: £154.00 excluding
VAT. Distributor: Rank Audio Visual, PO Box 70, Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex
TW8 9HR.

the recommended retail price
ALTHOUGH
of this receiver excluding VAT is £. 154.00,
it can be obtained from discount sources for
considerably less. Thus when considering this
review particular heed should be given to the
purchase price.
It is a pleasantly styled and very well made
receiver in a metal enclosure. Although the
internal heat sinks are not very massive, the
amplifier section withstood our one hour preconditioning test at one-third rated power with
both channels simultaneously driving sine-wave
at 1kHz into 8-ohm resistance loads. The heat
sinks were pretty hot after this time but the
temperature of the external parts would satisfy

the BSI requirement. Air flow ventilation is
provided through the sinks by grilles at top and
bottom of the enclosure.
Design is based on printed circuit boards,
some of which employ solderless connections.
The mains transformer is substantial and
shrouded, and the tuning has a good flywheel
action. Mechanical capacitors., as distinct from
varicaps, are used for FM and AM tuning, and
for FM there are two variable-tuned circuits
between aerial and mixer—a third for local
oscillator tuning—which provide quite a
respectable front-end selectivity figure of merit.
Protection is exclusively by fuses which are
accessible after removing a plate from the
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bottom of the metal enclosure; they are all
conveniently identified.
Searching measurements revealed that the
sample receiver was reasonably to specification
on most parameters, though one or two could
not be reached. Power rating is 20+20 W into
8-ohm resistance loads over 20 Hz-20 kHz for
no more than 0.4% distortion. Pre-clipping
sinewave power obtained in our lab was of
this order over the wider spectrum of 11 Hz50 kHz, which is very acceptable. Pre-clipping
1kHz power was 28 %+ 28 W (about 15 V
across 8ohms).
Small-signal frequency response, however,
reached the crazy value of 172 kHz before
turning over, yielding the incredibly swift risetime of 2µsec. Nothing much can be done by
the user to secure improved results. By switching in the high filter, which is of minimal rolloff rate, the music ' attack' qualities are destroyed. The same applies when treble cut is
introduced by the tone control; indeed, as
shown by the frequency/amplitude sweeps, the
filters do little more than the bass and treble
controls at full cut, so they have virtually no
value. Iwould strongly suggest that the distributor introduce simple low-pass filtering
between the control and power amplifier sections to place the small-signal turnover around
35 kHz and to secure arise-time of 10 µsec.
Ifeel confident that this simple modification
would improve the final ` musicality' of the
receiver and tame the violent ' rings' which are
precipitated by driving squarewave signal into
capacitive reactance, as shown by the accompanying oscillogram. These are some of the
most severe rings that Ihave encountered in
recent times, and by driving squarewave into
'pure' capacitance of 1 /IF towards the amplifier's power capacity the rings were so violent
that they blew the fuses.
On the other hand, the distortion performance was perfectly acceptable from the rated
power down to the noise floor. Mild crossover
artefacts were, however, noted on the distortion
factor residual waveform, but their effect on
the intermodulation distortion measurements
was negligible. It was also found that the
amplifier distortion was not unduly impaired
by driving into a simulated loudspeaker load
at high-frequency. The load used was 6ohms
and 62° tk at 15 kHz. One reason for this is
that there is no transistor overdrive protection,
and hence no transistors to switch on due to
out-of-phase load current. The manufacturer
places full reliance on the fuses for protection.
The power amplifiers are quasi-complementary with capacitor coupling to the loudspeakers
and headphones, the latter through 220-ohm
resistors.
Fir
1 Tone controls full boost and cut, low and high
filters (similar to tone controls at full cut) and
loudness response at - 30 dB setting on volume
control. Scale Hz x10 and 5dBldiv.
2 Departure from RIAA top and stereo separation
bottom ( 10 dB/div.). Middle 'blow up' of departure
from RIAA at 1dB/div. All Hz x10.
3 FM stereo frequency response top (5dBidiv.)
and stereo separation middle (10 dBldiv. from top).
Bottom ' blow up' of FM frequency response at
1dB/div. All Hz x10 ref. 50 psec. pre-emphasis and
100% modulation at 15 kHz.
4 Top rise-time into 8ohms, input auxiliary
(2 msec.). Bottom settling-time into 8ohms/1 mF
showing severe ringing (50 msec). With 1pF only as
load severity of rings increased and blew fuses
(-3 dB rated power).
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READING
AMPLIFIERS
Akai AA5210
P.O.A.
Akai AA5210DB
(Dolby) ..
P.O.A.
Akai AA5510
P.O.A.
Akai AA5810
P.O.A.
Armstrong 621 .. P.O.A.
Cambridge P60 .. P.O.A.
Hitachi HA300
P.O.A.
Hitachi HA610
P.O.A.
Marantz ( all models) P.O.A.
Pioneer SA5300 .. £51.95
Pioneer SA6300 .. £67.95
Pioneer SA7300
£95.95
Pioneer SA7500
£141.95
Pioneer SA9500
£248.95
Quad 33/303/405
P.O.A.
Rotel RA212
P.O.A.
Rotel RA312
P.O.A.
Rotel RA412
P.O.A.
Rotel RA612
P.O.A.
Rotel RA812
P.O.A.
Rotel RA1212
P.O.A.
Rotel RA1412
P.O.A.
Sony TA70
P.O.A.
Sony TA88
P.O.A.
Sony TA1650
£67.95
Sony TA2650
£87.95
Sony TA3650
£123.95
Sony TA5650
P.O.A.
Technics SU3050) All
Technics SU3150 ) models
Technics SU3500) in stock
TUNERS
Akai AT550
P.O.A.
Akai AT580
P.O.A.
Armstrong 623 .. P.O.A.
Armstrong 624 .. P.O.A.
Cambridge T55 .. P.O.A.
Hitachi FT300
P.O.A.
Hitachi FT920
P.O.A.
Marantz ( all models) P.O.A.
Pioneer TX5300
£59.95
Pioneer TX7500
£116.95
Pioneer TX9500
£159.99
Quad FM3..
P.O.A.
Rotel RT224
P.O.A.
Rotel RT324
P.O.A.
Rotel R1624
P.O.A.
Rotel RT824
P.O.A.
Sony ST70
P.O.A.
Sony ST88
P.O.A.
Sony ST5066 ..
£59.95
Sony ST5055L
£69-95
Sony ST4950 .. P.O.A.
Sony ST5130 .. £150.00
Sony ST5150 .. Eioecoo
Sony ST2950 ..
£79.95
Sony ST3950 .. £123.95

READING
AIDERSHOT
MAIDENHEAD

MAIDENHEAD

Sony ST5950SD
£183.95
Sony ST5130 .. P.O.A.
Technics ST3050 • All
Technics ST3150 . models
Technics ST3500
in stock
RECEIVERS
Aiwa A F3060 ( Dol by
Cassette)• • P.O.A.
Aiwa AF7500 . • P.O.A.
Akai AA810 • • P.O.A.
Akai AA1020 • • P.O.A.
Akai AA1030
P.O.A.
Akai AA1050
P.O.A.
Armstrong 625
P.O.A.
Armstrong 626 .. P.O.A.
B & 0 ( Maidenhead) P.O.A.
Hitachi SR302
P.O.A.
Hitachi SR502
P.O.A.
Hitachi SR6100
P.O.A.
Marantz ( all models) P.O.A.
Pioneer SX434
£92.95
Pioneer SX535
£126.95

SPEAKERS
AR 10 .
• • •
AR II
• • • •
2
E2
AR MST ( Improved)}
B & W DM5
P.O.A.
B & W DM2A
P.O.A.
B & W DM6
P.O.A.
Bose ( Aldershot).. P.O.A.
B & 0 ( Maidenhead) P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 11 £51.95
Celestion Ditton 15 £82.95
Celestion Ditton 44 £148.95
Celestion Ditton 25 £174.95
Celestion Ditton 66 £238.95
Cerwin-Vega
P.O.A.
K.E.F. Coda
P.O.A.
K.E.F. Cantor . • P.O.A.
K.E.F. Chorale •. P.O.A.
K.E.F. Cadenza • • P.O.A.
K.E.F. Concerto • • P.O.A.
K.E.F. 103 Ref... P.O.A.
K.E.F. 104 Ref... P.O.A.
KEF Correlli .• P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
Akai AP003
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Akai AP001
B & 0 2000 ..
P.O.A.
B & 0 4002 ..
P.O.A.
B & 0 6000 ..
P.O.A.
Maidenhead Sound
Systems only.
Garrard SP25/IV
P.O.A.
Garrard 86SB/II
P.O.A.
Garrard Z100SB
P.O.A.
Garrard 401
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL12D
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL15R
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL7.1
P.O.A.
Rotel RP1500 ( with
.
P.O.A.
Rotel RP3000 ( with
arm) ..
P.O.A.
Sansui SR212
P.O.A.

Technics AIWA SONY
LEAK 5 H lJ
(3:1>
Celestionp
kV V/ e
/TDK

:

(11) PIONEER*
Pioneer SX636
£1413.95
Pioneer SX737
£183.95
Pioneer SX838
£224.95
Pioneer SX939
£259.95
Pioneer SX1010
£322.95
Rotel RX152
P.O.A.
Rotel RX202
P.O.A.
Rotel RX402
P.O.A.
Rotel RX602
P.O.A.
Rotel RX802
P.O.A.
Sansui 661 .. £125.00
Sonab R3000/4000
P.O.A.
Sony STR7015
P.O.A.
Sony STR7025
P.O.A.
Sony STR7035
P.O.A.
Sony STR7055A
P.O.A.
Sony STR7065A
P.O.A.
Technics SA5150
Technics SA5250 From
Technics 5A5350 Stock

ROTE L2'

AKAI Sonab

KEF Cantata
P.O.A.
KEF Calinda
P.O.A.
Leak 2030 ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2060 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz ( all models) P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic
P.O.A.
Sonab OD11 • • P.O.A.
Sonab 0Al2 . • P.O.A.
Sonab 0A14 .• P.O.A.
Sony SS70• • P.O.A.
Sony SS5I77 . • P.O.A.
Sony SS3050 • • P.O.A.
Technics ( all
models) ..
P.O.A.
Videotone Minimax
II
P.O.A.
Videotone Sapphire P.O.A.
Wharfedale Dovedale
3XP
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Chevin £26.95

8 THE MEADWAY PRECINCT
HONEY END LANE Tel. 582988
181 VICTORIA ROAD
Tel. 314856

Sansui SR313
Sony PS1350
Sony PS2350
Sony PS4750
Technics SL20
Technics SL1500
Technics SL120
Technics SL1300
Technics SL110

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
All
models
in stock

Sony HMK20
Sony HMK30
Sony HMK40
Sony HMK70(Dolby)
Toshiba SM3000

125 BRIDGE ROAD Tel. 27760
B & 0 Centre 49 KING STREET Tel. 32796

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa AD1300
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD1600
£155.00
Aiwa AD1800
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD6500F/L
P.O.A.
Akai CS34D
P.O.A.
Akai GXC39D
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Akai GXC310D
Akai GXC510D
(special offer) .. P.O.A.
Akai GXC710D
P.O.A.
Akai GXC75D
(special offer) .. P.O.A.
Akai GX325D
P.O.A.
Akai 710D
P.O.A.
B á 0 ( Maidenhead
only) ..
P.O.A.
Panasonic RS269.. P.O.A.
Pioneer CT2121
£109.95
Pioneer CT5151 . • £119.95
Pioneer CT6161 • • £1213.95
Pioneer CT9191 • • £224.95
Rotel RD20• • P.O.A.
Sansui 636.. £100.00
Sansui 737. • £110.01)
Sony TC117 • • P.O.A.
Sony TC135SD • • P.O.A.
Sony TC136SD
P.O.A.
Sony TC138SD
P.O.A.
Sony TC177SD
P.O.A.
Sony TC153SD
P.O.A.
Sony TC204SD F/L P.O.A.
Sony TC209SD
P.O.A.
Sony TC186SD
£107-95
Sony TC206SD .. £143.95
Teac ( all models) .. P.O.A.
Teac A260 .. £125.00
Teac A360 .. £150.00
Technics RS263
Technics RS273
All
Technics RS610
models
Technics RS671
in stock
Technics RS676
REEL TO REEL

MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa A F5080( Dolby) P.O.A.
Hitachi 2680 .. P.O.A.
Hitachi 2690(Dolby) P.O.A.
National Panasonic
1070L
P.O.A.
National Panasonic
2070L
P.O.A.
National Panasonic
2500 ..
P.O.A.

Akai 4000DS1I
Akai 1722L
Akai 4000DB
Akai GX265D
Akai GX630DB
Revox 1102/1104
Sony TC280
Sony TC377
Sony C458
Sony TC755

H.P. TO CALLERS ONLY

PLEASE SUPPLY

Ienclose cheque for E

Twelve months guarantee on all new equipment - Parts and labour
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ALDERSHOT
Wharfedale Denton £38.95
Wharfedale Linton
£53.95
Wharfedale Glendale £74.95

( Inc. P& P)

Iwish to pay by Access Card No.
NAME
ADDRESS
POST & PACKING:

ELECTRONICS £2SO

SPEAKERS £3SO

The RIAA preamplifier was designed originally for bass roll-off, no doubt to assist with
rumble restriction without having to switch in
the low filter, with its inevitable reduction in
response of wanted low-frequency signals. A
change in capacitor couplings has since been
introduced to retain the low-frequency response.
An accompanying frequency/amplitude sweep
oscillogram shows deviation from RIAA over
20 Hz-20 kHz both at 10 dB/div. and at
IdB/div., the latter giving arevealing ' blow up'
of the response over the same frequency range.
This same oscillogram also shows the stereo
separation at pickup ref. rated power and
RIAA filtering. This is close to spec. at IkHz.
The frequency response of the FM section
(ref. 50 µsec. pre-emphasis) in stereo mode is
similarly presented, the top and middle traces
in this case showing respectively the response
(ref. 5dB/div.) and the separation (ref. 10 dB/
div.), while the bottom trace is a 1dB/div.
'
blow up' of the frequency response.
The FM IF channel uses ICs and two ceramic
filters. An IC is also used for stereo decoding
but, seemingly, without adequate low-pass
filtering from FM detector. Bad ' birdies'
interference was noted on this receiver in my
difficult' reception area. This was investigated
in the lab, and the cause was found to be the
result of the fifth harmonic of the 38 kHz

sub-carrier frequency beating with the 200 kHz
difference between awanted signal and asignal
in the adjacent channel, the resulting 10 kHz
signal being perturbed by the modulation,
causing the ' birdies' effect. By applying two
signals at 200 kHz difference, one stereo encoded, severe oscillation could be induced,
which disappeared on switching to mono.
Our lab tests could not reach the specified
70 dB of alternate channel selectivity, and a
degree of asymmetry of response was noted,
as revealed in the results table. Adjacent
channel selectivity was poor.
Neither was it possible with CCIR noise
weighting to obtain the S/N ratios claimed in
the specification; but it should be noted that
the ratios were better with A-weighting. Better
than 40 dB stereo separation at 1kHz is
claimed by the specification but, as shown by
the sweep oscillograms, this was not obtained.
The tuning meter operates full-scale on AM
and centre-zero on FM, and all the FM
measurements were made with the receiver
tuned to centre-zero on the meter.
The receiver is well equipped and, in addition
to the filters, normal bass and treble controls,
etc, there is aloudness switch, two switchable
loudspeaker circuits, stereo headphone socket,
suitably attenuated, FM inter-station muting
switch, two tape machine circuits with

inter-dubbingswitching, two pickup sources and
auxiliary source. Most sources are connected
to rear ' phono' type sockets, though there is
DIN socket duplication for one tape circuit.
Convenient spring terminals are fitted for the
loudspeaker cables, and there are FM aerial
inputs for 75 ohms coaxial feeder and 300 ohms
twin feeder. A rear switch attenuates the FM
aerial input to avoid intermodulation troubles
in strong signal areas.
The AM ferrite rod aerial merely hinges
away from the back panel. Since it cannot be
swivelled the whole receiver needs to be turned
to line up with astation or to cut interference.
This can be overcome, though, by using an
external AM aerial.
The rear is also fitted with an American type
non-shuttered two-pin mains socket—which is
now being outlawed in Europe.
The FM section was found quite sensitive in
the listening room; and fair results were also
obtained from AM. With some loudspeakers
the sound was rather strident at the treble end,
and in general critical listeners were not unduly
impressed with the receiver's musicality.
Bearing in mind the price, with current VAT,
this AA- 1020 receiver is certainly good value
for money. For the more critical enthusiast,
however, some of the points noted in this
review would need to be attended to.

AKAI AA- 1020 HI- Fl RECEIVER
Test conditions unless otherwise stated: mains input 240 V 50 Hz; loads 8-ohm resisitances; weighting CCIR; main test frequency FM 95 MHz; signal input
voltage pd across matched 72 ohms; modulation 1kHz 100% level.
COMMENT

PERFORMANCE
FM Section
IHF least usuable sensitivity
50 dB S N .
Ultimate S N .
Front-end 3rd order intermodulation
Capture ratio .
Repeat spot suppression ..
Front-end selectivity figure of merit
UHF selectivity
alternate channel
adjacent channel

2.5 isV
..
80/ (
m); 130 eV ( s)
64 dB ( m)/150 eV; 62 dB ( s)/900 eV
72 dB
2dB
85 dB
60 dB
.. + 400 kHz 54 dB; — 400 63 dB
.. + 200 kHz 4dB; — 200 2dB
51 dB
32 dB
0-25% ( m); 0.4% ( s)
10 eV

AM rejection ratio ..
Stereo separation at 1kHz ..
Distortion factor
Stereo switching and muting threshold
..

Stereo frequency response .

100 Hz-10 kHz ± 2.5 dB

Worst over band. Reasonable.
Not too good in stereo mode.
Fair to good.
Good. Inputs 94 and 95 MHz.
Exactly as specification.
Good.
Good for two-tuned circuits.
Ref. 10 eV input both cases.
met.

Specification not

30% AM at 1mV. Worsens with signal rise.
25% modulation. Also see sweep oscillogram.
1kHz and 100% modulation.
Suits sensitivity but poor stereo S/N at switching
level.
Also see sweep oscillogram.

Audio Section
Power at 1kHz to clipping ..
Frequency range for rated power ..
Damping factor
.
Frequency response ( small- signal) - 3dB

28+28 W
11 Hz-50 kHz
.. 57 at 40 Hz; 44 at 20 kHz
..
5Hz-173 kHz
2irsec.
50 pa«.
6.5 Vfirsec.

Rise- time ( small- signal)
Settling- time into 8ohms 1 .. F
Sleviiing-rate
Input sensitivity/impedance
magnetic pickup
high-level
S/N ratio
magnetic pickup
high-level
Magnetic pickup overload ..
Hum and noise residual ..
Stereo separation ..
Distortion factor at 20+20 W 8ohms
20 Hz ( including ripple)
1kHz ..

2.9 mV/50 k
150 mV/50 k
73 dB
88 dB
120 mV
0.8 mV
52 dB

Ditto at 100 mW and 1kHz ( but harmonic only)
2nd harmonic ..
3rd harmonic
lntermodulation distortion ( 2nd order) with load impedance of 6ohms and 62 dat
15 kHz with 15 and 16 kHz drive signals ..

HI-Fl NEWS 84 RECORD REVIEW
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15 V/8 ohms, both channels driven.
At 20+20 W.
Both at 2W ref. 8ohms.
Unnecessarily extended hf response. Measured
2W.
Unnecessarily fast.
Protracted and excessive ringing. See text.
Good for power output.
Ref. 20 W into 8ohms at 1kHz.
Ref. 20 W into 8ohms.
At 1kHz.
Across 8ohms output load, v/c min.
At 1kHz pickup. Also see oscillogram

0.05%
0.04%
0.08%

This is at the rated power. Very good values but
crossover artifacts present.

0.03%
0-01%

Very good values. Measured with wave analyser
to reduce noise (4Hz bandwidth).
Measured at 6.3 V rms each signal, corresponding
to rated output. Good result.

0.05%
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Manufactured by Keesonic Audio Developments Limited
Sales:
Keesonic Audio Sales Limited
Halldore Hill, Cookham, Nr. Maidenhead, Berks.
Telephone: Bourne End ( 06285) 22726

r

ev
IRMSTRONG

602

LOUDSPEAKER
(pre production sample on show)

SPENDOR BC 1
B&WDM2a
Hear them all on our comparator with your own
record played on a FONS/SME or STRATHEARN
turntable ( or your cassette played on a NEAL or
TANDBERG cassette deck). We will play your music
choice through an ARD, ARMSTRONG, LEAK,
QUAD or TANDBERG amplifier or receiver.
Prices fluctuate- but are highly competitive
even before you DEDUCT the exclusive
LONDON SOUND
CASH DISCOUNT!

üee

The above demonstration
the availability

‘f ee •
EASY PARKING OWN SERVICE DEPT.
WRITE OR PHONE FOR PRICE LIST
KMAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE
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Agfa LN
BASF Cr02
C60
39p C60
95p
C90
54p C90 £ 1.19
C120
81 p CI20 £ 1.54
Agfa ( SF13)
Maxell LN
C66
56p C60
50p
C96
73p
C90
63p
CI20 £ 1435
Agfa Cr02
C60
69p
C90
9Ip
C120 £ 1-29
Ampex
20+20
C90

Maxell UD
C46
67p
C60
75p
C90
95p
CI20 £ 1.27

Maxell
87p
UDXL
C60
95p
C90 £ 1.20

Audiogramm
C60
34p
Memorex
C90
45p
MRX2
CI20
55p
C45
59p
C60
62p
AudioC90
83p
gramm
C120 £ 1.13
Cr02

C60
C90

64p
85p Memorex
Cr02
C45
78p
BASF LH
83p
C60
48p C60
£1-09
C90
67p C90
CI20
89p
Memorex
8TR
BASF SUPER
C60
lip 45 min £ 1-10
C90
95p 60 min £ 1.17
CI20 £ 1.24 90 min £ 1.26

Philips
C60
C90
CI20

Sony HF
45p C60
6I1p
6I1p C90
75p
8Ip CI20
94p
Sony CR
Scotch Dyn
C60
94p
C60
53p C90 £ 1.22
C90
67p TDK ( D)
CI20
92p C45
44p
C60
49p
Scotch H/E
C90
70p
C45
57p CI20
94p
C60
67p
CI80 £220
C90
86p
TDK ( SD)
C45
55p
Scotch Cr02
C60
65p
C45
64p
C90
88p
C60
82p
CI20 £ 1.23
C90 £ 1.01
TDK ( ED)
C45
78p
Scotch
C60
9Ip
classic
C90 £ 1-63 C90 £ 1•30
TDK ( SA)
93p
Scotch video C60
VC60 £ 16.25 C90 £ 1.30
Fuji FX casSony K
settes and
C60
4Ip Fuji FG tape
C90
59p please phone
C120
78p for prices

REELS
Agfa Low Noise
5"
LP
£ 1.36
LP
£ 1.57
7"
LP
£2.26
101" CINE
£5.62
101" NAB £6.46
5"
DP
£ 1.62
51" DP
£2.26
7"
DP
£ 2.79

sr

Agfa PEM
(metal spool)
5"
LP
£ 1.90
r LP £ 3.04
10/" NAB £7.58
5"
DP
£2.25
DP
£3.76
7"
101" DP
£8.60
Memorex
5"
LP
7"
LP
101" LP
5"
DP
7"
DP

TDK ( Audua)
7"
LP
£2.45

All offers subject to Bast LH
availability. ADVERT 7' LP
CLOSES 31/8/76

£ 1.47
£2•46
£6•68
£ 1.95
£3.23

Basf Super
r LP

£3.27

£3.74

Prices correct at 4/6/76 and include VAT but are subject to change without
notice. Cash with order. P& P: 1p every cassette; 10p every tape. Minimum
P & P 65p.

offer is subject to
of stock.

These prices and postage charges only apply to
HI-FI NEWS MAIL ORDER CUSTOMERS

All Mail Order to Dept. HF
la Highbury Station, Highbury
Corner, London NS (01-607 0644)
Callers Welcome 10-5.30

Callers also welcome at:
113 Rectory Grove,
Leigh-on-Sea, Essex
(Southend 712861)

B. J. Webb

Tenorel
Stereo
Cartridges
T2001 8( T2001 ED
our March, 1976 issue we published a
short account of avisit to the Tenorel works
at Bussum, and we report here on our tests of
their products. These cartridges are deliberately
aimed towards those who, on a restricted
budget, want good quality, and are intended as
alternatives to or replacements for anumber of
popular models marketed at higher prices. The
object is to provide at least equivalent quality at
lower cost. They utilise acommon body with
alternative stylus assemblies, and are of conventional moving-magnet construction.
Our tests were carried out with the Tenorels
mounted in the Improved SME arm (fixed
shell) not because we consider this a likely
combination, but because it is our standard
arm, and also to make sure that no limitations
of the arm were visited upon the cartridges.
However, we can say at once, as a result of
subsequent trials that these cartridges will work
comfortably in the arms of any of the modestlypriced integrated decks available from leading
manufacturers, and the 2001 can also be used
satisfactorily in respectable auto-change
mechanisms.
Initial listening tests, conducted at 2.5 g
weight, produced pleasing quality, not unduly
bright, and suggested a typical movingmagnet characteristic (the most refined models
apart) with some depression of the upper middle
register. Only female and boys' voices at high
modulation levels—always difficult—produced
audible evidence of tracking limitations. The
2001 ED, which is fitted with anaked diamond
elliptical stylus 0.0002 x0.0007 in. radii gave
a subtle improvement in the HF region:
improved clarity and increased detail. We
think, in view of the fact that trackability is not
satisfactory below the recommended maximum
weight of 2.5 g that it would be agood idea
to use an elliptical point with a larger minor
axis of 0.0004 in. radius.
The use of test discs to determine optimum
tracking weight confirmed our impressions.
There was a progressive improvement in the
performance of each cartridge up to 0.5 gover
the maker's recommended maximum. In spite
of this fact, we would not be happy to use 2.5 to
3gon the 2001ED with the present stylus. As
one might expect, there are inherent limitations
to the trackability of these Tenorel cartridges,
even at the maximum pressures, and especially
at high frequencies. Levels 3 and 4 of the
orchestral bells on Shure Test Disc TR.101
could not be negotiated cleanly, but in normal
use these shortcomings are only occasionally
evident, as noted in our listening tests.
The cartridge weighs 7 grams and the styli
I N
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are well finished and accurately set. The
Tenorel Magneduce cartridges are guaranteed
free from defects for two years from date of
purchase, provided all instructions are complied
with. This guarantee excludes wear and/or
damage to the stylus assembly caused by
mishandling or abuse.
According to the manufacturer's literature,
the T2001 can replace the following cartridges:
ADC 032, 036; AT-66; Goldring G850,
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G800 and G820; Philips GP-400, and Shure
M3D, M44-7, M75-6 and M75-B, Type 2.
The results of our measurements of frequency
response and crosstalk are shown on the graph.
The makers do not quote adeviation figure for
response, but within the range 20 Hz to 18 kHz
in the case of the 2001 and 20 Hz to 20 kHz for
the 2001ED it is within 2.5 dB. The curve is
entirely characteristic of this type and class of
cartridge, and compares well with others of
similar type and category. The HF resonance is
adequately damped, and is not obvious in
reproduction. Separation is very good, and
measured output is 1.1 mv/cm/sec.
Final listening to discs of various types and
origins, both mono and stereo, old and new,
were conducted with these cartridges mounted
in the arms of several different players, and
produced satisfactory quality; ' warm' tone—
perhaps slightly on the dull side for some tastes,
when heard through very smooth loudspeakers
—reasonable clarity and firm stereo images.
The conclusion is that these are satisfactory
general purpose cartridges, and meet their
specifications, which are good in relation
to cost. They should find ready applications among those working on a restricted
budget. •

Manufacturers : Tenorel B.V. Honore Lambostraat 2, Bussum, Holland.
Importers and Distributors: Condor Electronics Ltd., 100 Coombe Lane, London SW20.
Specifications and Prices:
Separation:
Frequency response:
Compliance:
Output:
Playing weight:
Channel balance:
Tip mass:
Stylus radius:
Load:
Weight:
Inductance:
DC resistance:
Test records:

Prices:
T-200^
N-2001
T-2001 ED
N-2061 ED
T-2001 SD
N-2001 SD

T-2001
More than 25 dB at 1000 Hz
15-25000 Hz
20 x10 -4 cm/dyne
5.5 mV at 1000 Hz - 5cm/sec
1.5-3 grammes
2dB at 1000 Hz
<1 mg
0.6 mil = 15 am
47 KOhm
7grammes
550 mH
520 Ohms
Decca SXL 2057
B 1-K OR 2009
B+K OR 2010

T-2001 ED
More than 25 dB at 1000 Hz
15-32000 Hz
25 )( TO -.cm/dyne
5.5 mV at 1000 Hz - 5cm/sec
1-2.5 grammes
1.2 dB at 1000 Hz
<0.75 mg
o•0002 x0.0007 ( Nude)
47 KOhm
7grammes
550 mH
520 Ohms
Decca SXL 2057

Cartridge
Stylus
Cartridge ( Nude)
Stylus ( Nude)
Cartridge (Shibata) ( Nude)
Stylus (Shibata) ( Nude)

£5.45
£2.75
£10.50
£7.00
£17.50
£13.00

TENOFL STEREO CAR - RIDGES. 1.2001 AND T. 2001ED RESPONSE AND SEPARATION
TEMPERATURE. trc 6rF). Lou: 17K 150pF, TRACKING WEIGHTS: T2001. 3g , T.200100 2.5g. TEST DISCS: TCS101, SKI. 2057
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ATREMENDOUS BREAKTHROUGH
likte
IN LOUDSPEAKER
DESIGN

DYNAMITIC
INCORPORATES
THE ADVANCED SHACKMAN
CONSTANT CHARGE
ELECTROSTATIC UNIT
AND THE IMPROVED
BEXTRENE CONED
MOVING COIL WOOFER.

It took only a short time to realise that it is one
of the best speakers available-there is little
point in drawing comparisons with the type of
speaker

normally

employed

as

a reference

source for review purposes, as the Celef is
obviously so far in advance. It is without doubt
the most accurate and unobtrusive speaker I
have and Icould not fault it in any way.
DAVID WREN-HiFi for Pleasure July 1976.
Review on Celef Studio Professional.

All authorities agree that the constant
charge ESL is superior to the moving coil for
accuracy of sound reproduction.
All authorities accept the fact that the
Bextrene cone on account of its rigidity and
relative absence of coloration is superior to the
paper cone at low frequencies.
There are numerous references to support
size:
the above facts which just cannot berefuted.
11' x13x8r
The above two elements are contained in the Dynastatic and it is the only
loudspeaker in existence that has this specification.
We strongly urge music lovers, competitors and technicians to attend
demonstrations. THE QUAD ESL IS AVAILABLE FOR DIRECT COMPARISON in
addition to speakers by KEF, B & W. Goodmans, Wharfedale etc.

DYNASTATIC COMPACT.. . .£ 59
tIldt Ii

QUOTE

JI

NOW IN STOCK and ON DEMONSTRATION

with other fine Loudspeakers.

AUDIO284CENTRE
SHEFFIELD
Glossop Road
Sheffield S10 2HS
Telephone: 0742 737893
Export & Industrial 0742 730064.

each. It is the opinion of many

1,,imicict () toper! onus the OUAO ESL on every count.Come-judge for yourself.

DYNASTATIC AS1 . .£ 75

each. Albor model.

DYNASTATIC AS 200 . . . .£ 130

each. For auditoriums, recording

studios and large salons.

Prices exclude VA T.

LEADING MAKES OF AUDIO
EQUIPMENT WILL BE SOLD AT

OST PRICE

TO PURCHASERS OF A PAIR OF THE NEW DYNASTATIC

This offer applies to amplifiers, tuners, tuner amplifiers,
turntables, cartridges, pick-up arms, tape recorders, cassette
recorders, etc.

AD .C., Akai, Amstrad. Armstrong, Garrard, Guldring, Goodman. Fisher,
J.V.C., Koss, Leak, Lustre, Marantz, Macdonald. Ortophon, Philips,
Revox, Rega, Rotel, Sansui, Sanyo, Shure, S.M.E., Tandberg,
Thorens, Wharfedale, etc.

Our cost prices are genuine and are pounds below the
lowest prices advertised by the discount houses.
THE TRADE DESCRIPTIONS ACT IS YOUR PROTECTION
AND GUARANTEE OF OUR FAIR TRADING.
If writing for Dynastatic literature or cost price audio, please enclose stamped
addressed envelope and state your requirements - we will quote by return.

82East Barnet Road,
New Barnet, Herts.
Tel : 01-449 6605.

SERVICES LIMITED

AUDIO ENGINEERS AND CONSULTANTS
THIS OFFER APPLIES TO CASH CUSTOMERS,
CREDIT CUSTOMERS AND HOLDERS OF
ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARDS.

Shop hours 09 30 18 00
Monday to Saturday.
Ciosed all day Thursday

BLANK RECORDING TAPES AT DISCOUNT PRICES
CASSETTES
C45
C66./C60 C96./C90 CI20
AGFA LN..
.
£0-82
£0.42
£0.56
AGFA Stereochrom
£0.71 £0 92 £ 1•31
AGFA SFD.
..
£0.57 £073
AMPEX 20/20+
..
£0.62 £092
B.A.S.F. LH
..
£0.53 £ 0•70
£0.96
B.A.S.F. Cr02
..
£ 130
MAXELL SLN
..
£0.57 £0.74 £ 1-01
MAXELL UDC
..
£0.83 £ 1•06 MAXELL UDXL
£ 1-06 £ 132 MEMOREX MrX2
£0.52 £0.62 £0.84 £ 1.15
MEMOREX Cr02
£0.80 £ 114 SCOTCH LN
..
£0.51 £0 64 £0.87
SCOTCH HIE
..
£0.56 £0.61 £0 82
SCOTCH Cr02
..
£0.62 £0.78 £ 100
T.D.K. Dynamic ..
£0.49 £0.54
£0 75
£0.99
T.D.K. S/D
£0.68 £0.92 T.D.K. S/A
£0.99 £ 1.45 T.D.K. Krom
..
£0.99 £ 1.45 T.D.K. AUDUA
..
£0.95 £ 1.35 8-TRACK CARTRIDGES
42 mins.
45 mins.
60 mins.
84 mins.
90 mins.
AMPEX ..
£0.75
£ 1.03 MEMOREX
£0.90 £0.99
£ 1.10
SCOTCH
£1.10
£1.35
REEL-TO-REEL
Plastic
Plastic
NAB
NAB
7" x 1800' 7" x 2400'
10¡" x 3600'
lOr x 4200'
AGFA PE36 ..
£2.40
£6.75
AGFA PE46
..
£2.98
AMPEX 20/20+
£2.45 £6.40
B.A.S.F. LH
..
£3.75 £4.74
B.A.S.F. Super LH
£4.25 £5.85
MEMOREX .. .. £2.29 £2.86 £5.85
T.D.K. AUDUA .. £2.80 £7.45
ALL TAPES HAVE A 5-YEAR REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE
Also in stock AMPEX DEMAGNETIZERS and HEADCLEANERS,
cassette cleaner £1.75, and for 8-track £1415.

price for

All prices include 8% V.A.T. These prices are correct at time of going to press
(9/6/761. but are subject to change without notice.
POSTAGE and PACKING for U.K.: please add Ip per cassete or 8- track,
MINIMUM CHARGE 55p; and 10p per reel-to-reel tape MINIMUM CHARGE 60p
Callers welcome, only two miles from the National Exhibition Centre on the A45
Hours: Mon.- Fri., 9.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m.; Sat. 8.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m.

B.A.T.S.

of Birmingham, Dept. D, Hammond House,

2259,2261 Coventry Road, Sheldon, West Midlands B26 3PA.
Telephone: 021-742 6311.

EQUIPMENT
REVIEW
No part of any
HFN RR review may be
reproduced without
the Editor's written
permission

Shackman 220
Amplifier Gordon J. King
MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATION
Output: 2x20 W RMS into 8ohms, both channels driven. Distortion: less than 3% ( changed to
0.3%) at 1kHz. Frequency response: — 2dB 30 Hz-20 kHz at full power. Tone controls: bass
—12 + 14 dB; treble
12 dB. Inputs: tuner 70 mV/100 1060 dB S/N; tape 140 mV/200 k/60 dB S/N;
ceramic PU 70 mV/1 M/54 dB S N; magnetic PU 5mV/50 k/54 dB SIN. Tape output: 30 mV/10 k.
Price: £.29.00, plus VAT. Manufacturer: Shackman Instruments Limited, Mineral Lane,
Chesham, Bucks. HP5 1NU.

' "HE Shackman 220 is the sort of amplifier
-I- that will appeal to the chap just about to
start on the hi-fi adventure with limited funds.
With a power capacity of 20+20 W into
8-ohm loads it is certainly one of the most
inexpensive amplifiers going; and it is British.
When sorting through this review, therefore,
the low price of the unit should be kept in mind
since, in spite of its budget designation, the
amplifier was subjected to all the searching
tests to which our lab expose amplifiers
costing six or more times as much—and some
of these are pretty tough!
The amplifier is of alow profile presentation
and while quite pleasant to have around it does
reflect certain economies in construction. The
fascia is developed of a thin, silver-coloured
metal with aright-angle bend at the top which
helps to retain a top plate of dark crackle
finish between two wooden side pieces, and the
rear constitutes the heat sink, which carries the
two pairs of output transistors (plastic covered
since their metal cases are at collector potential)
and arow of DIN sockets for the signal ins and
outs.
The bottom is amoulded plastics ' dish' with
rubberised feet at the corners. The small and
silver-coloured control knobs push onto the
spindles and are spring retained, as distinct
from grub screw locked. To get into the works
—an exercise required to replace the fuse which
protects the power stages—the control knobs
need to be extracted and various screws and
external parts removed; but once you know
how to do it it is not difficult! To assess the
protection efficacy we deliberately operate into
the danger region and in this respect can report
that the fuse in the 220 does its intended job,
while protecting the electronics. It should be
more conveniently located, though.
The amplifier is equipped with press-button
source switching for tuner, tape and magnetic
and ceramic pickups. Simple low and high
filters are operated by similar buttons, and there
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

is also a button that disconnects the loudspeakers and connects the headphone jack
socket. The functions of the various controls
are marked in black print on the fascia.
Although the rear sockets are DIN type, that
for the tape machine yields too much signal for
the average cassette deck when recording via
its DIN socket, and this was overcome in the
domestic scene by employing external attenuation. The DIN system is both confusing and
illogical; it is about time the so-called constant
current recording feed was abandoned in favour
of constant voltage from a low impedance
source.
As revealed by the tabulated performance
data, the amplifier certainly produced its rated
20+20 W at 1kHz. The manufacturer gives
the power response between the - 2dB points
(where the power is down to 12.62 W) as
30 Hz-20 kHz. While we do not dispute this,
our measurement is the frequency range over
which the rated power is available, which we
found to be 70 Hz- 10 kHz. In other words, the
amplifier can be viewed as a 12.6+12.6 W
model over 30 Hz-20 kHz (as per the American
FTC) or as a 20 + 20 W model over 70 Hz10 kHz.
The manufacturer notes that loudspeakers of
nominal impedance less than 8ohms should
not be used ( but this must imply that at certain
frequencies the impedance will be below 8ohms,
even with an 8-ohm loudspeaker). Thus our
measurements were made with an RL loading
of 8ohms resistive and with a ZL loading of
5-3 ohms impedance (more like an 8-ohm
loudspeaker at high frequencies). The amplifier
did not object to these loadings.
It did object, however, to sustained highfrequency, high power testing, which made it
difficult to measure the slew rate accurately.
The objection was fuse blowing owing to the
extra current passed by the output transistors
as the result of current carrier storage effects in
the base region. This is not unusual and, in fact,
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goes to prove that the fuse is providing protection.
At low frequencies the loudspeaker damping
was less than at high frequencies, which is a
little sad. Small-signal HF response appeared
to be defined by afairly high rate filter effect,
the net result being a - 3dB response around
40 kHz and asmall-signal rise-time of 10 µsec—
both perfectly acceptable. The settling-time
into areactance load of 8ohms in parallel with
1le is shown by the bottom trace in fig. 1; the
top trace here is into aresistive load, the little
overshoot possibly being afunction of the filter
effect just noted.
Input sensitivities, loading and signal-tonoise ratios are within expectations of an amplifier in this price category. The tone control
characteristics were a trifle odd and were
influenced by the setting of the volume control.
The middle curves in fig. 4show the responses
at flat, full boost, and full cut with the volume
control at maximum. With a retarded setting
of the control—as it would be used normally
on programme signal—the treble responses
became more sanitary and then correlated
closely with the boost and cut values given by
the manufacturer. The top curves on this
oscillogram correspond to the low and high
filter responses, which are slow, single-pole and
pretty poor.
The oscillogram in fig. 5shows at the top the
deviation from RIAA at a scale sensitivity of
1dB/div, the maximum deviation from 20 Hz
to 20 kHz thus not being much greater than
1dB, which is quite fair for the price. The
curve below is at ascale sensitivity of 10 dB/div
and reveals the stereo separation at the pickup
(magnetic) relative to the top response. Both
curves were taken with RIAA recording
filtering applied to the sweep signal.
Mid-frequency distortion factor at less than
0.2% ref. 10+ 10 W is perfectly acceptable in
the budget area, but as the table in the performance data shows the distortion tends to climb
dramatically at high-frequency.
It was decided to analyse the distortion
performance in greater detail using spectrum
analysis instrumentation, two drive signals at
1: 1ratio and at 15 and 16 kHz and the ZL
load. The signal levels were adjusted so that
with the amplifier receiving both of them
together it was operating at 1dB below
clipping, and the results obtained are shown by
spectrogram (a) in Fig. 3. This is respectable
for an amplifier at this price level, the main
products being around 45 dB below the drive
signals (0.56 %).
However, with reducing power the results
113
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BRITAIN 'S LEADING CASSETTE CENTRE

TAPE RECORIERHARIO RECORIDIS•STEIMIEHORDERSiDELUIRRY DECKS • MUSIC CENTRES
LATEST MODELS-LARG ST STOCKS- BIGGEST DISCOUNTS ON ALL FAMOUS MAKES

•MSTRAD MC20
New complete music centre
with stereo record player and
cassette with mics and
speakers.

Our Price

159.95(z)
emi
elaill

CASSETTES £52.95 (z)
FERGUSON
Our Price

£189.95(m)
DECK

Save

3270

69

Our Price

SONY
HMK404
A superb
minisoundstudio
with belt drive turntable.
Auto Stereo deck. VHF
and AM Radio. 10 watts per
channel. Cassette player and

131=1
11PWRei
SANYO 2611 SUPER
Complete home
entertainment unit. 2speed
record deck. 3band radio with
VHF. Dolby cassette recorder

highquality two wayspeakers with push button controls.

FREE MUSIC STAND All Music Centres supplied with free stand worth f7.95.
,
ergoson
167.95
Sony HMK 30
179.95
Our Price
GEC 2817
152.95 Sony HMK 70
329.95
Hitachi 2680
205.95 Toshiba SM 3000
POA
Save £ 59
Hitachi 2690
269.95 Toshiba SM 3500
POA
157.95
ITT 2030
Yamaha MS2B
POA
National 1020
POA
Philips 953
233.95
National 1070
POA
Sharp 309
154.95
Mifflin'Min
National 2070
POA
Aiwa 5080
POA
HITACHI 2480
Philips
943
188.95 JVC 1845
POA
Complete music centre with
Sanyo
2311
81.95
Decca 5338
175.95
auto record player, cueing
Sanyo 2411
and anti-skate device. 4band
126.95
Bush 3032
190.95
radio, cassette recorder with
Sanyo 2611 Super 189.95
Hitachi 2370
143.95
CR 02 switch.30WRMS output Sony HMK 20
143.95
P& P add £ 3.50

- £ 175.95(t)

PIONEER
Super

Our Price

4141
5151
6161
9191
434
535
636
737
838

£ 94.95
£ 108.95
£ 114.95
£ 232.95
94.95
£ 120.95
£ 139.95
£ 165.95
£211 . 95

Pye 2262
Hitachi 224
Sanyo 4020

Stereo/Stereo Radio
Aiwa 2020 POA
58.95 Amstrad 900046.95
69.95 Pioneer 4300"A
5195 Pye 2256
55.95

28 95

45.95

P & P add £ 1

Save

£ 3e
9

rice

93.95(%)

AMSTRAD Save
3000 II (
tuner,

Hi Fi AM/FM stereo tuner.
Highly sensitive FM cover
plus LW and Mw. Stereo
FM/AM receiver at an amazing separator. 44dB. Signal/
low price. 15W per channel
Noise 63 ab on Stereo.
RMS. Spec. includes Loudness Built-in AM Ferrite
and Tape Monitor controls
aerial. Fine tuning meter
and head phone socket.
and push button selection

SANSUI 331 rieMcrer
nexceptional Hi ri stereo

sue a8,1 Turntables
Garrard 125
Our P
M,
cç
JVC JLA1
Pioneer 15R
otel 312
IINC VAT)
Patel 1500
(amplifier)
Sony 1350
Hi Fi unit with adv,, ,,Led
performance. 18 watts

£60.95

per channel. Frequency range
5-60, 000Hz. Speaker control
for 4channel sound. Hi/Low
Filters. Loudness switch.
Inputs for tapes. Tuner and
Aux with monitoring facility

42.50
POA
49.95

60.95
31 95

PHILIPS

C60
C90
C120

55p
75p

1.00p

igh quality
belt drive 2speed
record deck with precision
Save U61 1
light- weight arm.Complete with plinth and cover.

Speakers

Tuners
CelestiOn Dit 15 76.95 Rotel RT 224 53.95
A/R 4XA
P.O.A. Son yST88
54.95
Linton XP
51.95 Pi on ee rTX5300 62 .95

Grundig 6000
Hitachi 5111
Hitachi 5110
Teleton 250

DOLBY DECKS
Mtn

Save

Attractive portable push button
stereo cassette recorder with
auto shut-off, cassette ejection,
battery condition indicator and
tape counter. Satellite speaker
detachable for true stereo effect

Stereo Recorders
Battery Mains

Grundig 430
57.95
ITT 720
52.95
JVC 1635
POA
Sanyo 4505
44.95
Sony 153
143.95
Battery Mains with Radio
Aiwa 900/930
POA
JVC 9475
POA
National 450
POA
National 451
POA
Sanyo 4430
85.95
Sanyo 9980
99.95
111.95
Sony 550

AMSTRAD

Stereo 7000

Our Price '‘‘ cassette deck

Dolby.
£112.95 Cwith
R02 switch.
(t)
Variable record level and

NEw

PUm

c'etlempE
e
us
vnem

output. Twin VU meters
Tape counter.
pt.0 F
Auto

-7-11r
e itetg,

Our Price

Our Price

£61.95

Tnein
Es
WORTH es

MODEL

SONY
TC186 SD

aye

Our Price Nol,

£82.95>

32

Superb value
front loading
Dolby Cassette
deck. Bias/

£107.95
eze)
ezele

Aiwa 1300
Aiwa 1600

POA
POA

Sony TC 204 127.95
lc ********
Sony TC 209 199.95 -4(

Akai 3250

207.95

Akai 7100

170.95

Tandberg 310 POA

equalisation switching. Normal or
chrome tapes. Record level limiter.
Wow & Flutter only .09%

HITACHI 2360
Superb cassette recorder/player in
contrasting cabinet. Dolby system and Cr02
normal tape selector. 2VU meters and
3digit tape counter. Ferrite head and
electronic speed-control motor. For use
with most amplifiers

Yamaha 800

POA

Sansui 2000

133.95

VISIT
OUR NEW

ech n ics

P&P add £ 1
Wharf Denton 38.95
Amplifiers
Tuner Amplifiers
Amstrad 2000 37.95 Amstrad 5000
68.95
PioneerPA530053.95 Rotel 202
92.95

hlakamichi 700

168.95
POA

National 269

POA

Sansui 3000

148.50

Tandberg 330

POA

JVC 1740

POA

Sanyo 4055

68.95

Sony TA1630
Sansui 2200

67.95
56.95

Sassai 441
Sony 7025

86.95
119.95

Sharp 3500

118.95

Teac 400
Hitachi 2330

POA
RANGE ON )'e
65.95 Ï
,,,
DEMONSTRAT104.

Sony 1055

74.95

Yamaha 400

POA

Sony 138

159.95

BASF

55p
75p
1.00p

Ditton 44

AGFA

45p
65p
90p

144.95

SONY

50p
70p
95p

MAXELL
LN
,
Sp

/ 5p
1IlOp

MEMOREX

70p
1.00p
130p

fitachi 03500

BASF
SM

80p
1.10p
135p

TDK
D

60p
80p
1.05p

SONY
HF

70p
90p
110p

Tel:
279/283
01 -2473453
WHITECHAPEL
24 HourAnswering
RD., LONDON
Service
El
Right next door to Whitechapel Underground Station
Open
114

37.95
36.95
65.95
55.95
40.95
POA
POA
42.95
35.95
45.95
79.95
74.95
94.95
38.95
36.95
32.95

Telefunken 101

specification for its price.

PL12D
ur

emu

PIONEER 2121
Hi Fi front loading Dolby
Cassette Deck. Exceptional

POA Hitachi 227
26.95 Motorola 403
45.95 Philips 342
Pye 2257

31.95
42.50
29.95
33.95
33.95
26.95
22.95
19.95
POA
19.95
28.95

"

you with our latest 3wave band
stereo radio/ cassette player. 7
watts per channel, rewind and
forward wind, auto eject.

Stereo Playback
34.95 Radio

Stereo Playback
Philips 2607
Pioneer KP 151

auto duitoff. Runs on battery
or mains

Ferguson 3270
GEC 900
Grundig 4100
Hitachi 5030
ITT 500
JVC 9407
National 443
Philips 365
Sanyo 2420
Sanyo 2422
Sharp GF 6000

Battery Mains/Radios
Aiwa 220
POA
BASF 9302
71.95

SHARP 5300-STEREO
CAR CASSETTE PLAYER
Take your favourite music with

cassette player giving 8W SaVe
power output, auto-eject, sensitive
sliders to adjust balance, volume
nil tone, fast forward and rewind.

Cage

pl ustree speakers
worth f795

•-• ,

SWNHF radio, built.
in mike and mains adaptor,

recorder, variable tone
control, auto stop built in
condenser mike.
Battery Mains
BASF 9110
Grundig 411
Grundig 235
Hitachi 295
ITT CX 75
ITT SL 58
Bush TP79
Wien 503
National 306
Philips 2208
Sony TC 67

SANYO 4000

This versatile
cassette radio
features LW/MW/

Plus2 Free C'90's worth £1.9 5
attery/mains radio cassette

,f, 5143 el,f;18

£27.9
FOR LIMITED PERIOD ONLY!
PYE 2272
(t)
•
oneer PL15R £49.95
Incredibly compact stereo
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer

£3a95 (
t)

121

£39.95

SONY
CF210L

Trio KX620

POA

T
l' c

e HI-FI DEPT

*

TREMEÑO0US *

136.9 5
444-444-4-4 4P&P add £ 1

Rotel RD20

A tape
prices

INC. VAT

SPECIAL OFFER!
PHILLIPS VIDEO C60 TAPES

& P add 5O

AT ONLY

£15.95

Phone
l your Access/ AL
Barclaycard No.
over with your IIMMal
Prices correct at time of
order

All Pridi
pima VAT

9am - 6pm Mon Satin to ress

ilkarmummul

ION 111111111,10_111M1
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became far less happy as shown by spectrogram
(b). Here there is far more distortion energy
than at (a) and the amplitudes of some of the
products are greater. The voltage across the
ZL load corresponded to that which would
produce about 1mW into the RL load. The
oscillogram in fig. 2shows what happens to a
pure sinewave input at 10 kHz after it leaves
the amplifier at a power of 0.1 mW into an
8-ohm resistive load.
Obviously, one cannot expect a distortion
performance on par with that of amuch more
costly design; but Ido feel that the amplifier
would remain viable at the budget end of the
spectrum even with a few more pounds added
to improve the high-frequency, low-level
distortion characteristics. The intrinsic design
certainly has potential in this respect.

1 10 kHz squarewave. Top Into Ru = 8ohms.
Bottom into Zim =8ohms/1 erF. Sweep 10 msecidiv.

However, keeping in mind the reality of the
price, the amplifier produced fully acceptable
sounds in the listening room, which is the main
requirement of the exercise. A degree of highfrequency stridency was in evidence and with
some loudspeakers there was an emphasis of
bass, which had to be countered by areduction
of the bass control. The magnetic pickup input
sensitivity was barely high enough to cater for
some of the low output cartridges at normal
volume control setting.
In summary, an amplifier of really good value
for money, but one which could be improved
by a little more design investment—possibly
without adding unduly to the price. Even as it
stands it should find a healthy market in the
budget area. •
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2 Distortion on 10 kHz sinewave at very low
power = 01 mW into RL =8ohms.
3 Intermodulation distortion from driving signals
of 15 and 16 kHz 1 : 1ratio into ZL =5.3 ohms and
62 'o at 15 kHz. ( a) at - 1dB below clipping and
(b) at low power = 1mW. Graticule 2kHz and
10 dB per div.
4 Tone controls 'flat', full boost and full cut. Top
low and high filters. Scale Hz x10 and 5dB/cliv.
See text.
5 Top departure from RIAA at 1dB/v. and
bottom stereo separation at 10 dB;div. from top.
Both via RIAA recording filter and magnetic
pickup input.

SHACKMAN 220 AMPLIFIER
Test conditions: mains input 240 V 50 Hz; test loads RL =8ohms,
CCIR. Both channels driven together unless otherwise stated.
PERFORMANCE
Power at 1kHz ref. clipping

ZL =5.3 ohms and 62a at 15 kHz ZL.,. (
for transient test) - 8ohms//1 e.F. Noise wedghting
COMMENT
21+21 W
70 Hz-10 kHz

Rated 20-20 W bandwidth ..
Damping factor 8ohms 40 Hz,20 kHz ..

11/33
18 Hz-42.7 kHz

Small- signal response - 3dB ..

RI,load. Specification realised.
Ref. clipping RL load.
At 2 W.
Fast treble roll-off characteristic.

Rise-time ( small- signal)

10 psec.

Also see fig. 1.

Settling-time ZLT load

40 ,. sec.

Also see fig. 1.

Slewing-rate

.

..

•

•

Inputs 1kirtz sensit.,Z/weighted S/N ratio
Mag. PU
Cet. PU ..
Tuner ..
Tape ..

See comment
4.4 mV/50 k/67
60 mV/1 M/40
78 mV/100 k/62
160 mV/200 k/62

dB
dB
dB
dB

Z.
:
30 mV/10 k

Tape recording ..

Not measured—see text.
All reasonable.

See text.

Mag. pu overload 1kHz ..

88 mV

Distortion factor 10 + 10 W RL load
20 Hz ( includes ripple) ..
1kHz .. .. • •
20 kHz .. .. • •

0.7%
0.17%
1.9%

Poor at HF. Crossover arterfacts present. Distortion rises with falling power—see fig. 2 ' sinewave' and fig. 3 IMD.

Intermodulation distortion

Fig. 3

Performance better at high rather than low power
into Z or RI,load.
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AX Labs

Monday-Saturday 10.00-18.00

(Dept.N)

Tel.

191 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex EN2 OQZ 01-363 7981

AMPLIFIERS
Accuphase
Armstrong 621
Cambridge Audio P60
Lux L30
Lux L80
Lux L8OV .
Maranta 1070 ..
N.A.D. 60/90
Rogers Ravensbrook 11
Rogers A75
Rote IRA212
Rotel RA3I2
Rotel RA4I2
Rotel RA6I2
Technics stocked
Trio KAI200
Trio KA3300
Trio KA3500
Yamaha CA400
Yamaha CA600
Yamaha CA80011 ..
Yamaha CA 1000 11 ..

(Carr. £ 3.00)
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
•.
P.O.A.
••
P.O.A.
••
P.O.A.
••
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
.•
P.O.A.
••
£60-25
• . £91-00
.. £ 51-00
• . £ 62.50
• . £ 76.00
• . £ 104.00
•.
P.0 A.
••
£58-00
• • £ 84.00
. • £ 124.00
.•
P.O.A.
••
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNERS
Armstrong 623
Armstrong 624
Cambridge Audio 155
Lux T33
Lux 188
Lux T110
Rogers Ravensbrook
Rogers Panthera 175 ..
Rotel RT224
Rote! RT324
Rotel RT624
Technics stocked
Trio KT1300
Trio KT3300
Yamaha CT400..
Yamaha CT600..
Yamaha CT800..
Yamaha C17000

(Carr. £275)
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£47.75
£83-00
£56-00
£71.50
£105.00
P.O.A.
£78.00
£84.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNER AMPLIFIERS

(Carr. £ 3-25)

Armstrong 625
Armstrong 626
Goodmans Module 90
Goodmans Module 110
Goodmans 120
Goodmans 150..
Lux R600
Lux R800
Lux RI500
N.A.D. 140/160
Nikko 4030 ..
Nikko 5050 ..
Rogers Ravensbrook • .
Rotel RXI52
Rotel RX202
Rotel RX402
Rotel RX602
Rotel RX802
Tandberg Huldra 10
Tandberg TRI055
Tandberg 1040P

£121.50

..

mein
£138-oo

£202-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£10215
£87-00
£96-00
£134-00
£170-00
£215.00
P.O.A.

Tandberg 2075
Technics stocked
Trio KR2400
Trio KR3400
Trio KR4400
Yamaha CR200
Yamaha CR400
Yamaha CR450
YamahaCR600
Yamaha CR800
Yamaha CRI000 .. •
Yamaha MS2B Music Centre

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£118.00
£149.00
£184.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
(Carr.
Ariston RD IIs/SME 3009 ..
Connoisseur BDI Kit ..
Connoisseur BD2 chassis ..
Connoisseur BD2 complete
Fons CQ30
Garrard SP25/1V module ..
Garrard SP25/IV mod. M75-6
G
d 125513 module ..
Garrard 125SB mod/cart ..

P.O.A.
£ 3.25)
P.O.A.
£13.50
£31.00
£41.00
P.O.A.
£30.00
£35.00
£41.50
£46.50

ADC VLM II
Decca London ..
Goldring G820..
Goldring 0820E
Goldring G820SE
Goldring 09005E .
Micro Acoustics QDC .
le
Micro Acoustics 2002E
Ortofon F1SE
Ortofon MISE Super ..
Shure M75-65
Shure M75ED/II
Shure M75E1/11..
Shure M93E
Shure M95ED
Shure M95E1
Shure M758/11
Shure M24H
Shure VI5111
Stanton
TAPE DECKS
Akai 4000DB

.
•
•
.
•.

£20 00
£26.50
• £ 7 50
. £ 10.95
. £ 15.00
• £ 35.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£14.50
£36 50
£6 45
£13.45
£11-30
£9 60
£16.95
£11.70
£9.15
£26.50
£39.50
P.O.A.

(Carr. £ 3.00)
.. £174-50

All prices listed include VAT at 124- 3
4
/
Garrard 86SB 11 module ..
£56.00
Garrard 865B Il mod/cart ..
£61.00
Garrard 100SB module ..
£58-50
Garrard 100SB mod. -FM93E
£65-00
Garrard 401 ..
[57-00
Howland- West HW1 plinth &
cover only
..
£ 19.50
Linn Sondek PLIVSME 3009
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL I2D .
£45-00
Pioneer PLI2D/Shure .
M75ED11
£55.00
Pioneer PL15R
£53.50
Rega Research
P.O.A.
Rotel RP1500 W.A. ..
£52.00
Rotel RP3000 W.A. ..
£87.00
Strathearn STM4 . •
£60-25
Strathearn STA4 . •
£62-95
Technics stocked ..
P.O.A.
Thorens 125AB/II
£148.50
Thorens 1D125/11
£ 96-00
Thorens TX25 cover .. £ 11.50
Thorens TD126AB
£250.00
Thorens TD 145C
..
£ 103.95
Thorens TD160B/C
£67.00
Thorens TD160C
£81-50
Thorens TD I66C
£ 71-25
Reference Hydraulic ..
P.O.A.
Transcriptor Stylus Brush £ 2.75
Transcriptor Sweep Arm
£ 4.75
Trio KP I022/Cart. £ 56.00
Yamaha YP450
P.O.A.
TRANSCRIPTION ARMS(Carr.75p)
GST.1 Lustre .. .. .. £24.00
Colton MC101 .. .. £22.00
Formula 4 ....
SME 3009 improved .. .. £ 37.50
SME 3009/S2 improved .. £ 41-00
Transcriptor Fluid .. £ 25.50
CARTRIDGES
(
Carr. 250
ADC XLM II .. .. £ 2500

Akai 4000DS II
.. £ 121.00
Revox 1102/4 ....
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Revox 1122/4 .. ..
P.O.A.
Revox 1222/4 .. .. ..
Revox Dolby & High Speed ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg IOXD . . ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Tandberg 3500X
..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 3600X
..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 9100X
..
Teat .. .. ..
P.O.A.
HEADPHONES
AKG KI40
AKG KI60
AKG K240 ..
Koss PRO5LC
Koss HVIA
Koss K6LC
Koss HV1LC
Koss PRO4AA
Koss 711
Micro MXI
PWB Moving Coil
Sennheiser HD4I4
Sennheiser HD424
Stax
Yamaha HPI
Yamaha HP2
Yamaha HP3
CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa ..
Akai CS34D
Akai GXC39D
Akai GXC75D
Akai GXC310D
Akai GXC710D
Akai GXC325D
Akai GXC740D
Akai GXC 760D
Goodmans SCD100

(Carr. 75p)
£13.50
.. £ 18.00
.. £ 21 75
.. £ 31.00
£23.75
£14.50
£26.95
£28.35
£11-25
£45.00
£16-75
£16-00
£22-75
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
.

P.O.A.

(Carr. £ 275)
.
£97.00
. • £ 136.50
£197-00
£169-00
£181.00
£217.00
£262-00
£321.00
£132.00

Nakamichi 550
Nakamichi 600
Nakamichi 700
Nakamichi 1000
Pioneer 2121 ..
Rotel RD20 .
Tandberg TCD3 .
10
Teac A360 ( Special offer)
Technics stocked
Trio KX620 .
Yamaha TC800Gi

P.O.A.
P O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£125.00
£139.00
P.O.A.
£189.00
P.O.A.
£138-00
P.O.A.

SPEAKERS (pairs) ( Carr. •£.3-0 1
0
,. ¡
D
eaiz)
AR Range ..
Celestion Ditton II
..
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 15• •
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 33
..
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 44..
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 66•
.
P.O.A.
Celestion UL6
..
P.O.A.
Celestion UL8
..
P.O.A.
Celestion UL 10 .. ..
P.O.A.
Hi -Fi Aids Orbital Brackets
P.O.A.
IMF Compact 11
P.O.A.
IMF Super Compact
P.O.A.
IMF ALS40 11 ..
P.O.A.
IMF TLS80 II ..
P.O.A.
1BL Range
P.O.A.
KEF Coda
P.O.A.
KEF Cantor
P.O.A.
KEF Chorale
P.O.A.
KEF Corelli ..
P.O.A.
KEF Cadenza ..
P.O.A.
KEF Concerto
P.O.A.
KEF Calinda ..
P.O.A.
KEF Cantata .. ..
P.O.A.
KEF 104 .. ..
P.O.A.
KEF 103 .. ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2030 .. ..
£90.00
Monitor Audio MA1/11
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA3/II
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA4 ..
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA511
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA7 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz.. .. ..
P.O.A.
Rogers LS3/5A ..
P.O.A.
Rogers Exp. Mon. .. ..
P.O.A.
Videotone Minimax II.. ..
[42.00
Videotone Saphir I .. ..
£51.50
Wharfedale Chevin XP ..
£27.00
Wharfedale Denton 2XP ..
£38.50
Wharfedale Linton 3XP ..
£55.00
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP ..
£72.50
Wharfedale Dovedale 3SP .. £ 127.00
Yamaha NS625.. .. ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha NS645.. .. ..
P.O.A.
•

SPEAKER
KEF
KEF
KEF
KEF
KEF
KEF
KEF
KEF

KITS AND CHASSIS
(Carr. kits LISO each)
(Sp. Chassis £ 1.25 each)
Kit I ( price per pair) • •
£49.75
Kit 3 ( price per pair) • .
£90.00
127 .. ..• •
[5.75
B110 ..
.•
£7.90
B200 ..
••
£9-50
BI39 .•
••
£18-50
DNI2 ..
••
£6.75
DN13-SP1015• •
£4.75

We have tried to ensure that all prices are correct at time of going to press- however prices are liable to alteration without notice

Terms of Business
Callers:
By Bus: 231 from Turnpike Lane Tube. 107 from Oakwood.
By Train: Liverpool

Street to Enfield Station.

Kings Cross to Gordon Hill.

Cheques for counter sales accepted only when backed by a bank card.

By Post
Send Cheque/Postal Orders with written order and correct carriage for prompt
service.

Make cheques payable to: A. T. Labs.

Credit
For Personal callers only. Phone for details. Export Facilities for reclaiming VAT
available.

Service
Repairs and maintenance of Hi -Fi equipment by qualified engineers.

EQUIPMENT
REVIEW
No part of any
HFN RR review may be
reproduced without
the Editor's written
permission

Gordon J. King

Grundig RTV1040
Quadro-Receiver
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION

Radio section : Ranges: FM 87.5-108 MHz; LW 145-350 kHz; MW 510-1620 kHz; SW 5.4-16.2 MHz.
Sensitivity: FM 1.4 t‘V 240 ohms and 15 kHz deviation for 26 dB noise suppression; LW 11-25 4V;
MW 4-12 V SW 5.0-6.5 mV all for S+N N of 6dB and 30% modulation_ Aerial inputs: FM
240 ohm; AM external aerial/earth. FM limiting threshold: 1.4 “ V (
240 ohms) — 1dB. Bandwidth:
IF approx.; FM 140 kHz; AM 4.2 kHz; FM ratio det. 950 kHz. AM suppression:
dB for 1kHz
at 22.5 kHz deviation and ao% AM at 1mV 240 ohms. Image rejection: FM 64 dB; LW 49-66 dB;
MW 50-60 dB; SW 19-21 dB. AFC ( FM): ±250/200 kHz capture range ( switchable). Capture
ratio:
15 dB 1mV 40 kHz deviation input. FM S/N: mono .-.„ 77/63 dB; stereo
62/55 dB
(measured DIN). Frequency response: FM 40-50 Hz ± 1dB; 50 Hz-6.3 k ± 1dB; 6.3-15 k ± 2dB.
Pilot tone suppression: - 40 dB at 19 kHz; - 65 dB at 38 kHz. FM distortion factor: - 0.3%
1kHz 40 kHz deviation. Stereo separation: - 35 dB 1kHz; T23 dB 40 Hz-6-3 k; - 20 dB 6.3-10 kHz,
measured selectivity. De- emphasis: 50 msec.
Audio section: Power output: 2x30 W or 4x25 W 4ohms on sinewave. Distortion factor:
<0.1% over 20 Hz-20 kHz, 4x25-4 Wand 2x27-5 W. Frequency response: 20 Hz-20 kHz discrete/
stereo; 40 Hz-20 kHz matrix, , 1dB and ± 1.5 dB respectively. Power bandwidth: 5Hz-80 kHz for
1% distortion ( DIN). IMD:
0.1% full output 250 Hz,8 kHz 4 : 1ratio ( DIN). S N: tape discrete/
stereo 85 dB; matrix 80 dB; phono discrete 85 dB; mag. stereo 63 dB, all ref. 25 W. Crosstalk:
>40 dB 20 Hz-20 kHz; ;7-58 dB 1kHz. Input sensitivity: tape discrete, tape stereo and phono
discrete 140 mV (500 k); tape matrix 170 mV (SOO k); mag. pu 1.8 mV (50 k); radio 64 mV. Mag_ pu
overload: 45 mV. Max. inputs: 4V all but tape matrix (3V) and radio 1 -8V. Outputs: 6 DIN
sockets for speakers 4ohms normal load 3ohms min. giving: auadraphon ,c reproduction of
four-channel stereo in one room ( plus headphones); stereo in two separate rooms with independent
adjustment of volume/tone ( plus headphones); stereo in either of two rooms with independent
adjustment as above ( plus headphones); stereo headphones only. Loudspeaker impedance: up
to 16 ohms with reduced power. Protection: electronic (automatic) responding to load Z of
3ohms. Headphones: 5to 2,000 ohms ( speaker switch). Damping factor: 28-5 ref. 4ohms
(i.e., 28 dB). Loudness: switchable. Tone controls: + 15 dB, — 16 dB, 16 kHz; +15 dB, — 17.5 dB
40 Hz. Balance controls (left/right and front/rear) + 2.5 dB to — 12 dB. Scratch filter: 7kHz
roll-off (>_ 30 dB/octave). Thermal protection: automatic in event of abnormal temperature rise.
Dimensions: 61 x15 x33 cm. Weight: 15.5 kg. Price: £445.20 including VAT. Distributor:
Grundig International Ltd., Newland Park, Sydenham SE26 5NQ.

impressive FM/AM receiver from
THIS
Grundig of Germany is styled rather like a
'control desk'. There are slider controls at the
top below arow of meters, and touch buttons
and push- keys along the front edge for the
multiplicity of functions. A large and clearly
printed tuning scale occupies about half the top
of the ` desk' and in front of this are small
`windows' exposing the functions of the keys
and buttons.
The radio section caters for FM over the
whole of Band II and also for AM in the long,
medium and short wavebands (the frequency
ranges are given in the manufacturer's specification). The tuning control is sunk into the
right-hand edge. It has afinger-locating cup for
adjustment, but the knob can also be pulled out
from the side by a small amount which then
allows it to be adjusted in the normal way.
FM tuning is by capacitor-diodes (varicaps),
which also facilitate station pre-selection, and
in the FM front-end are three variable-tuned
circuits from aerial to mixer, with a fourth
operating the local oscillator. The FM frontend is thus endowed with good selectivity as
shown in the test results. A very good front-end
intermodulation performance is also achieved
HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

GRUNDIG RTV1040

OUADRO"

in spite of the lack of field effect transistors,
being measured as 66 dB in terms of the thirdorder product resulting from f, = 94 MHz and
f, = 95 MHz, the product f„ at 96 MHz
(from 2f,— f
1)being the parameter measured.
As with some other European creations, the
FM aerial input is designed for 240 ohms
balanced feeder. The receiver will operate, of
course, from a 72 ohms unbalanced coaxial
input at reduced performance, but the measurements were made by feeding a 72-ohm unbalanced source to the receiver through a
low-loss balun transformer, with the PD across
the 72 ohms source as the parameter. For sale
in the UK, we think, Grundig should either fit
a 72-ohm coaxial input or supply a suitable
low-loss balun.
The receiver features four amplifier channels
whose power ratings are geared to 4-ohm loads.
The receiver will operate into loudspeakers of
higher impedance at reduced power. Most of
our measurements were made into 8-ohm loads,
but the power yield was also checked into
4-ohm loads to confirm the manufacturer's
spec. A 4.7-ohm load impedance of nature
R+jX was also used to check any distortion
produced by the protection transistors towards
the rated output of the amplifier. It was found
that these started switching and hence producing high-order harmonics when the voltage
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Remember the

You may well remember, towards the end
of last year, the arrival of anew range of
high quality, precision loudspeaker systems,
Opus 20, 45, 55.
Acompact range combining depth and
clarity of sound at all volume levels with outstanding reliability
and workmanship.
Remember, their high sensitivity, their compatibility with
amplifiers aown ta 3watts ( R.M.S.) and their sensible pricing.

That was last year.
To- day, nothing has changed,
we're happy to say. Except that alot
more people have had achance to
hear and appreciate our speakers, and
many more discerning listeners now
recall the name with asatisfied smile.
The Opus range from Farnell-KF.
Once heard, never forgotten.

Farnell- K.F. Limited. Ashton Road, Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire,

5evenodft5
118 London Road, Sevenoaks, Kent, TN131BA
Telephone Sevenoaks ( 0732) 59556

C90 CASSETTES
PP 1-59 60p. 60
1p per cassette
Price each. inc VAT ( min. quan. 10)

Philips Video VC60

£15.75

£1.10

TDK ED

£ 1.35

TDK SA

£1.36

Maxell UDXL

£1.35

AG FA LN ..

54p

BASF LH ..

63p

AGFA SED

74p

BASF Sup LH

97p

TDK D

73p

Sony

57p

TDK SD ..

89p

Sony HF ..

76p

Scotch Class

£1.49

Sony CR ..

£1.20

Sony FeCr

£1.49

Memorex MrX2

94p

1
11-fi Centre

ROTEL
RA2I2 £ 49.95
RA3I2 . . £ 61.95
RA412 .. £ 74-95
RX202 £ 93.95
RX402 .. £ 130.95
RX602 £ 165•95
RP 1500 .. £ 62.95
RP3000 £ 99.95
WHARFEDALE
Chevin XP
£26.95
Denton 2XP
£36.95
Linton 3XP £ 53.95
PIONEER
SA5300
SA6300
SA7300
SX434
SX535
SX636
SX737
PL 2D
PL 15R
CTF2121
CTF9 1
91

£52.95
£68 95
£98 95
£91 95
£118 95
£135 95
£165 25
£41 95
£50 95
£109 95
£223.95

V1DEOTONE
Mini Max ..
£36-95
ARMSTRONG
621 • • £ 99.00
625 .. £ 151.00
626 • • £ 175.00
BANG &
OLUFSEN
Beolit 505
£44-00
Beolit 707
£52.00
Beovision
3600 .. £385.00
4000 .. £432.00
5000 .. £466.00
6000 .. £ 536.00
Beograms
1203 ..
£70.00
3400 .. £ 120.00
4002 .. £257.00
6000 .. £ 336-00
Beomasters
901
£I26.00
1100 £ 121.00
2000 £ 198-00
3400 £281-00

4000 ..£ 247.00
6000 .. £ 483.00
Beocentre
1500
£204.00
1600 £ 198.00
1800 £ 198.00
3500 £ 310.00
Beocord
1100
£117.00
2200 £ 170.00
Beovox
522 •.
£65.00
S30 .. £87.00
S45 .. £ 129.00
560 • . £ 176.00
1170 •. £ 254.00
P30 • • £ 95-00
P45 • • £ 137-00
SONY
CF 170L
CF 210L
CF 3IOL
CF 320
CF 440L
CF 550A

£45.95
£49.95
£52.95
£52.95
£72.95
£101.95

* Comparator- equipped showroom * Home Demonstration and installations by arrangement
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The name
behind perfect
sound.

BANG & OLUFSEN, SONY, TECHNICS, AIWA, YAMAHA, PIONEER,
CELEF, KEF, ARMSTRONG, TRIO, TANDBERG. etc etc.

genuine factory fresh

Maxell UD ..

FARNELL

TV 110UK
KV 13400B
KV 181OUB
KV 2000U B
TC 133CS
TCI 1
7SD
TCI35SD
TC136SD
TCI38SD
TCI53SD
TCI77SD
TCI86SD
TC204SD
TC206SD
TC209SD
TC377
HMK20
HMK30
HMP40
HMK40A
HMP70
HMK70
PSI350
PS2350 ..
PS4750 ..

£64.95
£173.95
£220.95
£256.95
£86.95
£56.95
£86.95
£104.95
£144.95
£129.95
£288.95
£97.95
£115.95
£129.95
£180.95
£129.95
£129.95
£162.95
£134.95
£191.95
£202.95
P.O.A.
£56.95
£61.95
£101.95

E. & O. E. Prices include VAT at 14%,
correct on 25/6/76.
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across the load was approximately 2.5 V less
than available to peak clipping with a purely
resistive load and when the load was adjusted
to 50 deg. phase angle at 500 Hz. This is one
reason why the performance of amplifiers in
terms of distortion towards full output can
vary with different loudspeakers, depending on
their phase angles which, sadly, is aparameter
rarely given by loudspeaker manufacturers.
The accompanying oscillogram shows the
effect of protection transistor switching under
the conditions defined.
The output of each power amplifier is
monitored by ameter which is scaled in decibels
relative to 0dB which corresponds to the full
output, ared scale section beyond this indicating
that the channel is running into clipping. A
fifth meter provides relative indication of
signal strength, and the calibration of this
relative to the PD across the 72-ohm source is
given by one of the curves in the FM performance graph. There are two more indicators in
the row of meters, one showing the ' programming' of the receiver for stereo, four-channel
discrete or four-channel matrix by the lighting
of one of three colours, and the other called
`tunoscope' to show the accuracy of FM tuning.
The FM section is also equipped with automatic frequency correction (AFC), this being
switched off by applying pressure to a springloaded key while tuning. The plan is then to
tune until the ` tunoscope' reveals that the
carrier falls in the centre of the response
characteristics by the glowing of acentre white
section of the indicator. Each side of the white
section is ared section, and the illumination of
one or other of the red sections signifies tuning
error. When both red sections glow simultaneously the indication is that either there is no
signal or that the signal is very weak. After
this, the AFC key is released and the station
'locks on' to the correct tuning point.
In practice, the test sample failed to perform
precisely in this manner. It was found that for
the least second-harmonic distortion on FM
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

1 Family of frequency/amplitude plots all from
signal applied to magnetic pickup input, including
tone controls at 'flat' (also showing deviation from
RIAA). full boost and full cut, loudness at —30 dB
and high filter (f.-7•71cHz). Scale Hz x10 and
5dB/div.
2 Distortion factor at 10+10 W 8ohms. Top
1kHz. Bottom 29 kHz (see test results for mean/Peak
ratio details).
3 Pulses caused by protedion transistor switching
at 9.6 V across R+j)( load of Z-4.7 ohms and
phase angle- 50 deg. at 400 Hz. This effect occurs
at 2.5 V before peak clipping into load mentioned.
4 Transient responses. Top 8ohms. Bottom
8ohms in parallel with 1 F. Scale 10 gsec./div.

and for the best stereo separation the tuning
had to be ' steered' manually slightly away from
the
tunoscope'-indicated optimum tuning
point. Moreover, the maximum reading on a
station of the signal strength meter failed
to correlate exactly with the optimum indication
ofthe `tunoscope. The value of the `tunoscope'
of the test sample was thus dubious.

GRUNDIG RTV1040

.
QUADRO"

To some degree this was responsible for the
rather high FM stereo distortion ref. 100%
modulation (see test results). It was also a
problem to know exactly where to tune when
making the stereo separation measurements.
However, in both cases the tuning was adjusted
for the least second-harmonic distortion even
though this gave the impression of mistuning by
the tunoscope'.
The FM IF channel is equipped with bipolar
transistors and a substantial number of LC
bandpass couplings, which is a somewhat
different approach from that of British and
Japanese designers, who favour ceramic filters
and integrated circuits. Nevertheless, the overall selectivity was excellent as proved by the
very good alternate channel and adjacent
channel (both measured per IHF) ratios given
in the test results. These measurements were
made at 10 µV aerial input to provide agreater
range of measurement.
Good FM sensitivity is provided by the
design, but the 50 dB and ultimate S/N ratios
would have been better had there been less
pilot tone at the output. Although CCIR
weighting was adopted and the test method
used was exactly the same as with other FM
sections, the ' floor' of the readout was defined
by the pilot tone rather than by noise of the
particular test sample.
Stereo separation was measured with the
Sound Technology (50 dB encoder separation)
and there was no noise in the readout (or very
little) and no pilot tone since a4Hz selective
measurement was employed using the Marconi
wave analyser. The accompanying graph shows
that the separation given in the manufacturer's
spec. is not reached at 1kHz. As already noted,
the separation was somewhat dependent on the
FM tuning, the maximum separation failing to
correlate with the tunoscope'.
The amplifier section met its spec, however,
on virtually all counts, and the harmonic and
intermodulation distortions were both of
acceptably low values. There was a mild
tendency for the intermodulation distortion to
rise at the bottom end of the dynamic range,
but this is not all that unusual, it being caused
by a mild rise in crossover distortion at low
power (100 mW as measured).
The power amplifiers use fast output transistors corresponding to aslew rate of 9V/µ sec.
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Famous names we
dare to discount
SHOWN BELOW ARE JUST A FEW EXAMPLES OF OUR MANY OUTSTANDING OFFERS—
PHONE OR WRITE FOR A QUOTATION ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS
carudge 1
-3 95

SYSTEM 1
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Sony TA 70 Amplifier
Garrard SP25 Mk IV
2xSony SS 70 Speakers

iiiiiiittllllllttlrtlrmllpinhlrnnimlllmninnnimnmnurnlm r:'

TELETAPE
PRICE
Aiwa AD1600
£170.00
Aiwa TPR900
£99.00
AR 6 Speakers pair
£102.00
B&O Beogram 1203
£73.00
B&O Beomaster 2000 £236.00
B&O Beocord 1100
£ 124.00
Celestion Ditton15 pair
£85.00

JVC JL-A1
JVC JAS310
JTV 310
National RQ312
National RQ443S
National GX400
Sony ICF111L

TELETAPE
PRICE
£56.00
£79.00
£90.00
£29.50
£44.50
£53.00
£26.95

TELETAPE
PRICE
Sony ICF8900L
£ 47.00
Sony TV110UK
£68.00
Sony STR6036A
£ 95.00
Sony TC377
. £144.00
Technics RS610 .... £ 104.00
Stanton 500EE
£17.50
Stanton 681EEE
£39.00

Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure

55E
75EJ
91ED
95ED

TELETAPE
PRICE
£6.50
£10.50
£12.00
£15.50

All prices include VAT at 12 1
2 %
/

AGENTS FOR: Aiwa. AR Ampex. Bang & Olufsen. BASF. Celestion. Dual. Garrard. Mirsch. Hi -Fi Aids. Koss.
JVC. Marantz. National. Nivico. Quad. Revox. Roberts. Sony. Shure. Spendor. TDK. Teac. Technics.
Thorens. Trio. Uher. Wollensak.
ALL EQUIPMENT IS
BRAND NEW FULLY
GUARANTEED AND
OFFERED WITH FULL
AFTER SALES SERVICE
PERSONAL EXPORT
OUR SPECIALITY.
ACCESS AND
BARCLAYCARD
WELCOME
CREDIT TERMS FOR
PERSONAL SHOPPERS

TELETAPE

PROMPT EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE
Goods despatched within 24 hours of receipt
of order. ( Subject to availability of stock).
Cheerful Refund. If within 7days of purchase
any item is found to be faulty, we will
gladly refund the full purchase price or
replace the faulty item.

33 Edgware
Tel
01-723 1942'2924
Road, W2
Open 9a .m - 5 30p m
Monday- Saturday

84 88 Shaftesbury Ave \N1
Tel 01-437 1651
Open 9a m - 5 30p m
Monday- Saturday

ELETAp E
Carnage onces Mainland only. Prices correct at time of going to
press but subject to change without notice

This means that
the
power
amplifiers
will cater for relatively high power, highfrequency signals before running badly into
distortion ( another way of defining so-called
transient intermodulation distortion—TID).
However, the preamplifier sections are open to
small-signals up to 62 kHz ( ref. — 3dB),
resulting in a small-signal rise- time of 5 isec
which, in my judgement, is still too small10- 12 µsec would be better and have been

proved

by

subjective

comparisons

to

designs.
The frequency/amplitude plots taken automatically by our oscilloscope technique show
the tone controls at ' flat' and at full lift and
cut, both bass and treble, the loudness at
—30 dB setting on the volume control and the
low-pass filter. The tone controls ' flat' trace
also shows the departure from R1AA since the
input for all these plots was taken to magnetic
pickup, yin an R1AA recording filter.

give

better ' sound'.
A high-pass filter is built into the pickup
channel but this fails to affect the response
down to about 20 Hz; it is below this frequency
that the filter starts to bite. A low-pass
('scratch') filter can be switched in or out, and
a little above 7kHz this takes off at a rapid
rate. The loudness is also switchable, which is
good and not always the case with European

GRUNDIG RTV-1040 QUADRO-RECEIVER
Conditions of measurement (unless otherwise stated): mains input 240 V 50 Hz; output loads 8ohms resistive; noise weighting CCIR; primary FM test frequency
95 MHz; FM signal input from 72- ohm source via low- loss balun to 240-ohm receiver input and voltage measured PD across the 72- ohm source; FM deviation
75 kHz; FM section measured with volume control - 20 dB.

COMMENT

PERFORMANCE
FM Section

2 AV

IHF sensitivity

.. 11 iV ( m); 1,000 ( s)

50 dB S/N ratio ..

77 dB ( m); 60 dB ( s)

Ultimate S/N ratio ..

66 dB

Front-end intermodulation

2dB

Capture ratio ..

82 dB

Repeat spot suppression ..

50 dB

Front-end selectivity ( FOM)
Overall selectivity ( IHF)
Alternate channel ..
Adjacent channel
AM rejection ratio
Stereo separation
100 Hz ..
1kHz ..
10 kHz ..

Very good.
Approximately ( good).
(i.e., ¡ IF) Good.
Good. Three variable- tuned circuits to mixer.

55 dB

Very good (30%AM and 100%FM).

0.5% (0.1 4%)
0-4% (0.16%)
0.6% (0-2%)
3-2% (0-45%)
3-6% ( 0-63%)
2-5% (0.2%)

Very good )- 10

AV input ref. 100% mod.

Measured with tuning for least second- harmonic
distortion. Correctly indicated tuning point fails
to correlate with best separation ( also see
graph). Below spec.
Measured with tuning adjusted for the least
second- harmonic distortion using Marconi wave
analyser taking account of both f, and f, components, ref. 2W/8 ohms f,. Results significantly
affected by tuning within the passband, and
least distortion failed to correlate with ' tuno scope' indicating the ' on tune' condition (as
with stereo separation).
Very good ( also see graph).

-10 dB

Response at 19 kHz

Stereo limited by meter reading pilot tone.

Very good

-1 dB (20 Hz); 0dB ( 15 kHz)

Frequency response

Meter reading 19 kHz pilot tone on stereo.

74 dB
23 dB

27.5 dB
26 dB
16 dB

Harmonic distortion-100% mod (30% mod)
Mono
100 Hz
1kHz
4kHz
Stereo
100 Hz
1kHz
4kHz

Worst over band ( ref. 3-2% dist. factor).

Pilot tone output.
Switchable.

40 AV

Muting threshold ..

Also 4x18 W ( at 8- ohm loading).

Audio Section

19.5+19-5 W

Power 1kHz ..

6Hz-41 kHz

Bandwidth rated power to clipping

Also 30+30 W and 4x25 W 4- ohm loading ( power
spec. met).
Ref. 8ohms, 40 Hz and 2W ( BSI).

100
Damping factor .. • •
fFrequency response at 1W ( ref. - 3dB)
Low-pass filter

8Hz-62 kHz
7-5 kHz - 3dB (fast)
-5 dB 10 Hz

High-pass filter

5 Asec.

Rise-time ( small- signal) ..

14 ', sec.

Settling-time

9V/ Asec.

Slewing-rate .. • • • •

Also see frequency/amplitude oscillogram.
Also - 20 dB

5Hz. Fixed in PU circuit.

Could be increased to advantage.
Into reactance ( see oscillogram).
Fast devices.
Spec. met.
Spec. met.

Inputs (All within 1dB of spec.)
S/N ratios
High-level ..
Mag. PU . •

82 dB
65 dB
50 mV rms

Magnetic PU overload threshold

0.2 mV

Hum and noise ..

Stereo mode ( poor).
Volume control zero. Excellent.
Ref. 8V and 1kHz, tape input.

51 dB

Stereo separation .. • • • • • •
Distortion factor: 10+10 W 8ohms- mean ( peak)
20 Hz ( includes ripple) .. • • • • • •
1kHz .. • • • • • •
20 kHz .. • • • •

0.05% (n/a)
0.022% (0.04%)
0-035% (0.046%)
0-05%
01%

Intermodulation distortion analysis
Rated power ..
100 mW • • • • • • . •

Mean/peak =0.55.
Mean/peak = 0.76.
Measured f,
5kHz and f, -- 9kHz, 1 : 1 ratio,
taking account of two second- order and two
third- order products.

Protection transistor switching..

Driving into Z load of 4-7 ohms and 50 deg. phase
angle ( plus), transistors switch 2.5 V before peak
clipping. See oscillogram.

Tone controls, higher filter and loudness

See frequency/amplitude oscillogram ( note: input
to magnetic PU also showing deviation from
RIAA).

See comment
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Are you a
usic lover?
Everybody is, because conventional speakers
can't give complete music reproduction.They all
leave out the depth and clarity of the original
performance.
Now the HPM puts it back.
1. With arevolutionary new Supertweeter based
on the Pioneer-developed High Polymer.
Membrane principle. The membrane transmits
sound waves in a ' breathing motion: just like the
original instrument, giving
anew purity to music
reproduction.

And the Pioneer research people haven't
stopped there. They've wrapped the whole lot up
in anew die-cast frame that's stronger and thicker
than any other speaker's. Distortion is reduced to
apoint where it is inaudible and there isn't an
ounce of sound leakage.
The same people who set up new high standards
in hi-fi with other Pioneer equipment have now
opened up anew dimension in speakers.
Listen to the HPM 40, HPM 60 or the HPM100 at
your local hi-fi store, and hear for the first time
what all the others leave out.

(V/ PIONEER

'Breathing' motion
of High Polymer Film.

The Supertweeter is also semi-cylindrical in
shape, so it spreads out these high-quality sound
waves all around you in a180 ° arc— again like
the original.
2. With anew 4" mid- range cone specially
designed to produce crisper, more natural midrange frequencies.
3. With aCarbon Fibre Woofer first developed by
Pioneer. It carries such ahigh kilohertz range
that you not only hear the bass notes with more
definition than ever before, you also feel them.
So the total experience of the original
performance is recreated.
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HPM

NOW YOU CAN HEAR MUSIC

(Y>
PIONEER.

ExeRess

Come and see the Pioneer Express.
Full of the latest products from Pioneer,
the makers of the world's best selling
Hi Fi equipment.
New Receivers, New Turntables,
New Cassette Decks, New Speakers...
everything you need for top class Hi Fi
system. All demonstrated by experts
with professional advice on Hi Fi
problems.
It's the biggest ever exhibition on
rails covering 5,000 miles in 3 months,
and at certain venues using some of
Britain's most famous steam engines.
Pioneer brings a Hi Fi exhibition
to a station near you.
Catch the Pioneer Express this
month at:
Minehead
Newquoy
Newquay
Kingswear
Kingswear
Bournemouth
(Freight Depot)
Portsmouth 8
Southsea
Brighton
Clacton
(Freight Depot)
Norwich
"Royal Dock"
Norwich
"Royal Dock"
Great Yarmouth
Cambridge
Cleethorpes
Hull
Hull
Scarborough
Filey. Holiday Camp
(Station Platform)
Bridlington
York
York
l‘éiddlesborough
Middlesborough
Huddersfield

AUGUST.
Sun 1
Tues 3
Wed 4.
Fri 6
Sat 7

1030-2100
1030-2100
1030-2100
1030-2100
1030-2100

Mon 9

1030-1900

Tues 10 .
Wed 11

1030-1830
1030-1700

Fri 13

1030-1900

Sat 14

1030-2100

Sun 15
Mon 16
Tues17
Wed 18
Thur 19
Fri.20
Sun 22

1030-2100
1030-1900
1030-1900
1030-1900
1030-2100
1030-2100
1100-2100

Mon 23
Tues 24 ,
Wed 25
Thur 26

1030-2100
1030-2100
1030-2100
1030-2100

Sat 28
Sun 29
Tues 31

1030-2100
1030-2100
1030-2100

(V) PIONEER
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Another thing we are standardising on is the
distortion factor oscillogram. This shows two
traces, the top corresponding to 1kHz and the
bottom to 20 kHz, both at 10+10 W into
8-ohm loads, with the gain of the distortion
measuring channel adjusted exactly to 60 dB
(1,000 times). This method of display makes it
possible to actually measure the distortion
from the traces and also to determine the peak
ratio and hence peak percentage. For example,
the top trace shows the output of 3 divisions
amplitude (
pp) and the distortion trace of
1.2 divisions amplitude (again pp). Thus the
ratio is 3/1.2 = 2-5. Since the gain is 1,000
times, the percentage is given by 100/2,500 =
0.04%. Distortion factor meters, of course,
give an essentially ' mean' output. Thus the
ratio of ' mean-to-peak' gives afair idea of the
degree of ` peakiness' which is often afunction
of crossover discontinuity.
Another oscillogram (on which we are also
standardising) shows the rise-time at the top
into 8ohms resistive load and the settling-time
at the bottom into aload of 8ohms in parallel
with
both based on asweep of 10 ihsec/div
(horizontally).
The AM department was not measured in
any detail since it is incompatible with hi-fi.
This department was checked off-air and the
expected results were obtained on all bands.
For the best results an external aerial and earth
are required, but there is alink adjacent to the
aerial sockets allowing the FM aerial to feed
signals to the AM section via a suitable FM
'hold-off' filter.
The receiver includes a matrix decoder
seemingly engineered to the SQ formula, and
suitably encoded sources applied to the
receiver will be decoded by this to give fourchannel (loudspeaker) reproduction. Good
results were obtained on asample selection of
SQ records, and four-channel results were also
obtained with different encodings, such as QS
and UD-4 matrix section.
The best directionality was achieved with
SQ discs, though, but the matrix part of UD-4
discs also gave acceptable results. With the
receiver programmed for ' quadro matrix',
surround sound from ordinary two-channel
stereo sources, including FM radio, was also
found possible through four loudspeakers. The
recent BASF Quadrophonie SQ, Dolby, Cr0 2
cassettes also played well four-loudspeakerwise via the Goodmans SCD-100 cassette
machine, a good example being Seasons in
White, Gema 21 32154-8.
The receiver is also capable of mono reproduction in one or two rooms, stereo reproduction in one or two rooms simultaneously
and four-channel discrete from tape or from
CD-4 or UD-4 disc via suitable demodulator/
decoder. The rear of the receiver is equipped
with six DIN-type loudspeaker outlets, these
being connected to the two pairs (or one pair)
of stereo loudspeakers or to the four ' quadraphonic' loudspeakers according to the requirements. It is also possible to switch off one
loudspeaker pair on stereo while listening to
another pair (in adifferent room, for example)
and to listen through aheadphone set with or
without the loudspeakers operating. Since there
are two pairs of balance controls (slider type)
for left-right and front-back and a pair of
volume controls (one of the pair for the front
channels and the other of the pair for the back
channels—also slider type) it is possible to

AUGUST 1976
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operate the two pairs of channels in stereo mode
independently. That is, one pair of channels
could drive two stereo loudspeakers in one
room while the other pair of channels is
simultaneously driving two stereo loudspeakers
in a different room, each room then being
separately controllable in terms of volume and
tone.
DIN sockets for two pairs of headphones are
fitted on the left-hand side of the ' desk', and a
small slider switch at the back sets the pickup
input for either magnetic or ' crystal' (ceramic),
the latter, of course, at reduced sensitivity.
Touch-sensitive station selector buttons are
used, and a small light shows on the button
activated. The required station relative to an
activated button is tuned in as already described
not by the main tuning control but by asmall
edge-type preset control (hidden) below the
button. There is thus apreset for each button
and the frequency to which it is tuned shows
through a small window above the button.
Each button is so equipped, so it is easily
possible to see at a glance the frequencies to
which all the buttons (there are seven of them)
are tuned. An eighth button of similar
electronic touch type activates the main
tuning control.
Summary
An FM/AM receiver of elaborate design and
commanding appearance providing discrete
and matrix ' quadraphony' or two independent
pairs of stereo channels as an alternative. An
SQ matrix decoder is contained in the overall
design, which is switchable. Long and short as
well as medium wavebands are provided and
the FM section tunes over the whole of Band II.
Based on continuous-wave (sinewave) power
into 8-ohm loads, the power yield is not very
high by present day standards; but with the
four channels operating the power should be
suitable for most domestic scenes provided the
loudspeakers used are not too insensitive and
too high an impedance. Operating the power
amplifiers too hard and into atrue impedance
rather than a pure resistance could result in
harmonic distortion rise due to the switching of
the protection transistors; but this could
happen with most of today's designs employing
protection transistors.
The one or two curios discovered during the
detailed measurements could well be sample
deficiencies, though it would certainly pay the
manufacturer to consider the introduction of a
72-ohm FM aerial input for the UK market,
via an inbuilt balun.
Undoubtedly, a very interesting receiver
design and one which would appeal most to the
audio enthusiast requiring full AM facilities in
addition to four-channel (' quadraphonic')
amplification. At around f-445.00 including
VAT one might wonder as to the viability of
the market in relation to such awide application
scope? Nevertheless, the RTV1040 is of the
utmost versatility.
It is noteworthy that Grundig is marketing
loudspeakers and record playing equipment to
form acomplete system with the RTV1040 as
the heart. al
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Three superbly styled cassette recorders, including one with integral 4
band radio, from the world famous BEAB appro‘:ed Asahi stable. A rich
full sound - with quality manufacture and re,dability to match.
Take the CR285, for example. It oozes quality. from the powerkl
VHF/MW/SW/LW radio to the cassette recorder with its full push button
operation, built in condenser microphone and auto recording level. : t
even switches automatically to accommodate the new Chromium
Dioxide tapes and includes aspecial auto •stop/sleep function by which a
tape will switch off the radio should you fall asleep while listening. And
all at aprice of around £76.50'
Then there's the CS545, at around £33.25* truly exceptional va:ue for
money. This cassette recorder features built in condenser microphone,
auto shut off, tape counter, automatic record.rg level control, pause

button. LED battery sta;record level indicator and many more. Al in a
case so conapact it can de carried and operated with one hand making
an ideal dic'ating machir.
The ; nalles of the family is the CS591, weighing in at a price o' around
£33.00* - bit there's nothing babyish about its performance. Push button
operation, integral condenser microphone, auto shut off. LED recyd and
battery level indicator, automatic recording level control. Plus apause,
cue and review function.
Each model is suitapie or rna'ns and battery operation and carr:es a
full 12 months parts and labotirgbarartee. See them now at your
Plustranis dealer - or, foi snore infornnation, post the coupon below.
Fair Mate from Plustronics. Hearing is believing

Please send me full details of the Plustronics Fair Mate range
Department No 2031 Plustronic:3 Limited Newcastle,
Staffs SIS 0SW

7aez 71Zate

A member of the Ph; oiopia Internanoral Group of Companies - which
ensures a foe and efficient service at all times.

Name
Address
•Giide price. irkci VAT tut as voir dealer for his once and a
demonstration, o call into our
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Positive Feedback
POWER AMPLIFIER OUTPUT RATING

to take up one or two points
raised by Mr. P. 0. Fraser ( Positive Feedback,
May 1976). By and large I agree with his
general philosophy about the significance of
short- and long-term output ratings. But,
firstly, Idon't think one should leave aside the
fact that loudspeakers have reactance and then
become very precise about purely imaginary
(how apt!) watts' The output voltage concept
avoids these difficulties and recognises that
loudspeakers are designed to give the desired
response with constant voltage input and not
constant power input.
The second point that Iwould make is that
the concept of ' power supply time-constant'
should be approached with caution. One
immediate problem is that there is an implication that if the time-constant is, say, T
seconds, the amplifier will be able to maintain
its output constant for T seconds.
Looked at as a statement rather than an
implication it is perhaps less obviously true. If
we take for the moment the values suggested
by Mr. Fraser, 2.5 F and 4ohm effective load,
the power supply voltage will have dropped to
less than 37% of its no-signal value after 10 s.
If the amplifier input signal is sinusoidal and
just sufficient to fully drive the amplifier initially,
the output signal after 10 s. will be a square
wave, the power in apure resistive load would
be about 27% of the initial power and the total
harmonic distortion nearly 43%. These figures
are somewhat pessimistic because they assume
that whatever comes before the 2.5 F capacitor
in the power supply has an output source
resistance much greater than 4ohm, but they
serve to illustrate the point. Actually, the product of this source resistance and the shunt
capacitance, the ' source time-constant', is a
useful concept and has a fairly well-defined
value, unlike the ' power supply time-constant'
which, as we shall see later, is not at all constant
but depends on, among other things, the signal
waveform.
Before we consider what value of powersupply time-constant' (p.s.t.c.) is actually
needed we must look again at the d.c. load
resistance that the amplifier presents to the
power supply. We will take the case of asingleended push-pull output stage capacitively
coupled to the load, but the reasoning is similar
for other cases. We begin with a sinusoidal
signal, which causes the power supply current
to have the form of a half-wave rectified sine
wave.
If Ipk is the peak current in the load, and Idc
the average current from the power supply, then

I WOULD LIKE

voltage and RL the load resistance. Hence the
effective load resistance on the power supply
V

Reff. =Idc
— = 2.7rRL

For two channels and 8ohm loads Reff. =
25 ohm.
If the signal is a square wave, it is easy to
see that Ide = Ipk/2, so that in this case,
Reff = V/4R L, or 16 ohm in our numerical
example. Thus the p.s.t.c. depends on the
signal waveform.
We can now draw an equivalent circuit of the
power supply and we will assume that the
large capacitor is fed from a 5ohm source—
representing the resistances of the transformer
and rectifier and any smoothing resistor. This
is areasonably representative value.
We want the output to change inaudibly
during the 10 s, and if we allow 1dB of peak
clipping at 10 swe shall certainly not hear the
level change and probably not the distortion,
although I wonder if anyone has done the
relevant tests.
From the equivalent circuit we get
V(t) = V/6 exp( — t/CReff)+ 5V/6
For a 1dB drop after 10 s,
0.8913V = 0.1667 V exp( — 10/CReff) + 0.8333V
0.0579 = 0-1667 exp( — 10/CReff)
1.0570 = ( 10/CReff )
9.461 =
CReff
And for Reff = 25 ohm, C = 0.378 F.
Notice that it is only under the particular
conditions given above that the amplifier can
maintain its output audibly constant for atime
equal to the p.s.t.c. and that the p.s.t.c. is only
about 6sif the signal is asquare wave. In any
case an electronically stabilised power-supply

Ipk
Ide = —
Proof of that depends on Fourier analysis,
for which you must find atextbook, Ifear.
Assuming that the output transistors have no
saturation voltage and no emitter resistors,
V
Ipk = —
2R L

where V is the power
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would probably be cheaper and better than
400,0001e, and we must not forget that
hundreds of thousands of owners are perfectly
satisfied with the performance of amplifiers
with p.s.t.c.'s far lower than 10 s. One reason
for this is undoubtedly that the sound pressures
used do not involve the amplifiers being fully
driven for more than a few milliseconds at a
time.
Regarding Mr. Fraser's proposal for measuring music power, about 5years ago Iproposed
that the IEC should adopt exactly the toneburst test Mr. Fraser describes, but the proposal was quickly squashed. One reason for
this is that there are just too many variables
involved—signal frequency, on-time, dutycycle and how you determine maximum output
when you cannot measure harmonic distortion
(with normal laboratory equipment, anyway).
What could be agreed, even if únofficially, and
is now fairly widely accepted, is that the
'stabilised power supply method' gives a
repeatable figure that can easily be verified with
conventional equipment and, even if pedantically the ' watts' figure might be slightly optimistic in an objective sense, it can be used to make
subjectively valid comparisons between equipments. Certainly the method will not tell you
if the power supply has 500 p,F where there
should be 5000 µF, but it is more than likely
that the hum-level will!

J. M. WOODGATE

52 Westminster Crescent,
Hastings, E. Sussex TN34 2A W

Here 1is •..

Jim Rogers announces a technical breakthrough

The new JR149—the small cylindrical
speaker with the BIG system performance

Standard finishes for cap and base are available in teak
or walnut veneers or aluminium. Yew, rosewood, black
or white acrylic, and gold plated are also available as
extras. The cylinder is covered in washable Declon foam.
Fill in the coupon and we'll send you acolour brochure
and price list.
To: Tape Music Loudspeakers, 114 Ashley Road, St. Albans, Herts. AL1 5JR
BM UM MI UM

MIMM Ma

MM.

To: Tape Music Loudspeakers, 114 Ashley Road,
St. Albans, Herts. ALI 5JR
Tel: St. Albans 64337 Telex 28474
Please send me details of the revolutionary JR1 49
Loudspeakers

which entirely does away with the various problems of flat
panel cabinets.
The resonances and colourations of box cabinets, with
their three sets of flat parallel surfaces, are still all too
obvious, despite the introduction of various damping
techniques and the use of internal partitions.
The new JR 149 system has an enclosure of heavy
gauge aluminium in anear cylindrical shape, giving it
enormous advantages over the conventional rectangular
box. The shape is extremely resistant to vibrations. Standing
waves from varying lengths of reflection are ot low
amplitude and these are damped by athick layer of
acoustic absorbing foam which lines the whole of the
inside. The lining also reduces radiation from the cylinder's
walls.

Name

Each end of the cylinder is fitted with alow resonant
fibre disc made slightly concave by the tension of an
internal fixing steel rod which further inhibits panel
resonance.

Address

HN-A1
126

Jim Rogers, one of Britain's leading hi-fi technologists,
has produced an outstanding design for aloudspeaker

At last here's aspeaker that combines small size with
exceptional sound reproduction — areal breakthrough in
hi-fi technology.

ADVERTISEMENT

A Quart into aPint Pot..!
A Review of the JR149 Loudspeaker by Ralph L. West
IME was when loudspeakers had to be big to be good.
As knowledge and experience grew and domestic
pressures increased, sizes fell gradually from around 9cu ft
(200 litres) to some 2 cu ft (56 litres). 1964 saw the
breakthrough in the form of the Goodmans Maxim — about
aquarter of acubic foot (7litres). It was by any standard
a very good loudspeaker and really set engineers thinking.
It WAS therefore possible to get the full frequency range
from avery small cabinet and with it came a number of
other advantages, both technical and commercial. Sixteen
years on, and with hundreds of new and better plastics and
adhesives, many usable up to high temperatures, even the
power handling limitations of the very small loudspeaker
has been overcome. We also have very much improved drive
units, thanks to alarge extent to the efforts of the BBC
research team. It is, therefore, no longer necessary to have a
large loudspeaker unless very high sound levels are needed in
concert halls or studios.
The JR is small — 0.35 cu ft ( 10 litres)— but of unusual
design, wherein lies much of its excellence. There are a
number of design factors we have known for years but not
done very much about as there were bigger problems to
overcome. The design of the JR has solved some of these
so-called minor problems in asimple but cunning way. The
basic structure is an aluminium cylinder 12 in (30 cm) high
and 8in (20 cm) in diameter. This bestows several benefits.
Firstly it is a far, far more rigid structure than the same
volume bounded by flat panels of the same material, so
sound radiation from the cabinet itself is virtually zero —
provided the two ends are made sufficiently rigid. They are,
being braced by an axial steel rod which bolts the whole
structure together. Even these ends are further stiffened by
the visible wooden ends cemented on to them. One cannot
hope to get a really smooth response if there is any
measurable sound radiated from the cabinet wall. This
cylinder is, of course, lined with absorbing coatings, both
mechanical and acoustic. A small segment of the cylinder
has had to be flattened to mount the two drive units, but
this is internally braced to restore its rigidity.
The cylindrical shape confers two other technical benefits. The flat faces of all conventional cabinets produce
small steps in the frequency response at frequencies mainly
dependent on the distance of the base drive unit from the
edges. The best one can normally do is to hope these steps
will compensate some other disturbance in the response
curve. This is adiffraction effect and can be minimised by
having no sharp angles on major surfaces. Spheres and
cylinders are the best shapes, and microphone designers
have long been awake to this. This cylinder also gives an
interval volume with only two small flat reflecting surfaces
instead of the usual five, so it can more easily be effectively
damped acoustically.
Other things then being equal, this design ought then to
have aperformance that is better than one might expect
from its individual components and price. The JR loudspeaker most certainly bears this out. Looks, too, have not
been forgotten. The cylindrical form has been continued
over the driving units with asegment of metallic mesh and

the whole cylinder covered with a black acoustically
transparent foam. The crossover network is cleverly housed
in a hollow aluminium plinth which balances the whole
to produce most pleasing proportions and shape.
Having lived with apair for over amonth, Ifind myself
as amazed and delighted as Iwas when Ifirst heard them.
They had been sitting on apair of Spender BC1 cabinets
and on instant switchover, (amost brutal test), we have
been unable to say which we prefer. The 'we' includes my
wife — the fair sex are well known as very hard judges of
loudspeakers ... . and they look at them too!
The amazement has still persisted during the laboratory
tests. Not only is the overall response well in the monitor
class, but the measured response from 100 Hz to 3,000 Hz
is the smoothest Ihave yet encountered due most certainly
to the cylindrical shape. The impedance curve shows
nothing untoward that might embarrass either amplifier or
its fuses.
In use, some bass boost is used, alittle less than we were
used to with the Maxim. This done, the changeover to a
larger speaker minus the boost showed aperfectly adequate
bass response practically all of the time. What is more, the
JR will accept enough signal to allow one to enjoy even an
organ recital to the full — feeling as well as hearing! Only
the last half pedal octave benefits from the larger speaker,
five times its volume. It does this, moreover, with afreedom
from any suggestion of stress, and Ifrequently needed to
look at the switch to be sure we were really listening to
the smaller pair. This again is no doubt due at least in part
to the extremely rigid enclosure construction that just
won't 'talk' even at very high sound levels.
At the other extreme, all the more quiet and delicate
sounds come over with anaturalness that makes one forget
loudspeakers. In fact, it is usually difficult to hear the
loudspeaker itself: one is merely conscious of asource of
sound somewhere behind and between the actual cabinets.
Ihave afew snippets of good quality recordings containing
voices from friends and these have proved uncannily real.
As expected from the close agreement of the two response
curves, stereo images are very good indeed, with good
source material, of course. Out here, in rural south-west
France we can only get BBC long wave consistently, but
France Musique provides FM stereo practically the whole
day. Some of the quality is superb. Ihave also my own
library of stereo tapes, most of them 15 i.p.s. master
recordings all done with straightforward undoctored Blumlein technique using ribbon or capacitor microphones
(Grampian, AKG C.451 and C.24) so there is enough
material with discs and pick-up to catch them out, if
indeed they could be.
The most searching test is long-term listening and the
answer to the question 'is it ever arelief to switch over to
another loudspeaker?' This has already been answered
satisfactorily.
Jim Rogers is no newcomer to high fidelity design and
this fact is, of course, the most important ingredient in this
revolutionary design. He is to be congratulated on producing such agem of aloudspeaker.
Ralph L. West.
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urA CHOUNSLOW) ILT
Huge stocks•Huge discounts
50 BELL ROAD, HOUNSLOW, MIDDX.

MAIL ORDER
AND INFORMATION
PRICES

STEREO SYSTEMS
P & P £3-00
Sanyo 2411 with cassette/
speakers .. £99.00
Sanyo G261IKL .. £ 155.00
Sanyo G2615 ..
Sanyo GXT251 1
Sanyo 2611 Dolby
Sony SQP20

£81.00
£150.00
£199.00
£126-00

Rotel RT324

£75.00

Rotel RT624
Rotel RT622

£105-00
£90-00
£135-00

Rotel RT824
Sansui TU3900 ..

Trio KR6400
Trio KR7400 .

ALSO

Sansui TU7700 ..
Sansui TU9900 ..

P & P £ 1-50
Connoisseur BD1 kit ..

Akai AA5510
Cambridge P60
Cambridge P110
Pioneer SA5300
Pioneer SA6300

.. £65-00
.. £ 104.00
.. £ 109-00
.. £ 109-00
.. £53.00
.. £70-00

Pioneer SA7300
Pioneer SA8500

.. £99.00

Pioneer QA800A
Pioneer QL600A
Pioneer QM800A

.. £225-00
£125.00
£179-00
£147.00
£245.00

Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer

SA7500
SA9500
SA9900
SR202W

£185-oo

£365-00
£69-00
£695.00

Pioneer EXGLC3
Pioneer EXCLH3

£745.00
£225-00
£53.00
£60-00
£79-00

Revox A78 ..
Rotel RA212 ..
Rotel RA3I2
Rotel RA4I2
Rotel RA6I2
Rotel RA812 ..
Rotel RAI212
Rotel RAI412
Sansui AU2200
Sansui AU4400
Sansui AU5500
Sansui AU3900
Sansui AU4900

£105-00
£140.00
£175.00
£310-00
£55.00
£80.00

Sansui AU9900
Sansui AU1100

£115-00
£79.00
£95.00
£220-00
£390.00

Sansui AU2000

£499-00

Sansui CA3000 ..
Sansui BA3000
Sansui BA5000

£389.00
£399.00
£550.00

TUNERS
P & P £2-00
Cambridge T55.. • •

£10900

Pioneer TX5300
Pioneer TX7500

£6000
£11500

Pioneer TX9500 .. • •
Revox A76FM .. • •
Rotel RT224

£16000
£29900
£56 00

D

G

Akai AA1020

.. £ 150.00
..
..
..
..

£ 175.00
£225.00
£86.00
£70.00

Pioneer SX636
Pioneer SX737

..
..
..
..

£90.00
£ 113.00
£ 135.00
£ 159.00

Pioneer SX838

.. £ 199.00

Pioneer SX939
Pioneer 5X1010

.. £249.00
£26500

Pioneer QX646
Pioneer QX747
Rotel RX102
Rotel RX152

.. £250-00

Pioneer 300 ..
Pioneer SX434
Pioneer SX535

.. £329-00
.. £68.00
.. £65.00
.. £95.00
.. £ 135.00
.. £ 175.00

Rotel RX202
Rotel RX402
Rote1RX602
Rotel RX802
Rotel RX7707
Sanyo DCX2000

..
..
..
..
..

Sanyo DCX4000
Sanyo DCX6000
Sanyo DCX8000
Sanyo
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui
Sansui

£215-00
£ 190.00
£75.00
£89.00
£ 109.00

.. £ 120.00
.. £60.00
.. £75-00

DCX1850
221 ..
331
441
551
661
771
881
8080 ..

.. £86.00
£100-00
.. £ 110-00
.. £ 139.00
.. £ 179.00

Pioneer PL15R .. • .
Pioneer PL55X

B &
AIWA
AR
ARMSTRONG
CAMBRIDGE
CELESTION
CELEF
DUAL

•
•
.
•

Sony STR6036A
Sony STR6200F
Toshiba SA300L
Trio KR5400
Trio_KR7200

• £289.00
• £319.00
• £99.00
. £299.00

DENON

HARMAN

Sony PS5011 .. •
Sansui SR222P .. •
Sansui SR2I2P .. •
Sansui SR525 .. •
Thorens TD125/11
Thorens TD125AB/11

Transcriptor Ref. with

JBL

JVC

MARANTZ
MONITOR

AUDIO

NAKAMICHI
NATIONAL

NEAL

QUAD
RICHARD

ALLEN

REVOX
ROGERS
SANSUI
SHARP
S.M.E.

SHURE
SONY

TANDBERG
TANNOY
TDK
TEAC
TOSHIBA
TRIO

etc.

£99.00
£10500
£125 00

Goodmans 100 .. .
E70
Goodmans Havant SL
£57
Goodmans Magnum SL £ 104
Goodmans Mezzo SL
£82
Goodmans Achromat 400 £ 135
Goodmans Minister SL
£47
Sansui ES30
E55
Sansui ES50
E79
Sansui ES200W
£125
Sansui LM 110 .. £ 130
Sansui LM220
£ 160
Sansui LM330
E210
Videotone Minimax 2 ..
£39
Wharfedale Denton 2XP
E39
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
£50
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP £ 69

P & P LI 60
Akai CS34D
Akai GXC39D

E87 00
•.

£ 115 00

* RING FOR BEST PRICES *
*

50

BELL

RD.,

OPEN

£18400
£279 00

Akai GXC310D

£11900
. £14900
.. £ 15900
.. £ 105 00
.. £ 9500

EXPORT WELCOME *

Akai GXC75D
Pioneer CT2121
Pioneer CT4141A
Pioneer CT515IA
Pioneer CT6I61

£105 00
£10900
£12900

Pioneer CT7171
Pioneer CT9I91
Sanyo RD4300
Sanyo RD4600
Sanyo RD4260
Sanyo RD4055
Sanyo RD4080
Sansui SC636 ..
Sansui SC737 ..
Sansui SC2000/2
Sansui SC3000/2

£235 00
.. £ 9900
£18000
£8000
£6500
£85 00
.. £ 9500
£105 00
.. £ 12900
£145 00

TAPE DECKS
P & P £ 1.50
Akai 4000DB
Akai 4000DS

£ 175 00
£ 121 00

Akai GX630DB.. . nes oo
Akai G265D
£280 00
CASSETTE RECORDERS
Mono and Stereo P & P 75p
Sanyo 2525 ..
Sanyo M4000G

£ 29 00
£ 50 00

TAPE RECORDERS
P 8. P £1SO
Akai 1722

£126 00

RADIO CASSETTE
Mono and Stereo P & P £ 1.00
Sanyo M2424 ..
Sanyo M4400FG
ALSO
Noise reductions units; Styli;
Headphones; Pickup arms; Cartridges; Radios; Tapes; TV's
Telefi; In-car; Plugs and leads.
All prices correct at 29/6/76 inc.
124% VAT, all prices subject to
change without notice.
*Price on application, quotes by
telephone or letter welcome.
Barclay and Access welcome.
HP to callers only.

All equipment carries one year
guarantee. Service available.

CHOUNISLOVV)
HOUNSLOW,

MON. -SAT.

9-6

MIDDLESEX.
CLOSED WED.

£38.00
£i57 00

* No cheques without bankers
card for callers.

ALL PRICES INCLUDING VAT

.
=
A

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

CASSETTE DECKS

VIDEOTONE
YAMAHA

£49 00
£5300
£4800
£125 00
£89 00
£14900
£65 00

P & P £3-00

TRANSCR1PTORS

£95.00
£169.00
£194.00

£63 00
£1700
£3900
£4900
£119 00

ZEITISZIMI

HITACHI
IMF

•
•
.
•

Thorens TD160C
Thorens TD145C . .
Transcriptor Ref. ..

KARDON

£32 00
£5800

d Mod. 8558 M75

Garrard Mod. Z100 M98
Garrard 6300 .. • .
Pioneer PLI2D

.. £225.00

Sansui 9090 ..

£4300
£6900

Connoisseur BD3
Garrard Mod. 25IV M75

Akai AA 1030
Akai AA I050
JVC VR5505 ..

£13.00

Connoisseur BD2/SAU2/

P & P £2.00

P & P £2-00
Akai AA5210

Akai GXC325D
Akai GXC740D
Akai GXC510D

ECORD DECKS & PACKAGES

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
AMPLIFIERS

£199 00
£209 00
£I99 00

Tandberg TR1055

£80.00
£85-00
£113.00
£135.00
£229-00

Sansui TU4400 ..
Sansui TU5500 ..

TELEPHONE 01-572 2285
(3 Lines)

TEL: 01-572 2285
HALF

DAY.

BARCLAYCARD
wekomeN.q.

Live sound.
Your reference,
and ours.
If you judge speakers by their ability to reproduce live sounds, accurately . . . then
KEF created Reference Series for you. Applying entirely new computer evaluation
techniques to explore the truth about sound colouration, its cause and
prevention. Refining speaker design to a new high point . . . even for KEF.
All our latest thinking goes into Reference Series. Sophisticated KEF
laminated drive unit diaphragms and anti- resonant cabinet linings work
together fo defeat colouration New drive unit motor constructions
handle higher power levels without distortion. New dividing networks #
use close-tolerance components to give smoother, distortion-free
crossover. Unusual design features too. like the acoustically
coupled 13 by 9 inch bass radiator that extends Model 104
bass performance. Or the rotating steel baffle that keeps
the Model 103 drivers in ideal stereo alignment,
in whichever position you mount the cabinet. Even

speakers show their breeding. The choice . . . #
shelf- mounting two-way Model 103, and
free-standing three-way Model 104.
The reference . .

about the two
KEF Reference
Series speakers.

e,
Stamps for return postage
appreciated.

i

e

in their superbly detailed finish. Reference Series

/ Tell me more

Name

Address

f

live sound.

the speaker
engineers

ee
e
e
J

*

HFN 8/76

KEF Electronics Limited
Tovil Maidstone ME15 6013 Kent
Telephone 0622 57258 Telex 96140

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Stereo Amplifiers
AKAI
AA 5210
AA 5210DB
AA 5510
ALBA
UA 700
UA 900
AMSTRAD
8000 Mk 3
IC 2000 Mk 3
FERROGRAPH
F208 Mk II
F608 Mk II
GOODMANS
Model 40-40
PIONEER
SA 5300
SA 6300
SA 7300
SA 7500
SA 8500
SA 9500
SA 9900
ROTEL
RA212
RA312
RA412
RA612
RA812
RA1412
SANSUI
AU 2200
AU 3900
AU 4900
AU 5500
AU 7700
AU 7500
SOLAVOX
20. 10 watts. RMS
per channel
30. 15 watts. RMS
per channel

120.15
157.95
157.95

59.90
69.90
69.90

62.9634.90
78.90
107.96
37.97
56.25

26.90
39.90

121.50
209.25

89.90
149.90

101.39

59.90

84.79
112.99
160.34
237.63
301.36
404.24
599.77

56.90
74.90
109.50
159.50
199.90
269.50
399.50

73.50
89.90
109.90
149.90
192.50
425.00

49.50
64.90
78.50
107.50
138.50
304.50

86.10
119.27
144.57
184.73
238.41
225.10

53.50
89.50
108.50
119.50
149.50
143.90

45.53

28.50

53.46

32.50

Tuners
ALBA
UA 800AM FM/MPX 62.96
AMSTRAD
3000 Mk II AM/FM/
MPX
56.25
FERROGRAPH
SFM 1Mk1IFM/MPX 147.38
LEAK
2300 AM/FM/MPX
124.74
PIONEER
TX5300 AM / FM / M PX 99.50
TX7500 AM / FM / M PX 189.34
TX9500 AM/ FM / M PX 261.88
ROTEL
RT224 AM/FM/MPX
79.90
RT324 AM/FM/MPX 102.50
RT624 AM/FM/MPX 149.90
RT824 AM/FM/MPX 189.90
SANSUI
TU3900
AM/FM/
MPX
126.64
TU4400
AM/FM/
MPX
117.07
TU5500
AM/FM/
MPX
154.90
TU7500
AM/FM/
MPX
184.32
TU7700
AM/FM/ ..
MPX
191.21
TU9500
AM/EM/
MPX
236.57

34.90
39.90
107.90
80.90
65.90
125.90
174.90
56.90
73.50
107.50
137.90
94.90
63.50
94.50
109.50
114.50
139.50

Tuner , Amplifiers
AMSTRAD
5000 AM/FM/MPX
97.73
AKAI
AA 810 AM/FM/MPX 134.55
AA 1020 AM/FM/
MPX
219.50

130

64.50
97.50
159.50

Tuner/Amps
continued
AKAI
AA 1030
MPX
AA 1050
MPX

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

AM/FM/
AM/FM/

245.00

179.50

Quadraphonic Tuner Amps

319.50

169.90

PIONEER
QX
646
AM/FM/
MPX OS/SQ/CD4 377.69
ROTEL
RX
254
AM/FM/
MPX/SQ/QS/CD4 269.91
SANSUI
ORX 7001 AM/FM/
MPX 1C1S 1CD4 .. 614.75

GOODMANS
Module 90 AM/FM/
MPX Teak
162.41
Module 110 FM/MW
/LW/SW/MPX
184.24
Module 120 FM/MW
/LW/SW/MPX
184.24
Module 150 FM/MW
/LW/MPX
269.10

194.50

LEAK
1800 AM/FM/MPX
2000 AM/FM/MPX

102.50
126.50

170.96
201.56

PHILIPS
RH832 System, AM/
FM/MPX
Stereo
and
pretuner
amplifier. turntable
combination
inc.
two
Philips
RH
532 Motional feedback loudspeakers.
60. watts RMS per
channel output 715.50
RH743 AM/FM/MPX
tuner pre- amplifier
for use with RH541
or RH544 MFB
speakers
170.00
RH831 AM/FM/MPX
tuner amp. with
built in stereo Dolby
cassette deck
449.10
RH851 AM/FM/MPX
tuner amp. stereo
cassette deck, DNL,
with two speakers
249.00
RH752 AM/FM/MPX
Electronic
search
tuning
260.00
PIONEER
SX 1010
MPX
SX
838
MPX
SX
737
MPX
SX
636
MPX
SX
535
MPX
SX
434
MPX
SX
300
MPX

AM/FM/
525.62
AM/FM/
366.36
AM/FM/
300.12
AM/FM/
242.40
AM/FM/
207.87
AM/FM/
151.66
AM/FM/
116.55

118.90
124.90
129.90

619.50

147.50

389.90

179.90
197.90

296.90
229.50
179.90
149.90
128.90
104.90
79.90

ROTEL
RX 102 AM/FM / M PX
RX 152 AM/FM/MPX
RX 202 AM / FM / MPX
RX 402 AM / FM / MPX
RX 602 AM / FM/M PX
RX 802 AM/FM/MPX

107.50
124.50
137.50
192.50
244.50
307.50

78.90
89.90
99.50
139.50
179.50
224.50

SANSUI
221 AM/FM/MPX ..
331 AM/FM/MPX ..
441 AM/FM/MPX ..
551 AM/FM/MPX
661 AM/FM/MPX ..
771 AM/FM/MPX
881 AM/FM/MPX
8080 AM/FM/MPX
9090 AM / FM/M PX

120.16
133.52
124.64
174.45
223.58
277.50
359.01
453.45
498.61

89.90
99.90
84.90
130.90
167.50
207.90
269.50
339.90
373.90

Hi- Fi Compacts
GOLDRING
Module 8000 Compact Teak
Module 80 Compact
Teak
Module 90 Compact
Teak
Module 110, Compact Teak

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

253.13

116.90

210.38

134.90

286.38

179.90

306.83

194.90

189.90
197.90
461.50

Turntables
AKAI
AP001 I
nc B & C ..
87.00
64.50
AMSTRAD
TP12D inc. b and c
55.22
41.50
CONNOISSEUR
BD1 kit
16.76
13.50
BD2
P/C/SAU2
Mod. A
61.88
43.90
BD3 inc. B & C
95.63
74.25
GARRARD
SP25 Mk IV Chass
28.97
19.90
401 Chess
81.51
56.50
401 inc. base and
cover and
SME
3009 arm
Sp. price 114.50
GOLDRING
G102/PC
45.00
25.90
L8OPC inc. B Et C
78.75
54.90
L82PC Auto stop inc
B & C
90.00
64.90
L84PC Auto return
inc. B & C
106.88
79.50
L9OPC
Electronic,
Auto stop inc. B
166.50 119.90
GL65 auto stop belt
drive
94.50
49.90
35.90
GL75PC Inc. Cover 66.82
GL78P/Cover
with
auto stop
89.43
39.90
GL85P/Cover
with
auto stop
118.13
49.90
McDONALD
MP60 Chats
23.74
14.90
PIONEER
PL12D with b and c
68.14
44.50
PL15R with b and c
auto return
80.42
49.90
PL55X with b and c
direct drive auto
stop
204.53 132.90
PL71 with b and c
direct drive
227.32 159.90
ROTEL
RP1500 with b and e
and arm
91.50
66.90
RP2500 inc. b and c
auto return
114.50
84.50
RP3000 less arm with
band cdirect drive 124.50
89.90
RP3000
with
arm
with b and cdirect
drive
149.90 109.90
SANSUI
SR212P inc. b and c
auto return
72.24
48.90
SR222P inc. b and c
belt drive
82.19
61.50
SR525 inc. b and c
direct drive
182.10 136.50
THORENS
TD125AB Mk 11
185.63 109.90
TD145C auto stop .. 129.94
98.90
TD166/C inc. band c 88.88
67.90
TD160/C inc. b and c 102.38
77.90
TD160 BC Inc. b and
cless arm
83.81
63.90
THE FOLLOWING TURNTABLES ARE
COMPLETE WITH BASE, PLINTH,
COVER AND CARTRIDGE. FULLY
WIRED AND READY FOR USE.
ADC
Accutrac 4000 Auto,
computer
287.10 264.90

Turntables

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

continued

AKAI
AP 003 with Audio
Technica
All 1,
magnetic cartridge,
auto return
141.50
GARRARD
SP25 Mk IV with
Shure M75/6/SM
50.18
125SB with Shure
M75/6, SM
66.09
86SB Mk II with
Shure M75/6/5M 87.36
McDONALD
MP60 TPD with ADC
K8
44.36
BDS 80 TPD Belt
Drive with ADC
K7E
57.33
BDS 90 TPD Belt
Drive with ADC
K5E
63.16
BDS95
TPD
Belt
Drive with ADC
K5E
65.21
PHILIPS
GA212 with GP400
mag. cartridge
99.50

99.50
34.90
45.90
59.90
28.50
36.40
39 90
41 90
66.50

Speakers
ALL SPEAKERS
PAIRS

ARE

AKAI
SA1000
SA1200
ALBA
300
AMSTRAD
Acousta 2500
CELESTION
Hadleigh
Ditton 11
Ditton 15
Ditton 25
Ditton 33
Ditton 44
Ditton 66
FERROGRAPH
S1
GOODMANS
Minister SL TK
Havant SL
Mezzo SL
Magnum SL
Achromat 100 Monitor
Achromat 250 Monitor
Achromat 400 Monitor
Stand for 400 ( pair)
LEAK
2030
2060
2075
PHILIPS
RH541
Motional
feedback ( MFB)
built in 30 watts
RMS amps
RH544 ( MFB)
60
watts
PIONEER
CST 61
CST 8
SANSUI
ES200
LM110
LM220
LM330
SOLAVOX
TK5OD
TK20
TK30
TK45
TK60
Speaker stands ( pair)
WHARFEDALE
Chevin
Denton 2XP

PRICED

AS

207.00
258.00

110.00
145.00

39.15

24.90

51.62

38.50

Sp. price
70.88
115.04
243.05
169.99
206.42
331.52

34.90
51.50
83.00
175.50
122.90
148.90
239.50

256.50

194.50

65.38
80.69
119.54
150.52

45.90
54.90
79.90
104.50

101.21

69.90

148.64

99.90

195.77
19.46

134.90
13.50

113.40
178.47
473.40

77.50
134.90
269.00

189.00

163.50

297.00

257.00

226.17
540.41

129.50
349.50

184.00
172.19
215.21
286.99

138.50
129.50
161.50
215.00

173.02
43.27
59.04
108.74
144.25
16.99

74.50
33.50
44.90
84.50
104.50
12.50

38.48
54.71

27.90
39.90

Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on
all goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period
you can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order. Avi..ch-c-4-C
Chairman

Speakers
continued

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

WHARFEDALE
Linton 3XP
Glendale 3XP
Dovedale SP
Airdale SP

79.51
103.86
181 49
283 51

55.50
76.90
134.50
209.50

Speaker Kits
GOODMANS
DIN 20 NT kit ( pair)
Mezzo twin kit ( pair)
WHARFEDALE
Linton kit ( pair) ....
Glendale
3XP
kit
(pair)
Dovedale kit ( pair)

37.76
66.21

26.90
45.90

30.11

22.50

68.02
85.94

50.50
63.90

Chassis Speakers
PRICED AS SINGLE UNITS
GOODMANS
20.55
Audiom 12P
22.27
Audiom 12PG
23.46
Audiom 12PD
9.90
Axent 100
Crossover
network
8.74
XO/950
21.83
Hi Fax 750P

15.25
16.00
17.00
6.90
600
15 25

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

GOLDRING
D110 Stylus ( G800)
D110E
Stylus
(G800E)
D110SE
Stylus
(G800 Super E)..
SHURE
N75EJ Stylus
N75ED Stylus
N95EJ
N95ED
VN35E Stylus ( V15
III)

4.22

2.50

9.45

5.50

14.51

8.50

11.48
16.20
12.83
21.94

7.25
10.20
8.25
13.90

21 94

15.25

Bases and Covers
AKAI
DC 44 for 4000 DS
CONNOISSEUR
BD1 plinth Et cover..
GAR RARO
E115 Base and Cover
SP25
B20 Base and Cover
86SB, 100SB
THORENS
TX25 Cover for TD
125AB Mk 11 .
Base fcr TD125 Mk
11

8.80

6,25

16.88

13.00

17.16

12.25

20.70

14.50

13.05

10.90

13 05

10.90

HiFi Tape Recorders

Cartridges
All Audio Technica cartridges listed
are fitted with a Shibata Stylus and are
suitable for CD4 and normal Stereo
Records.
AUDIO
15.25
Technica AT125 ..
23.38
18.90
Technica AT145 ....
29.23
26.90
Technica AT155 ....
41.85
31.50
Technica AT2OSL ..
46.76
ADC
37.50
Super XLM for CD4
54.70
26.50
XLM
38.68
21.50
VLM
31.40
12.50
036
18.45
9.75
032
14.27
7.25
030
10.45
EMPIRE
1000ZE/X
60.20
14.50
GOLDRING
4.25
G800 Boxed
8.44
6.50
G800E Boxed
12.83
9.90
G800 Super E Boxed
19.58
29.75
G900 Super E
40.50
ORTOFON
*S1150. ( Quadra48.90
phonic)
74.25
33.90
*SL15E
51.75
33.90
M15E Super
51.75
19.50
VMS20E
29.81
SHURE
7.25
M55E
12.49
11.50
M75EJ
19.58
13.75
M75ED
23.29
11.90
M95EJ
20.25
16.90
M95ED
29.36
21.90
M24H CD4/stereo 37.80
41.90
V15- Mk III
60.41
SONOTONE
9TAHC Diam/Saph
3.65
1.90
ORTOFON
*Ortofon
STM72
transformer for use
with Ortofon SL15
Q and SL15E
19.69
12.80

Styli
ADC
RZL for Super XLM
RXL for XLM
RVL for VLM
RK5E for K5E
RK7E for K7E
RK8 for K8

Styli
continued

23.81
15.70
13.49
9.50
7.57
5.52

16.50
10.75
9.25
6.50
5.25
3.80

AKAI
104.90
1722L
170.91
4000 DS Mk II stereo
deck
174.00 126.50
4000 DB Dolby stereo
deck
249.50 164.50
GX265D stereo re219 90
verse deck
411 00
GX630DB
Dolby
stereo deck
560.00 399.00
GX630DSS 4channel
deck
607.50 419.90
GX1820D stereo tape
deck
281.18 149.90
99.90
GXR 82D 8- track deck 155.25
BSR
TD8S
Eight
track
deck
30.32
19.75
FERROGRAPH
7502 2- track stereo
deck
405.00 364.50
7504 4- track stereo
deck
405.00 364.50
7502D 2- track Dolby
stereo deck
478.13 454.50
75040 4- track Dolby
stereo deck
478.13 454.50
7522/7524 stereo rec. 450.00 405.00
7522D/7524D Dolby
stereo rec
523.13 470.75
PHILIPS
N4504 4 track DNL
stereo deck
202.50 144.90
PIONEER
RH99 8- track rec/
play deck
91.71
59.90
WOLLENSAK
8075 8- track Dolby
deck
205.73 139.90
SOLAVOX
7in Metal spool .... Sp. price
1.99

Blank Tapes
SCOTCH DYNARANGE
CASSETTES
C60
0.98
0.49
C90
1.36
0.69
C120
1.90
0.79
SCOTCH HIGH ENERGY
C60
1.38
0.75
C90
1.68
0.99
SCOTCH Chrome Dioxide Cr02
C60
1.62
0.89
C90
2.03
1.10
C120
2.65
1.50

Blank Tapes
continued

lecea
c
i

Comet

Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT
SCOTCH CLASSIC CASSETTES
C60
1.75
1.40
C90
2.33
1.80
SCOTCH Low Noise 8- Track
Blank Cartridges
90 mins
2.17
1.30
SCOTCH CLASSIC CARTRIDGES
45 mins
2.05
1.65
90 mins
2.48
2.00
SOLAVOX
7 in metal spool .. Sp. price
1.99
SCOTCH HI-FI DYNARANGE
SPOOLED TAPES
51 in LP 1200
4.19
2.70
7 in LP 1800
5.51
3.60
SCOTCH HI-FI DYNARANGE
DOUBLE PLAY
51 in DP 1800
5.51
3.60
7 in DP 2400
6.94
4.50
SCOTCH CLASSIC REEL
7 in 1200 ft
4.98
4.10
7 in 1800 ft
6.21
5.00
7 in 2400 ft
8.41
6.80
101 in 2400 ft
11.96
9.70
101 in 3600 ft
14.39
11.60
10 in 4800 ft
18.91
15.30
SCOTCH VIDEOCASSETTES
VC 30
13.07
11.25
VC 60
20.20
16.50
T.D.K. RECORDING TAPE
TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
060
1.12
0.59
090
1.62
0.90
D120
2.14
1.20
TDK SUPER DYNAMIC
CASSETTES
SD C60
1.32
0.80
SD C90
1.79
1.10
SD C120
2.55
1.55
TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
1.90
1.15
SA C90
2.70
1.70
TDK AUDUA CASSETTES
C60
1.79
1.10
C90
2.55
1.55
TDK AUDUA SPOOL TAPE
L1800
4.99
3.25
L3600 on metal
NAB reel
13.69
8.90

9.99

7.25

9.45
41.54

6.50
29.50

24.30

16.50

24.30

16.50

HiFi Cassette Tape
Recorders
AKAI
CS34D Dolby stereo
deck
GXC39D Dolby stereo
deck
GXC310D
Dolby
stereo deck two
capstans
GXC325D
Dolby
stereo deck two
capstans,
three
heads
GXC75D
Dolby
stereo auto- reverse
deck
GXC710D
Dolby
stereo deck front
loading
AMSTRAD
7000 Dolby stereo
deck

GOODMANS
SCD100 Dolby stereo
deck
HANIMEX
HCD1020
Dolby
stereo deck
PHILIPS
N2511 Dolby, DNL
stereo deck
N2412
Stereo
recorder inc.
two
loudspeakers
N2408
Ski
slope,
stereo auto change
deck inc. two 10
watt amps and DNL
noise reduction
2520 Dolby Et DNL
stereo deck
PIONEER
CT
4141A
Dolby
stereo deck
CT 5151 Dolby stereo
deck
CTF
2121
Dolby
stereo front loading
CTF
6161
Dolby
stereo deck
CTF
7171
Dolby
stereo deck
CTF
9191
Dolby
stereo front loading
ROTEL
RD20 Dolby stereo
deck
SANSUI
SC2000 Dolby stereo
deck
SC2002 Dolby stereo
deck
SC3000 Dolby stereo
deck
SC3003 Dolby stereo
deck black
WOLLENSAK
4766 Dolby stereo
deck

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

176.13

134.50

105.75

74.50

149.00

112.90

113.50

79.50

199.00

154.90

199.00

129.90

173.42

99.90

197.01

114.90

179.41

119 90

208.99

119.90

235.31

136.90

366.75

245.90

199.90

137.25

194.15

145.50

194.15

145.50

217.76

162.90

217.76

162.90

259 38

129.90

Headphones

Microphones
AKAI
ADM20
AKG
D5
D190E/H
SHURE
515 SA High impedance
515 SB Low impedance

HiFi Cassette Retail
Rec.
Tape
Price
Inc. VAT
Recorders
continued

138.75

99.50

195.00

136.90

241.50

136 90

311.00

169.50

282.00

149.50

259.50

149.50

92.82

69.90

AKAI
ASE 11
16.45
ASE 20
22.35
ASE 22
24.20
AKG
K140
20.25
K240
32.63
100
12.15
KOSS
Easy Listener
29.14
HV1A
29.82
HV 1LC
33.70
ESP- 9 Electrostatic
112.50
ESP- 6A Electrostatic 66.38
47.25
Technician/VFR
47.25
Phase 2TM
42.69
PRO 5 L/C
38.98
PRO-4AA
20.25
KO- 72713
25.88
KO- 747
14.07
K711
17.27
K6
K6/LC ( with volume
19.74
control)
11.25
K7
ROTEL
RH 930 Electret Con37.50
denser
SANSUI
23.51
SS10
23.13
SH5
SOLAVOX
340 Volume controls
8.38
with Mono switch
9.23
400
WHARFEDALE
18.86
DD1
28.00
Isodynamic

12.50
16.50
17.50
12.90
22.50
5.50
17.00
24.95
26.95
89.95
55.75
39.50
39.50
32.50
29.25
17.00
21.50
11.69
13.00
15.00
9.45
24.25
17.50
17.25
5.50
5.75
13.95
17.00
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e/Budget HI-FI
Systems

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £ 150

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £200 Cont

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

AMSTRAD 8000 Mk 3 amplifier 10
watts RMS per channel plus McDonald
M P60 turntable de luxe base and cover,
fitted with ADC K8 magnetic cartridge
plus two Alba UA300 loudspeakers.
121.48
80.30
SOLAVOX 20 amplifier 10 watts RMS
per channel plus McDonald MP60
turntable de luxe base and cover, fitted
with ADC K8 magnetic cartridge plus
two Wharfedale Chevin loudspeakers.
128.37
84.90
AMSTRAD Integra 4000 Mk 2 2 x 10
watts RMS plus McDonald MP60
TPD1 de luxe plinth and cover with
ADC K8 magnetic cartridge plus two
Wharfedale Chevin loudspeakers.
128.39
86.30
ALBA UA700 amplifier 15 watts per
channel with McDonald MP60 TPD1
turntable de luxe base and cover, ADC
K8 magnetic cartridge plus two Alba
UA300 loudspeakers.
146.47
88.30
SOLAVOX 30 amplifier 15 watts per
channel plus McDonald M P60 turntable
de luxe base and cover, fitted with ADC
K8
magnetic
cartridge
plus
two
Solavox TK30 loudspeakers.
156.86
105.90
AMSTRAD IC2000 Mk 3 amplifier
2x25 watts RMS plus McDonald M P60
turntable TPD1 de luxe plinth cover
and ADC K8 magnetic cartridge plus
two Solavox TK30 loudspeakers.
159.65
113.30
AMSTRAD IC2000 Mk 2 2 x20 watts
plus Amstrad TP12D belt drive turntable
with a Goldring G800E and two
Amstrad 2500 loudspeakers.
175.92
126.40
PIONEER SA5300 amplifier 2 x 12
watts RMS plus Garrard SP25 Mk IV
turntable plinth, cover, fitted with Shure
M75/6 magnetic cartridge plus two
Wharfedale Denton 2XP loudspeakers.
189.68
131.70
ROTEL RX102 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier plus McDonald MP60 turntable, TPD1 de luxe plinth and ADC K8
magnetic cartridge, with two Alba
UA300 loudspeakers.
191.01
132.30
FERGUSON 3490 stereo/4 channel
amplifier Joy stick type balance control
with a Goldring G102 belt drive turntable fitted
with
G800
magnetic
cartridge plus two Solavox TK30
loudspeakers.
272.86
134.55
AMSTRAD
5000
tuner
amplifier
AM/FM/MPX 2 x 25 watts RMS with
Garrard SP25 Mk 4 turntable with
Garrard plinth, hinged lid and Shure
M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge plus
two Amstrad 2500 loudspeakers.
199.53
137.90
SANSUI 221 tuner amplifier AM/FM/
MPX 2x10 watts RMS with aGoldring
G102PC belt drive turntable and
Goldring G800 magnetic cartridge plus
two Wharfedale Chevin loudspeakers.
212.08
147.95

ROTEL RA312 amplifier 2 x 18 watts
RMS plus McDonald BDS80 belt drive
turntable base, cover and ADC K7E
cartridge plus two Wharfedale Linton
3XP loudspeakers.
226.74
156.80
SANSUI AU2200 amplifier 2 x 15
watts plus the New Sansui SR222P
belt drive turntable with Shure M95ED
magnetic cartridge plus two Celestion
Ditton 11 loudspeakers.
268.53
183.40
GOODMANS Model 40-40 amplifier
2 x 30 watts RMS plus the new
Garrard 125SB turntable fitted plinth,
cover and Shure M75/6/SM magnetic
cartridge plus two Goodmans Mezzo
SL loudspeakers.
287.02
185.70
PIONEER SA6300 amplifier 2 x 22
watts RMS plus Pioneer PL12D turntable with base, cover and Shure
M75ED magnetic cartridge plus two
Wharfedale Linton 3XP loudspeakers.
283.93
188.65
ROTEL RX202 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2 x 16 watts plus Garrard
125SB belt drive turntable plinth, cover
and Shure M75/6/SM cartridge with
two Celestion Ditton 11 loudspeakers.
274.47
196.90
ALBA UA900 amplifier 2 x 33 watts
RMS with McDonald BDS90 belt drive
turntable fitted ADC K5E magnetic
cartridge plus two Goodmans Mezzo
SL loudspeakers.
290.66
198.70

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £200
AMSTRAD 5000 tuner amplifier 2x25
watts RMS with Amstrad TP12D belt
drive turntable and Goldring G800E
magnetic cartridge plus two Amstrad
2500 loudspeakers.
217.40
151.00

132

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £250
ROTEL RA312 2 x 18 watts RMS plus
the new Goldring L8OPC belt drive
turntable, fitted plinth and cover with
G800E magnetic cartridge and two
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP loudspeakers.
285.34
203.20

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £250 Cont.
Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT
SANSUI 331 tuner amplifier AM/FM/
MPX 2 x 15 watts RMS with a Sansui
SR212P turntable and a Shure M75EJ
magnetic cartridge plus two Wharfedale
Limon 3XP loudspeakers.
304.85
215.80
PIONEER SX434 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier with PL12D belt drive turntable inc. plinth hinged cover and Shure
M75ED magnetic cartridge plus two
Wharfedale Linton 3XP loudspeakers.
322.60
218.65
ROTEL RA412 amplifier 2 x 25 watts
RMS plus Rotel RP1500 with arm, belt
drive turntable base, cover fitted with an
ADC Q36 magnetic cartridge plus two
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP loudspeakers.
323.71
234.80
LEAK 1800 tuner amplifier 2x25 watts
with a Garrard 86SB Mk 2 belt drive
turntable fitted with Shure M75/6
magnetic cartridge plus two Leak 2030
loudspeakers.
371.72
241.90
PHILIPS RH851 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2 x 15 watts Integral stereo
cassette deck with Philips D.N.L.
circuit supplied complete with two
Philips RH442 loudspeakers and Philips
GA212 belt drive turntable fitted with
GP401 magnetic cartridge.
348.50
245.50

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £250
GOODMANS Module 90 AM/FM/
MPX tuner amplifier 2 x30 watts RMS
plus the Garrard 86SB Mk 2 turntable,
belt ' S' type arm, fitted plinth cover, and
Shure M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge
with two Goodmans Mezzo SL loudspeakers.
369.31
258.70

QUADRAPHONIC SYSTEMS
Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT
FERGUSON 3490 four channel amplifier featuring Pan Pot Balance control
4 x 14 watts output with a Goldring
G102PC belt drive turntable fitted
plinth, cover and Goldring G800 magnetic cartridge, plus four Wharfedale
Chevin loudspeakers. 290.78
145.45

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT
ROTEL RX254 AM/FM/MPX four
channel tuner amplifier featuring built
in SQ. SW & CD4 decoders plus Rotel
RP 1500 turntable inc. plinth, cover,
Audio Technica AT12S CD4 magnetic
cartridge plus four Wharfedale Denton
2XP loudspeakers.
494.21
359.85

PIONEER
OX
646 AM/FM/MPX
four channel tuner amplifier featuring
built in OS. SQ. and CD4 decoders plus
Pioneer PL12D turntable inc. plinth,
cover and Audio Technica AT12S CD4
magnetic cartridge plus four Celestion
Ditton 11 loudspeakers.
610.97
352.65

SANSUI QRX7001 AM/FM/MPX four
channel tuner amplifier featuring QS,
and CD4 decoders plus Sansui SR525
direct drive turntable plinth, cover and
the ADC Super XLM CD4 magnetic
cartridge with four Goodmans Mezzo SL
loudspeakers.
1,090.63
795.30

PHILIPS RH 832 System LW/MW/
SW/FM/MPX/AFC stereo tuner/amplifier with built in SQ decoder, integral
electronic controlled turntable fitted
with Philips GP422 Super M 4 channel
cartridge, with 2 RH544 front channels
and 2 RH532 rear channel motional
feedback speakers- giving a true 240
watts RMS power.
1,012.50
876.50

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £250 Cont.
Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT
LEAK 2000 tuner amplifier AM/FM/
MPX 2 x 30 watts RMS with the new
Goldring L82PC belt drive turntable,
auto lift off and stop and a Goldring
G800E magnetic cartridge plus two
Leak 2030 loudspeakers.
417.79
267.40
AKAI AA1020 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2 x 20 watts RMS plus a
Pioneer PL12D turntable with Shure
M75ED magnetic cartridge and two
Wharfedale Linton 3XP loudspeakers.
390.44
273.25
ALBA UA900 amplifier 2 x 33 watts
RMS with the Garrard 86SB Mk 2
turntable belt drive ' S' type arm, fitted
base, cover and Shure M75/6/SM
magnetic cartridge plus two Wharfedale
Dovedale SP loudspeakers.
376.81
273.30
ROTEL RX402 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2 x 24 watts RMS plus the
new Goldring L80 PC belt drive
turntable base, cover and Goldring
G800E magnetic cartridge with two
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP loudspeakers.
387.94
277.80
ROTEL RA612 amplifier 2 x 35 watts
RMS plus Rotel RP1500 with arm, belt
drive turntable base, cover and ADC 036
magnetic cartridge plus two Goodmans
Achromat 400 loudspeakers.
455.62
321.80
ROTEL RA812 amplifier 2 x 45 watts
RMS plus the Rotel RP1500 turntable
and ADC 036 magnetic cartridge with
two Solavox TK60 three way loudspeakers.
446.70
322.40
FERROGRAPH F208 Mk 2 amplifier
2 x 20 watts plus Ferrograph SFM 1
Mk 2 FM/MPX tuner with a Garrard
86SB Mk 2 belt drive turntable, plinth,
hinged lid, fitted Shure M75/6 magnetic cartridge and two Goodmans
Mezzo SL loudspeakers.
475.78
337.60
SANSUI 551
AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2 x 20 watts with Sansui
SR222 turntable and Shure M95ED
magnetic cartridge plus two Sansui
ES200 loudspeakers.
470.00
347.80
PHILIPS RH743 AM/FM/MPX tuner
pre amplifier 4 wave band manual FM
plus 5 pre set FM. with Philips GA212
belt drive turntable fitted with GP401
magnetic cartridge plus two 30 watts
RMS motional feedback RH541 loudspeakers.
458.50
377.50
SANSUI 661
AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2 x 27 watts with Sansui
SR222 turntable and Shure M95ED
cartridge, plus two Sansui ES200
loudspeakers.
519.13
384.40
PHILIPS RH752 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier with Electronic tearch tuning
2 x30 watts output plus Philips GA212
belt drive turntable fitted with GP401
magnetic cartridge and two Celestion
Ditton 33 loudspeakers.
529.44
387.30
ROTEL RX 602 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2 x 40 watts RMS plus
Rotel RP1500 turntable and ADC 036
magnetic cartridge with two Goodmans
Achromat 400 loudspeakers.
550.22
393.80
AKAI AA1030 AM/FM/MPX stereo
tuner amplifier 2 x 30 watts RMS plus
Akai AP003 belt drive turntable, base,
cover and fitted Audio Technica AT11
cartridge plus two Celestion Ditton 33
loudspeakers.
556.49
401.90
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e'r The Complete HI -FI
Service
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All branches are open daily to the public

Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m.

'These branches carry records and tapes at discount prices

also open Sundays 10 a.m.-5.30 p.m.

Scottish Branches (
except Dunfermline)

MIDLANDS
'BIRMINGHAM
Heeley Road. Selly Oak, Birmingham. 829 6EY
Tel: 021-472 6181
Tel: 0382 28101
'BIRMINGHAM
Tivoli Shopping Centre, 1570-1572 Coventry Road. Yardley..
0383 28879
Birmingham, 826 IBJ . Tel: 021-706 0684
T
Te
el
l
,031-554-4454 ( 9 lines)
:
HANLEY
52 Town Road, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent, ST1 2JP
Tel: 0782 264495
'GLASGOW
Blythswood Trading Estate, Argyle Avenue. Renfrew .
Glasgow, RA4 9EL . Tel: 041-886-5731
LEICESTER
Syston Street, Leicester
Tel: 0533 52236
MANSFIELD
57 Westgate, Mansfield
Tel: 0623 35112
NORTHERN ENGLAND
NORWICH
Roundtree Way, Norwich. NR7 8S0
Tel 0603 411831
BARNSLEY
Peel Street. Barnsley
Tel: 0226 83358
" NOTTINGHAM/DERBY
121 Town Street. Sandiacre, Nottingham, NG10 5DW
Tel: 0602 396116
BIRKENHEAD 220 New Chester Road. Rock Ferry, Birkenhead
Tel 051-647 4427
Tel: 0254 57813
•WILLENHALL
Walsall Road, Willenhall, Staffordshire
Tel: 0902 60411
BLACKBURN 49-51 Darwen Street. Blackburn
LONDON, Hackbridge
•BOLTON . 63-79 Blackburn Roao. Bolton
Tel 0204 387153/5
Tel: 01-669 4321
( W. Croydon) 190 London Road, Hackbridge, Wallington, Surrey
DEWSBURY
71 Daisy Hill. Dewsbury
Tel: 0924 461203
Tel: 01-573 1841
LONDON. Hayes
Silverdale Road, Pump Lane, Hayes
DONCASTER
17 Market Place, Doncaster
Tel: 0302 69520
(Middlesex)
GRIMSBY .
389 Victoria Street. Grimsby. DN31 1ER
Tel: 0472 59623
LONDON. Dagenham
Rainham Road South, Dagenham, RM10 SST
Tel: 01-595 5111
HALIFAX ... iff Horton Street. Bali .. .. ..
Tel: 0422 59434
LONDON, Potters Bar
Station Close. Darkes Lane. Potters Bar
Tel: 0707 43491
•HULL
96-104 George Street, Hull .
Tel 0482 20681
SOUTH
HULL .
Reservoir Road. Clough Road. Hull. HU6 700
Tel: 0482 46441 ( 6 lines)
BOURNEMOUTH
210 Old Christchurch Road, Bournemouth
Tel: 0202 293334/5
'JARROW
56-64 Ellison Street. Jarrow. NE32 3MT
Tel: 0632 892211
BRIGHTON
15 Station Street, Brighton
Tel 0273 69242116
•LEEDS . .. 78 Armley Road. Leeds. LS12 2EF
Tel: 0532 40551
IPSWICH .... . ........
St. Margaret's Green, Ipswich
Tel, 0473 215596/7/8/9
'LIVERPOOL . 52 Bold Street. Liverpool. LI 4EA
Tel 051-708 7170
OXFORD
Ferry Hinksey Road, Osney Mead. Oxford. Oxfordshire ... Tel, 0865 48232
•LIVERPOOL . Sefton Works. Field Lane. Litherland. Liverpool.
Tel 051-928 6688
PORTSMOUTH
84/90 Palmerston Road, Southsea. Portsmouth
Tel: 0705 24666/7/8
•NEWCASTLE
385-389 Elswitk Road. Newcastle
Tel 0632 32431
READING
Monarch House. 75-81 Caversham Road, Reading, RG1 SAP Tel: 0734 599911
PRESTON
61 Liverpool Road, Penwortharn. Preston
Tel 0772 44844
ROCHESTER
Maidstone Road, Rochester
Tel: 0634 49171
ROCHDALE , Corner of Well i' th• Lane and Oueensway. Rochdale
Tel 0706 50606
SOUTHAMPTON
Chickenhall Lane, Eastleigh. Southampton. SO5 520
Tel: 042-126 4722
0742
34172116
'SHEFFIELD . The Mill. 1Loxley Road, Malin Bridge, Sheffield. S6 4TN
Tel,
SOUTHEND
817-821 London Road. Westcliff-on-Sea
Tel: 0702 715151
•STOCKPORT . Lower Hillgate, Stockport
Tel :061-477 2000
WALES b SOUTH WEST
0642 612311
•STOCKTON . Teesway. Portrack Lane, Stockton. Cleveland
BRISTOL
Barton Hill Trading Estate. Bristol
Tel: 0272 559841
Tel:
0783
59993
•SUNDERLAND 4-7 St, Thomas Street. Sunderland. SRI 1HR
CARDIFF
44 City Road, Cardiff
Tr/I. 0222 372137
WAKEFIELD.. 14-16 Marygate, Wakefield
Tel :0924 71499
GLOUCESTER
Morroway House, Station Road, Gloucester
Tel 045-25 2233/2234
WIGAN
Wharf Mill. Princess Street, Wigan. N.'. .
1/ Z
Tel :0942 34741
NEWPORT
Maesglas
Industrial
Estate.
Newport,
NPT
2XE
Tel 0633 50431
0904
21654/5
'YORK
55 Piccadilly, York Y01 1PL.
. Tel
SCOTLAND
'DUNDEE
West Hendersons Wynd. Dundee
DUNFERMLINE 12114 Chalmers Streer. Dunlerrnline
.EDINBURGH . 1Newhaven Road. Edinburgh. EH6 50X

Ordering by Mail
Send your requirements to the nearest of the 3 Comet Warehouses listed below, including
the appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable to " COMET".
If buying on ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD include your card number and mark your
order " ACCESS ' BARCLAYCARD".
MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO THE NEAREST OF THE THREE ADDRESSES —
LEEDS

78 Armley Road, LS12 2EF

EDINBURGH

1Newhaven Road, EH6 5QX

HACK BRI
DG E ( London) . .

190 London Road, Hackbridge, Wallington, Surrey

Postage and Packing ( per item) : Cartridges 30p; Bases and Covers 75p;
Headphones 75p; Pick-up Arms 75p; Headshells 30p; Chassis Speakers 75p; Blank
tapes — per order, irresective of quantity : Spool tapes 50p; Cassettes 30p; 8- track
cartridges 30p.

Ordering by Phone

AIL

For telephone orders simply ' phone your nearest Comet branch and pay the driver on delivery.
Comet also offer an extra service for all Access or Barclaycard holders. Simply ' phone Edinburgh
031 554 4454, Leeds 0532 40551 or London 01 669 4321, ask for Credit Mail Order, stating
your card number with your order. You can leave the rest to us!

Credit Facilities

on Comet Discount Prices

(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)
Any item or number of items whose total value exceeds £ 55
can now be purchased on Credit on Comet's discounted prices
over 8, 12, 24 and 30 months. Send your requirements to the Mail
Order Department ( address at right) marked " Credit Mail
Order" and we will send you by return of post an application
form and details of our repayment terms — all entirely without
obligation.

Securicor Delivery: All in stock items will
be delivered by Securicor within 72 hours
from receipt of order ( Add £ 3.50 for Securicor
delivery). All goods are fully insured against
loss or damage whilst in transit.

=BARCLWCARD

Buy it with Access
Order by Ma I, or Telephone
Edinburgh 031 554 4454,
Leeds 0532 40551, London 01 669 4321
using Access or Barclaycard.
All prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements
are correct at time of going to press.

COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Mail Order Department,
78 Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF.
These facilities are also available to personal callers at all
branches: no deposit credit terms over 9 months, goods
delivered on first months payment in advance.

Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all goods —
without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you can still rely
on us to ensure that your purchases are kept in working order. . c
Chairman
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SPEAKER SELECTION LTD
(THE SPEAKER SPECIALISTS)

Dept. N,

FAST RELIABLE MAIL ORDERS-A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF ALL HI-FI EQUIPM EN T

611 FOREST ROAD, WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON El 74PP
ALL CALLERS WELCOME FOR SALES COLLECTIONS. OR JUST A CHAT
DEMONSTRATIONS AT ALL TIMES
SPEAKERS
All priced per pair. Carriage charges:a, f2-50; b, £3; c, £4: d, £5: e, C5-50
Cambridge R40 and R50 ..
P.O.A.
Castle Acoustics Richmond ..
P.O.A.
Castle Acoustics Kendal
Celef Domestic ..
Celef Micro ....
Celef Mini ....
Celef Monitor ....
Celef Mini Professional
Celef Studio Professional
Celestion County .. .. £56.00 b
Celestion 10/11 .. .. £47.00 b
Celestion Dicton II .. .. £52.00 c
Celestion Dicton 120 .. .. £56.00 b
Celestion Dicton 15 .. .. £84.00 c
Celestion Dicton 33 .. [ 124-00d
Celestion Dicton 44
£ 151.00 d
Celtstion Dicton 25
£177.00 d
Celestion Ditton 66
£244•00 e
Celestion UL6 ..
£100.00 b
Celestion UL8 ..
£126.00 c
Celestion ULIO
£187.00 c
Chartwell LS3/5A
Goodmans ..
IMF Compact II
IMF Super Compact
IMF ALS40 11 ....
IMF TLS50 II and TLS80
Isophon ..
JBL LI6 ..
JBL LI66
• E450-00 d
JBL Century Ilkl
P.O.A.
Jordan Watts .. ..
P.O.A.
Keesonic KRF .. .,
P.O.A.
LNB Mini Lab .. ..
P.O.A.
LNB Para Lab Super ..
P.O.A.
LNB Para Lab 20 ..
P.O.A.
LNB Para Lab 40 ..
P.O.A.
Lowther ..
P.O.A.
Marantz.. .. ..
P.O.A.
Marsden Hall .. ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer .. ..
P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatics ..
Richard Allan Flamenco!! .. cseceo b
Richard Allan Pavane II .. £79.00 c
Richard Allan RAB .. .. [50.00 b
Richard Allan RA82 .. .. £79.00 c
Richard Allan RA82L .. .. £95.00 d
Richard Allan RA828LP
£148.00 d
Rogers Export Monitor ..
P.O.A.
Revox AX2, AX3 and AX4 ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg ...
Tannoy Eaton ....
Tannoy Devon ..
Tannoy Cheviot ..
Videotone Mini Max 11 • E39-00 a
Videotone Saphir Iand 11 . U7-00 b
Videotone Encyclopaedia • C36-00 a
Videotone Super Max
£117.00 d
Videotone Midi Max .. .. £77.00 c
Wharfedale Chevin XP .. £29.75 b
Wharfedale Denton 2XP .. [42.50 b
Wharfedale Linton 3XP .. £61.00 c
Speaker Stands available from CIS per pr
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Peerless 50-4 ..
£75.50
Peerless 1060 ..
£52.50
Peerless 1070 ..
£92.00
Peerless 1120 .. •.
£105.00
Richard Allan Twin Assembly £25.00
Richard Allan Triple 8 .. £38.00
Richard Allan Triple 12 .. £46.00
Richard Allan Super Triple .. £55.00
Richard Allan RAS
£35.00
Richard Allan RA82
£56.00
Richard Allan RA82L
£60.00
Wharfedale Linton 11
£23-00
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP
£52-50
Wharfedale Dovedale III .. [66-00

c
c
c
c
b
b
c
c
b
c
c
a
c
c

Nikko STA5050
• E117-00
Nikko STA7070 .. • [144-00
Nikko STA8080 .. • E157-00
Onkyo Y3A .. ..
.£ 103-50
Pioneer SX434, SX535, SX636
P.O.A.
Rogers Ravensbrook .. ..
£97-00
Teleton .. .. ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TRI000. TRI010 ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Trio
AMPLIFIERS
Carriage, C2-50
Armstrong 621
P.O.A.
Cambridge Audio P60
P.O.A.
Eagle A2004
[55-50
Eagle A2006 . .
•£67-00
Goodmans 40-40 ..
•05.00
Howland West A2000
£56.50
Lux L30, L80, L507, L309
P.O.A.
Marantz 1030, 1040, 1060
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM230
•£58-50
Nikko TRM500
• E133-00
Nikko TRM600
• E108-00
Nikko TRM2I0 . •£45.00
Pioneer SA5300, SA6300, SA7300 P.O.A.
Quad 33, 303, 405 ..
P.O.A.
Rogers A75
[85.50
Rogers Ravensbrook
£57.00
Revox A78 and A722 ..
P.O.A.
Sugden A48, A21, P5I, C5I
P.O.A.
Tandberg TA300
P.O.A
Teleton GA203
[49-50
Trio ..
P.O.A.

••
••
••
••
•.
••
••

AT:

TELEPHONE: 01-531 3117
HOURS OF BUSINESS:
10 A.M.-6 P.M. TUES. TO

SAT.

Thorens TD I
45C
£105.00
Thorens TDI60C
£81-00
Thorens TDI60 BC ( no arm)
£67.00
Thorens TD I
66C
P.O.A.
Thorens TDI25 chassis • E92-00
Thorens TDI25 AB and TX25
£160.00
Thorens P & C only for 125 ..
no•oo
Accessories: Bib, Colton, Pixall, Zeroscat, Transcriptors, SME, Micro
ARMS
Postage, 75p each
Acos Lustre ..
Connoisseur SAU2
Colton MC101
Formula 4
Grace G707 ..
SME 3009 Fixed head ..
SME 3009 Detachable head ..
Transcriptors Fluid ..

£26.50
£13.50
.£18.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£38.50
[42-50
£26.00

SPEAKER CHASSIS
All priced singly. Carriage charges:Bass, LI each; Tweeters, 75p each;
X0, 50p each
Baker . .
P.O.A.
Castle 8" .
RS/DD"
£9.00
Celestion HFI300
[7.50
Celestion HF2000 ..
£8.50
Goodmans Audiomax I2AX
£42.75
Goodmans Audiomax I5AX
£47.50
Goodmans Audiom 12P-G
[18.00
Goodmans Audiom I2P-D
[19.00
Goodmans Axent 100. . ..
£8.25
Goodmans Audiom 100/200 ..
£14.00
Goodmans Hi- Fax 750P ..
£17.50
Goodmans Twin Axiom 8 ..
£10.00
Goodmans Twin Axiom 10 ..
[10.25
Goodmans Axiom 402
£20.50
Goodmans Audiom 8p
£6.50
Goodmans Audiom 10p
£6.75
Goodmans Audiom 12p
£16.75
Goodmans Audiom 15p
£24.50
Goodmans Audiom 18p
£41-50
Helme
P.O.A.
Jordan Watts Modules
[14.75
Jordan Watts HE units
[6.75
KEF T27
£5.25
KEF BI 10
£7.25
KEF 13200
£8.50
KEF B139
£17.00
KEF DNI3/SPIOl5 . •
£4.40
KEF DNI3/SP1017 •.
£4.00
KEF DN12
£6.00
Lowther PM6
[29-00
Lowther PM6 1
£31.00
Lowther PM7 .
£50.50
Peerless DT I
0 HFC
£7.75
Peerless K010 DT
£7.75
Peerless K040 MRF
£11.00
Peerless MT225 HFC
£3.25
Richard Allan CGS
£7.25
Richard Allan CG8T .. • •
[7.50
Richard Allan CG IOT .. • •
£12.25
Richard Allan CG I2T . •
£13.00
Richard Allan CGI5 .. • •
[27-00
Richard Allan CAI2 .. • .
£19.00
Richard Allan DT20 • •
£5.75
Richard Allan LP8B
as•oo
Richard Allan HOST .. • .
£11-25
Richard Allan HDI2T.. • •
£17.00
STC 4001G and K
£6.00
Tannoy 10" Monitor 1-IPD
£67-00
Tannoy 1r Monitor HPD
£72.00
SPEAKER KITS
Tannoy 15" Monitor HPD
£85-50
All priced per pair. Carriage charges:Wharfedale WMT2
85p
a. £ 2: b. i2-50; c, ( 3; d, £3-50
Wharfedale 800 and 3000 X0
£1-75
Goodmans Din 20 .. • E30-00 b
Goodmans Mezzo Twin .. £50.00 b
RECEIVERS
Helme XLK2O .. .. .. £ 18-00 a
Carriage, [ISO
Helme XLK30 11 .. .. £19.00 a
Armstrong 625 and 626
Helme XLK30 Ill .. £22-75 b
Eagle AA28 .. .. .. •£95.50
Helme XLK35 .. .. £27-50 c
Eagle AA30 .. .. .. •[ 110-00
Helme XLK40 ..
•£32.00 b
Goodmans Module 90 .. £125-00
Helme Hypo 60
.. E7S-00 c
Goodmans Module I-10 .. £145.00
Helme Hypo 100
£149-00 c
Goodmans Module 1-20 .. £145.00
KEF KK I
..
.. £50.00 b
Goodmans Module 1-50 • £207.00
KEF KK3
..
.. £91.00 c
Goodmans Module 80 Compact•[140-00
Lowther PM6 .. .. £63-00 b
Goodmans Module 1-10 Compact
Lowther PM6 I
.. £67-50 b
• LI95-00
Peerless 20-2 .. .. £33-50 b
Howland West R100 .... £103-00
Peerless 20-3 .. .. £48.50 c
Lux R600, R800, R1500 ..
P.O.A.
Peerless 30-2 .. .. Du« c
Marantz 2015, 2230 .. ..
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
Carriage:- Chassis, C2-50; with Plinth
and cover, £ 3.
Ariston ROI I1and 11
Connoisseur BD Ikit .. ..
£12-75
Connoisseur 802 chassis .. • L31-50
Connoisseur BD2 P & C ..
£41.75
Connoisseur BD3 P & C ..
£73-25
Dual CS701, CS601, CS501 ..
P.O.A.
Eagle D2005 .. .. ..
£44.50
Garrard SP25 IV chassis ..
£18.00
G
d SP25 IV Mod & 11756
£31.50
Garrard 125SB Mod & M756
£41.50
Garrard 86SB II Mod & M756
£56.00
Garrard 86SB 1chassis .. •£27.00
Garrard ZIOOSB chassis ..
£47.00
Garrard ZIOOSB Mod & M93
£63.00
Garrard 401 chassis ....
£55.00
Goldring L80, L82, L84, L90 ..
P.O.A.
Howland West HWI P & C only P.O.A.
Leak 2001 .. .. .. £119.00
Linn Sondek LPI2
P.O.A.
Micro MRI22, MR311, DDI
P.O.A.
McDonald ..
P.O.A.
Philips GA2I2 with GP .
400
£65.00
Pioneer PLI2D 11 ..
£42.00
Pioneer PLISR ..
£54.00
Transcriptors Ref and arm
£111-00
Trio .. .. ..
P.O.A.
Transcriptors Ref less arm
£92.00

ITEMS MARKED • ARE SPECIAL OFFERS ON LIMITED STOCKS ONLY,
NOT ON CREDIT CARD SALES.
Please check prices and availability before ordering/calling as prices are
subject to alteration without notice.
ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT AT 124%, TAPES AT 8%.
Advice and leaflets sent on request, please send stamped addressed
envelope.

Access and Barclaycard welcome.
Cheques accepted with adequate
identification only.
Personal Export scheme available to callers.
We are situated on the A503 close to Walthamstow Town Hall.
Trains-Walthamstow Central. Buses- I23, 275, 276, 262, 69, W2I, 251, 718.
E. 8. O. E.

•.
••
•.
.•
••

TUNERS
Carriage, C2-50
Armstrong 623 and 624
P.O.A.
Cambridge Audio T55
P.O.A.
Celestion Telefi (TV) ..
£23.00
Eagle T2008 .. ..
£64-50
Howland West T1000
[43.50
Lux WL550, T300, T33
P.O.A.
Marantz 112, 125, 150
P.O.A.
Nikko FAM220 .. • C59-00
Nikko FAM500
•£76.00
Pioneer TX5300, TX7560
P.O.A.
Quad FM3 ..
P.O.A.
Revox A76 and A720 ::
P.O.A.
Rogers T75 .. ..
£78.50
Rogers Ravensbrook ..
£45.00
Sugden R2I, R5I .
P.O.A.
Tandberg TP4I radio ..
P.O.A.
Teleton GT203
£46-00
Teleton GT202
£42.00
Trio ..
P.O.A.

CARTRIDGES
Postage, 25p each
CartStylus
ridge
only
ADC Q30
.. £6-75 £4.50
ADC 032
.. £9-25 £6-30
ADC Q36
.. £12.00 £7.25
ADC VIM 11 .. .. £20.00 £9.50
ADC XLII II .. .. £25-00 £ 11-25
Audio Technica .. ..
P.O.A.
Decca London .. .. E24-00 Connoisseur SCU I .. £6.25 £2.25
Empire 2000E .. .. £9.50 [7.25
Empire 2000E/1 .. £13.75 [9.75
Empire 2000E/11 .. £15.75 £ 12.25
Grado FTR .. .. [715 £6.00
Grace F9E .. .. ..
P.O.A.
Goldring G850.. .. [4.75 £4.00
Goldring G820.. .. [7.25 [4.00
Goldring G820E .. £10.25 £7.00
Goldring G820SE .. £14.25 £ 12-25
Micro VF3200E .. [13.50 [8.00
Micro Acoustics QDCI-E 2002-E P.O.A.
Ortofon .. .. ..
P.O.A.
Shure V15/111 .. .. £39-50 £ 14-50
Shure M75ED/II .. £13.00 £9.50
Shure M75B .. .. [9.00 £5.25
Shure M75E.1 .. .. £11-00 £6.75
Shure M95ED .. .. £16.50 £ 13.00
Shure M9SEJ .. .. Ell- SO
E7-00
Shure M3D .. .. £5-20 £3.80
Shure M55E .. .. £7.00 £5.85
Shure M7565 .. .. £6.25 £4.50
Stanton 500A .. .. £12-75 £7.50
Stanton 68IEEE .. £42.00 £ 19.00
Supex SMI00, SD90IE
P.O.A.
HEADPHONES
Postage, CI each
Clark 75 ..
..
Clark 250
..•
.
Howland West•
•
Micro MXI .. .. • •
Peerless PMB6 .. ..
PWB Moving coil .. ..
PWB Dynax .. .. ..
PWB Electrostatic and Box ..
Pioneer .. .. ..
Revox RH43I .. .. ..
Sennheisser HD4I4 .. ..
Sennheisser HD424 .. ..

•[9-00
•£ 18.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£23-00
£17-00
£27-00
£40.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
•£ 12.00
.£ 19.00

TAPE DECKS
Carriage, C2-50
Aiwa ADI300, 1600, 1800
P.O.A.
Dual C901
Goodmans SCD100
•£ 120.00
Neal 102 II
In stock
Pioneer CTF2 I
21 . . . . £120.00
Pioneer CTF9191
Revox A77 and A700 ..
Teleton CD 100
• E63-00
Tandberg 204IX
• E108-00
Tandberg 354IX
• L164-00
Tandberg 364IX
• E205-00
Tandberg TCD3I0, 3400, 9100,
1000 ..

JBL Loudspeaker Components

Twelve brand new pages. Fortyseven JBL components— dividing
networks lenses, horns,
transducers, everything.
Lots of these goodies have never
been available as individual
components before. ( They've been
performing inside JBL's newest
professional studio monitors.)
Write us. We'll send you the
catalogue, free, along with the
name and location of your nearest
authorized JBL Loudspeaker
Components Dealer.

He's important. Besides all those
components he's got afresh
supply of the new JBL Enclosure
Construction Kits that tell you
everything you need to know about
building your own JBL enclosure.
Fill out this coupon and send it
along to JBL, the people who wrote
the book on sound.

IlBL

C. E. Hammond & Co. Ltd.,
III Chertsey Road,
Byfleet, Surrey KT14 7LA.

Name
Address

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.
High fidelity loudspeakers

HFN
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Take off with

SONY ST70 Stereo Tuner

JUSTA SELECTION FROM
HUNDREDS OF SALE ITEMS,
SPECIAL OFFERS AND OUR
USUAL ATTRACTIVE PRICES.
LEAK 2000 Stereo Receiver
30+30 W rmsAM/FM

£33.95

Was £38.25

TRIO KX710 Stereo Cassette
Deck with Dolby

£92.50
£99.00

LEAK 2200 Stereo
Amplifier 50+50 W rms

PP & I
, -•

£112.50

£69.50

TRIO KR3400 Stereo Receiver
22+22W rmsAM/FM

JVC JAS310 Stereo Amplifier
25+25 W rms

Was £125.95

£119.95
P/P& ins £ 165

Was £149.00

ROTEL RX102 Stereo Receiver
51
/
2x51
/W rmsAM/FM
2

£56.50
P P& Ins £1.65

Was £6L15

t

£150.00

Was £ 89.95

r.

Was £169.95

AKAI CS34D Stereo
Cassette Deck with Dolby

£67.50
P/P & Ins £1.65

VVas

AIWA AD1600EE Stereo
Cassette Deck with Dolby

£80.95

Was £ 84.60
SANSUI QRX3000 Stereo/
4- channel Receiver 4x15 W
rms AM/FM

AKAI GXR82D
Stereo 8-Track Deck

£80.95

£112.50
Was £137.25

Pit') & Ins £1.35 was £89.95

tI ) Was £ 89.95

AUDIOTRONIC ACD660
Stereo Cassette Deck

£45.00
P PYlrr.jl.bD

was £ 49.50

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

LASKYS OFFER EXTENSIVE CREDIT FACILITIES
LONDON: OXFORD STREET• TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD- LISLE STREET
EDGWARE ROAD FLEE! STREET•BRENT CROSS
ALSO AT: BIRMINGHAM • BRISTOL • CHATHAM • COLCHESTER. CROYDON
DARTFORD KINGSTON LEICESTER LEWISHAM • NORTHAMPTON • OXFORD
READING • RICHMOND • ROMFORD • SL OUGH • SOUTHEND • SWINDON
TUNBRIDGE WEL LS • WOLVERHAMPTON.
MAIL ORDERS: TASKYS CUSTOMER SERVICES DIVISION. AUDICHRONIC HOUSE
THE HYDE. HENDON NW9611 All items and prices cor rect at 161E June E.80 E.
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ASK ABOUT LASKYS
HI- F1 CHARTER AT
YOUR LOCAL BRANCH
OIN•191.

(1)

BARCLAYCARD
CLUB

Name
Send for our 32 page FREE catalogue
To: Laskys Dept HFN 1
Audiotronic House,
The Hyde, Hendon NW9 611

Address

In aworld where heirlooms have to be antique to be credible and
durable consumer dúrables are hard to find, it's reassuring to know
that 'built to last' can still mean what it says.
Look at our new range of Tannoy Loudspeaker Systems. We don't
build them on the assumption that they will need replacing in ten
or. twelve years time. On the contrary, their standard of sound reproduction is so high and their built-in technology so advanced that
they are unlikely to become outdated for ageneration. It's hard to
improve on near perfection.
And the proof is the many professional broadcasting and recording
studios which use Tannoy Systems as quality monitors for accurate,
natural sound reproduction.
There are five new enclosures to choose from, handsomely styled by
one of Britain's leading industrial designers in ash, teak or oiled
walnut finish and brown, blue or sand panel grilles. The speakers,
With 50 years experience built into each one, are based on the dual
concentric principle and feature our unique integrated loudspeaker
system and famous crossover network.
Write to us for the name of your nearest Tannoy dealer.
Tannoy Products Limited Canterbury Grove West Norwood
Londón SE27 OPW Telephone 01-670 1131

The name
says it all

Alvv A

FOR
e% CRAFTSMANSHIP

_2imiumr
AIWA
AD1600

AIWA

I•10,00

AF5080A
A powerful
Dolby Music
Centre.

SPECIAL
OFFER
see prices section

• 28 watts per channel
RMS/4 ohms

Superb
stereo cass
deck with
Dolby.

• 4 wave band stereo radio
• Dolby cass deck.

• Signal to noise ratio better than 60DB.

• DC Servo motor

•Wow & flutter 0.07%.

• Magnetic cartridge
CREDIT TERM 20% DEPOSIT UP T
30 MONTHS TO PA

AIWA
AD6500

AIWA
AD1300

e.•. 01gm,

RIP

Front loading : 441,
411.411MPAPAP .444.4
cass deck &
Dolby.
• Sonal to noise ratio 60DB
• Wow and flutter 0.07%.
• Oil damped control system.
• Automatic motor drive tape loading.

First class
stereo cass
deck with Dolby
• Wow and flutter 0.09%.
• Freq response 30-16,000 HZ
• 3 position tape selector.

PART EXCHANGE
AVAILABLE TO
PERSONAL CALLERS

AIWA

AIWA

AD1800

AF3060

The challenger

Stereo
Dolby Cass
with tuner and
amplifier.

to open reel
superiority.

Wren
lllll
•

e

e

• Double noise reduction
Dolby and DNL gives SNR of
better than 65DB.

• Front loading cass deck.

• 30-18,000 HZ ( FECHR) 0.05% Wow & flutter.

• Dolby noise reduction system.

GRAAVATILABILsEN0pWFRoOM

l

•

• 28 watts per channel RMS/4 ohms.

••

GRATISPOOL
SONY)
AMPLIFIERS
TA 70 Amp
TA 88 Amp
TA1630 Amp
TA2650 Amp
TA3650 Amp
TA5650 Amp
TA8650 Amp
TUNERS
ST70 Tuner
ST88 Tuner
ST2950F Tuner
ST3950 Tuner
ST4950 Tuner
ST5950 Tuner
TUNER/AMPS
STR7015 Tuner Amp
STR7025 Tuner Amp
STR7035 Tuner Amp
STR7055A Tuner Amp
HST139 Tuner Amp/
Cassett Rec
RECORD DECKS
PS1350 Belt Drive
Record Deck
PS2350 Belt Drive
Record Deck
PS4750 Direct Drive
Record Deck
PS6750 Direct Drive
Record Deck
CASSETTE RADIOS

47.95
55.95
67.95
. 87.95
123.95
183.95
439.95
47.95
55.95
79.95
123.95
135.95
183.95
107.95
119.95
135.95
179.95
115.95

61.95
67.95
111.95
135.95

TC24FA Car Stereo Radio
Cass W/spkrs
64.95
CF170L Radio Cass
49.95
CF210L Radio Cass
54.95
CF320 Radio Cass
57.95
CF440L Radio Cass
79.95
CF550A Stereo Radio
Cass
111.95
CF620 Stereo Radio
Cass
147.95
RADIOS
TFM6100W Radio
10.95
TFM7040 Radio
14.95
TFM7210L Radio
26.95
ICF5450L Radio
34.95
ICF5500M Radio
(Captain 55)
43.95
ICF8900L Multiband Radio 50.95
CRF5090 Global Radio .... 130.95
TFM C480
23.95
TFM C580
27.95

YAMAHA

SONY:
SPECIAL OFFER

CASSETTE RECORDERS
TC67A Cass Rec
27.95
TC65 Cass Rec
29.95
TC207 Cass Rec
43.95
TC133cs Stereo Cass Rec 95.95
TC117 Stereo Cass Deck
61.95
TC135SD Dolby Cass
Deck
95.95
TC136SD Dolby Cass
Deck
115.95
TC138SD Dolby Cass
Deck
159.95
TC153SD Portable
Dolby Cass
143.95
TC177SD Dolby Cass
Deck
319.95
TC186SD Dolby Front
Load Cass Deck
107.95
TC204SD Dolby Front
Load Cass Deck
127.95
TC206SD Dolby Front
Load Cass Deck
143.95
TC209SD Dolby Front
Load Cass Deck
199.95
AUDIO SYSTEMS
HMK20 Audio System
HMK30 Audio System
HMP40 Audio System
HMK40A Audio System
HMP70 Audio System
HMK70 Audio System

AD 1600 Dolby Cass Deck

162.95
AD1300 Dolby Cass Deck
AD1800 Dolby Cass Deck
AD6500 Front Load
Cass Deck
TPR900 Stereo
Portable Rad/Cass
1PR930 Stereo
Portable Rad/Cass
TPR210 Multiwave
Radio Cass Spec Price
TP748 Miniature
Cassette Rec
AX7500 Tuner Amplifier
AF3060A Tuner Amp/
Cass/Dolby
AF5080A Music Centre
c/w Wharfedale Spkrs

GRATISPOOL
10 MARTINEAU WAY
BIRMINGHAM B2 4UN
38 LANDS LANE
LEEDS LS1 6LB
82 KING STREET
MAIDENHEAD
27 QUEEN VICTORIA ST
READING

106.95
145.95
62.95
55.95
172.95
197.95
297.95

JAS310 Amp
83 95
JTV310 Tuner
89.95
JAS8 Amp
205.95
JTV6 Tuner
129.95
CD 1740BDolby
Cassette Deck
89.95
CD1635 Portable
Anrs Deck
160.95
MC1820L Radio/Amp/
Cass Less Spkrs
160.95
MF1845L
241.95
3240UK Videosphere TV
AC/DC Spec Price
55.00
3050 Port Radio,
Built in TV
111.95
9475 Stereo Radio Cass 134.95
JLA-1 Record Deck
complete with free cartridge 62.95

SPEAKERS

12 12°0 V.A.T.

191.95

124.20
179.10
224.50
329.40
109.80
149.40
199.80
499.50
112.45
159.30
189.00
229.50
299.70
449.10
74.70
199.80

•12 FREE MAXELL UD C90
CASSETTES WITH EVERY
YAMAHA TC800GL CASS
DECK.
'TCBOOGL Cass Deck

125.95
179.95
148.95
205.95
223.95
311.95

SS70 Speakers Pair
19.95
SS5088 Speakers Pair
40.95
SS5177 Speakers Pair
51.95
SS5300A Pair
83.95
SS3050 Pair .
126.95
SS5050 Pair .
206.95
OPEN REEL RECORDERS
TC377 Open Reel
Tape Deck
143.95
TC458 Open Reel
Tape Deck
223.95
TC645 Open Reel
Tape Deck
215.95

PRICES INC.

133.95
227.95

AMPLIFIERS
CA400 Amp
CA600 Amp
CA800 Amp
CA1000 Amp
TUNERS
CT ,100 Tuner
CT600 Tuner
CT800 Tuner
CT7000 Tuner
RECEIVERS
CR200 Receiver
CR400 Receiver
CR450 Receiver
CR600 Receiver
CR800 Receiver
CR1000 Fk,ceiver
RECORD DECKS
YP450 Record Deck
YP800 Record Deck

199.80

• FREE YAMAHA HEADPHONES
WITH ALL PURCHASES OF
YAMAHA EQUIPMENT OVER
£150.00
HP1 Stereophones
29.70
HP2 Stereophones
24.30
HP3 Stereophones
13.95

IMPORTANT
NOTICE
All items in this adwit as
offered sub¡ect to riaillatility
and all prices were comICI al
time of going to press. (E11( 0e.
Due
to
world
currency
fluctuations, prices atsub¡act
to change without notice.
Although we make every effort
to maintain stability, please
confirm price is unchangikl
when you call, write or phone.

PHONE NOW FOR QUOTATION
BIRMINGHAM 021-236 1024/7312

MOST ITEMS
AVAILABLE ON MAIL ORDER
POST THIS COUPON TO- DAY
Please supply:
Ienclose:
lull cash price lino carr/pkg/iry3',
Iwish to pay by Access/Barclaycard No I

NAME
ADDRESS

CARR

UNITED KINGDOM
MAINLAND
ONLY

PKG. &

INS.

==3=10
Maria

17
9

.30
Cassette Packs/Sure Cartridges
1.50
Portable Cass./Radio/H'phones
2.00
Amps/Tuners/Cass. Decks
3.00
Turntables ,Mesic Systems 8. Speakers

PLEASE NOTE: SOME MANUFACTURERS PRODUCTS ARE ONLY
AVAILABLE IN CERTAIN BRANCHES- CHECK BEFORE ORDERING.

Agents for: NATIONAL PANASONIC • TOSHIBA
AIWA • TECHNICS • PIONEER • ROTEL • AKAI CELESTON
GRUNDIG • RADIOMOBILE • MOTOROLA • EDWARDUS
VIDEOTONE • SHURE • BASF • AMSTRAD • TELETON• SANYO
• DEMONSTRATIONS
(CALLERS ONLY)
• GUARANTEES

The best sounding universal tone arm
PROFESSIONAL LABORATORY

Silicone Damped Pick-up Arm

Phone your
orders
between
9.30 - 6 00 on
01 - 607 2296

• CREDIT FACILITIES

4

Open 9.30 to 6 Monday to Saturday. ( Halfday Thursday)
Amstrad 1C2000
System Comprises:

Teleton GA203

Amstrad IC2030 III
Amplifier 25 watts
RMS per Channel+
G
d SP25IV
Turntable with Fitted
Goldring G800+
Pair Edwardus
LS200 Sets.
Fully wired
end ready
to play for
only

System

Tel

RIM'S ten ",
Wu. Garrard SP;5
with Goldrir,
GeP
and pair ot
Edward. LS150
speakers

£103.00

£89.00

STEREO SYSTE S

AMSTRAD 9000

CARR /1.
INS. £ 3

stereo car radio
cassette player Inc
speakers.

All lead• supplied Ready wired

£48•95.... vAT
Arnstrad

8000

System Coml.'s..
Amstrad moo II
Amplifier 10 watts RMS
per channel + Garrard
SP25IV Turntable with
Fitted Goldring G800+
Pair of Edward. It515
Speakers. Fully wired
and ready to play lof only

"Only Viscous Pivot Damping with variable low effective mass
can ensure natural sound without ' listening fatigue' enabling
all cartridges to reach their ' Linear Region' of best performance, absolutely essential for perfect Stereo and Quadraphonic transcription due to the suppression of instantaneous
tracking force extremes which reduce record wear and high frequency playback distortion. Viscous silicone damping means
better tracking even of warped records, the sound having
exceptionally good definition; rich, full and clean bass with
dramatically improved solid stereo image and near pin- point
localisation".
Leaflet on request.
MAYWARE LTD.

(Dept.

HFN8)

15 Heather Walk, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9TS, England.

£65.00

CASSETTE
DECKS

Amstrad NM ( illustrated)
Stereo Caasette Deck
Incorporating Noise
Reduction Switch and
CRO2 Switch. Din or
Phono Fitting..

£16.00
Amstrad 7800
Stereo Cassette Deck
Incorporating DOLBY
and CRO2 Switch. Din or
Carr./Ins. £ 1.0D
Phono Fillings.

£59.50

Amstrad 5000
System
Comprises:
Amstrad 5000 TunerAmplifier 25 watts
RMS per channel+
G
SP25IV Turntable with Fitted
Goldring GIC0+
Pair of Edward.
LS200 Speakers.
Fully wired and
ready to play lot Only

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT

"THE DOYEN OF HI-FI MUSIC"
-Penguins ' London Shopping Guide'

£117.00

ROTEL
AMPLIFIERS

REEL TO REEL

RA312
RA412

£54.00

RA612
RA812

£67.00

4000DS
1722L

£107.00

£90.00
£117.00

4000DB

£152.00

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
RX152

£72.00

RX202
RX402

£80.00
£110.00

RX602

£144.00

RX802

£185.00

TUNERS

£118.00

CASSETTE DECKS
CS34D

£89.95

GXC39D
GXC39
GXC310D

£120.00
£137.00
£145.00
£170.00

GXC75D

TUNER AMPLIFIERS

RT224
RT324

£48.00

AA1020

£ 119.00

£62.00

A A1030

£ 129.00

BARTLETTS

BARTLETTS TV & RADIO SERVICE
175 177 Holloway Road, N7 8JB
Telephone .01-607 2296

All goods are currently in stock

and priced at latest date. E&OE
All units are sent

Road Services
for delivery.

by British

Please allow up to 14 days

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
140

US:

"EXCELLENT SERVICE" - Daily Telegraph Magazine

It is always gratifying to be singled out
QI6 to the mighty Spendor BC3-perfor praise in important publications, but
forming the music you like best (you
even more important to us is what our
may even like to bring along your
customers say about us to their relatives,
favourite discs or cassettes). You will
friends and acquaintances, because it is
also be able to compare a wide range of
the unbroken chain of personal recomhand-picked turntable assemblies, amplimendations which has been the backbone
fiers, tuners, receivers and cassette decks
of our operation these past twenty years. (among the latter, we might just mention
Actually, our experience as hi-fi conthe fine Technics range, as well as the
sultants and in the field of record reviewelegant Yamaha with its several unique
ing goes back well over thirty years.
features).
and this
unequalled
know-how
is
The advice and comprehensive service
at your disposal whenever you consult
we offer ( including asubstantial discount
us about stereo equipment or about
on discs and tapes to those who buy
recordings.
equipment from us) will invariably save
It is music we care about, not statistics,
you needless expenditure by ensuring
and our interest in audio technology
that your proposed outlay will be spread
extends just as far as the latter serves a
over the required components in such a
genuinely musical purpose.
For this
manner as to produce the greatest musical
reason, we attach the greatest importance
enjoyment allied to maximum reliability.
to loudspeakers, since it is ultimately the
When you come to us for the first timespeakers which dominate any domestic
and why not use our weekly record
stereo system; other components are
recital, Live Record Review (2 to 4.30
much less critical provided their pereach Saturday afternoon), as the perfect
formance can be termed ' respectable',
way of 'getting to know us' ?-it is your
and here reliability must be of primary
good will in the years to come which is
concern. In the field of speaker design,
our prime concern, and it will not take
really significant progress has been made
you long to discover that, however upduring the past few years, so that
to-the-minute the equipment we offer,
speakers like the new KEF 103 and, perthe values we uphold are of an oldhaps most striking of all, the miniature
fashioned kind not often found nowadays.
BBC LS3/5a Monitor now made by
If you cannot visit us, send for our
Chartwell represent a major breakBudget Stereo leaflet and price list-we
through in the age-old tug-of-war benever regard distance as an insuperable
tween size and performance. At our
problem!
studio you can listen at leisure to these
SUMMER SALE Audio Bargains and
magnificent new speakers-and to many
half price records galore are available in
others, from the modest little Sinclair
our summer sale until September 30th.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd.

MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 MOSCOW ROAD QUEENS WAY LONDON W2

TEL: 01-229 2077

Basic opening hours:
Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 9.30-5.30; Thurs. 9.30-1; Fri. 9.30-7

TOP OF THE TOP END
4001high frequency
pressure unit
Technical Data
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
6Kc/s to 20 Kc/s±3 dB.
POLAR RESPONSE
Substantially omni-directional.
IMPEDANCE
15 ohms and 8 ohms.
FLUX DENSITY
14,000 gauss.
POWER HANDLING
Maximum peak power
in 5-20 Kc/s range-3W.
DIMENSIONS
4 in (6.5 cm) diameter by îin
(2 cm) depth approximately.
WEIGHT
Approximately 250 grammes.

AS USED IN THE BEST SPEAKERS
The design of this Unit is based on techniques used in production
of high quality Dynamic Studio Microphones and manufactured
to the same high standards. The result is a Tweeter with excellent
transient response, and virtually omni-directional properties over
a wide frequency range.

The Unit is constructed around a high coercivity ceramic ring
magnet, which enables mounting to be made in the wall of the
Speaker enclosure, the front ring being used to fix the tweeter to
the front panel.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

Coles Engineering
(Hoddesdon) Co.
PIN DAR ROAD HODDESDON
EN11 OBZ
Telephone Hoddesdon 66685
141

Here's the answer to all
your Hi Fi storage problems!

QUALITY BARGAINS FROM

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM

U.K. orders only. Add 359 for PIP. Prices subject to alteration without notice.
ALL PRICES INC. VAT
C.60
C.90
C.I20
AMPEX 2020
Ampex 2020 Studio.. .. ..
80p
£I•10
£1.40 10 ,
r NAB Metal Spool
B.A.S.F. LH ..
C.30, 45p
SOp
70p
90p 3600 .—E7.50
B.A.S.F. Chrome —
£I•15
£1•40
£1.95
B.A.S.F. Super LH/SMI
88p
£I•15
£.60
Head
Cleaning
B.A.S.F. Ferrichrome
£I•95
CI•50
Cassettes by Philips
E.M.I. X-1000 UD ..
70p
90p
Hitachi LN ..
CIAO or Bib.
50p
70p
Hitachi UD ......
..
98p
£I•20
£1•45
Memorex MRX 2 ..
C.30, 45p.«
9Sp
£1•30
69p
• TAPE
Memorex Chrome ..
£1.45
£1•94
Philips
50p
70p
909 RECORDERS
Appointed
stockists for
Philips Super Quality
70p
90p
£1•20
Tandberg, Sony, Philips
Philips Chrome ..
£I•15
El -40
Akai,
Hitachi,
Revox,
Pyral
50p
70p
90p
Uher,
many others.
Pyral 1:1 •
AX1fÀ
£1-20
80p
Mics.,
Mixers,
Acces44p
Scotch
66p
88p
sories.
Scotch Classic ..
C.45, El • ii £1.30
£2•00
Sony K
90p
509
70p
Sony Chrome ..
£2-05
£1•40
HI-FI
Sony HE
96p
£1•38 £ 1-56
Amplifiers,
speakers,
Sony Ferrichrome
..
£1-85 £2•15
motors,
pickups and
TDK Dynamic ..
C.45, 50p
909 £ 1•10
60p
TDK SD ..
98p £ 1.45
EI .85 accessories by leading
manufacturers.
ComTDK ED ..
£I•45 £ 1-85
plete assemblies.
TDK SA........
LISO [ 1•95

•CASSETTES

e

e

••
••
•.
••
••

multi- way

MUSIC
CONSOL

Complete your Hi-fi installation ' Multi - way'
with one of these elegant units extension plinth gives adjustable
Ample record storage space length and a variety of layout
Shelves for amplifier/tuner etc combinations to suit your own
plus space for cassettes, books,
requirements Solid construction
and magazines Attractive styling with heat/scratch resistant
to give your stereo the prominmelamine surface.
ence it deserves.
White ( as illusIONLY £ 37 .50
Size: Height 21.5'; Depth 15'; - +£ 2.30 carriage.
adjustable length extends from
Also available in teak- style finish.
48" to a full 82"wide span!
Alternative designs available.
14 day money back guarantee
rÁ:k (
0752) 61668
Don't delay - send now for your free colour leaflet to:

Leisure Time Ltd

DEPT. N3,CROZIER RD.,
MUTLEY, PLYMOUTH.

e

PHILIPS OR SCOTCH VIDEO CASSETTES: VC.30,
(11•138; VC.45, E15•66; VC.60, E18•36.
AMPEX TAPES (
P—Polyester) Separately boxed.
ST
LP
DP
TP
7' Pro ( P) 1800' 2020 ( Ser. 373) — £2-25
—
—
7- (P) Series 341, I800'.. —
£.65 —
—
7" ( P) Series 351, 2400' DP .. — —
£2•45
—
£2.95
r (P) Series 361, 3600'.. — — —
SHAMROCK TAPES (
All Polyester)
7" 1200'; 1800'; 2400' ..
EI-00 [ I•25 f1-50 —
5' 900'; 1200'
..
—
75p £ 1-10 —
BASF in individual round transparent oacks.
Sî 900' fI•10; 1200' EI.35; 2400' E2•50; 7 3600' £3•95

•

•

OWN SERVICE
DEPARTMENT.

•

CREDIT
FACILITIES

•

Please mention this
journal when ordering.

THOUSANDS OF MUS/CASSETTES ALWAYS IN STOCK
You get a fair deal at a fair price when you buy it from

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 169-173 HIGH RD., LONDON, SW16 6EG
Phone: 01-769 0466: 01-769 0192

Between
and Streatham
St. Leonard's
Station.
Church

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY—CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

What is happening in the
recording business?
In abusiness like recording, things move fast. So fast that if
you tried to keep up,you'd hardly do
anything else. Why bother? Let Studio
studio sotandl
nnu, Ai int. ',maim
Sound, the magazine written for
u« un fill uvlun
and by recording engineers, do the
keeping up for you. Studio Sound tells you
what's happening, where it's happening ,. 1.-_ ._ ...;• ; • .•: .7.
! I- j;" .ii • ii:. se
and who it's happening to. -.,1• :
01011,111 OKI nu
ASK Kil NIO

131101 IIIVIEJ 1101ILMEIII/ NBUITTWI UNDIE71
AlICNINI RANK/ NAAR MOW

• , •

..

studio sound
AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING

Monthly on the 14th. 35p.
For ayear's subscription send £5-80 (UK) or £6.00 overseas to
Subscription Dept, Link House, 25 West Street, Poole,
Dorset, BH15 1LL
142
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A Link House Publication

NICHOLAS HI-FI
AT 13 CAMDEN
HIGH St.
TEL: 388-7451-56
NW1.
\,"VV\i'\i'VVVV

THE ANTI-INFLATION SHOP
VVVVV

The ultimate in Hi Fi shops has now been opened right opposite Mornington
Crescent Tube Station. This shop has been designed for those who do not like
the ' type of things' happening on Tottenham Court Road.
Our advice is free — as is our coffee, our tea and our beautiful armchairs. There
are no ' salesmen' on our premises, rather we have keen devotees who would talk
Hi Fi until sleep drops into their eyes.

YAMAHA
CR1000
SUPER CLASS
RECEIVER

JVC
JAS 8
ONE OF THE
VERY BEST
60
60 WRMS
AMPLIFIERS

PHASE
LINEAR
400 B
4000 PRE
AMP
FOR THE
LUCKY ONES

SUGDEN
P51 C51

JBL
THE NEW
L166

MONITOR
AUDIO
MA3MK II

BEST BRITISH
AT ITS PRICE

THE
CLASSICAL
JBL

THE MOST
OUTSTANDING
BRITISH
SPEAKER

RE VOX
A700
WHAT A
CLASSIC ,

AIWA 5080
THE ROLLS-ROYCE OF
MUSIC CENTRES. A JOY
TO USE AND TO OWN,
A PLEASURE TO
LISTEN TO

BOSE
301
or
501

FONS - SME

SPEAKERS
INCREDIBLE , FOR
SERIOUS ROCK THIS IS
WHERE TO LOOK
FIRST. WE HAVE THEM
ON DEM.

OLD
SENTIMENTS
REVIVED COME
FOR A LISTEN

TRADE UP

V15 III OR SUPEX OR
STANTON

TO SOMETHING
BETTER

JOLLY GOOD!

CERWIN VEGA 15T

1- RADFORD
VALVE
AMPLIFIER
I
NOT FOR SALE)

PHASE LINEAR
2000 PREAMP

QUAD 405
THIS IS THE ONLY ITEM
WE SELL AT RRP. BUT
WE DON'T KEEP OUR
CUSTOMERS WAITING
FOR EVER

WE ARE THE ONLY
SHOP IN BRITAIN
HOLDING THESE IN
STOCK

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFERS
THORENS
160C

RE VOX A700

HARMAN KARDON
630 930 FIK1000

2 ONLY AT LESS

VERY VERY CHEAP

THAN £ 800 each

AR RECEIVER
60 • 60 WRMS
SUPER SENSITIVE
TUNER

VERY CHEAP

JVC 5505L
RECEIVER USUALLY
OVER £ 140 NOW ONLY £ 70

PRO- GEAR FOR ONLY £205

LUX 800 & 600

UHER C6360

RECEIVERS AT CLOSE

AT CLOSE TO TRADE PRICE

TO TRADE PRICE

DORKODER 8140 £ 400
7100 £ 230 ( one of each)

OUR PRICES
ON NORMAL
STOCK HAVE
GONE RIDICULOUS
NIKKO
5050, 7070
8080 ETC.
AT 25

OFF LIST

YAMAHA NS
(8 speakers only) £ 150 PAIR

OTHER THINGS WE DO: WE take photographic equipment in part- exchange WE accept existing decent Hi Fi from customers wishing to go up
higher still WE buy top grade Hi Fi for cash WE particularly like to know our customers and to give the best service we possibly can WE will
obtain any equipment for you arid to this end we are always adding to our range of products WE are very nice people to deal with ,Our sales
personnel are keen and enthusiastic WE offer H.P — Instant Credit for items of £210 and under. Contract Hire and Leasing to studios WE also
take ACCESS and Barclaycard although
WE HAVE BEEN KNOWN TO SETTLE FOR CASH'"

THIS IS REALLY WHERE TO BUY YOUR
AMCRON, AIWA, ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, ARMSTRONG, ACCUPHASE, AKAI, BIC, B&W,
BOSE, CERWIN-VEGA, CELESTION, CAMBRIDGE, DENON, DOKORDER, DUAL, ESS, FONS,
GRUNDIG, GALE, LUX, HARMAN KARDON, HITACHI, IMF, JBL, MARANTZ, NAKAMICHI,
NAD, NIKKO, MICRO, SANSUI, S.M.E., QUAD, SUGDEN, REVOX, ROTEL, TEAC, MONITOR
AUDIO, MIRSCH, LEAK, PHASE LINEAR, J.V.C., THORENS, TRIO, TRANSCRIPTOR,
YAMAHA;
plus all the accessories you may need
Have aLaugh.- What's the difference between Nicholas Hi Fi and Nell Gwynne?
Nothing at all really - they both have very large " outputs".
and Nick always keeps abreast — of the times.

31:111SV31d HIIM 1:1301:10 lIVIN

EXPORT TO EUROPE OUR SPECIALITY

THIS MONTH'S STAR ITEMS

90011D coirg
HI-FI (Equipment) LTD.

EXPRESS MAIL ORDER
(4 lines) 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
01-802 4131
Monday-Saturday
Phone in your order with Barclaycard or
Access card number.
Or just write in to:

105 LAWRENCE ROAD, LONDON, N15 4ES

HOLBORN
115 Kingsway, WC2
01-405 0446

WATFORD
94 The Parade
Watford 26602

HOLLOWAY
61 Seven Sisters Road, N17
01-272 7901

WOOD GREEN
8 Turnpike Parade, NIS
Turnpike Lane Udg. 01-888 4373

MOORGATE
48 London Wall. EC2
01-628 0537

FINCH LEY
857 High Road, Finchley, NI2
01-445 3319

PECKHAM
152 Rye Lane, Peckham, 5E15
01-639 2205

BARNET
4 Hadley Parade, Barnet
01-449 8278

ALSO MARBLE ARCH CAMERA St HI- F1 DISCOUNT CENTRE, 38 Edgware Road W2.
DISCOUNT PRICES INCLUDING VAT. These are the prices you pay. Carriage
and insurance by post or B.R.S. ( mainland only) is shown at the end of each group.
AMPLIFIERS
JVC JAS 8 SEA
£180.00
JAS 310
£74.50
Leak 2200
El 15.00
Nikko TRM 210
£65.25
TRM 230
£77.25
TRM 500
£110.00
TRM 600 .. £ 132.00
TRM 800 .. £ 182.00
Rotel RA 412 .. £71•95
RA 612 .. £97.40
RA 812 .. £ 12618
Carriage & Insurance £- 00
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
Goodmans 1-10.. £ 145.00
1-20 . . . £ 145.00
Module 90 .. £ 127-95
JVC VR 5525 .. £ 181-50
VR 5505 .. £ 98.35
Leak 2000 .. £ 147.50
Nikko STA 5050
(5010) .. £ 142•00
STA 7070 .. £ 167-00
STA 8080 .. £ 192.00
Rotel RX 202 .. £86.95
RX 402 .. £ 118.81
RX 602
£ 155•63
RX 802 .. £200.75
Carriage & Insurance £2.00
TUNERS
JVC JTV 6
£ 115•00
JTV 310 .. £79.25
Leak 2300 .. £ 90-00
Nikko FAM 220 £ 76.00
FAM 500 .. £ 88.00
Pioneer TX 5300 £ 60-75
Rotel RT 224 .. £ 51.87
RT 324 .. £ 66-87
RT 624 .. £96-06
RT 824 .. £ 120-42
Carriage & Insurance £- 00
PICK-UP ARMS
Colton MC 101 .. £ 24•50
Connoisseur SAU-2 £ 15.02
Lenco GL 75 .. £ 14•62
SME 3009 .. £43.00
3009/S2 .. £47.25
Accessories:
SME S2
£4.30
P1 .. . £ 2.25
Thorens TP50 & 60 £5.25
Lenco PH7 .. £ 5•40
PH9
£ 5.06
Post &iInsurance: Arms, 50p;
others 20p each.
CARTRIDGES IN
MAKERS' BOXES
Goldring G850 ..
G800H
£ 4.84
G800E
£ 7.42
GBOOSE £ 11-81
G820 .. £8•55
G820E
£ 12.26
G820SE £ 17•16
G900SE .. £ 30.37
Ortofon SL 15E £ 37.00
SL 150 .. £52.00
STM 72 .. £ 14.50
MISE Super .. £ 36.00
VMS 20E
£ 21.00
VMS 20S
£ 18.00
Shure M3D
£ 5•12
M44-7 .. £ 6•56
M44- E
£ 6-94
M55- E
.
£ 7.79
M75- B ( 75-6) £ 9.92
M75- E1
£ 12•20
M75- ED
£ 14•56
VIS -E3
£ 43.55
M95 ED
£ 18-43
M95 El
£ 12•69
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Stanton 681 EEE £42.85
500 EE
£ 17.88
Post & Insurance 20p
STYLI IN MAKERS'
BOXES
Goldring D120SR £ 2.81
D 20 Std ( 78) £ 2.81
D 10SR & DI 1OH £ 3.37
D 10 Std ( 78) £ 3.37
D 10E
£7•09
D IOSE .. £ 11-92
D 30
..
£ 3.43
D 30E .. £ 7.14
D 305E .. £ 10.97
Ortofon MISE ..
£21.00
VMS 20E
£16.00
VMS 20S
£12.50
Shure N3D
£3-59
N44-7 ..
£4•64
N44- E
£5•18
N55- E
£6.06
N75-8 ( 75-6)
£5•85
N75- E1
£7.73
N75- ED
£10.77
N95- ED
£14.62
N95- E1
£8.53
N95-3 ..
£5•27
VN35-E
£15•92
VNIS-E
£15•14
VN78 ( 78) ..
£15•12
N44-3 ( 78) ..
£5.27
N75-3 ( 78) ..
£5.27
Stanton D6800 EEE £21•00
D5100 EE
£13-10
Post & Insurance 15p.
4- CHANNEL
CARTRIDGES AND
STYLI
JVC 4MD 10X .. £ 32.00
4MD 20X .. £ 36•75
XI
£4825
4DT 10X & 20X £ 18•65
4DT X I .. £ 31.50
Post & Insurance 20p.
SHURE
MICROPHONES
515SA
P.O.A.
515SB
P.O.A.
545 Unidyne III
P.O.A.
588SA Unisphere B P.O.A.
588SB
P.O.A.
Desk Stand ..
P.O.A.
Post & Insurance 50p.
SPEAKERS ( Pairs)
Celestion County £64.94
Dittos 15 .. £ 97-50
Ditton 33 .. £ 143•75
•Ditton 44 .. £ 175•00
*Ditton 25 .. £ 206.25
*Ditton 66 .. £ 277.59
Goodmans
Minister SL
£50.06
Havant SL
£61-82
Mezzo SL
£91.41
*Magnum .. £115-26
*Acromat 400 .. £149•90
Leak 2030
£82.60
*2060 ..
£133•75
*2075 ..
£339•00
Richard Allan
Minette 11
£36.56
Chaconne 11 ..
£41.62
Flamenco 11 ..
£59.06
Pavane 11 ..
£83.53
Sardana
£97.31
•Academy
£156.32
RA8
£52.31
•RA82
£83.53
•RA82L
£100.97
Sinclair 016
£16.50
Wharfedale Chevin £ 29.53

Denton 2XP £42.I8
Linton 3XP
£ 61.03
Glendale 3XP £79.88
*Dovedale SP .. £ 139.50
*Airedale SP .. £217.12
Carriage & Insurance £- 50
Carriage & Insurance • £. 00
SPEAKER KITS ( Pairs)
Richard Allan
*Twin
£ 26-15
*Triple 8
£ 39•94
Triple 12 .. £48.65
Super Triple 12 £ 57.32
RA8 Kit .. £ 36.50
RA82 Kit .. £ 59.06
RA82.1, Kit .. £ 63.56
Tannoy HPD 295
(10") .. £ 141.75
HPD 315 ( 12 -) £ 155.53
HPD 385 ( 15") £ 185.06
Wharfedale
Linton 2
£23-06
Glendale 3
£ 52.31
Dovedale 3
£ 65.81
Goodmans
*DIN 20
£ 26•50
Mezzo Twin .. £46.40
Carriage & Insurance LISO
Carriage & Insurance £. 00
Carriage & Insurance
Tannoy HPD £ 3•50.
TURNTABLES
Ariston RD II .. £ 83.05
*3009
£ 122.75
*3009/52 .. £ 126.25
Garrard Chassis
*SP 25 Mk IV .. £ 19.86
Modules with Cartridges
SP25 Mk IV .. £ 34.31
86SB Mk II .. £ 65.95
Zero 100SB teak £ 66.94
Connoisseur
BD IKit .. £ 13.27
BD2/SAU-2 chass. £ 34.31
BD2/SAU-2 BC £45.48
Era Mk 6X with
Base and Cover £ 66-37
+SME 3009 .. £ 106-20
+SME 3009/S2 £ 110-70
JVC JLA 1 .. £ 55-00
Leak 2001 .. £ 113.46
Lenco L80 PC .. £49.95
L82 PC
£ 58.14
L84 PC
£ 66•37
L90 PC .. £ 106.87
Pioneer PL I2D £ 52.00
Thorens TD 160BC £ 65•50
TO 160C .. £79.75
TD 125 .. £ 94.00
TO I66C
£70.00
TO 145 .. £ 101.00
'TX 25 cover .. £ 10.75
*125 base ( Metro) £ 10.75
Transcriptors
Hydraulic Ref. £ 103.00
Hydraulic Ref
+arm .. £ 125.00
Carriage & Insurance £ 1.75
Carriage & Insurance £ 1-25
+3009.. .. £ 122.75
+3009/S2 .. £ 126-25
HEADPHONES
Howland West
CIS250..
C1S300..
C15600..
CIS800..
CI
S800V

£9.00
£11.75
£10.95
£8.50
£9.50

01-723 3071

We endeavour to keep our list up to date but due to the lapse of time between pre
paration and publication of the advertisement we reserve the right to amend our
prices without notice. E. & 0.E.
C1S900.. £ 10-20
CIS1100 ( wafer) £ 16•95
CIS4000 £ 16•00
C157000 £ 14-85
Koss K6 .. £ 15-00
K6 LC .. £ 17.25
KO 7278
£ 17.15
PRO 4AA
£ 34.00
K7I 1
..
£ 11.80
K0747
£22-25
ESP6
£ 55.70
ESP9
£ 96-30
HV I
..
£23.65
HVIA
£ 25.00
HVILC
£ 28.35
PRO 5LC
£ 37.25
PRO 6LCQ £ 27.40
K2+2 .. £46.35
5Q
..
£42.20
K0747Q £ 39.65
Phase 2
£ 39.65
Wharfedale
Isodynamic £ 21-37
Stan SR/5 SRD6.. £76.75
Sennheisser HD4I4 £ 16.30
HD424 .. £23.62
Yamaha HPI .. £29.00
HP2 .. £ 24.00
Post & Insur.mce 75p.
CASSETTE DECKS
Akai C5340 .. £97-40
GXC39D £ 130•19
GXC310D £ 157•00
GXC510D .. £ 170.35
GXC75D £ 183•75
GXC325D .. £ 203.82
Goodmans aCD100 £ 138•9
Goodmans SCD100 £ 138-95
JVC CD 1740 .. £ 79.50
National RS260US £ 50.60
RS263AUS £ 99.00
RS269US £ 90.00
TRIO KX7 10 .. £ 125.00
Carriage & Insurance £ 00
TAPE RECORDERS
Akai 4000DS Mk 11 £ 115-00
4000D B .. £ 164.34
I722L .. £ 127.11
GX265D .. £265.00
Carriage & Insurance £. 50
MISCELLANEOUS
Bib Cassette Care
Kit ( 51) .. £ 3.60
Groovekleen ( 50) £ 1.17
Groovekleen ( 42) £ 1•99
Groovekleen 20001 £ 2.94
Groovekleen ( 60)
El . 96
Groovekleen Spares
(50s)
£ 0.22
(42P) .. £. 17
(42s) .. £. 26
Stylus Balance ( 32A) £ 1.44
Stylus T/Table
Clean ( 70) .. £. 64
Indexa Record .. £ 1.62
Cassette Winder £ 1.06
Stereo Test Cassette
(53)
£ 2.60
(58)
£ 2.38
Cassette Edit Kit
(24) .. £ 1.99
Tape Edit Kit ( 23) £ 1.94
Hints & Tips ( 56)
(Zero) .. £ 0.48
Antistatic ( 69) .. £0.26
Flextidies ( 0/2) £0.37
Cass/Recorder Care
Kit ( 26A) .. £ 2.68
Salvage Kit ( 29A) £ 0.48
Tape Head Clean
(Ref. 1) .. £0.81
Splicing Tape ( 33) £0.41
(76) .. £0.45

We are appointed stockists for:
ARMSTRONG,

ACOUSTIC

RESEARCH,

BOWERS & WILKINS, K.E.F., MARANTZ,
NAKAMICHI,

NEAL,

QUAD,

REVOX,

SONY, TRIO, TEAC, TANDBERG, TECHNICS, YAMAHA
Many items are in short supply. Prices and
delivery on request. Telephone: 01-802 4131

Tape Clips .. £0.10
Bib Splicer 20 .. £ 1A5
Colton Cases MT8 £ 1•72
MT 10 .. £ 3.10
MT I1
..
£ 2•22
mr 12 .. £ 0.83
Electro Duster .. £. 80
Magnalift.. £ 3.95
Colton Varilift £ 6.13
Variscale .. £ 1.42
Turntable Mat
El - 96
Spirit Level .. £0.68
X 50 Magnifier £ 1.25
Gripes .. £. 10
Decca Sweep Arm £. 86
Record Brush .. £. 86
Goldring Lenco Clean £. 16
Fluid ..
C1-30
Metrosound Ionizer £- 65
Groovemaster £ 2-70
Hi -Fi Kit 2 m52
£0.81

3 M53
4 MS4
Dolby Tone Test
M48
M81
.
Cass. Azimuth M0
Phono Cartridge Kit
Stylus Balance M66
Discmaster
Transcriptors
Sweep Arm ..
Stylus Brush ..
Belts ..
H/Shells
Watts Dust Bug
Preener
Dust Bug Spares
Parastat 11
Parastat IV
1on. Fluid
Post 15p each

£1.30
£3-26
£2.16
£2.16
£2.38
£2.25
£2.80
£3.67
£4.72
£310
£1.13
£2•03
£1.36
£0.54
£0.16
£3.24
£2.97
£0.33

YAMAHA CENTRES
115 Kingsway ( Holborn) WC2
Telephone: 01-405 0446
Full range of Yamaha on demonstration, also at
94 The Parade, Watford, Herts.
Telephone: Watford 26602

SPECIAL OFFERS ON

MANY ITEMS

SONY CENTRE
857 High Road, Finchley NI2
(600 yards north of Tally Ho Corner)
Telephone: 01-445 3319
Everything from pocket radios to Colour TV and Hi-fi.

TAPES
C45 C60 C90 CI20
Scotch:
Cr02 0.75 0.90 1•20
New HE 0-67 0.70 0-98
Classic I•10 1.35 1-85
Maxell:
LN
0.55 0-76 1.02
UD
0.83 0.91 1-20 1.54
UDXL
1.20 1.49
Super LN
072 0.94 1.27
TDK D 0.56 065 090 1.15
SD
0-82 1.15 1.60
ED
0-88 I•10 1-60
SA
1.15 1-65
KR
1-20 170
BASF LH
0.56 0.76 1.04
Super
0-83 1 10 145
Cr02
1.10 139 I35
Sony K
0.49 0.70
HF
0.73 0.90 1 10
Cr02
1.12 1.42

FeCr ( C60) 1-25
Post: lop per Cass.: 25p per
5 Cass.: 45p per 10 Cass,

REEL
Sr
r
Scotch Hi -Fi:
222.. ..
E2 22 £. 92
223 .. .. E2 42 £ 16
224.. .. 0 16 £ 3.99
225 ...
099 £ 78
BASF LP .. £ 3.00 [ 3-95
DP .. £4.10 £ 5.00
Super LP .. £. 19 £. 50
DP .. £ 5 00 £6•24
TDK Audua £. 25
Maxell ( Matt Back)
11D 35-90B 7- 1800' £ 3-65
UD 35-180B 1f4" 3600' 7-05
Post: 7", 25p per reel;
4
65p per reel.
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Koss introduces the Technician / VFR.
The first stereophone you fine tune yourself.

LIFT

If you've been
missing the brilliant
highs and rich lows
you think are in your
favourite music, the
new Koss Technician/ VFR Stereophone is for you. Because
unlike any
other, it's the world's
first stereophone to
let you fine tune the
frequency response
range to suit your
own listening preference. So instead
of hearing somebody else's idea of
what
your
music
should sound like,
you'll be able to
shape the acoustic
contour of
your
favourite music to
the way you want to
hear it.

By
VFR
base
cup,
to

adjusting the
controls at the
of each earyou'll be able
discover
a
shimmering
new
brilliance in the highest
notes of a
piccolo. Or by reshaping the curve for
more bass, you'll be
able to feel a new
breathtaking fullness in the deepest
bass notes of an
organ passage. But
no matter how you
set the VFR controls,
you'll
be
shaping your own
response curve. And
that's a lot more
exciting than listening to a frequency
response curve preset at the factory.

CD
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KOSS stereophones
from the people who invented Stereophones.
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THE PERFECT HI-FI COMBINATION
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Each machine
is individually
tested and
carries its own
test report.
PLUS a twoyear parts and

INC.
VAT
£11

8.00

labour guarantee.
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Contact MR. CHITTY.11

0

HAMMONDS OF WATFORD

Z

60 QUEENS ROAD, WATFORD.
Telephone: 39733, Extension 25.

<
(1)

QUAD • ARMSTRONG • TRIO • AIWA rin

Baffled by

Get binding!
Keep your copies of HI- Fl NEWS
magazine in smart
maroon binders
with title in golden
block letters on the
spine.
Price, including
inland and overseas
postage is £3.00 for
two ( minimum
order). Each holds
6 months issues.
Send your
order with cheque
or postal order to:
Modern Book Binders
Ltd.,
Chadwick Street,
Blackburn,
Lancs.
(state clearly your name
and address and the
relevant magazine title).

1 LINK HOUSE GROUP

If so, then the book for you is
HI- Fl IN THE HOME, in which all
technical terms are explained as
they are introduced and no

Are you making a
start in hi-fi as a
plain music- lover
with no technical
knowledge?
Would you like to
learn the basics of
hi-fi without being
treated like a
moron ?
Do you find some of
the terminology
used in audio
magazines a little
above your head ?

assumptions are made about the
reader except that he likes music
and is intelligent. Praised from
all round in the musical, technical,
gramophone and general press,
this best-selling and very
comprehensive primer by the
editor of HiFi News & Record
Review is now in its fourth edition.
330 pages ( including a45- page glossary
of audio terms), 94 illustrations, hard
cover.
U•50p from booksellers or direct from the
publishers (
post 32p)
BLANDFORD PRESS
Link House, West Street,
Poole, Dorset BHI5 ILL.
North American distributor:—
Transatlantic Arts Inc.,
North Village Green,
Levittown, NY 11756, U.S.A.
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The 1976 Eagle catalogue lists everything we sell,from a
complete hi-fi system to ajack plug. Study the merchandise; scrutinise
the prices.You may discover you can get the hi-fi things you need for a
lot less than you thought. Post the coupon today for your catalogue.
It's free. Mistakes,unfortunately, aren't.
It costs you nothing. It could save you plenty.
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IIC
Open: 9.15-1, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. Shut:
1Wed. PAYBONDS ACCEPTED SUBJECT TO QUOTATION.
Cheques
with £30 cheque cards only accepted for
counter sales, with only one cheque per
transaction. Special Offers subject to
quotation
for
BARCLAYCARD,
ACCESS CARD.
P.O.A.-price on application
Sp. off.-special offer
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 12)%
All prices are subject to variation
without notice
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

eTAPE

RECORDERS ( P/P [3-50)
(B - Dolby B)
Akai 1722 .. .. _ .. £ 112.50
Akai 4000DB ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 151.00
Akai 4000DS Mk I ( Sp. off.) .. £91.50
Akai 400005 Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 101'50
Akai GX400D ( Sp. off.) .. .. E441-00
Tandberg 3441X, 3541X, 364IXD.
9141X Dolby .. .. ..
P.O.A.
Toshiba PT862D _ .. ..
P.O.A.
Uher 4000IC Report, 4200IC Report, 4400IC Report .. ..
P.O.A.
Revox 1102/4, 1122/4, 1222/4, Mk 4 and
Dolby B models from stock with substantial
discounts. Revox A700/1372/4 on application

•

CASSETTE RECORDERS ( P/P [2.00)
Akai CS34D ( Sp. off.) • •
B £92.50
Akai GXC310D ( Sp. off.)
B £ 126.00
Akai GXC325D (Sp. off.) £ 187•00
Akai GXC36D ( Sp. off.) .. . £83.25
Akai GXC39D ( Sp. off.) .. £ 112.00
Akai GXCSIOD (Sp. off.) .. £ 156.00
Akai GXC710D ( Sp. off.) .. £ 162-00
Akai GXC740D (Sp. off.) .. £250.00
Akai GXC75D (Sp. off.) .. £ 148-50
Akai GXC760D ( Sp. off.) .. £30600
Bush Arena C435 ( Sp. off.) . £57•00
Bush Arena C445 ( Sp. off.) . £62-00
Goodmans SCD100 ( Sp. off.)
B £ 12600
Hacker HCD 1000 (Sp. off.)
B £ 11700
Hitachi D2310 .. .. . £4800
Hitachi D2330 .. .. £ 72•00
Hitachi D2360 .. .. £87.00
Hitachi D2750
_
_
£ 136.00
Hitachi 03500
..
£ 171-00
JVC 1740B .. .. .. £75•00
Neal 102 Mk 2, 102V, 103 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer CT414IA ( Sp. off.) £95.50
Pioneer CT5151 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 108.50
Pioneer CTF2I21 ( Sp. off.) £ 113.50
Pioneer CTF6161 (Sp. off.) £ 114.50
Pioneer CTF9191 ( Sp. off.) £232.00
Pye 9145 DNL ( Sp. off.) .. . £51.50
Pye 9148A DNL (Sp. off.) .. . £94-50
RoteIRD20 .. .. .. £ 136.00
Rotel RD I
2F .. .. .. £ 136.00
Sansui SC2000 .. .. £ 137.00
Sansui SC3000 .. .. £ 153.00
Sansui SC3003 . .. £ 153.00
B £9990
Sansui SC636 ( Sp. Off.) .
Sansui SC737 (Sp. off.)
B £ 115.00
Sharp RT2000 .. .. .. £70.65
Sharp RT2500 .. .. .. £85.50
Tandberg TCD310, TCD330
B
P.O.A.
Toshiba PC3I00 and Dolby Models
PC4020, PC4030 and PC5060 available at competitive prices ..
P.O.A
Uher CR2I0
Wollensak 4766E .. ..
B £202.50

e

8- TRACK UNITS ( P/P [ 1•50)
BSR TD8S ( Sp. off.) . . .. £ 17.55
Metrosound SS30 ( Sp. off.) . £56-25
Wollensak 8075 .. .. • . £ 170.00

e

MICS., ACCESSORIES ( P/P 650
Akai ADM20
Beyer M8I8LM .. .. .. £41.50
Beyer M81LM .. .. .. [ 18-00
Neal 101 Resolver .. .. £ 17.50
Sennheiser MD722LM anci .
MZAI2
(Sp. off.) .. .. .. .. £9.90
AKG, Calrec • . .. .. To order

e

KITS, LOUDSPEAKERS, DRIVE
UNITS ( P/P on application)
Celestion HF1300 8 and 15 ohm .. £7-20
Celestion HF2000 .. .. .. £9.20
Coles 3000 .. .. .. .. £6.52
Coles 4001G .. .. .. £6•30
Decca London Ribbon Tweeter .. £22.00
falcon Daline No. 13 Crossover .. £7•90
Falcon R50 Type Crossover .. £7-20
Goodmans Mezzo Twin Kit pair
(Sp. off.) . ._ _ • • • • • • £ 410 0
KEF BI 10 SP1003 .. .. .. £ 720
KEF B139 SPI044 .. .. .. £ 17.10
KEF B200 SPI014 .. .. ..
E8-60
KEF DN12 SPI004 .. £6-15
KEF DN13 SPI015 .• £4.40
KEF DNI3 SPI017 .. £4•05

KEF ONO NO6305
£2.15
KEF KK1 Kit pair
..
£49.50
KEF KK3 Kit pair
..
£89.90
KEF 727 SPI032
..
£5•35
Peerless DTIOHFC .. .. £7-75
Peerless KOIODT .. .. .. £7.50
Poly Planar P40 pair (add P/P 90p) £ 10.80
Tannoy HPD295A hin. unit pr. ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy HPD315A I2in. unit pr. ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy HPD385A 15in. unit pr. ..
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 Kit pair
(Sp. off.) _ .. .. .. £60.30
Wharfedale Glendale XP Kit pair £46.80
Wharfedale Linton 2 Kit pair (Sp.
off.) .. .. .. ..
£21.15

•

TUNERS ( P/P £ 1.50)
Armstrong 623, 624
Cambridge Audio T55 ..
Ferrograph SFM I ..
Leak 2300 ( Sp. off.)
Pioneer TX5300
Pioneer TX7500
Pioneer TX9500
Quad FM3 .. .•
Revox A76 .
Rotel RT224 ( Sp. off.)
Rotel RT324 ( Sp. off.)
Rotel RT624
Rotel RT824
Sansui TU3900 ..

P.O.A.
£112.50
£102.60
£67.50
£63.50
£121.00
£167-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£46.50
£60-00
£813-00
£111.00
£89.00

• STEREO AMPLIFIERS ( P/P [ 1.50)
Akai AAS5I0 ( Sp. off.) one only .. £96.75
Armstrong 621 Teak or Rosewood
P.O.A.
Bush Arena A220 ( Sp. off.) .. £23.50
Cambridge Audio P110 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 127 80
Cambridge Audio P.60
£ 126 00
Ferrograph F208 .. .. £84.60
Ferrograph F608 .. .. £ 145 80
Leak 2200 ( Sp. off.) .. £91.80
Nikko TRM2I0 • •
ES3 00
Pioneer SA5300
.. £54 00
Pioneer SA6300
. • £72 00
Pioneer SA7300
.. £ 103.50
Pioneer SA7500
.. £ 151.50
Quad 303/33
Quad 405 ..
Revox A78
Rote RA2I I ( Sp. off.)
.. £40 50
Rote RA2I2
£44.50
Rote RA3I2 (Sp. off.)
£53 00
Rote RA4I2 ( Sp. off.)
£6600
Rote RA612
. £8800
Rote RA8I2
. £ 131 00
Rote
. £280 00
Rote RAI212 (Sp. Off.)
.. £ 14500
Sansui AU2200 ( Sp. off.) • .
.. £5300
Sansui AU3900
.. £8400
Sansui AU4900
£102 00
Sinclair 2000 Mk 2 ( Sp. off.)
£28 00

S

TUNER- AMPLIFIERS ( P/P [ 200)
Akai AA 1020 ( Sp. off.)
£125 00
Akai AA 1030 ( Sp. off.)
£136.00
Akai AA 1050 ( Sp. off.) ..
£187-00
Armstrong 625, 626
P.O.A.
Bush Arena TA2700 ( Sp. off.)
£62-00
Bush Arena TA3500 (Sp. off.)
£64.00
Goodmans Module 150 ..
£196-00
Goodmans Module I-10 ..
£135•00
Goodmans Module 1-20 ..
£135•00
Goodmans Module 90 ..
£117.00
Leak 1800 (Sp. off.)
£105.00
Leak 2000 (Sp. off.)
£12400
Pioneer SX1010 (Sp. off.) ..
£269.00
Pioneer SX450
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX535 (Sp. off.)
£121.00
Pioneer SX636 ( Sp. off.)
£139.00
Pioneer SX737 (Spl off.)
£164 00
Pioneer SX838 ( Sp. off.)
£212.00
Pioneer SX939 (Sp. off.)
£252.00
Rote RX102 ( Sp. off.)
£62-50
Rote RXI52 (Sp. off.)
£83.00
Rote RX202 (Sp. off.)
£92 00
Rote RX400A (Sp. off.)
£94•50
Rote RX402 ( Sp. off.)
£130-00
Rote RX602
£142.50
Rote RX7707 ( Sp. off.)
£15550
Rote RX802
£179-00
Sansui 331 ..
£94.00
Sansui 551 ..
£123-00
Sansui 661 ..
£157•50
Sansui 771 ..
£195.00
Ssnsui 881 ..
£252.00
Sansui 8080 ..
£319-00
Sansui 9090 ...
£350.00
Tandbere TRI010, TR200, TR2075,
TRI040P, Huldra 10
P.O.A.
Toshiba SA220L, SA320L, SA420,
SA520 and SA620 available at
competitive prices ..
P.O.A.
Wharfedale SXP ( Sp. off.) .. £ 135.00

•

STEREO SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
Push Arena System 20 .. £ 135 00
Bush Arena System 35 ( Sp. off.) . £ 144.00

Bush Arena System 40 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 130-50
Bush Arena BS3032
£206.00
Decca 403 (Sp. off.)
£45.00
Ekco ZU3 ( Sp. off.)
£81.00
Ekco ZU440
£233 -00
Ekco ZU4L ( Sp. off.) .. £ 140.00
Ekco ZU5F (Sp. off.)
£ 127.00
Ekco ZU5G (Sp. off.) .. £ 141-00
Ekco ZUSJ (Sp. off.)
£ 172.00
Ekco ZUSK (Sp. off.) .. £213 00
Ekco ZU7 (Sp. off.)
£ 172 00
Goodmans I- 10Z Compact .. £224.00
Goodmans Module 80 Compact
(Sp. off.)
£ 144.00
Goodmans Module 90 Compact .. £206-00
Hacker CTA700 and pair LS550
P.O.A.
Hacker GAR600 and pair LS1100 ..
P.O.A.
Hacker GAR600 and pair LS550 ..
P.O.A.
Hacker GAR600
P.O.A.
Hacker MC600 and pair LS1100 ..
P.O.A.
Hacker MC600
Hacker MC600 and pair LS550 ..
P.O.A.
Hitachi MC3402 .. .. £ 130.50
Hitachi SD2520 (Sp. off.) .. . • £ 81.00
Hitachi SDT2370
£ 151.00
Hitachi SIDT2480
£ 187.50
Hitachi SDT2660 .. £212.40
Hitachi SDT2680
.
£216.00
Hitachi SDT2690 with Do lby B £295.00
Hitachi ST2650
£ 151.00
JVC 1845 excluding speakers .. £200.00
Murphy MA940 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 54.00
Pye ZU540 with Dolby B
£314 00
Sharp SG309 • • • • £ 148 00
Toshiba SM3000, SM3I00, SM3200
P.O.A.
Toshiba SM3500 with Dolby B
P.O.A.

•

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair ( P/P on application)
B & W DS, DM2A, DM4, DM6, DM70 P.O.A.
Cambridge Audio R40 ( Sp. off.) ..
Cambridge Audio R50 ( Sp. off.) .. £253.00
Celestion County . . .. .. £51.30
Celestion Ditton II .. .. £47•70
Celestion Ditton 15
£77-40
Celestion Ditton 25
£ 162.90
Celestion Ditton 33
£ 113.85
Celestion Ditton 44
£ 138-60
Celestion Ditton 66
£220.50
Chartwell LS3/5A ..
P.O.A.
Chartwell PM200 ..
P.O.A.
Chartwell PM400 ..
P.O.A.
Ferrograph SI
..
..
£205.20
Goodmans Achromat 100
£68.85
Goodmans Achromat 250
P.O.A.
Goodmans Achromat 400
£ 125•10
Goodmans Havant SL
..
£ 54.90
Goodmans Magnum SL .. £ 102.15
Goodmans Mezzo SL
..
£80.91
Goodmans Minister SL• . £ 44.55
Hacker LSI100•
•
P.O.A.
Hacker LS250 .. . • £39.60
Hacker LS550 .. ..
P.O.A.
KEF Chorale ... •
P.O.A.
KEF Cadenza • • ..
P.O.A.
KEF Concerto .. ..
P.O.A.
KEF Coda .. • • • •
P.O.A.
KEF Cantor.
•
P.O.A.
KEF Correlli ..• •
P.O.A.
KEF Reference 103
..
P.O.A.
KEF Reference 104•
.
P.O.A.
Leak 2020 ( Sp. off.)
£ 50-50
Leak 2030 ( Sp. off.) .. £79.50
Leak 2060 (Sp. off.)
£ 123-50
Leak 2075
..
.
£332.00
Leak Sandwich 200 SS ( Sp. off.) .. £35.90
Mordaunt Short MS079, 400, 737,
Festival, Pageant Series 2 ..
P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic .. •
P.O.A.
Rank Domus 175 (Sp. off.)• • £ 40.50
Rogers LS3/5A .. ..• •
P.O.A.
Spendor BCI ..• . £ 195.75
Tannoy Arden ..• •
P.O.A.
Tannoy Berkeley ... •
P.O.A.
Tannoy Cheviot .. ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Devon .. ....
P.O.A.
Tannoy Eaton .. .. ..
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Airedale SP .. .. £ 193.00
Wharfedale Chevin XP ( Sp. off.) .. £26.00
Wharfedale Denton 2 Rosewood
(Sp. off.) _ .. .. .. £ 35.00
Wharfedale Denton 2XP .. .. £39.00
Wharfedale Dovedale SP ( Sp. off.) £ 121.50
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP .. £72.50
Wharfedale Linton 3XP . .. £52.50
Wharfedale Melton 2 Wa lnut ( Sp.
off.)
..
..
£55-00

e

STEREO HEADPHONES ( P/P 65n)
Aka, ASE II
..
..
£9.25
Akai ASE20 .. .. £ 11-50
Akai ASE22
..
£ 12.80
AKG KI40
..
£ 14.40
Beyer DT900-7
£ 12-50
Hacker HPI
£ 3.00
Hitachi HD50
£9.00
Hitachi HD60
£ 11.50
Koss Easylistener £ 15.75

Koss ESP6A Electrostatic ..
Koss ESP9 Electrostatic ..
Koss HV1A
Koss HV I
LC
Koss HV2
Koss K2 + 2 Quadraphonic
Koss K6 .. • «.
Koss K6LC
Koss K6LCQ Quadraphone
Koss K7
Koss K7I IBlack ..
Koss K0727B
Koss K0747
Koss K0747Q Quadraphone
Koss Phase 2 ( Sp. off.) ..
Koss Phase 2 • 2 Quadraphone
Koss PRO4AA
Koss PRO5LC
Koss PROSQ Quadraphone
Koss Technician VFR
Pioneer Monitor 10
Pioneer 50205
Pioneer SE300
Pioneer 5E305
Pioneer SE500
Pioneer SESOS
Pioneer 5E700 ..
Pioneer SEQ404 Quadraphonic
Rank YX9003 _
Rotel RH430 ( Sp. off.) ..
Rotel RH630 ( Sp. off.) ..
Rotel RH930 Electret ..
Sansui SSIO
Sennheiser HD224
Sennheiser HD400
Sennheiser HD4I4 ( Sp. off.)
Sennheiser HD424
Teleton SH500 (Sp. off.) ..
Wharfedale DDI
Wharfedale Isodynamic

£49.75
£86.50
£22.50
£25-50
£12.00
£41.75
£13.00
£14.75
£24.75
£8.50
£10.50
£15.00
£20.0
£36.00
£35-00
£73.00
£29.50
£32.75
£38.00
£36.00
£28.00
£8-95
£15.00
£14-10
£21.00
£29.25
£35.00
£28.50
£5-40
£4.70
£7.10
£26.55
£16-55
£26.00
£8.00
£12-50
£17•25
£5.00
£13.00
£19-50

e

TURNTABLES ( P/P [ 115) AND
ARMS ( P/P 50p)
Acos Lustre .. ..• • £ 24.00
Audio Technica AT1005 Mk 2 • • £ 17.50
Audio Technica AT1009 .. • • £48.00
BSR BDS80 .. .. .. • • £21-00
BSR BDS90 .. .. .. • • £ 25.00
BSR MP60 ( Sp. off.) ..• . £ 14•50
G
d 401 ( Sp. off.) .. • • £54.00
Garrard SP25 Mk 4 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 19•00
Goldring CK2 Kit ..• • £ 22-50
Goldring GL75 .. .. ..
E36-00
Goldring G99 Transcription .. £20.00
Howland West HW ITeak ..
P.O.A.
SME 3009 ( 5/2 Det. Head ( Sp. off.) £ 39.00
SME 3009 Fixed Head ( Sp. off.) .. £ 35.50
Sugden BDI Chassis _ .. £ 16-00
Sugden Bol Chassis Kit .. .. £ 13 00
Sugden BD2 & SAU2 Chassis .. £ 31.00
Sugden SAU2 .. .. .. £ 13 50
Thorens TDI25 Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £80•55
Thorens TX25, Cover for TDI25AB £8.82
Transcriptors Fluid Arm .. .. £25 00

e

TURNTABLE PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
ADC Accutrac 4000 ..
aneo
Akai AP001 ex. Cart.
£58.50
Akai AP003 and AT II
£79.20
BSR BDS80 Module ex. Cart. .. £29-00
BSR BDS90 Module ex. Cart. .. £33.75
BSR MP60 Module ex Cart. (Sp. off.) £23-00
Fons CQ30
P.O.A.
G
d Zero 100SB Module and C. £62.00
Garrard 125SB Module and M75-6 £41-00
G
d 86SB Mk 2 Module and
M75-6SM ( Sp. off.) .. £54•00
G
d SP25 Mk 4 Module and
M75-6S (Sp. off.)
Ell . 00
Goldring G102 P & C
£ 33-66
Goldring GL72 P ex. C . • £ 38.25
Goldring GL75P P & C ( Sp. off.) .. £49-50
Goldring GL78 P & C
E62.55
Goldring GL85 P & C
..
£83 70
Goldring L65 P & C
£67-50
Goldring L80
£ 56.00
Goldring L82
£64.00
Goldring L84
£76.00
Goldring L90
£ 119.00
Goodmans TD100
£61.50
Hitachi PS38 Direct Drive .. £70.00
Japan Phono T601 P & C and 999REX
£41.40
Leak 2001, AT1005 ex cart. ( Sp. off.) £89.50
Leak Delta and Cartridge ( Sp. off.) £52.20
Linn Sondek LPI2 and 3009 Teak ..
P.O.A.
Linn Sondek LPI2 Teak excl. Arm
P.O.A.
Philips GA2I2 ( Sp. off.) .. £65-47
Pioneer PL12D Mk 2
..
£42.50
Pioneer PLI511
£49.50
Pioneer PL55X Direct Drive .. £ 122.50
Rank Domus BD2000 ( Sp. off.) .. £3100
Rote IRPI500 excl. Arm ( Sp. off.) .. £48.00
Rotel RPI500 with Arm (Sp. off.) .. £ 61.00
Rotel RP2500
£65.00
Rotel RP3000 excl. Arm (Sp. off.) .. £75•00

166 StAlbansRoad,Watford,WD24AS.Tel:Watford 34644
ACCESS CARD

Sound technical
advice by
qualified staff

You

may telephone !

MI

your order quoting
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Barclaycard No

JC ARCLAYCARD
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AKAI
AA1020 SYSTEM
Comprises Akai AA I
020 receiver, Rotel RPI 500 module
with Shure M75ED cartridge
and two KEF Chorale spkrs.

Complete music centre with DOLBY
cassette
Lvv, mvv, SVV 6-station FM pre-set
tuner. Dolby cassette deck with CrO.,/
normal tape bias selection and digital
tape counter with pause and auto stop.
Two VU meters. Power output 25
watts RMS per channel. Single automatic record player with magnetic
cartridge.
Pair of 3-way speakers
featuring 8" bass, 3d," mid- range and
34," tweeter.

(t248.00
'IRCE £
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£295.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 12 4
2-"
£0.00
Rotel RP3000 with Arm ( Sp. off.) ..
£1-00
Sansui SR212P ( Sp. off.) ..
£58.00
Sansui SR222P
£28.00
Sansui 5R525 Direct Drive
£40 50
Sugden BD2 P & C and SAU2
£4 00
Sugden BD3
£127 35
Thorens TD125/2AB ( Sp. off.)
£8 20
Thorens TDI45 ( Sp. off.) ..
£58 50
Thorens TD160BC ( Sp. off.)
£7-41
Thorens TDI60C ( Sp. off.)
£0.97
Thorens TD166C ( Sp. off.) ..
P.O.A.
Toshiba SR355. 5R370
Transcripcor Reference with Arm £128.00
Transcriptor Reference excl. Arm £03.00

•CARTRIDGES

(
P/P 35p.
ADC XLM Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) £ 7-00
Decca Deram Con. L Blue
£. 00
Decca Deram Ellip. L Gold
£ 5-00
Empire 999REX ( Sp. off.) , £ 00
Empire 2000E ( Sp. off.) .. ::
E7.50
Empire 2000E/3
..
£ 2.50
Goldring CS90
..
£. 50
Ortofon MISE Super
£ 2.40
Shure M44E ( Sp. off.)
£. 50
Shure M55E ( Sp. off.) .. £ 7-25
Shure M75-65 ( Sp. off.) .. ..
C.SSO
Shure M75B Type 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £. 00
Shure M75ED Type 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 2.00
Shure M7SEJ Type 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 1.00
Shure M95ED ( Sp. off.) .. ..
05•50
Shure M95E1 ( Sp. off.) .. .
El 1.50
Shure M95G ( Sp. off.)
£ 14-00
Shure VI5 Type 3 .. ..
06.50

o

ROTEL

ROTEL

ROTEL

RX102 SYSTEM

RX152 SYSTEM

RX202 SYSTEM

Comprises Rotel RX102 receiver, BSR MP60 module with
Empire 999 REX cartridge and
two excellent speakers.

Comprises Rotel RXI52 receiver, Garrard SP25 Mk 4
module with cartridge and two
excellent speakers.

Comprises Rotel RX202 receiver, Garrard SP25 Mk 4
module with cartridge and
two Linton 3XP speakers.

OUR
PRICE

£99.00

O
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2.50 %iL:IRCE £

170.00

EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE

•

PORTABLE RADIOS (P/P 75p)
P.O.A.
Hacker RP38A Hunter
P.O.A.
Hacker RP72MB Sovereign 3 ..
P.O.A.
Hacker RP75MB Super Sovereign..
P.O.A.
Hacker RP76MB Silver Knight
P.O.A.
Hacker RP70
P.O.A.
Hacker RP78
£43.20
ITT Golf Electronic
Roberts R505
P.O.A.
Roberts R606
P 0.A.
Roberts R606MB
P.O.A.
Roberts R707
P.O.A.
Roberts Rambler
P.O.A.
Roberts RM50

•

CALCULATORS (inc. VAT at 8%)
(P/P 35p)
£10•50
Sinclair Cambridge ( Sp. off.)
Sinclair Cambridge Memory ( Sp.
£4.95
off.)
.
£10•95
Sinclair Oxford 100 ( Sp. off.)
£18.00
Sinclair Oxford 200
£14.95
Sinclair Scientific ( Sp. off.)

•

VIDEO TAPE (
P/P free)
Scotch VC60 for Philips machines.. £ 16-70
Scotch VC60, box of 5
02.00
Scotch VC60, box of 10
060110

e
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ROTEL

PIONEER

RA41 2 SYSTEM

RX402 SYSTEM

SX434 SYSTEM

Comprises Rotel RA412 amplifier, Pioneer PL I
2D- I1 with
Shure M75ED cartridge and
two KEF Chorale speakers.

Comprises Rotel RX402 receiver. Rotel RPI 500 module
with Shure M75ED cartridge
and two KEF Chorale speakc rs.

Comprises Pioneer SX434 receiver, Pioneer PL I
2D- I1 with
Shure M75ED cartridge and
two Ditton 15 speakers.

ROTEL

OUR
PRICE

I
75.50

PRICE
OLR

£270.00

(Or £299.00 with Cadenzas.
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Finnish
loudspeaker boxes
-ready for usetailored
These loudspeakers are high- quality
Finnish products. The loudspeaker
boxes are made to order and ready for
use.
In addition to the traditional loudspeaker boxes which are faced with
hardwood veneers, there are also PVCcoated loudspeaker boxes.
We fit the boxes with the loudspeakers you require. Our plant can be
programmed for series of 50 loudspeakers as well as 50,000.
Although we specialize in making
finished loudspeaker boxes according to

OLAVI RASANEN OY
P.O.B. 113
50101 Mikkeli 10
Finland
Telex 55-133 rasa sf

customer needs, we can also help in the
design process.
Long experience and a high degree of
mechanization guarantee uniform, highquality production. We can also assure
quick delivery.
Make a confidential cooperation
agreement with us. Think it over and get
in touch. We'll be waiting.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 10p per word ( private), minimum
£1-50. Box Nos. 35p

extra.

•

ELME
DO-IT-YOURSELF
HI-FI STEREO
SPEAKER KITS

The best value around '
Send tor details

go •

Trade rates 13p per word, minimum £ 1.95. Copy and remittance for

advertisements in OCTOBER 1976 issue must reach these offices by 6th SEPTEMBER addressed
to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or
typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record
Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside
of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an
intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may
be accepted, unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or
(2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is
considered to apply.

HiFi News June 1956 to December 1972, £ 10. Tel.:
Dane End 225 evenings.
H.

FOR SALE- private
Why buy used equipment? Our new prices are often as
low. All American, German and many Japanese brands
exported world-wide at unbelievable savings. The Sound
Affair, 364 Mission Court, St. Louis, MO 63130, U.S.A.
X.
K.H.L. 9's. Probably the best electrostatic speakers in
the world, two years old, hardly used, immaculate condition. Will demonstrate. RRP now £2,400, my price
£1,200. Delivery by arrangement, installation if required.
Tel.: 01-455 5480.
H.
Spendor BCI £ 120 pair. Koss ESp 9 £55.
Tel.: Derby 674929 evenings.

Malty.
H.

CELEF Professional Monitor loudspeakers, teak, as
new, £200. Tel.: Crayford 54540.
H.
Linsley Hood 75 watt amplifier. Built for interest from
Powertran kit. Full working order. Offers above £60
considered. Write 44 Old Place, Bognor Regis, Sussex.
Or Tel.: Pagham 5264 (
after August 16th).
H.
Quad Il amplifier. 22 stereo pre-amp. F. M. tuner, £80,
will separate. Also Garrard 301 turntable, £20. Box
No. 2513 c/o Hi Fi News (North Yorks).
H.
IMF-Galactron Mk. 10 stereo amplifier, under makers
guarantee. Hardly used, as new in makers box. With
instructions and accessories. First fair offer. Ask for
Mr. Kingdon, Park Street 72090 ( work), or 112 Clarence
Road, St Albans 61377.
H.
Heath AJ 1510 digital tuner. Station selection by
keyboard, punched card, automatic spectrum scan 88 to
108 MHz.
Digital frequency display.
Professionally
built, perfect £250 (cost £482 April). Shure V15 Mk. III,
perfect, £25. Groovac vacuum record cleaner perfect,
£5. Box No. 2515 c/o HiFi News. ( Leics).
H.
Gale GS 401A loudspeakers £220 pair. Yamaha
CA1000 amplifier, mint condition, £240. Buyer collects.
Box No. 2512 c/o HiFi News. ( London).
H.
Top of range J.V.C. 4VR 5456X 4-channel receiver.
Host of refinements including S.E.A. controls for front
and back channels. Maximum use 15 hours. Under
guarantee, £300. Tel.: 71-30410 after 5p.m.
H.

B & 0 3000-2 receiver (teak), 18 months old, as new,
£145. B & 0 1202 record deck (teak), brand new SP12a
cartridge. Cost £90, accept £60. Winterton, Slough
(0753) 48685 evenings. Will deliver.
H.
Yamaha CR600 £ 165. Pair Spendor BC1 £ 165. Mint
condition. Tel.: Chorley 72934.
H.
TEAC 160 (cassirec), £ 110. Yamaha TP400 turntable
(Ow cart), £75. Rotel 602 receiver £ 140. Goodmans
magnum SL speakers, £90. Bought in error, never been
used. Still with guarantees intact. Will accept £390
complete. Bargain! Box No. 2510 c/o HiFi News.
(Peterborough).
H.
Linsley- Hood Powertran kit, professionally built,
minor fault. Offers over £ 30. Also Quad 22/11. Tel.:
Abergele (0745) 824980.
H.
State of the Art Denon DP3500F turntable, with SME
3009 fixed headshell. Also Lux L308 amplifier. Just
overhauled, delivering 73 watts per channel into 8ohms.
Both in absolutely perfect condition, bargain £400.
Please Tel.: 01-328 2636.
H.
Superlative Revox A700. Professional NAB adaptors,
discounts at £825, will sell for £700. Pioneer SA9100 amp
with matching TX9100 tuner, powerful clean sound,
£185, £ 125 respectively or £300 together. Everything in
mint condition. Tel.: 01-980 7683 evenings. Ask for
Steve.
H.
Leak Stereo 70 amplifier, £55. Stereofetic tuner, £50
in teak, Sony TC252D
track, £45, Motorola 251 car
radio, 8track, £50. Reddall, 29 Hughes Close, Harvington, Evesham, Worcs.
H.
Daline Transmission Line Speakers. One pair of
complete speakers. £95. One pair of new cabinets, £40.
Pair of Koss ESP9 headphones, £ 50. Tel.: Barnet01-499 8868, evenings, week-ends.
J.
Very good condition. Thorens 150 SME 3000 II, £70.
Shure M75ED + extra stylus, £ 15.
Nikko TRM500
£75 o.n.o. AR2AX (pair) £ 120. Prefer sell as unit.
Tel.: Cambridge 53338.
H.
Pair Tannoy Monitor Gold Lancaster speakers,
immaculate. £ 120 o.n.o. R. G. Barker, Reading 472342
daytime, Highclere 253141 evenings.
H.

Marantz 1200B amplifier. Comprehensive tape facilities.
100 W.P.C. 16 months old, £350 o.n.o. Demonstration.
Cordukes, 34 Montpelier Crescent. Brighton.
J.

Technics SL110 turntable with SME 3009/2 improved
(fixed head) and Shure VI5/3. Perfect condition, £ 165.
Tel.: Watford 42868.
H.

Ferrograph 632H stereo tape unit. 8tapes and Cadenza
ribbon mie. £60. Buyer collects. Allen, 1 North Lane,
Wiston, Steyning, Sussex.
H.

Dual 701 V15/3LM, £ 155. Sansui SR525, £95, as new.
Tel.: 01-958 9421.
H.

Tandberg 9000X tape recorder. Just overhauled by
Tandberg.
13 months old.
Immaculate condition,
£200 o.n.o. Tel.: 01-624 2971.
H.
TEAC A3340-10 reel to reel, stereo recorder 105" spools,
A- B monitoring, variable bias etc., £225. Peter Ford,
Tel.: 01-997 1661.
H.
Quad 303, perfect condition, £50 o.n.o. P. Allen,
1 Myrtle View, Barcroft, Cross Roads, Keighley. Tel.:
Haworth 42284 after 5.45 p.m.
H.
Yamaha CR800 receiver, I year old, 50 watts per
.channel, immaculate, £ 190 o.n.o. Tel.: Tring 2159.
H.

FOR SALE-trade
A.D. HiFi Cabinets are individually made so they can
be finished or adapted to your requirements or made to
order if not suitable. Send rough sketch with your phone
number, or visit our works. We will quote if we are able
to help. A. Davies & Co., 57 Wellesley Road, London
NW5. Tel.: 01-485 5775.
X.

HEM AUDIO
PRODUCTS LTD

Dent . H. N.
SUMMERBRIDGE
HARROGATE YORKS
Tel Dailey 279(51d Code0423-72)

All American, German and many Japanese brands exported worldwide. Very competitive prices. Specific enquiries, write please. The Sound Affair, 364 Mission
Court, St. Louis, MO 63130, U.S.A.
X.
Viser Universal 5000 relay universal recorders with fully
automatic, non-stop playback. Remote control pushbutton and many other unusual features. 2-track, 3
speeds (9.5 cm., 4.7 cm., 14 cm. per second). Can record
up to 8hours non-stop. Overhauled. Cost up to £350
each. Our price, £69 each, carriage £2. Harringay
Photographic Supplies, 435 Green Lanes, London N4.
Tel.: 01-340 5241.
M.
Linsley-Hood 75 watt amplifier spares, accessory and
conversion kits by return. S.a.e. for list. I. G. Bowman,
(Dept. HFN). 59 Fowey Avenue, Torquay, S. Devon. H.
Pair Ontal TL6 speakers teak S/S, £235. Pair Tannoy
Eaton teak, £ 185. Pair B. & W. DMe walnut, £ 360.
Pair IMF A LS40 II walnut, £214. Harrison S200 stereo
amplifier sts, £200. Tandberg TCD3I0 Dolby stereo
cassette deck, £ 175. Audio Corner, 117 Portland Street,
Southport. Tel.: 0704 37332.
H.
Monitor Audio MA3, £252. Mordaunt-Short Festival,
£54. DBX 117, £ 117. Videotone, Castle, lsophon, LNB,
WAR, expertly demonstrated. Graham Nally, Derby
874929 evenings.
J.
Tenerel Magnetic Cartridges are available at unbeatable prices from William John Murphy Enterprises.
The amazing T2001 can be yours for £5including the cost
of postage to any part of the British Isles. For superior
performance use the T2001ED which is available for as
little as £ 10. For the ultimate use the T2001SD, with its
nude Shibata stylus, this cartridge is suitable for use with
CD4 records and it can be yours for £ 15. William John
Murphy Enterprises. Dept. HFNI, 3 Woodlands Drive,
Stillorgan, Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland.
H.
Revox A700's from £774.00 plus 8% VAT. Revox
A77's from £365.00 plus 8% VAT. A comprehensive
selection of spares and accessories are also available at
import prices. Delivery about 3 days from receipt of
order/funds via direct import facility. We also offer a
prompt, competent hospital and conversion service here
in Reading. Tel.: Reading (0734) 690177 or Wokingham
(0734) 781970.
L.

FALCON ELECTRONICS
are moving to:Tabor House, Norwich Road, Mulbarton.
N r Norwich, Norfolk NRI4
All Mail Orders and Enquiries should be sent to
the above address.
Callers welcome-closed Mondays.
Large stamped addressed envelope for our Speaker
Component Price List PL9+4p stamps for Grille
Fabric Samples.
26 Station Road, Bexhill-on-Sea will still remain
open for Callers and Demonstrations Tues.-Fri.
2-5 p.m., Sat. 9.30-1 p.m.
We are demonstrating some of our Kits and
answering Technical Enquiries at
HARROGATE AUDIO FAIR
September 3rd-5th. Room 218.
Please note that Falcon will be closed for the whole of
Harrogate Audio Fair week.

LINSLEY

HOOD

HIGH QUALITY AMPLIFIERS AND TEST EQUIPMENT
Available from
TELERADIO Hl- FI, 325 FORE STREET,
LONDON N9OPE.
Examples: 75 W Amplifier Kit, £ 12 ( made 615•95).
Pre-amp. Kit, £7.75 ( made £ 10). P.S.U., £9 ( made
El 1). Test instruments: Audio oscillator, £9•50.
Milli-V-meter. £ 15-25. F.M. SigGen, £ 12. Distortion analyser. £2025. P.S.U. 60v IA, £ 17-30.
Tax on: Amps. 25%; Instruments 8%. P/P extra.
Stockists of KEF L.S. Units. S.A.E. will bring lists
as required.
Closed Thursdays.
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Pickups &
Cartridges

WILMSLOW AUDIO
THE FIRM FOR SPEAKERS
For the best prices and largest
stocks in the country see our
advertisement on page 54.

Badger Sound
Services Limited

Tel.: 01-366 5015
Prices include postage and VAT at 12#%
(British Isles only)

ACOUSTONE

ADC
Cartridge
(incl.
Stylus)
£7-00
£9.25
£12-00
£20.00
£25.00
£35-00

Q30..
Q32..
Q36..
VLM II ..
XLM II ..
Super XLM

Fabulous designs exclusive to UPL
Send 10p or pattern card
Stylus only
£5-25 ( R(330)
£8.50 (RQ32)

..
..

G820SE

£10.95
£7.00(0130E)
£15.00 £9-50 (D130SE)
£35-00 £ 15.00 (D140SE)

G900SE

GRADO
FTR
FTE
F3E
F2 ..

.. £8-00
.. £ 11-75
.. £ 15-25
.. £25-25

FliîIr,clomaami
FLASHERIINIT

IDEAL FOR DISCOS, .0141ES,PUAS
'AWE
ffexES
Ele

£6-50 ( FTR/S)
(FTE/S)

£8.15

£11.00 ( F3E/S)
£17.25 ( F2/S)

ORTOFON
.. £14-50 £ 11 - 00

F15E
VMS20E
M15E Super

UPL, Compton House, 35 High S
New Malden, Surrey. Tel. 01-942 9567

£975 ( R036)
£12-00 ( RV L)
£14-00 ( RXL)
£21.50 ( RZL)

GOLDRING
..
£7.50 £3-25 (0130)

G820
G820E

World's Finest Acoustic Grille Cloth

( N15E)

.. £ 21 00 £ 19-00
.. £36.50 £20.00 ( D15E)

Wired ready for use
Complete with three
100watt coloured lam -s
that flash independent y
at random.

MICRO ACOUSTICS
C)DC le

TYPEÏ4

£40.00 £15-75 (R le)

SHURE
M3D..
£4-75 £3-90 ( N3D)
M44-7
£6-05 £4-95 ( N44-7)
M44E
£6.45 £5.40 (N44E)
M55E
£7.25
£6.30 (N55E)
M75- 6S
£ 6.45
£5-40 (N75-6)
M75G/II
£10.40 £7-50 (N75G/II)
M7513/1I
£9.15 £6.10 ( N7513/1I)
M75EJ / II • . £ 11.30
£7.95 (N75EJ/II)
M75ED/II • . £ 13.45 £ 11.25 ( N75ED/II)
M91
ED
£ 13.45 £12-75 ( N91 ED)
M93E
£9.60 £8.75 ( N93E)
M95G
£ 10.95
M95EJ
£ 11.70 £8.90 ( N95EJ)
M95ED
£16.95 £ 14.90 (N95ED)
V15/III
£39.50 £ 15.25(VN35E)
Shure 78 stylii
N44-3 ( for M44/55 series)
£6-00
N75-3 ( for M75 series) ..
£6.00
N95-3 ( for M95 series) .. £6.90
VN78E ( for V15/111) .. £17.50
NB.- All items are genuine branded products
in manufacturers packing.

£•oo(N95G)

To Pickups & Cartridges
Box 30 Enfield Middlesex
Please send the following items by return post
(Recorded Delivery).
Qty.

Make

Type

£111"

Cost

SPOT ( less

B.C. Fitting £1•95 6e "

£ 2•12-

E.S. Fitting

E ALSO MANUrACTORE A FAG Ranee OA
SPOTI-J6NT FITYINGS. SEND 20P FOR PREE usr

ALBEN

ENGINEERING CO. LTD.,
DEPT H . F. N. THE CRESCENT
WORSTHORNE, BURNLEY.
LANCS. Tel Burnley 20940

NIPPRO ACOUSTICS
STATE OF THE ART SPEAKER
(P. ATKINSON)
We can now supply these cabinets at £130 the pair.
They have all wiring, and the baffles are all cut out.
Also our latest transmission- line speaker the PRO 9TL
designed by Chris Rogers. See August issue of Practical
Hi Fi & Audio for details of this model. Send S.A.E. for
colour brochure.
NIPPRO ACOUSTICS
101 Westridge Road, Southampton SO2 1HJ.
(0703 551279)

Ienclose a Cheque/Postal Order made payable
to Pickups & Cartridges for £

AUDIO ADAPTOR UNITS
Having problems connecting two or
three
tape
recorders
to
your
amplifier? Solve them with one of
our large range of Adaptor Units,

Name
Address

•
C
I
•

Please send stamp for free catalogue.
(N8)
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M.A.C. Ltd, Dept. G.I., 17 Bath ey Street,
Nottingham NG2 2LJ. Tel.: ( 0602) 862 647.

A comprehensive service for the speaker builder
with magazine designs on demonstration!
DRIVE UNITS
Celestion HF1300 ( 8 or 15 ohm)
Celestion HF2000-while stocks last
Coles ( formerly ITT/STC) 400IG
Coles ( formerly ITT/STC) 4001K
lsophon KKIO ( 8ohm)
KEF B110
KEF B200
While present stocks last.
KEF T27
Price increased 1/4/76.
KEF 715
KEF B139
Peerless DTIOHFC
Peerless KO IODT
Peerless K040MRF
Richard Allan CG8T
Richard Allan DT20
Richard Allan LP8B
Richard Allan HPBB

£7.95
£9.15
£5.90
£5.90
£738
£6.70
£8.50
£5.20
£6-25
£16.50
£8.75
£7.75
£9.95
£6.75
£5.53
£712
£11.65

CROSSOVERS:
KEF DN12
While present
KEF DNI3 ( SP 1017)
KEF DNI3 ( SP 1015) } stocks last.

£595
£3-90
£4.25
£8-35
£4.25

Falcon B139/B110/T27/400IG .. ..
Falcon B200/Peerless DTIOHFC .. .
Falcon KIT for B300/HFI300 15 ohm/4001G
.. ..
£8.00
Falpc
e
ornpK
al
i
T
r fo.r
.8139/
.15 I
10/T15/48411G per pr £15.70
HFN " Daline" 3- way ( state tweeter) .. £
HFN " Daline" 2- way KIT (
T27) per pair .. £4
72
5
5
5
HFN " Daline" 2- way KIT (KO IODT) per pr
£8.50
HFN " State of the Art" crossover kits per pr.
(excluding attenuators)
.. ..
£1600
SOFTWARE:
BAF wadding 2e x1. per yard .. ..
60p
Long fibre wool to Dr Bailey's specification
per lb. .
£120
Grille cloth-S.A.E .
. and . Sp stamps please for
samples.
SPEAKER KITS:
Helme XLK-20
Heinle XLK-30
Helme XLK-35
Helme XLK-40
(Helme prices rose in April]
KEFK1T 1
KEFK1T 3
[While stocks last]

£18-95

£22-80
£28.80
£4100

pair

£44-00
£79.90

Catalogue containing reprint of Hi -Fi Answers
Monitor design, 20p post free. ( Overseas 50p or a
dollar bill.) Exports welcome.
All prices include VAT.
Post and packing:
B139, 85p; other speakers, 55p; tweeters, 35p;
crossovers, 35p ( 50p per pair); crossover kits,
3Sp; wool and wadding, 55p any quantity; speaker
kits, £1.00 each, £100 per pair.
Callers welcome: 9-6 Tues. to Sat. Closed all day
Monday. Do it yourself speakers on demonstration
including
the
HFN
DAL1NE,
POSTH ORN, STATE OF THE ART DESIGN
AND HI Fl ANSWERS MONITOR.
ACCESS orders taken by phone.

BADGER SOUND SERVICES LTD.
38A St Andrews Road South,
Lytham St Annes, Lancs. FY8 IPS.
Telephone: St Annes 729247.
STD CODE 0253
(Closed all day Monday)

HIGH QUALITY
IOW DISTORTION
OSCILLATOR

We care for our Revoxes—why not let us care for yours?
We can do anything you can dream up for the A77 within reason, and without
detriment to the normal performance of the A77, such as:
I. Any speed from 30
problems.

p.s. down to

15/ 16

p.s. without any of the usual

An ideal instrument for testing hi-fi systems.
Designed by Mr. J. L. Linsley Hood

2. Improving specifications to the most amazing standards for the professional
user.

Kit price E14-1- Tax at 8%. P/P & Ins. £ 1.00. Made and tested E18.
Specification— Frequency range: 10 Hz- I00 kH in 4 steps.
Output: 10 mV- 1volt in 3 steps.
Sine- and Square-wave forms: Dist. below 432%.
Attenuator: Powered by 9 V battery.
Other instruments: MILLIVOLTMETER, FREQUENCY METERS, 60 V 1A REG
P.S.U., F.M. SIG GEN., DISTORTION ANALYSER. Also HI- F1 AMP KITS
10-100 W. F.M. TUNERS. KEF SPEAKER UNITS.
S.A.E. for further information to:

4. Balanced line mic inputs with or without phantom speed up to 21 volts.

TELERADIO

3. Conversions to Full Track, Van-speed, pause control.

ELECTRONICS

325 FORE STREET, EDMONTON, LONDON
Telephone: 01-807 3719.

RECORDS MADE TO ORDER
DEMO DISCS
LACQUER MASTERS
FOR THE TRADE

5. Cannon input and output.
6. RAPID SERVICE.
WE PROVIDE IMMEDIATE SERVICE TO THOSE WHO URGENTLY
REQUIRE THEIR REVOXES.

RADIO RECORDINGS

ALL MACHINES WE REPAIR OR MODIFY LEAVE US WITH A SPECIFICATION
SHEET.

SPEAKER SALE

VINYLITE
PRESSINGS
ELECTROPLATING

Single discs, 1-20, Mono or Stereo, delivery 4 days,
from your tapes. Quantity runs 25 to 1,000 records
PRESSED IN VINYLITE IN OUR OWN PLANT.
Delivery 3-4 weeks. Sleeves/Labels. Finest quality
NEUMANN STEREO/Mono Lathes. We cut for
many Studios UK/OVERSEAS. SAE list.
DEROY RECORDS
Eastwood, Cove, Dumbartonshire,
Scotland.

Bargains in AR and KEF—also Thorens TD.I60,
cut SME £65.00. Sugden A48, Quad etc. at attractive prices. plus competent service and demonstrations.
HOLDINGS

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE. Stereo and mono
masters and lacquer discs from your tapes.
Tel.:
Bracknell 54935. London Road, Binfield, Bracknell,
Berkshire.
X.

For Competitive Prices and Personal Service
Components for HFN ( R. Fris) Daline Loudspeakers
Speaker Units:—

Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters
studio/mobile. Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure.
I Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel.: 0483
61684.
X.
Warren Recordings ( members A.P.R.S.). Tape-disc
demo-discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile.
59 Hendale Avenue, London NW4 4LP. Tel.: 01-203
0306.
X.

KEF T27, 715, BI 10, B200, BI39.
Celestion Hf 1300, HF2000.
Peerless KO IODT, DT 10HFC, KO 40MRF.
STC ( Coles) 4001G Super Tweeter.
Jordan Watts Modules.
Helme Speaker Kits XLK20.30 & 35.

J. & B. Recordings. Disc cutting service. Demos,
pressings from your tapes. Tape copying and editingStereo/mono.
S.a.e.
14 Willows Avenue, Morden,
Surrey. Tel.: 01-648 9952.
X.

Crossovers etc.
KEF DNI2, DNI3, ( SP1017), ( SP1015)Falcon 13200/T27, 13200/K0 IODT, B200/DT 10HFC.
Daline 3-way.
Capacitors and Inductors, BAF
wadding, long fibre wool, foam etc., speaker enclosures.

Elstree Mobile Recording Studios. • High quality
cassette stereo copying. Lots 1-10,000. ° Mobile multitrack recording unit. • Discs pressed from your source.
Usual service offered to broadcast stations.
Tel.:
01-953 6921/9021.
32 Deacons Hill Road, Elstree,
Herts.
L.

The service we offer is backed by years of experience in
the specialist acoustic field.
For afirm quote phone ( or S.A.E.) Bill Elliston

"ACOUSTICA"
Bennett: Corner, North End, Dunmow, Essex
Large S.A.E. for New Price List PL I
Telephone: Great Dunmovv (0371) 820770.
Mail Order (callers by appointment only)

WANTED

FOR HIRE
REVOX A77 ( HS+standard
NAB+CCIR van- pitch, varispeed etc.).
AKG BX20,
QUAD 303, REVOX A78,
SPENDOR speakers, mic
stands. AKG mikes etc.

Radio Recordings

Radford valved amplifiers.
SC22 preamp STA100,
STA60, STA25, STA15 power amps. Good price paid—
£40 to £ 100 depending on model, condition. Also Quad
electrostatics. Details, 64a Walbrook Road, Derby.
H.

Telephone: 01-586 0064.

Quad AM3 wanted. Any condition, good price paid.
Tel.: 0601-26 265 evenings.
M.
Wanted Leak Valve Varislope stereo pre-amplifier and
stereo 20 power amplifier. Good price paid. Baker,
28 Ration Drive, Eastbourne.
J.
Wanted Quad AM3 tuner, overseas model. £ 50 subject
condition. Box No. 2511 c/o Hi -Fi News ( Huntingdon).
H.
Wanted Pair KEF104 or similar quality speakers.
Also pair AR4XAS. Box No. 2514 c/o Hi -Fi News
(Bristol).
H.
Wanted Revox A77 tape recorder or deck.
collect anywhere. Tel.: 01-949 3796.

Would
K.

Wanted Sony HP-51I A stereo system in good condition.
Will collect. Tel.: Great Bolas ( Salop) 493.
H.

SITUATION VACANT
Owner Occupier as owner/demonstration agent in
Pontefract and south-west of Manchester. Occasional
week-end or evening appointments. £96 to £ 267 needed.
Write to Clark Speakers, 122 Hull Road, Anlaby, North
Humberside.
H.

39/41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn BB2 2AF.
Telephone: 59595/6.

STUDIO FACILITIES

Elliston Acoustics

Telephone.: 01-586 0064.

(Near Swiss Cottage Station)
N.9.

It helps to mention

Due to their continued expansion,
Hardman Radio the largest Hi -Fi group
in the North West have vacancies in
their Superstores in Chester, Liverpool,
Manchester and Preston for:

SENIOR SALES STAFF
Previous experience in audio/hi-fi an
advantage,
but
not
essential
as
thorough training will be given. Good
prospects of promotion to management.

HI-FI & AUDIO ENGINEERS
Experienced engineers with a practical
knowledge of hi-fl and audio servicing.
Good prospects of promotion.
Excellent salary, good working conditions and big company benefits.
Contact the Manager of your nearest
store:
The Forum, Northgate St., Chester.
Tel.: (
0244) 317667
33 Dale St., Liverpool L2 2HF.
Tel.: 051-236 2828
12 St Mary's Gate, Manchester M1 1PX.
Tel.: 061-832 6087
Guild Hall Arcade, Preston PR1 1HR.
Tel.: (
0772) 59264

HaRDmaris
WHOLE WORLD OF H1f1
tIT souro PRKES
SERVICING

III-111 NEWS

R. Beaumont, specialist audio repairs and Philips VCR
service. 21 Southway, Ilkley, West Yorkshire. Tel.:
094-33 2026.
X.

when replying to

Garrard 401. Eliminate rumble: have precision made
P.T.F.E. bearings fitted, £6.50, including P. & P. For
details Tel.: 01-868 4095 evenings.
H.

ADVERTISEMENTS

Audio Repairs by
experience. Extensive
tion, measurements
Location, Woodford,

Electronics Engineer, 30 years
facilities enabling Oland restoraetc.
Genuine personal service.
Essex. Tel.: 01-504 5467.
H.
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GT2101

Servo system incorporates optical shaft encoder
1.048 Megahertz crystal controlled reference oscillator provides time- base.
Rare-earth magnetic thrust bearing
Non-magnetic stainless steel throughout
Rotational speed continuously variable from 10.0 to 99.0 rpm
Speed indicated by seven-segment LED display
Long-term speed stability better than 0.001% at 33 1/3 rpm
Wow and flutter unmeasurable with current technology
Rumble unmeasurable with current technology

Gale

Gale Electronics & Design Limited 23 Bruton Place London W1X 7AB

:
Instead of buying aless

expensive name,
why not buy aless expensiveYamaha?

Some people, because they think
Yamaha tuner amplifiers are expensive,
settle for acheaper make.
What apity.
Instead, they could have bought a
less expensive Yamaha.
For example, the CR400 below.
The CR400 has everything you could
wish for, including very simple controls.

There's aseparate microphone input.
Twin tuning meters and aloudness switch.
Connections for 2sets of speakers. Even a
handsome walnut finish cabinet.
And everything is beautifully made.
Because even though it's in Yamaha's
lower price range, it's made by the very
same craftsmen who make Yamaha's most
expensive tuner amplifiers.

With the same legendary skill.The
same attention to detail.The care you just
won't get with aless expensive name.

°YAMAHA

MAKERS OF FINE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS SINCE 1887
Send for our free colour book

Natural Sound Systems Ltd, Strathcona Road,
North Wembley, Middx. 01-904 0141.

Yamaha CR400 Tuner Amplifier.
£177 inc VAT at 25%. Fully guaranteed for 2year.

